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If your quad
head fails today, we'll have

a replacement to you
by noon tomorrow.

"If it can uo wrong, it will." A guy
named M.uphy said that, and he
was probably referring to quad
VTR's.Because when you least
expect, when you can least afford
it, and when you don't have a
backup-one ofyour head assem
blies will probablyfail.

Andwhen it fails,you can't wait
weeks for the head to be refur
bished. Every hour counts. That's
why VideomaxdevelopedMaxi
Service.It cuts your downtime
fromweeks to a matter of hours.

Allyou do is dial ourMaxiLine
and tell us what head you need.
We'llrush it to the airport, put it
on the next plane, and you'll have
the head the followinqday
before noon in most majorcities.
That's how MaxiServiceworks.

Head refurbishment is all we do,
so we have to do it well. That's
why no company works harder
than we do to meet your needs.
Sothe next time Murphy pays you
a visit, put your feet up, relax, and
give us a call. Sales & Service-
New York:(212)947-8031,
LosAngeles: (213)980-7927,
Atlanta: (404)992-4490,

~®videomax ®

Videomax Corporation
An Orrox Company
3303 Scott Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 988-20Cü
Telex: 910-33E•-0554

/ OWIK
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Learns complex switching functions. Stores them.

Recalls them later, EXACTLY.

At the touch of a button!

It makes switching easier,

good operators better.

E-MEM; creative assistance for video production.

NAB '78 BOOTH 813 THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.

(•Effects Memory)

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, NY 11021

(516) 487-1311

1644 Tullie Cir, NE
ATLANTA, GA 30329

(404) 321-4318

8'10 W Brisiol Street
ELKHART, IN 46514

(219) 264-0931

PO. Box 482
'ABANK, TX 75147

(214) 887-1181

A Tektronix Company

4419 Van Nuvs Blvd, Ste 307
SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403

(213) 990-6172
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DIRECT
CURRENT
FROM D.C.

March, 1978/By Howard T. Head & Harold L. Kassens

It's NAB time again and NAB is looking forward to another highly
successful convention in Las Vegas. This has advantages not only
for serious convention registrants, but also for readers of this
column. You can either go downstairs and put a few chips on the
roulette wheel or, if you want to take a real chance, you can pon
der our 1978...

Pompous Predictions

VHF-TV drop-ins

The commission now has received all of the paper work involved in
proposals for short-spaced VHF-TV drop-ins and has closed the docket
to any further filings. The commission's staff is studying a bliz
zard of paper work generated five years ago by an off-hand remark at
a press conference held by the director of the Office of Telecommun
ications Policy (soon to be dissolved by Executive Order).

Short-spaced VHF-TV drop-ins have been urged in five markets:
Charleston, West Virginia; Salt Lake City, Utah; Knoxville, Tennes
see; Johnstown, Pennsylvania; and Albany, New York. Although there
has been some support for each of these proposals, it is surpris
ingly less than expected and opposition has been vigorous. Look for
one or more parties to ·ask the commission for oral arguments in the
case which can hardly take place before the end of the summer. A
final decision is unlikely during the coming year.

FCC application processing

Anyone filing a broadcast application at the commission can only
expect longer delays even before the application is given a cursory
examination. These delays are increasing and are going to get
worse in spite of the determination of new FCC chairman, Charles
Ferris, to improve the situation. The commission has announced a
program which would expand the use of high-speed computers, especial
ly in processing AM applications, but much work remains before this
can be put into regular operation. The problem is complicated by
the fact that all other North American countries are also involved.
Don't expect any speed-up in the processing of broadcast applications
during the coming year.

continued on page 6
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30 Functions for only $1995

TFT Model 7601 represents a major break
through in remote control systems. Now, you
can get 20 channels of dig;ital command tune
tions plus 10channels of digital telemetry tune
tions for less than $2000! And it's the same high
quality, reliable design that has made TFT
equipment a standard in the broadicast industry.
Just check this line-up of features:

DATA SECURITY ASSURED
Full command-code redundancy, plus odd/
even parity check, makes digital data errors
virtually impossible. A TFT proprietary feature.
Even lightning induced noise has no effect on
integrity of command functions.

INSTANTANEOUS COMMAND
Less than 0.2 second marks the time for a com
plete command/execute function with the new
TFT high speed data modem.

ONE MAN CALIBRATION
The front panel of the Model 7601R (Remote
Terminal) has a DVM and scaling potentiome
ters so that just one man, on-site, can perform
the FCC required weekly calibration. A s1udio
lock-out switch provides complete operator
safety for on-site work.

CHOICE OF TRANSMISSION METHODS
Model 7601 interconnection can be either tele
phone lines or radio links which include STL,
TLS or SCA.

MINIMAL SERVICE DOWNTIME
Quick-disconnect rear barríer strips allow fast
removal of the 7601 from the rack without dis
connecting any of the interface wiring between
the remote terminal and the transmitter or
alarm sampling points.

TEN OPTIONAL STATUS CHANNELS
In addition, 10 status indicator functions may
be factory or field installed to provide instant
status display and alarm.
The Model 7601 is just one of a full line of field
proven, reliable, fail-safe remote control sys
tems offered by TFT. Other remote control
systems designed for AM, FM and TV include
the Model 7610, 120-channel digital telemetry/
status/control system, the TELESCANI* auto
logging multi-channel CRT display andi toler
ance alarm system, and a complete tine of
remote control accessories. They're all avail
able now from TFT. Call or write:

"Trademark pending
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DIRECT CURRENT
FROM D. C.
continued from page 4

AM stereo

Three competing systems have been tested in the laboratory and in
the field by the National AM Stereophonic Radio Committee, and the
results of these tests have been filed with the commission. Two
other systems not tested by NAMSRC have been proposed and test
results of these systems should be filed with the commission soon.
During the coming year, the commission will issue a notice of pro
posed rule making inviting comments on all five systems looking
toward the eventual standardization of a single system.

Automatic transmission systems

We goofed on this one a year ago when we predicted the commission
would expand the authorization of fully automatic transmission sys
tems, now confined to FM and non-directional AM, to include AM
directional antennas and television stations. However, the paper
work for this one is at least in the commission's mill and the ex
pansion to include all broadcast stations should happen within the
next few months.

The Television "Receiver of Tomorrow"

Texas Instruments has delivered a prototype of an improved tele
vision receiver to the commission's laboratories where it has been
tested. A report of these tests will be given to the commission
and then be made public. Texas Instruments claims the new receiver
eliminates the UHF taboos involving oscillator radiation, image in
terference, and IF beat, and that it greatly improves the other
taboo restrictions as well as that of adjacent-channel interference
both at VHF and UHF. The commission must now decide what steps (if
any) it should take to encourage receiver manufacturers to use these
or other techniques in actual production models. A lot will depend
on whether these improvements do any real good in increasing the
number of available channel assignments, and on this point a lot of
people are going to be disappointed.

1979 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC)

The United States continues to develop its position for the 1979
World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) which will establish
the framework for all frequency allocations worldwide throughout the
year 2000. Former FCC Commissioner Glen O. Robinson, a law pro
fessor, will head the United States delegation to the conference
subject to Senate confirmation. Among the key issues yet to be
resolved is the matter of sharing television broadcast channels with
the land mobile services. This sharing was recently turned down by
a four to three vote, but the proponents of sharing will make a
vigorous effort to reverse the vote to permit land mobile sharing of
all television channels.
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RCA announces 1000th TK76
At NAB in Las Vegas, RCA will

announce the sale of the 1000th
TK76 color camera. This announce
ment reflects the full impact of the
ENGrevolution that now dominates
news broadcasting.
Introduced in 1975 at both the

NAB and Montreux Exhibition. the
TK76found quick acceptance among
studios looking for a lightweight,
battery-operated portable that could
be integrated with small VTRs and
windowmicrowave units to form the

nucleus of the rmrncam package
designed for ENGoperation.
In their short careers, TK76s

have already been used at the
Montreal Olympics,the major politi
cal conventions, and fast-breaking
domestic and international network
news stories. Howeeer, their major
roll has been with local TV stations
which want to bring viewers the
Instant Action or Eyewitness News
that characterize the current tele
vision theme.

Five ellected to NAB Radio Hall of Fame

Filbber McGee & Mollly (Jim and Marian Jordan) entertain the audience during a
radio broadcast in April 1939.

Jim and Marian Jordan, better
known as Fibber McGee and Molly,
are amoog five radio greats who
will be inducted into the National
Association of Broadcasters' Radio
Hall of Fame at the NAB's annual
convention in Las Vegas, April 9-12.

Alsobeing inducted into the Radio
Hall of Fame are Arthur Godfrey,
wireless inventor GuglielmoMarco
ni, and journalist and radio broad
caster, Walter Winchell.
Jimand Marian Jordan starred in

the vaudeville-style hit radio series

Future of broadcast automation looks good
The future of broad.cast automa

tion is looking good, despite newly
released statistics which show only
a small percentage of radio and

8

television stations presently auto
mated.
At least that is the conclusionof a

survey conducted by the National

"Fibber McGee and Molly," which
went on the air in 1935, and in six
years topped both Jack Benny and
BobHope in the ratings.
Arthur Godfrey,whose success as

a radio personality has been attri
buted to his spontaneity and in
formal style, began his radio career
in 1929. It wasn't until 1945,
however, that the show which made
himfamous, "Arthur GodfreyTime,"
first aired.
It was 75 years ago on January

18, 1903, that Guglielmo Marconi
supervised the first two-way com
merical radio transmission between
Europe and the United States-a
Morse code greeting between Presi
dent Theodore Roosevelt and King
Edward VII.
Walter Winchell is remembered

best for his famous opening line,
"Good evening Mr. and Mrs. North
and South American and all the
ships at sea, let's go to press
FLASH." His Sunday night show,
"Walter Winchell's Journal," began
in 1932and aired for more than two
decades.

Association of Broadcasters and the
Broadcast Financial Management
Association.

continued on page 10
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New 5315/24 Console for Television
Affordable 5402 Console for Radio
Standard Consoles to 40 Channels

Custom Designed Consoles
NECAM Computer Audio Editing

Our business is sound. Sound of the highest quality
and reliability, for Television and Radio. Our standard
and custom, consoles need no color advertising or
fancy words to convince you of our quality. Neve
consoles are built to last. Frame construction is of
heavy gauge aluminum and steel. Most electronics are
housed in metal enclosed plug-in modules for
maximum RJ; rejection and ease of maintenance. We
give you the zinest reputation, reliability and perform
ance. Call our customers. They'll tell it to you straight.
Neve is the best!

Take the 20 channel Model 5305 console pictured
above. This is one of the most successful sound pro
duction consoles ever built by any console supplier.
From Boston to Los Angeles, from Toronto to Austin,
this range of consoles is widely used by network and
independent broadcast facilities. And now we are in
troducing the 5315/24P, an expanded version with 24
input channels, 4 auxiliaries, 4 subs and stereo output.
With these and other consoles, Neve offers you a real
choice to suit your requirement. Standards, modified
standards or custom consoles. Give us a call or drop us
a line. You'll be working with the best!

Rupert Neve lnco-porated, Berkshire Industrial Park. Bethel, Connecticut 06801 Tel: f203) 744-6230 Telex: 969638 NNev .
Rupert N3ve Incorporated, Suite 609, 6255 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California, 90028 Tel: t213) 465-4822

Rupert Neve or Canada, Ltd., 2717 Rera Road, Malton, Ontario L4T 3K1 Canada Tel: f416) 677-6611 Telex: 983502

March, 1978
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DA504
• Standard DA504 systems are
supplied with up to six active,
balanced AT31Odistribution
amplifiers, c/w self contained
PS855 power supply.
• Each amplifier is supplied with
12 600 ohm output splits.
• Remote, o.e. or computer ramp
gain control available.

DA505
• Standard DA505 systems are
supplied with up to six AM487 self
powered amplifiers.
• Input and output transformer
coupled with the output strappable
for4, 8, 16, 150or600ohm
impedance.
• Each amplifier capable of driving
a maximum of 75 output splits,
600 ohm, or delivering 20W into
8 ohm load.
• Remote controlled mute circuit
in each AM487.
• Front-mounted power heat sinks
provide a cool interior operation.
• Larger audio distribution
systems are also available.

McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES
Chicago (312) 640-7077, TWX 9110-222-0436
New York (201) 327-0750, TWX 7R0-988-2254

Toronto (416) 751-6262, Telex 06-963533

ForMore Details Circle (9) on ReplyCard
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continued from page 8
According to the study, 100/o of all

commercial radio and television
stations in the United States are
either completely or partially auto
mated. These results differ from
those contained in a study by
Broadcast Engineering (November
1977).which found more than twice
as many radio stations reporting
that they had automated their
programming.
At that time, Ron Merrell, BE

editorial director, wrote, "Prospects
for radio automation, whether it be
programming, logging, traffic, or
equipment control, are good. They
aren't so good that all stations will
totally automate. But the prospects,
especially for AM/FM combinations,
have never been better."
Although the NAB study included

both radio and television stations,
unlike the BE study, it agreed with
Merrell's prediction that nearly
every station in the country will
eventually install some form of
automation.

Log Entries

At the larger outlets, the NAB
study concludes, this conversion to
automation will involve the entire
station, and include both business
and programming operations. This
will help eliminate revenue-losing
errors, such as make goods for
commercials that were not shown or
improperly aired.
Also forecast are nationwide tie

ins between station computers and
automation systems in related in
dustries, such as station representa
tive firms and advertising agencies.
The study predicts the use of mobile
units by salesmen who will be able
to dial their station's computer to
check the availability of particular
time slots for advertiser clients.
Someadditional facts contained in

the study include:
• Broadcast automation has in
creased strikingly since 1973, the
year minicomputers became gen
erally available.
• Although a small number of
stations have developed their own
computer systems, most obtain
theirs through one of the 13 com
puter service companies specializing

continued on page 14

April

3-8-Salon Internationaldes ComposantsElectroniques.France.

6-EIA/DPD, central region meeting.Chicago.

5-8-National HonoraryBroadcastingSociety, Alpha Epsilon Roh, annual convention.
Alladin Hotel, LasVegas.

8-Midwest Acoustics Conference, 12th annual conference. Norris Center, North
westernUniversity,Evanston,Illinois.

9-12-National Associationof Broadcasters,annualconvention.ConventionCenter, Las
Vegas.

12-EIA/DPD, easternregion meeting, NewYork.

19-21-Kentucky BroadcastersAssociation, annual convention,Louisville.

24-26-Electronics ComponentConference& Design EngineersElectronic Components
Conference.Anaheim,California.

May

30-May3-National CableTelevisionAssociation, annual convention.NewOrleans.

10-12-Synergetic Audio Concepts,Los Angelesarea sound engineeringseminar. Los
Angeles.

22-23-Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Project Managementseminar. WPI campus,
Worcester,Massachusetts.

24-27-National Association of Broadcasters, radio programming college. Hyatt
RegencyHotel, Chicago.

25-27-Music '78 convention.Pick-CongressHotel, Chicago.

26-June 3-European Broadcast Union and UNESCO, 8th international television
competition for children's and youth programs. Building of Bayerischer Rundfunk,
Munich, Germany.
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The small machine for
big stations.The big machine

IOr small stations. AVR-2.
Tell us what it has to do. There's an Ampex
AVR-2 for every videotape assignment in
your station.

If you already have a complete pro
duction/editing setup, you probably don't
need a lot of accessories for your AVR-2.
Order it with basic manual controls, and
it's ready to go to work.

You might want Super High Band Pilot.
It comes with optional switch selection to
augment the standard High Band Color
circuits, aid it adds valuable depth to your
multi-generation production work.

If you're just now growing into more
advanced production work, then you're
going to want the EC-2 Edit Controller.

This complete, sophisticated stand-up time
code editing accessory can put you in
command of as many as seven additional
(similarly equipped) machines working in
any combination of master/slave for pro
duction or multiple dubbing service.

Modular construction means an easy fit
for your AVR-2, no matter where you want
to use it-at a remote location, in your
tape room, or out in the mobile van.

AVR-2 is the quad recorder that grows.
Every accessory for this machine is avail
able upon initial purchase or at any time in
the future when you're ready. Tell us what
it has to do, and we'll recommend the
model that suits your needs.

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation, Audio Video SystemsDivision. 401 Broadway, Redwood City. California 94063. 415/367-2011.
For More Details Circle (11) on Reply Card
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the 3 WA1TTRANSMl1TER with
100~000 WA1TCAPABILITY

RPU·ll03

When you use a remote pickup
transmitter for a live feed, your
station's full power is behind the
portable. You'd better have a unit
you can trust.
What McMartin has learned about
performance and reliability from
building full-power AM and FM
transmitters, it has put into the
"New Breed" RPU-1103 (150
MHz) and RPU-1403 (450
MHz) remote units.

• 3 watts
• Built-in compressor
• Only six pounds
• Rechargeable battery
• Line level and Mic
inputs

• Exceeds all FCC requirements
• Dual frequency operation (optional)

We'd loveto demonstrate our complete lineofRPU equipment. (50watt fixedor
mobile also available) Call McMartin or see us in Booth 302 at the NAB.

l\/ICMARTI N
4500 South 76th St ·Omaha, Nebraska 68127• (402) 331-2000 Telex 484485

ForMore DetailsCircle (12) on ReplyCard

Frezzi Belts beat 'em all!
Re-charge
fully in

less than
1 hour.

Run
video
cameras
about
2 hours.

For hand-held video color cameras, hand-held lights,
16mm ciné cameras.

"Shoot all day without the need of any
external power source." Frezzi Belt bat
tery packs run RCA TK-76, lkegami
HL-77or 37 or Hitachi* SK-BOor FP-1020
(and others) about 2 hours, or power Sun
Gun or Mini-Pro lights.
*Hltnc'"'I Belt ovailabtc only Jr-am Hitochi Oenshi America, Ltd.

For information call IN.J. 2011427-1160 IN.Y.C.2121594-2294
~ Frezzolini Electronics Inc.
~ 7 Valley St. Hawthorne,N.J. 07506 USA

Made in U.S.A.

For More DetailsCircle (13) on ReplyCard
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continued from page 10

in broadcast systems.
• Approximately 400/o of the re
spondents have a complete com
puter system on their premises
rather than sharing time through a
computer located elsewhere.

Maximum Service
Telecasters to meet
in Las Vegas
The Association of MaximumSer

vice Telecasters will hold its 22nd
annual membership meeting in Las
Vegas on April 9, in conjunction
with the NABconvention.
Franklin C. Snyder, chairman of

the association and vice president of
The Hearst Corporation, will preside
at the meeting, which is scheduled
for 1 p.m. in Meeting Room4 of the
Las Vegas Convention Center. It is
being held just prior to the 3 p.m.
opening session of the convention.
Special reports will be given by

Snyder and Lester Lindow, associ
ation president, as well as legal and
engineering counsel. In addition, the
annual election of the board of
directors will be held.
Prior to the general membership

meeting, a special meeting of the
present board of directors is sched
uled for Saturday, April 9, at
2 p.m. in the Directors Roomof the
MGMGrand Hotel.

Phase tolerance
rules proposed
The FCChas proposed amending

its rules to require AM stations
using directional antennas to main
tain the relative phases of their
antenna currents within 3 degrees
of licensed values unless more
stringent limits have been specified.
Although not actually specified in

the rules, for many years FCCpolicy
has required that the relative phases
of the currents in the antenna ele
ments be within 3 degrees of
specified values. This policy has
been applied in program tests for
new stations and modifications to
existing ones, in applications for
license renewals and transfers, and
in field inspections.
The commission noted that the

inclusion of phase tolerance require
ments in its rules had been con
sidered in 1969 (Docket 18471) but
not adopted due to then-existing in
adequacies in phase monitoring and
sampling systems. O
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EE'/.INC.... a new and larger company with new and larger facilities for salesand serviceof the entire product line of EnglishElectric
ValveCompany Limited.Chelmsford.England ... imaging tubes-including the potented Coaxial Leddicon' -film/slide chain vidi
cons. reliable EEVorthicons ... vacuum capacitors ... power tetrodes ... high efficiency klystronsand more.All. now available. from
01e location from the people who made the "old" E.E.V.the prime source of communications related tubes and devices world-wide.
E::-V.INC..Elmsford.NewYork-a new name for an old friend EEV.INC.where YOURIMAGEISOURBUSINESS.

See us at NAB Booth #605 ForMoreDetailsCircle (14) on ReplyCard A member of the GEC-English Electric Group of Companies

Power Tetrodes

Ledc.'icons®

EEV, INC.
7Westchester Plaza, E4msford,NY10523• 914-592-6050
In Canada: EEVCANADA, IJD.,67Westmore Drive

Rexdale, Ontario M9V 3Y6• 416-745-9494
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of Peter Onnigian, who continues ?-S
president of Jampro. The new ad
dress for Cetec Jampro TV Products
is Point West Plaza Building, Suite
144, P.O. Box 13850, Sacramento,
CA 95813; (916) 920-0600.•••••••••••••••••••••••

Cetec Jampro opens new offices
[ampro Antenna Company, a sub

sidiary of Cetec Corporation, has
opened new offices in Sacramento,
California, for engineering and mar
keting its circularly polarized and
other TV transmitting antennas. The
offices and TV-antenna technical
staff will remain under the direction

RCA receives contract for
Space Shuttle data
A one-year contract for wideband

data communications services via
satellite has been awarded to RCA
American Communications, Inc. for
support of NASA's Space Shuttle
program. High-speed data trans-

AMPROannounces the' .

maintenance free,
no noise, reliable
Audio Digital
Delay System.
we call it ADDSfor short and it's going to make you
forget all about conventional tape delay systems.
ADDSdelivers a high quality 612 second audio delay with
full digital storage capacity.
ADDSoffers lower distortion, greater dynamic range
and lessnoise than tape delays.No preventive main
tenance, head cleaning or tape replacement required.
ADDSconverts wideband signalsinto digital impulses,
while utilizing a digital memory system that provides
consistently good audio reproduction. It operates on a
15 kHz bandwidth, at a frequency response flat within
± .25dB and a total harmonic distortion of lessthan .5%.
When you think about all the benefits that Ampro's
electronic technology can bring to your broadcasting,
you'll find it all ADDSup.

For the unveiling of this unique new system,
visit us at Booth No.1oo, NABShow.

AMPRO BROADCASTINC INC.
850PENNSYLVANIA BLVD., FEASTERVILLE, PA 19047 • (215) 322·5100
ProfessionalEquipment for Broadcasting Professionals
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mission will be provided between
the Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Maryland and Edwards
Air Force Base in Southern Cali
fornia. The award calls for a 168
kilobits-per-second data channel to
go from Edwards to Goddard around
the clock, and for a 56 kilobits-per
second channel to go full time in the
reverse direction beginning in No
vember 1978..

INTELSAT IV-A satellite launched
The fifth in the series of INTEL

SAT IV-A global communications
satellites was launched successfully
from Cape Canaveral, Florida. It
replaces a smaller satellite which
has served the Indian Ocean region
since mid-1975. The new satellite
has over 500/o more capacity than
satellites in the earlier INTELSAT
IV series. The next INTELSAT IV-A
satellite, scheduled for launch next
month, will serve as the spare for
the Indian Ocean region.

National reduces
microprocessor prices
For the first time, National Semi

conductor's 8080A microprocessor is
available for under $10. In quan
tities of 1-24, the INS8080AN is now
listed at $9.98, reduced from the
previous $15.50 The 8-bit device has
been marked down by one-third in
100-up quantities, going from $10.80
to $7 .10. How ar~ Raphael, Na
tional's microprocessor marketing
director, contributed the price re
duction primarily to the overall
volume delivery of the micropro
cessors.

Alan Gordon Enterprises sold
Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc. re

cently was sold to three of the
company's top executives. The new
owners are company president
Grant Loucks, and senior vice presi
dents Don Sahlein and Robert Kuha
gen. Each; has been with the
company for 25 years.

Heath signs microcomputer contract
Heath Company signed a multi

million dollar contract with Digital
Equipment Corp. for Digital's LSI-11
microcomputers and related prod
ucts. The microcomputers, to be
delivered over a three-year period,
will be used in Heath's H-11
computer kits. The contract includes
a licensing arrangement providing
use of assembly and higher level
programming languages such as
PAL-11, ED-11, FOCAL and BASIC
with the H-11 computer. O
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Behind the beautiful image, there's cool, calculating
logic.

Logic circuits built into Conrac's new 6100 monitor
represent a breakthrough in video performance.

They make it possible to enjoy all the significant
advantages of a Comb Filter Separator* which
provides full bandwidth capability. Even a non
professional could see the difference this state-of
the-art development makes. But to the professional,
it's obvious.

So are the results of our Beam Current Feedback
System. It samples each gun in the CRT and cor
rects color temperature to a set reference, and

"Optional

March, 1978

maintains stability for long periods of time.

Another important feature is fully active conver
gence, even in corners. And there's a pullout drawer
plus front access to all circuit modules.

See the Conrac 6100. It's a real beauty, and a
smart buy.

Conrac Division, Conrac Corporation, 600 North
Rimsdale Ave., Covina, CA 91722, (213) 966-3511

CON RAC
We're more than meets the eye.
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PROTECTION
ASSURED
AGAINST

LIGHTNING
1259 Stations Use
The Wilkinson

Line Surge
Protector

IT REALLY WORKS!
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Federal Communications Commission

Robert R. Bruce, an attorney with Hogan and Hartson
law firm, was named general counsel for the FCC.
Bruce joined Hogan and Hartson in 1972 after serving
as director of CommunicationsPlanning for the Public
Broadcasting Service.

Herman Garlan, chief of the RF devices and
experimental branch, office of chief engineer, was
elected a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers. The Fellow grade is reserved
(less than 1O/o of the total membership) for profes
sionals who have made outstanding individual contri
butions.

The new chief of the policy analysis branch of the
broadcast bureau's policy and rules division is Larry
D. Eads, senior economist. He joined the FCC in 1968
as a research economist with the former Research
and Education division.

m7ílíl fl7íli\f1~@í'flP.O. Box738
W LJLbWLJ lj\j~ U\JTrainer, Pa. 19013
ELECTRONICS, INC.(215)497-5100

For More Details Circle {18) on Reply Card
Clarence C. Dill, 93, the "Father of the
Communications Act," died January 14 in Spo
kane. The former U.S. senator from the state of
Washington was the co-author of the Radio Act
of 1927 that established the Federal Radio
Commission,the predecessor of the FCC.

Wilkinson Electronics Canada Ltd.
15 McCulloch Ave., Rexdale, Ontario
Canadla M9W 4MS (416) 247-9741

Radio/Television

Georgia Crawford has been inducted posthumously
into the Nebraska Broadcasters' Hall of Fame.
Crawford, who died February 3, 1977, was long
associated with KCNI Radio in Broken Bow. Also
admitted to the Hall of Fame was William Wise, who
retired in 1966 from WOW-TV,Omaha.

James Tandy became vice president and general
manager of WXII-TVin Winston-Salem, North Caro
lina. Tandy was formerly vice president and general
manager of radio stations KAAY and KEZQ, Little
Rock, Arkansas.

Edythe Goodridge has been appointed a part-time
commissioner of the Canadian Radio-Television and
Telecommunications Commission. Goodridge is cur
rently the curator of the Memorial University Art
Gallery and assistant director of extension services.

William Frey and Ronald Longinotti joined station
KOLO, Reno, Nevada as account executives in the
sales department. Longinotti attended Stanford Uni
versity, and majored in communications and psychol
ogy. Frey has been in advertising sales for 13 years,
most recently with KKTV-TV, Colorado Springs,
Colorado.

Preston R. Weaver, chief engineer of UMCElectronics'
broadcast products division, was recently appoirrted
chairman of the National Association of Broadcasters

continued on page 24
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If you're really hard-nosed about audio quality, you'll see';-o'iirperfectionism in our
equipment. W~¡;rereally demanding about our engineering, manufacturing and quality
control standards. Correction. Make that read "downright finicky." , f
We're insistent about maintaining complete in-house design and manufacfuring

operations and about our painstaking quality control methods. These factors help
maintain our position as the innovator,the-one others look to for leadership. They
assure vou of the finest,the most reliableand advanced audio equipment. "
You'Ílprobablywant to read everyword of our excellentS-yearwarranty,the,most

comprehensive [n the industry. And while you're at it ask for our customer list.
We're proud of it and we think you'd be proud to have you.rname on it some day.
For our coraplete catalog contact Audio Designs and Manufacturing,Inc., 16005

Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066. Phone (313) 778-8400. TLX-23-:'.,.114.
•·V.l#J#f:W Distributedoutside U.SA byAmpexInternationalOperations, Inc.

See us at booth 435.
The Audio Company
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ONE THING
ABOUT THEN
BUSINESS:
YOU NEVER GET A
SECOND I •

Here's a videocassette made for the people who make the news.
It's tile new "Scotch"® Brand Master Broadcast U-Matic

videocassette. MBU for short. The first %11 videocassette designed
specifically for tough ENG recording and the repetitive stress
of editing.

We took the same high energy oxide videotape ycu've used
for years and fused it to an incredibly strong backing. The
result is a videotape that won't twist, tear or jam in ·
the field ..An unyielding videotape that won't
stretch under the strain of tape editing's
shuttling modes or degrade in extended
stop motion.

Ano to protect it even under the worst
conditions, "Scotch" MBU videotape
comes packed inside a high impact
cartridge.

Of course, "Scotch" MBU videocassettes
have thn same high signal-to-noise ratio and
low headwear and dropout rates of our superb
quad tapes.

So if you've ever worried about a good story
and a videocassette breaking at the same time,
record on "Scotch" Master Broadcast U-Matic
videocassettes. They'll always back you up.

"Scotch" MBU Videocassettes.
"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M Company, St. Paul, Mn. 55101, © 1977, 3M Co.
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(NAB)Tape Machine Standards Committee.In his new
capacity, Weaver will oversee the work of several
subcommittees whose job it will be to update and
maintain the technical level of cart machines
produced in the United States, and to act as a liaison
with non-domestic machine producers.

After a 56-year career in broadcasting, Herb
Hollister, 78, retired from radio station KBOL,
Boulder, Colorado. Hollister began his radio career in
1921at station WAAZin Emporia, Kansas.

Also announcing his retirement from radio broad
casting was Norval Deines, 65, of KMMJ, Grand
Island, Nebraska. Deines began his career at KMMJ
in 1934,when it was located in his home town of Clay
Center.

Manufacturers/Distributors

Ruth K. Witkin, recently appointed advertising
manager at Chyron Corporation, will be responsible
for the development of media advertising programs
and the creation of promotional material for the firm's
marketing division.

WITKIN HOFFMANSTRAND

J. D. Strand has returned to the Nortronics Company
as sales manager for the recorder care division.
Strand was a Nortronics salesman until 1973, and has
spent the intervening years with Ampex Corporation.

Jos. Schneider & Co. named Gilbert Hoffman president
of its U.S. subsidiary, Schneider Corporation of
America. Hoffman previously served in senior man
agement posts for Berkey Photo Inc.

John F. Cameron became vice president and general
sales manager of Sound Dynamics. Cameron, former
manager of technical operations for NBC in San
Francisco, brings 25 years of broadcast and technical
experience to the company.

Elmer Ellsworth Smalling III has established a
consulting engineering firm. He recently worked in the
engineering department of ABCTelevision.

International Tapetronics Corporation has made
several personnel changes. John Abdnour, formerly
sales engineer, has been promoted to direct sales
coordinator. He joined the sales department in 1976.
John Schaab has joined the sales department as

continued on page 26
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broadcast salesman. Schaab, with ITC for six years,
was promoted from shipping manager. Karen Ryder
has been promoted from the sales staff to administra
tive sales coordinator. She has been with the company
since 1973.

The British Society of Cinematographers presented
Garrett Brown with as "Bert Easey" technical award.
Brown invented the Steadicam™film/video camera
stabilizing system manufactured by Cinema Products
Corporation.

James M. [Mike] Richardson returned after two years
to TeleMation as field sales engineer for the
Southwestern United States. Prior to rejoining Tele
Mation he was executive vice-president for Systa
Matics, Inc.
As product manager for Philips Professional TV Test
Equipment, Bob Grassi will be responsible for the
introduction, application and sales of all TV test
equipment in the U.S. and Canada. Grassi recently
was field service manager with Panasonic.
H. Edward Shulman joined California Microwave, Inc.
as director of programs and systems for satellite
communications products. Shulman comes to the firm
fromWarner Cable, where he was technical director,
responsible for technical efforts and captial invest
ment.

Ken O'Neil was named vice president, export sales, at
Farinon Electric. O'Neil, who joined the company in
1963, had been vice president, domestic sales. Don
Savage will replace O'Neil in that position. Savage
joined Farinon in 1971as sales manager .

Frank Zeman, president ofMinneapolisMagnetics,
died January 26, 1978, at the age of 55 of a
long-term deteriorating heart condition. For years,
Zeman had been leenly interested in sound
recording: first with disc and then with magnetic
wire and tape. He began making replacement
pole-pieces for old Magnecord PT-6 and PT-63
recorders 14 years ago; and, these pole-pieces
are still a part of the company's product line.
Zeman's philosophy on life was that our existence
on earth is just the start of a long, exciting
adventure; that death of the earthly phase is birth
into a new phase. He will be missed by friends
and relatives.

W. Arnold Taylor moved from Ampex to Sony
Corporation of America, where he becomes assistant
vice president/general manager of Sony Broadcast.
Taylor was with Ampex for 12 years.

Peter P. Ruese has been appointed general manager of
IGM.He has been with the company since 1968, and
recently served as production manager.

Video City, Incorporated's new marketing director is
Roger C. Harvey, a veteran radio and television
commercial producer. Harvey previously served as
vice president, radio-TV, for Warwicl and Legler
Advertising. D

TheModel 6220 In-LineImage
Enhancerprovides overaIIsignalenhance
ment anddetail gain,aswell aslevel
dependent aperture equalization. ltalso
features a built-in RGBdecoder for
chroma key applications.

TheModel 6210 RGBImage
Enhancerallows the operator to adjust

black region noise and background
activity which can particularly improve
tape quality in film transfer work.

Formore information, circle our
reader service card number.

3M Video Systems.Watch us
in action.
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SEE AT NAB
You can see the new '1410A at our Sound Technology

exhibit at NAB.
I'll be at booth number 1308 to demonstrate the 1410A.
Seeyou there.

Rosemary.
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Just imagine, what you could produce with it!

P1oos courtesy of Compact Video: Systens. Inc .. Eubank CA

The Hligh Speed Continuous Zoom Lens
for Studio and Field applications

Just irnaqine, capturing panoramic scenes with an extremely wide horizontal shot
(56º) fro n 117 feet away, (as shown in the above photos taken at the L.A. Music
Center). Then, zoom in continuously for a tight close-up, fil~ing the screen with a de
tailed view of an individual or object. We call it the ultimate in flexibility, you'll call it
the most versatile lens in your studio or on location. Imagine what you could do with a
Variety Show or Drama, a Sports Event or a Commercial. Imagine using the 42x for
more effective shots, significant time savings and reduced costs.

Yes, just imagine, you with a 42x.

NAB booth 812- .angen1eUXcorporation at america
1500 OCEAN AVE., BOH!::MIA, NEW YORK 11716 • (516) 567-1800
13381 BEACH AVE., VENICE, CALIFORNIA 90291 • (213) 821-5080
4 HAVEN HILL SQ., AGINCOURT, ONT. M1V1M4 • (416) 291-2363
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The 11th annual SMPTE
television conference By Joe

The SMPTE's winter conference
held in Atlanta in February followed
the same proven theme formula that
characterized the San Francisco
conference last year. The basic idea
was to choose two topical subjects
for the daily sessions-in this case
1-inch VTRs on Friday and digital
video on Saturday. Every session
was packed, with standees at the
rear.
The exhibits, which were limited

to products related to the technical
sessions, drew considerable atten
tion from delegates who wanted to
see the hardware that performed
the analog and digital magic de
scribed in the papers.
The conference also served as a

convenient rendezvous for the semi
annual Governors meeting, SMPTE
engineering committee conferences,
and various standardization com
mittee sessions that continually are
contributing to the advancement of
the industry the society serves.

One-inch production
If there was a single message that

emerged loud and clear from the
first day session, it was that the
users of the new 1-inch VTRs,
regardless of make, were emphati
cally endorsing these new entries
into the TV production arena.
The recurrent comments by the

speakers from such diverse produc
tion entities as gigantic CBS with
seemingly limitless facilities, and
TricommProductions on HiltonHead
Island with a single mobile van,
expressed satisfaction with the
capabilities of these VTRs and with
their reliability and economy.
Dave Fibush of Ampex presented

an excellent tutorial paper illus
trating the technical details of the
continuous field VTR. Fibush gave
credit to the wide interest, faithful
attendance, and hard work of some
13 companies and 13 network users
(both broadcast and CCTV)for the
emergence of a compatible Type C
format.
He explained the reasons for a

six-head drum structure and how
the burst amplitude is increased 6
dB in the record mode so that it can
have a better S/N ratio in playback.
With that background, the next

three papers dealt with some of the
new hardware. Hans-Peter Maly of
Bosch-Fernseh described the capa
bilities of the digital store that
permits the BCN(TypeBJ segmented
VTR to produce slow- and stop
motion images for program produc
tion and post production. In addi
tion, he showed examples of digital
video effects that could be obtained
from this digital store as a beneficial
fallout from its basic VTR applica-

The panel discussion on 1-inch helical VTRs included a cross section of
manufacturersand users. Shown here (left to right) are Dave Fibush (Ampex),
DennyFussell (Tricomm),GreyHodges (Jefferson),BillConnolly(CBS),Howard
Steele (Sony),and the moderator,Joe Roizen(TELEGEN).HenryZahn (Fernseh),
BillKelley(WNEW),and lchihikoHishida (TBS)completed the panel.
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Roi zen

tion. Maly's contention was that
while a segmented VTRsuch as the
BCN does require a digital store
accessory to achieve slow- and stop
motion images, it adds great flexi
bility in image processing which is
not available directly from con
tinuous field recorders.
Mr. Morizono, who has recently

been elevated to managing director
of Sony, gave a concise explanation
of the Sony BVH 500, a portable
Type C VTRwhich can be used for
ENGor EFP applications. Morizono
concentrated on the work his firm
has been doing to improve inter
changeability and reduce gyroscopic
effects on this Type C format
portable.
Denis Ryan, a mechanical design

engineer from Ampex, provided a
rather intricate review of the
stresses and tensions encountered
by a i-ínch tape as it progresses
across the transport from the supply
to the takeup reel. The object in this
three-dimensional tape path is to
keep the twist angles at a minimum,
according to Ryan. On the VPR 1 it
is only .9°.
All the technical papers gave

ample evidence of the extended
theoretical analysis and precision
mechanical design considerations
that have gone into these t-ínch
VTRs. Perhaps this is why they are
not quite as inexpensive as one
would expect when comparing them
to the larger, more complex quad
machines.

One-inch at WNEW
Norman Ritter of 3M Company

chaired the afternoon session which
began with WilliamKellyof WNEW
TV, New York, who gave the
strongest affirmation of 1-inch effi
cacy at the conference.
WNEWhas 5 BCN-type recorders

which have been in service more
than nine months. They have racked
up 500 hours on the studio version
and 350 hours on the portable, all
without any service problems or
head replacement. Kelly commented

.continued on page 32
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that postage for quad parts replace
ment has exceeded his BCN com
ponent replacement charges.
Bill Connolly and Bill Nicholls,

both from CBSheadquarters in New
York, gave consecutive papers on
their use of Sony BVH 1000 re
corders for program production and
editing.
Connolly described in detail the

Studio City set-up, where a trailer
full of Sony I-inch VTRs and a
control center is used in conjuction
with a film-style electronic shooting
stage to do current sitcoms. Con
nolly also emphasized the high
reliability and versatility of the
I-inch VTRs, which he credited for
the major reduction (up to 300/o) in
program production costs.
Bill Nicholls went into further

detail on a dedicated editing system
developed by CBS as an overlay to
their basic C:MXSystems editors.
Both CBS authors reenforced

other statements about general reli
ability, lower operating cost, and
superior editing ability of these
I-inch machines over the standard
quad recorders that CBS uses in
considerable numbers.
Denny Fussel gave a description

of the Tricommmobileunit, built into
a commercial van using an Ampex
VPR 1 for recording purposes.
Fussell echoed the other speakers in
saying this I-inch format was ade
quate for the EFPwork they do and
the economy permits them to com
pete in a small market.
Grey Hodges of Jefferson Produc

tions claimed that they are the only
operation in the country (other than
CBS) using the new t-ínch helical
machines for production of nation
ally broadcast material. Their sys
tem combines the SonyVTRswith a
CMX340 X and produces broadcast
quality on a par with quad VTRs.

Special panel feature
At the end of the papers session

The closeup on the monitor
clearly shows the path the
tennis ball took in its di
minishing bounces.Controls
permit the sequencerate to
be changedor the keying-in
of the moving image over
other backgrounds.
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another popular feature of past
winter conferences was repeated.
This was the panel session, which
included one speaker from each
organization presenting a paper and
a few invited guests. The panel was
moderated by Joe Roizen of Telegen
and the two guests were Howard
Steele and Charles Urban.
Steele, who until recently was the

director of engineering for the IBA
in the United Kingdom,gave a short
review of digital VTR developments
that had been spearheaded at
Crawley Court, the IBA's engineer
ing headquarters near Winchester.
He predicted that an all-digital VTR
will emerge only when it has some
significant operational or economic
advantage to offer potential broad
cast users. He also indicated that
the IBA was experimenting with
both segmented and continuous field
recorders for conversion to all
digital operation. Currently, only the
segmented VTRs (IVC 9000 and
BCN)have been modified and dem
onstrated.
Charles Urban, of the BBC's

London headquarters, reported on
Type C format activities of the
EBU's G2 working group. Urban,
chairman of the working group,
explained why the EBU had not
directly accepted the SMPTE rati
fied Type C format.
Urban said that as a result of a

questionnaire circulated to EBU
members, the working group dis
covered these broadcasters wanted
somethingdifferent than their Amer
ican counterparts. In Europe, be
cause of the language problems,
they need three high-quality audio
tracks: two for mixingoriginals, and
the third serving as the dub-down
final copy. Therefore, they did not
want to give up Audio 3 to time
code usage. Instead, they wanted a
dedicated separate longitudinal
track for the frame addresses.
There were also some discussions

about the most useful application of
the space on the tape allocated in
the U.S. to the vertical interval sync
track. EBUmembers did not see an

immediate or mandatory require
ment for a sync track. Currently,
the Type C format in Europe is
identical to the SMPTE recom
mendations from the control track to
the top edge of the tape (i.e.,
Audio 1, Audio 2 and Video).
One questioner wanted to know if

the slow/stop motion feature on the
Type C recorders could be used on
the air or just for editing and pre
view. Nicholls answered that in
their set-up with Sony machines
they could only use them for
preview purposes, and only the
Ampexmachines with AST could be
used on the air. Steele then re
marked that Sony would be offering
this kind of accessory for their VTRs
as well.
Other questions from the audience

related to the specifics of head
exchange, tape savings, editing
ease, and operational experience.
The answers from various panelists
pointed toward improved head
longevity and simpler exchange pro
cedures than are typical with quad
VTRs. The new helicals consume
approximately 380/o as much tape as
a quad (at 15 JPS) and handle the
tape itself more gently, resulting in
more passes. The editing features
on the Type C machines, which
include high-speed shuttle with pic
ture retention and low-speed jogging
on a frame-by-frame basis, make
this operation an editor's dream.
Even the BCNwith the digital store
is considerably faster than a quad.

The digital video day
The morning session, chaired by

Bob McAll of Vital, went by the
topic title of "Digital Video for
Production Use." A dichotomous set
of papers was presented that could
be classified as tutorial and prag
matic. Bob Hopkins of RCA began
the day with a paper which re
viewed SMPTEactivities on digital
video standards, and the topics
discussed by the working group
created by the society. Because of
the recent proliferation of digital
video devices, the working group
has been trying to draft a standard
as quickly as possible.
The next six papers extolled the

virtues of various field and frame
store synchronizers, with or without
digital video effects. Mr. Matley of
Micro Consultants (Quantel) de
fended the previouslymaligned field
store (as compared to framestores),
and showed where non-production
applications can benefit from the
smaller, lower-cost units. As an
intermediate device with an infinite
window for time base correction
and other features, it may fill many

continued on page 36
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ml has the AUTOMATIC .answer
hether your system is NTSC, PAL or SECAM

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION OF MARCDNl ELECTRONICS INC.

100 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, New Jersey 07647 ~ C201J767- 7250 • TWX: 710-991-9752
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Adaptable to all national VIT wave'orme including
NTC #7 and FCC, the mi 2914A Insertion Signal
Analyzer has proven performance with broad
casters and common carriers throughout the world.
For unattended operations the Analyzer interfaces
directly with telemetry control systems. Combine
the mi 2914A with the optional Limits Comparator,
mi2915, and the mi 2917 Data Selector for a com
plete rnonitorinq, measuring and alarm system.
You can control or print out at a local or remote
terminal, and, our print-out is now available in

o
ITLílJD

SEE US AT NAB

Engrish, French or Amerlcan, As a stand alone
unit, the mt automatlé VITS Analyzer replaces
Waveform Mooitors, vectorecopes, color Gain and
Delay test sets and Raooom rtoise Measuring sets.
Even the most complex VITS-measurement is per
formed at the push cj a o.rtton and the result
displayed w th dig t~I accuracy on the front
panel meter.
So if you are still manually monitoring VITS ...
we have the -irnrnediate solution ... contact mt
today for the new mt 2914A specifications.

BOOTH #605
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news feature
continued from page 32

studio needs where a framestore
may be too much. Since Matley's
company supplies both types of
digital stores, he was on pretty safe
ground.
Tom Gurley of RCA covered the

production capabilities of their dig
ital framestore and showed slides of
digital effects that included picture
compression and positioning, hall of
mirrors, horizontal repeats and
others.
Eric King of Vital seemed to

combine two previous presentations
by showing how a switcher/frame
store combination can produce a
range of digital video effects that
makes Disney's Fantasia seem like
an animation primer. TV images
vanish to infinity while gyrating or
pulsating; they split, turnover, in
vert, slide in all directions, and
expand or contract at the touch of a
joystick.

Action Track
There was one paper during the

morning session which was perhaps
the "frame grabber" of the day, so
much so that at least 50 people
stayed past the session closing time
to have the developers show them
another round.
Ken Moore from the CBS Tech

nology Center demonstrated a new
wrinkle in digital signal manipula
tion which goes by the generic name
of "Action Track." Essentially, the
result looks like those familiar
multiple exposure stroboscopic pic
tures made famous by Dr. Edgerton
in the late 1940s.
Action Track allows the TV di

rector to select a scene where there
is a moving object of considerable
interest to the viewing public, and
present that object (football, golf
ball, race car, etc.) as a series of
frozen images which define its
trajectory, while the static back
ground remains the same.
We saw it used first for the Super

Bowl for a few field goals, but it's
undoubtedly destined for rapid ac
ceptance by the sports-minded TV
producers and directors as an
invaluable aid to programming.
The paper was accompanied by a

live demonstration on a piece of
green astroturf where a succession
of golf putts and tennis balls were
frozen into strings of balls or
diminishing amplitude bounces. A
single board added to a digital noise
reducer performed all these mira
cles and delighted the observers.
They had to shut down the demo
before the group would disperse.
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The two closing papers in the
morning session were worthy of
special note. The spectre of an
all-digital VTR suddenly obsoleting
the current models certainly must
keep a few managers among the
VTRmanufacturers awake nights. It
probably also worries a few buyers
of what is presently available.
If any of the major VTR makers

are working on such a device, they
have kept it a well-guarded secret,
and the profit margin in analog
machines will inhibit any premature
disclosure. But an organization ac
tively working on a digital VTR is
the IBA at Crawley Court in Win
chester. John Baldwin, the project
manager, is the same man who got
a gold medal in Montreux last year
for developing Digital Interconti
nental Conversion Equipment, a
device that improved international
program exchange.
Baldwinwas invitedby the SMPTE

to repeat a presentation made
recently in London where he
unveiled a modified BCN re
corder operating in an all digital
mode. By Baldwin's own admission,
it is a far cry from a saleable
product, but the technique is inter
esting. The secret of the machine is
a drum that turns at twice normal
speed, and a signal processing
system which reduces the digital
sampling during the AID conversion.
Baldwin showed a short tape of

digitally recorded still and moving
pictures which covered about half
the screens of the display monitors.
They have produced full frame
images for short periods, but there's
still somework to be done to expand
the memory. Nevertheless, Baldwin
believes a commercial digital VTR
will be available late in 1980.
Baldwin may have sent a lot of
videotape engineers scurrying back
to their R&Dlabs, but he did not
seem to worry Joachim Diermann of
Ampex. Diermann tpok a very
methodical approach t°ioutlining all
of the choices still open in selecting
parameters for an all-qigítal VTR.
The afternoon session chaired by

Al Chismark of WTVH was more
operation-oriented, covering the re
cent advances in video still store
and slow motion. It began with Bob
Mausler of NBC claiming that new
digital video technology can replace
the familiar slide or film insert for
graphics or backgrounds. He ex
pects this technique will change
much of the daily news production;
he illustrated this with some ex
amples used at his network.

Frame storage devices
The three following papers de-·

scribed hardware dedicated to the
same ends outlined by Mausler. The
Ampex ESS digital recorder was
covered by Bill Justus. This device
can call up a virtually unlimited
number of still images (via disc pack
storage) on a random access basis.
Ampex had an ESS on display in

their commodious exhibit; incident
ally, it was billed as the only all
digital VTR at the winter confer
ence.
Lee Stratton of Arvin/Echo then

updated the delegates on what his
firm has been doing in making
floppy discs more versatile. The
success of their discassette frame
store device led to the development
of a slow- and stop-motion version
using round sheets of magnetic tape
contained in a protective plastic
holder.
A newcomer to this field, ADDA

Corporation, whose president, Bill
Hendershot of CVS fame, helped
develop this device, claims that the
ADDA Electronic Still Processor
(ESP)is more economical for a TV
station than handling 35mmslides in
the long run. Jesse Blount, the
company's vice president of mar
keting, presented a documented
argument-in favor of this assumption
and explained some of the capa
bilities of their disc pack digital
recorder. Both Arvin/Echo and
ADDA had operational machinery
on display at the exhibition.
The last speaker, Akito Iwamoto

of Toshiba, described a complex
holographic picture filing system
with high-speed retrieval. The
images (over 200,000 of them!) are
stored on photographic sheet film.
Average access time is 0.4 seconds
and the light source is an Argon
laser. The system has been tested
on the air near Osaka.
While on the subject of film, it

should be mentioned that Kodak
provided an opening slide presenta
tion that had to be one of the most
ambitious and intricate ever as
sembled. For 12V2 minutes, 16
Carousel projectors with a Cinema
scope style screen presented a
salute to the broadcast industry
which must have given many tele
vision old timers in the audience a
few goose bumps. About 600 separ
ate images gathered from broad
casters in 100 stations across the
U.S., Canada, and Australia showed
the contributions made by those
who work in front of and behind the
cameras and microphones.
Synchronized with an upbeat

sound track, the show fostered a
spontaneous warm round of ap
plause from the SMPTE members
who saw it. D
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• Direct channel selection for easy shift to other
RF sources

• AFC corrects for transmitter offset
•Synchronous detector for very accurate
demodulation

• Automatic gain control eliminates measuring
errors caused by drift of output level

•Quadrature output for incidental phase
modulation

•Tight amplitude and group display profiles for
very precise analysis and adjustment of trans
rnitters and modulators

• Buil-in vision rest carrier meter and sound
devi ation meter

If you are determined to maintain maxi
mum control of the quality of the signal you
transmit, this laboratory-quality demodulator is~1Test & Measuring
~Instruments

an essential piece of equipment. With the
proper video and audio measuring set-up to
monrto- not oriy the quality of the transmitted
signal, but even the modulation depth.

\Vealso make modulators, VITS analyzers,
videc signal generators and pattern generators,
all wth Philips traditional respect for quality,
ease-of-operation, and reliability.

For more information on what Philips can do to help you
maintain signal qi.atitv, call Stuart Rauch on our toll-free
Hotline number:(800) 631-7172 (New Jersey residents call
collect). Or contac: Philips Test & Measuring Instru-
ments, Inc.

in the U.~.:
85 McKee Drive

Mahwah. New Jersey 07430
Tel. (201) 529-3800

In Canada:
6 Leswyn Road

Toronto, Canada M6A 1K2
Tel. (416) 789-7188

PHILIPS
For More Details Ci1cle (34) 0111 Reply Card
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By Ron Merrell, Editorial Director

It's a safe bet that this year's
NAB will set industry records for
attendance and exhibit space. And
the odds are even better that those
attending will be treated to a show
full of surprises, imaginative hard
ware, and improved sessions.
While the country is swinging on

rusty economics, the conventionwill
mirror the good times the broadcast
industry has been experiencing for
the past two years. Although finan
cial wizards and industry prognosti- ·
cators are predicting goodthings for
1978,few have given it a chance for
more than a 5 to 70/o increase over
1977.Despite this, the pressure will
be on the FCC and the manu
facturers to supply the industry
with the rules and the equipment
for a battle between AM and FM,
where AM is shaping up as the
underdog.
Over the last five years there

has been a numbers game quietly
developing between AM and FM.
What happened is that FM, in total
installation numbers, pulled within
striking range of AM. AM is parked
at just over 4,500 stations, while FM
has movedpast the 4,000mark. And
the fact that FMs are growingin the
black has a lot to do with the
sudden push for acceptance of some
kind of AM stereo system standard.
Meanwhile, there ought to be

some very tough cards on the table
for the programming game. Or, are
listeners turning to FMonly because
of stereo?

Grab the brass ring
As the NABprepares to take its

chances on Las Vegas, there will be
a lot of talk about how and why TV
viewing took a discernable dip in ·
'77. And there will be excitement
(among the AM crowd) over the
prospects for AM stereo. Mean
while, the new champs (FM stereo)
will do more browsing in the
exhibits than ever. Stereo manu
facturers are sure bets to report
floor sales.
Way out on the consumer end,

the 8080 and 6800 microprocessor
chips have taken tremendous price
drops. One company has just an
nounced they'll sell the 8080 for
about $10. These "computer on a
chip" devices are the heart of many

consumer products, and you can
expect them to back into the new
broadcast equipment. In general,
the broadcast industry has been
slow to take advantage of micro
computers and microprocessors.
While it's true that some automa
tion, switcher, and character gen
eration manufacturers have been
integrating the microprocessor, the
real invasion will take place in '78
and '79.

The Washington scene
The more we change, the more

we stay the same. The FCChas a
new chairman, and a new com
missioner. Overall, you'd have to
say that the new look at the FCC
won't help the broadcaster (at least
not in the way he thinks of help!).
Every time you notice it, the FCCis
changing its makeup, and with few
gains for the broadcaster.
In Congress, the industry seems to

be losing more friends than we
thought it had. Ever notice how
we're always slipping downhill, yet
a definite improvement is apparent
at this end?
The FCC'snew chairman, Charles

Ferris, stepped into the commis
sion's top job on the wrong foot.
First he announced that he wanted
everyone to work standard hours
that would coincide with the work
ing day of the industry the agency
serves. After the dust settled, Ferris
announced his main goals. They
look like this: .
• Increase the FCC's capacity to
make long-range forecasts of new
trends.
• Investigate whether broadcasters
are doing a good job of self
policingchildren's programming.
• Set up an office for a chief
economist. He would tell the com
missionhow its decisions will affect
the economy.
• Start a major study of networks
not now licensed to see how they
affect the local stations and the
society in general.
• Develop a speedy adjudicatory
process.
It's disappointing to see these as

the FCC'spriority list. One day we'll
have a committeeto study the effect

continued on page 40
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Best show ever
continued from page 39

of studies! Or do we already have
one?

Out in the lobby
With a sort of nebulous line

drawn as a jumping off place for
Ferris, let's take a look at his
counterpart at the NAB. Vince
Wasilewski didn't waste any time
letting the new chairman know
where the NAB stands on what it
sees as the issues. You'll hear more
about this at the convention, but
let's see what Wasilewski thinks
should be acted upon first:
• fee refunds;
• action plan for UHF development;

• radio allocations policy for World
Administrative Conference (WARC);
• ATS for directionals and TV;
• easing restrictions on rebroad
casts;
• tax certification proposal; and
• radio signals and syndicated ex
clusivity on cable.

Other recent NAB positions in
clude requests for stiffer technical
licenses, and quick action approval
of systems for AM stereo and FM
quadraphonic.

It's award time
Best known for his achievements

in STL systems, John A. Moseley
gets the nod this time as the NAB
engineering award winner.

Moseley's broadcasting career be-

gan at WBAA, West Lafayette,
Indiana, while he was a student at
Purdue University. Following service
in the Army Signal Corps, he
entered the University of Southern
California where he received his
E.E. degree in 1947 and his M.S.
degree in physics in 1951.

He then joined the Missile and
Radar Division of Raytheon Manu
facturing Co. where he worked in
the telemetry field. In 1954 he joined
Lear, Inc., and worked on commer
cial RF aviation equipment. Two
years later he joined D & R, Ltd.,
and designed several. flutter meters
which were used for instrumenta
tion recorders. During this time he
also worked with a local weather

continued on page 44

Send my engineer to Las Vegas?
You gotta be kidding!
By Chris Payne, Assistant to the Vice President for Engineering, NAB

"You think we're made of money around here? You
want me to pay your way to Las Vegas so you can go to
the girlie shows, gamble and goof off? You're nuts," says
your general manager. And you sink down into the carpet
and crawl back to the shop and to the warmth of
the soldering iron.
The mere mention of Las Vegas evokes images of

decadence and dollar signs. And it is a fun town, but
more and more organizations are realizing that Las Vegas
provides excellent convention facilities and hotel space
ideal for spending time productively. So, if you anticipate
a "forget it" from your general manager, here are some
tips to help get you to the National Association of Broad
casters' April 9-12 convention.

For engineers, the NAB convention is not only a trade
show but an opportunity to hear experts discuss what's
new in the field. This year the program features more
workshops than ever before. For television, there will be
sessions on "Implementing the VIA Signal," "Living With
Digital Broadcast Equipment," "A Review of TV Circular
Polarization," an SMPTE session on the t-lnch VTR, and
more. For radio: "Satellite Distribution of Program and
Wire Service Signals," "AM I FM Quality vs. Coverage,"
and "Getting Ready for AM Stereo." In addition, technical
papers will be delivered on-just to mention a
few-"Advancing to the 'Intelligent' Program Automation
System," "Library Storage Systems for Audio Tape
Cartridges," "Improving Microwave ENG Coverage," and
"A Low-Cost Modernization Program for UHF Klystron
Transmitters."

If your station needs new equipment, there's no better,
more efficient way to evaluate the potpourri of
broadcasting equipment available. After all, when the
wrong equipment is purchased, money is wasted and the
frustration of being "stuck with it" can be overwhelming.
Because every station is different, it takes key personnel
and direct exposure to the equipment to make the right
choice.

On the convention floor, a walk down one aisle will
produce more sales literature, technical information and
answered questions than $100 worth of phone calls. And

there's nothing better than being able to question-face
to face-the president or chief engineer of a company or
the designer of a particular piece of equipment.
The NAB convention is your chance to ask maintenance

or modification questions about your existing equipment.
The experts are right there and waiting to help. They are
also intensely interested in what you think about their
equipment, so many conversations result in products on
display the following year.

Broadcasting is more competitive than ever before. And
in many cases, the competition is done with broadcasting
hardware-whether it be the latest ENG camera or AM
stereo. You may compete with more loudness, or less
ghosting, but no matter how you do it, the station that
has it first, has the advantage.
And don't discount fellow broadcasters as a valuable

source of information. Just sharing common experiences
about cameras, transmitters or audio processing equip
ment can make the trip well worthwhile. You may, for
example, find that a problem you've been grappling with
for years has been solved by the person standing right
next to you on the convention floor.
And don't forget the FCC Technical Panel when staff

and members of the Federal Communícations Commis
sion discuss the latest commission proceedings and rule
interpretations. Don't be afraid to ask specific questions
regarding your station operation. Got a complaint about
FCC inspections? Most everybody has! Let them know,
because if Washington doesn't know, it can't be fixed.
Even if you don't have the nerve to stand up and ask that
pointed question, chances are somebody else will. So be
there for alI the action.

While the general manager is grumbling about his
latest P and L statement, you might suggest that
knowing when and what equipment to buy can make that
crucial difference between the red and the black. Point
out that Las Vegas hotel rooms start at $26 per night, and
the NAB member registration fee of $95 includes two
luncheons. Forms have been mailed, but additional ones
may be obtained by writing to the NAB Station Services
Department, 1771 N Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
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350 MHz to 13.25 GHz
At Anixter-Mark, we make a startling array of
microwave antennas spanning the frequency
spectrum from 350 MHz to 13.25 GHz.

All our microwave antennas are backed by
over 20 years experience and Innovation. Look
at the two antennas featured here. You'll see
what we mean.

Rugged center-fed feed antenna
5.9-13.25 GHz. High efficiency, low side lobes.
Unique backframe enables this antenna to
withstand 125 mph wind (200 KM per hour)
with 1 inch (25mm) of radial Ice. Maintains
defle~tion to less than 0.1º in 70 mph
(110 <M per hour).
This antenna meets or exceeds EIA Standard

RS-2228 and RS-195A. It features a low profile
for bulk crating, continuous polarization
adjustment and s pressurable to 10 PSI. Feed
guy wires included on all models 4 feet and
larger. High performance "Shroudome" and
ultra-high perfonnance antennas also available.

Low wlndload a•tenna
Low profile grid design cuts tower construction
cost with no sac ·ifice in electrical performance.
Three-point mounting greatly reduces path
alignment and irstallation time.

Rlngbacks further improve already
extremely low wind loading characteristics of
Anixter-Mark grid antennas compared to solid
dish type parabclas. Frequency range:
350-2700 MHz. Others available on special
application. Nest 4 to a crate.

ANIXflEt-M•
Manufacturers of a FILI/I Line of Point-To-Point llntennas

Microwave • Two-Way • Amateur • CB
5439 W. Fargo, Skokie, Ill. 60076 I (312) 675-1500

Made in the U.S.A.
"VISIT US AT BOOTH #110 DURING THE NAB SHOW, APRIL 9-APRIL 12"
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AtNAB,
we'll be exhibiting the

same old thing.
Leadership.

Predictable, isn't it?
You walk into the Sony Broadcast booth,

and there they are. The new products. The
new production techniques. The new
technology that has the broadcast industry
moving in a new direction.

At the last two NAB Shows, broadcasters
came to Dur booth expecting to see things that
would open their eyes.

They weren't disappointed.
But they were a bit crowded.
So this year, we took more space. Built a

booth twice as big. And filled it with the kind
of show-stopping ideas the world takes for
granted from Sony Broadcast.

Just to whet your appetite, here's a sneak
preview.

l. On Stage One, you'll see the state of
the art in portable electronic news gathering
and production equipment. Equipment that
carries on-location journalism into a new
dimension of portability. Reliability. And
economy.

We' .l also introduce you to portable
videotape production using 35mm film
techniques. Made possible by our totally new
BVP-300 camera and our BVH-500 portable 1"
recorder.

2. We start you out in the field, but we
don't leave you there. On Stage Two, you'll see
Sony Broadcast editing equipment and
processing equipment designed to work hand in
hand with the field equipment you saw in
action on Stage One.

That's the beauty of the Sony Broadcast
approach. Everything factory-matched to

operate as a single, integrated unit. That
performs to standards only a single
manufacturer system can achieve.

3. But the show's not over yet. On Stage
Three, you'll see the latest in l" technology.
Including our new Type "C" BVH-1000, an
actual production model of the SMPTE
standard machine you've been reading about.

And then we promise to show you
something that will really surprise you. It's
totally new technology. And it's never been
seen before. Anywhere.

4. Leave our stage behind, and roll up
your sleeves. Because at this year's booth,
we've got room for real hands-on equipment
demonstrations.

In our camera area, you'll see all three of
our broadcast cameras. Plus our cost-effective
DXC-1610. Giving you four different camera
technologies, so you can choose the one that
fits your needs. And you budget.

S. Last - but very definitely not least -
you'll get a live demonstration of 1" computer
editing.

This is the system that makes Sony's
concept of l" videotape production work for
you as a viable alternative to 35mm film
techniques. An on-line, super high quality
system designed for post-production editing
with all the creative flexibility of film.

You'll find everything here, and more, at
the Las Vegas Convention Center, April 9-12,
in the Sony Broadcast booth.

How do you find the Sony Broadcast
booth?

Just follow the crowd.

Sony Broadcast
Sony Corporation of America, 9 West 57 Street, New York, New York 10019

New York: (212) 371-5800 Chicago: (312) 792-3600 Los Angeles: (213) 537-4300 Canada: (416) 252-3581
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Sony®isa registered trademark oí Sony Corporation of America
For Demonstration Only Circle (35) On Reply Card
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Switch to a better Idea
¡PEQUALIZATION

!HIGH INTER. LOW I

Dual-channel tape reproduce
amplifier for studio recording
and broadcast automation.
3-speedEQ;lowest residual noise.
works with virtually all repro
duce heads and transports.

lnovonics'
Tape
Reproduce
Ampliffer
Model 376-$550
lnovonics Inc. e>
503-B Vandell Way Jl
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 374-8300

For More Details Circle (37) on Reply Car.d

MANUFACTURERS
REPRESENTATIVES

RamkoResearch,Inc. isa leadingmanu
facturer of professional audio equip
ment for the Radio and TYBroadcast
industry.Wearea financiallystable and
professionallymanagedcompany with
an aggressivenew product develop
ment program. Our growth rate over
the last 3 years alone, has averaged
70%.
Ramko is now establishing an inde
pendent Manfacturers Representative
salesforce with exclusiveterritories to
better serve our customers. We're
looking for the "pro's" in our industry
on a long term basis.Requirementsare
a thorough knowledge of the broad
cast industry, an established reputa
tion with the broadcastersinyour area,
and a dedication to the kind of cus
tomer service that has earned us our
present position of leadership.
If your company qualifies and you
would like to share in our exciting fu
ture, write or call us collect at (916)
635-3600.

RAMKO RESEARCH

11355-A FolsomBlvd.
RanchoCordova,California 95670

(916) 635-3600

For More Details Circle (38) on Reply Card
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modifying company on specialized
radio-controlled cloud seeding gen
erators.
In 1959, he started his own firm,

Moseley Associates, and worked
primarily with radio stations design
ing special control systems. His new
company was devoted exclusively to
products serving the broadcast in
dustry, such as aural studio trans
mitter links (STL), remote control
systems, computer-assisted digital
control systems, and subcarrier
stereo generator equipment. In ad
dition, his firm developed composite
STLfor FM stereo.
Moseley also submitted a report

to the Federal CommunicationsCom
mission leading to the allocation of
dual STLassignments for FMstereo,
assisted NAB in field tests leading
to adoption of rules for TV remote
control, and proposed the use of low
frequency spectrum for wireless
control systems for standard broad
cast service. The activities of Mose
ley Associates have grown steadily
and have recently expanded into the
industrial communications field.
Moseley is a senior member of the

Institute of Electrical and Elec
tronics Engineers (IEEE)and helped
found the Santa Barbara section.
He is an associate member of the
Association of Federal Communica
tions Consulting Engineers, a sus
taining member of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers, a member of
the Science and Engineering Coun
cil, and an associate member of
NAB.

Distinguished service
J. Leonard Reinsch, chairman of

the board of Cox Broadcasting
Corporation, has been named recip
ient of the National Association of
Broadcasters' 1978 Distinguished
Service Award.
The award, established in 1953,is

presented to a broadcaster who
has made "a significant and lasting
contribution to the American system
of broadcasting by virtue of a
singular achievement or continuing
service for or in behalf of the
industry."
Since joining the Cox organization

in 1934, Reinsch has served as
communications advisor for several
political conventions and campaigns.
He worked on every Democratíc
convention from 1944 to 1960; and
was active in the presidential cam
paigns of many Democrats from
Roosevelt and Truman in 1944, to
Kennedy and Johnson in 1960. The
famed televised debates between

Kennedy and Nixon were arranged
by Reinsch.
A true broadcast pioneer, Reinsch

began his 54-year broadcasting
career with WLS, Chicago, the year
that station went on the air.
The broadcasting executive has

authored one book, Radio Station
Management, and was featured in
The Executive Breakthrough which
was published in 1967.
Reinsch currently serves or ad

vises 12 boards of directors includ
ing the First National Bank of
Atlanta; the Educational Foundation
of American Women in Radio and
Television, Inc.; Atlanta Arts Alli
ance, Inc.; School of Journalism
Advisory Board of the University of
Georgia in Athens; Carnegie Com
mission on the Future of Public
Broadcasting; and the Atlanta Opera
Association. He is a former member
of the boards of directors of the
NAB, Broadcast Music, Inc., and
the National Community Television
Association.

BBCengineering chief
to speak at convention

Dr. James Redmond, director of
engineering of the British Broad
casting Corporation (BBC),will ad
dress the Tuesday, April 11, engi
neering·conference luncheon.
Dr. Redmond, who has been

director of engineering since 1968,
joined the BBC in 1937 and the
following year became involved in
its television operation. From 1939
through 1945he was a radio officer
in the Merchant Navy; he rejoined
BBC television in 1946. He was
employed in various departments
planning and developing new facili
ties, including telecine, film record
ing, remote broadcasts, and video
tape recording.
He was president of the Society of

Electronic and Radio Technicians
from 1970 to 1975, and has been
elected president of the Institution
of Electrical Engineers for this year.

See you in Las Vegas
. In other sections of this issue,
you'll find an exhibit floor plan. If
you forget to bring your issue to the
convention we'll have lots of extra
copies there, along with additional
exhibit floor plan guides.
Also in this issue you'll find a

complete roundup of exhibitors and
their products. The new product
section includes descriptions of sev
eral new items that will be intro
duced at the show.
This will be an excellent conven

tion. If you can't join us in Las
Vegas," Broadcast Engineering will
recreate the scene for you in the
June issue. O
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The new EFP··1Portable TV.
Production Console is designed
for use on multi-camera remote
telecasts, to replace or back up
a large mobjle van, to complete
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The faces are familiar ...
and these engineering
updates have kept this
generation on top, year
after year: ··

• New program recording and
reproducing amplifiers provide less
distortion, more headroom.

• + 18 dBm audio output (optional).
• Improved 450 RPMcapstan motor
with less heat, less wow and ñutter.,
higher reliability.

• New, long life Nortronics Duracore®
heads. Ten times longer head life.

• Improved head mounting blocks
provide better stability.

• Improved air-damped solenoid with
Teflon®coated plunger for quieter
operation.

• Motor-driven recording head azimuth
control to compensate for variations
in cartridges (optional).

• Self-aligning top capstan bearing in
3 Deck Reproducer.

.-

..;;·,.:-

• lmprnved, high-reliability meters.
• Field-selectable 600 or 15k ohms
balanced audio inputs.

• Improved solid-state recorder logic
control for better refiability.

• Improved tone detectors for fail-safe
high-speed operation.

• Improved equalization technique on
Recording Amplifier smooths high
end response. .

• RP Delay machine for program delay
and cartridge production (optional).

• New IC Voltage Regulators with .
thermal and short circuit protection
provide improved regulation.

• Two.year warranty on parts and
factory labor.
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new:
Faitl1 fuls"

•

l3I

No Risk Trial Offer
fry ITC tape cartridge equipment in
your own station fer 30 days. If it
doesn't outpertorrr the competition,
return it. No cost. ffo obligation. To
?lace a trial order eau us toll-free.
!\sk about our attractive lease
ourchase plan and trade-in allowances.

CALL TOLL-FREE
800-447-0414

In Alaska, Hawau or Illinois
call collect: (309) 828-1381.

Quality
Improves With Time

lffiERflATIOOAL TAPETROfllCS
(QRPQRATIOíl ·e1oom1ngton, ;u &1101

Marketed exclusively in Canada
by Mccurdy Radio Industries Ltd., Toronto

See The Entire ITC Product Line
BOOTH431-1978 NAB
For More Details Circle (40) on Reply Card

Form ·110-0001 -000 C 1978 ITC
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•.Photo courtesy Jf Las Vegas News Burea.o.)

11 •
This section of our convention

special issue is a roundup of
exhibitingmanufacturers and a pre
view of the products they will have
on display in the exhibition area of
the Las Vegas ConventionCenter.
Along with the products to be

.shown, some companies are lísting
new products. These are products
that will be shown for the first time
at the NAB convention. A quick
scan of the exhibitors will give you
an idea of the variety of new
products that will be on display.
If you're not going to the conven

tion this year, this section will make
the trip for you. Put this together
with our special new products
sections, and you'll be up to date on
what's new.
This section can be especially

48

helpful. Circle the booth numbers of
companies showing new products
YJu'd like to see for yourself. If the
-manufacturer advertised in this
issue, there will be a color line
running under his product informa
tion that says "See ad on page
__ ." Ii you'll take the time to
turn to the ad, you probably will
have a good idea of whether or not
the product will be interesting
enough to warrant a trip to his
booth in the exhibition area. And, if
you'll mark these booth numbers on
the exhibit floor plan, you'll be sure
not to miss anything. This is one of
those rare convention centers where
booth numbers and aisle numbers
really help the attendee. In Las
Vegas, they are well-marked, mak
ing your search a lot less painful.

Exhibitors

Accurate Sound Corporation
New: Cassette recorder, transport
systems, high-speed tape duplicating
system, and control boxes. Booth
202.

see ad on page 235

Aerodyne Industries
1 kw UHF IF diplexed TV transmit
ter, 1 watt to 1 kw TV translator
equipment, and automatic reset
circuit breaker. New: 5 kw VHF IF
diplexed TV transmitter, and 25
watt UHF SS amplifier for IF
diplexed TV applications. Booth
1011. Hospitality Suite: Hilton,
rooms 1710/11/81.

see ad on page 157

AdcomCommunications
New: Portable production console,
and frame synchronizer. Booth1300.

ADDACorporation
Electronic 'stíll processor. Booth 524.
Hospitality Suite: MGMGrand, suite
607.

A. F. Associates
Refurbished 2-inch VTRs, and gated
video circuit. New: Pictorial display
on Systems division accomplish
ments. Booth 449.

see ads on pages 31, 183

AHordManufacturing Company
Booth 733.

AMCOEngineeringCompany
Cabinets and consoles for broadcast
equipment. New: Small instrument
cabinets and audio-visual desks.
Booth 441.

American Data Corporation
Production switchers, control
switchers, routing switcher, distri
bution amplifier, and modular dis
tribution equipment. New: Large
and small production switchers;
4-level audio/video distribution
switcher; computer automated mas
ter control; business automation
system. Booth 822.

see ad on page 7
continued on page 60
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ve we e
~•

14years agowe delirered the oriaina!
30mm Plumbicon ® carnera tube
that revolutionized TV broadcasting ...

9 years agowe 'introduced the 1-inch
Plumbicon tube that permitted
the design qf more compact
broadcast cameras ....
4 years ago-the 2/3-in.chPlumhicon
tube brought broadcast quality to
portable cameras and gave us E1VG ...

Today, we bring you two ofthese
popular pickup tubes with further
improvements in performance:

Ever since the original Flumbicon tube vvo1 the Emmy
Award for having revolutionized color TV broadcasting,
we've been keenly aware of the importance of the name
Plumbicon to the TV ind.ratry wh.ch has come to depend
on it as it's assurance of consistent performance and
quality. There's no disp.itinq the fact that conterrporary
Plumbicon tubes outperform the'r original versions by a
wide margin.

Two of the most recent improvements in the Plumbicon
pickup tube line, (the 30mm X0141 O and the 2/3-inch
X01427) are oescribed here. These tubes, like all Plumb
icon TV ca-nera tubes, cifer unmatched resolution and
sensivity, superior color ·enditicn ... excellent highligrt
handling low and steady dark current ... high signal-to-
noise ratio minimal lag ... stable operaLionover a wide
temperature range ... and long life.

Type XQ1427: Offers significantly higher
resoluticn than earlier versions; modula
tion deptr is 60% typ.cal at 320 TV lines
giving snarcer. clearer pictures and al
lowing operation at lower light levels.
New gun design and 1500-line mesh con
struction result in improved registration
and geometry, reductior of flare by a fac
tor of 3 end reduced beam landing error.

Type XQi1410: T1e XQ1410 gained im
mediate acceptance by the television in -
dustry as a significant advance over all
previous 30mm tubes. This recognition is
based on the X01410's dramatic reduc
tion in lag (typically 37% below that of
our X01020.) The X01410 ends color
fringing, greatly reduces picture-srnea
and gives better dynamic resolution -
even under poor lighting conditions. With
its internal bias lighting, all three chan-

, ' .. neis can now be balanced for identical
lag characteristics. New gun construction gives improved
resclution, 60% typical modulation depth at 400 TV lines
New mesh construction ·esults in better geometry anc.
registration and significamly reduces mic:ophony.

Make no mistake -theS€ are vitally important improve
rr snts en vitally irnportar-t camera pickup tubes ... but
these developments are only part o' the answer to - "What
havewe done for you lately?"
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...and now the next generatúm
of Plumbicon TVcamera tubes:
with them. beqine the,age ofElectronic Cinematography.

"Cinematography" once meant the creation of motion pic
tures on film, and film alone. But no more.

The next generation of Amperex Plumbicon TV pickup
tubes, in combination with recent advances in new camera
design and videotaping systems, is destined one day to
reduce to near-zero the use of film in broadcast cinema
tography and in motion picture production. Now, indeed,
begins a new era ... and a new art form: Electronic Cinema
tography. All-electronic production will offer a technically
superior product, and will permit shorter lead times be
tween production and broadcast ... and it allows motion
picture directors to combine the creative aspects of single
camera film production with the immediacy of live-on-tape
TV techniques.

All this has been no accident, of course. We, for instance,
have been working toward this moment for fourteen years,
ever since the introduction of the original Plumbicon tube
.right through the advent of ENG, first brought to reality

by our 2/3-inch version of the Plumbicon tube.
This steady stream of advances in TV pickup tube tech

nology now culminates in a new generation of Plumbicon
tubes that offers major advances in resolution and lag per
formance .. advances that were prerequisite to the dawn of
the age of Electronic Cinematography.

Type S45XQ: Developed for use in new studio cameras
that will accept 30mm tubes, has limiting resolution of
1600 TV lines, with modulation depth of 95% at 400 TV
lines and 40% at 1000 TV lines. Nothing like it has ever
been offered in a broadcast quality tube. The S45XQ pro
vides for external bias lighting; but decay lag, even with
out bias light, is typically only 7% after 50 milliseconds.

Type S73XQ: Physically interchangeable with conven
tional 1-inch broadcast Plumbicon tubes, can be used
in existing studio and field production cameras with only
minor circuit modifications. Typical limiting resolution of
the S73XQ is 1000 TV lines, with modulaton depth of 65%
at 400 TV lines. Overall signal-to-noise ratio can be max
imized in the S73XQ by a low-capacitance target contact.
A revolutionary gun design in the S73XQ reduces lag;
decay lag is typically 2% at 50 msec. with bias lighting.

Both of these new-generation tubes inherit all the finer
qualities of the original Plumbicon pickup tube: near-zero
dark current ... high sensitivity ... resistance to burn-in,
even in highlights .. precise geometry and registration.
and long life. You can expect from them what you have
learned to expect from Amperex Plumbicon tubes; per
formance at the edge of tomorrow.

For more information, contact: Amperex Electronic Cor
poration, Slatersville Division, Slatersville, Rhode Island
02876. Telephone: 401-762-3800.

Arnpere•
TOMORROW'S THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

See us at NAB, Booth 819

For More Details Circle (42) on ReplyCard
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NAB Exhibitors light-biased Plumbicon tubes, and
reduced-flare Plumbicon tubes.
Booth819.

see ad on pages 58, 59

continued from page 48

American iElectronicLaboratories
Transmitters. Booth 306. Hospitality
Suite: Hilton.

AmpexCorporation
Portable teleproduction recorder,
and helical videotape recorder.
Booth 603. Hospitality Suite: Hilton,
rooms 460-61(AVSD).370-71(Inter
national). 560-61(MTD).

see ad on pages 12, 13

Amperex Electronic Corporation
Transmitting tubes, monitor CRTs,
RF círculators, rectifier stacks, TV
pick-up tubes, deflection compo
nents, projection CRTs, viewfinder
CRTs, and terminal CRTs. New:
High-resoiution Plumbicon tubes,

AmproBroadcasting
Cartridge tape equipment, and

ForMore Details Circle (43) on ReplyCard
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audio consoles. New: Audio digital
delay system, phase protector, and
cartridge reproducer. Booth 100.

see ads on pages 16, 209

Amtron Corporation
Five-inch, 12-inch,and 17-inchcolor
monitors. New: 8-inch, 13-inch, and
19-inchcolor monitors. Booth 1321.

see ad on page 71

Andrew Corporation
Earth station antennas, heliax co
axial cables, STLmicrowave anten
na systems, ENGantennas, UHF-TV
transmitting antennas, rigid coaxial
lines, and pressurization equipment.
Booth808.

see ad on page 143

AngenieuxCorporation of America
Studio lenses, studio/field lenses,
and ENG lenses. New: 12X studio
lens. Booth812.

see ads on pages 28, 29, 105, 106, 107, 238

Anixter-Mark
Grid parabolic antenna, and solid
spun parabolic antenna. Booth 110.

see ad on page 41

Arvin/Echo Science Corporation
Radar timer, and remote control.
New: Slo-Mo-1, accessories for
EFS-1[radar timer], and dual Chy
ron. Booth 906. Hospitality Suite:
MGMGrand.

see ad on pages 68, 69

Asaca Corporation
Chroma noise meter, envelope delay
measuring set, color bar generator,
test signal generator, 14-inch reso
lution monitor, and 20-inch color
monitor. New: Portable color TV
camera for EFP, video sweep gener
ator, automatic distortion meter,
digital pattern generator, and oscil
lator. Booth800.

see ad on page 113

Audi-CordCorporation
Cartridge tape reproducers, cart
ridge record-reproducers, mod-quad
reproducers. New: Network delay
record-reproducers, and 3-head
program delay recorder-repro
ducers. Booth335.

see ad on page 237

AudioDesigns and Manufacturing
Distribution amplifiers, speakers,
patch bays, audio processing equip
ment, equalizers, and spectrum
analyzers. New: Consoles modules,
intercom system, and new console
format. Booth 435. Hospitality Suite:
MGMGrand.

see ads on pages 21, 159

Audio-VideoEngineeringCompany
Videohum stop coil. Booth 1216.

see ad on page 191

continued on page 64
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 60

and audio amplifiers. New: Micro
processor-based intercom, and con
sole programmer. Booth 731.

Auditronics
Mixing consoles. New: 18-in/4-out
console with VU and peak level
indicators. Booth 106.

see ad on page 83

Automation Industries
New: Color weather radar with
six-level color presentation. Booth
1403.

Automated Business Concepts
Booth 328.

BTX Corporation
SMPTE time code generators, edit
code generators, and edit code
readers. New: Tape recorder syn
chronizers. Booth 1208.Automated Processes

Production and on-air audio con
soles; audio processing modules; Bardwell & McAlister Inc.

Ten heads arenot better than one
When the one is Duracore™

New from Nortronics

Each time a magnetic head needs replacing, you're faced with recorder
downtime, electronic adjustments and costly service time. Now Nortronics
has a way to reduce these profit-slicing problems ... Duracore direct re
placement heads.

Several years of extensive research and rigorous testing led Nortronics
to the discovery of a mu-metal type material that hasten times the life span
of conventional mu-metal heads. This material is Duracore.

In addition to providing less wear and longer operational life, Duracore
heads will directly replace conventional heads without requiring electrical
or mechanical changes. They're available for all formats of reel to reel, car
tridge machines and tape duplicators. Their performance throughout the
entire frequency range is identical to mu-metal. Best of all, Duracore's life
expectancy makes it more cost efficient than stand ared mu-metal replace
ments.

If you're interested in finding out more about Duracore direct replace
_ment heads, contact your local Nortronics distributor. You'll see for yourself
why Duracore is the state of the art in magnetic tape heads.

See us at NAB Booth #319

Recorder Care Division
~

I I NORTRONICS®
~(!)

NortronicsCompany,Inc.
8101TenthAveNorth.Minneapolis,Minn.55427
Telephone(612)545-0401,Telex290304

For More Details Circle (47) on Reply Card
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Booth 1606.

Bayly Engineering Ltd.
[AEG-Telefunken]
FM transmitters, digital and analog
STLs (mono and stereo), monitor
receivers, and studio accessories.
New: Audio mixer consoles. Booth
337.

see ad on page 211

Beaveronics
Clocks, information systems, termin
ations, audio equipment, and buck
ing coils. New: Video switching sys
tems; custom and standard routing;
master control; production; and
broadcast and closed-circuit appli
cations. Booth 1216. Hospitality
Suite: MGM Grand.

Belar Electronics Laboratory
FM monitors, AM monitors, TV
monitors, RF amplifiers, and loop
antennas. Booth 520.

see ad on page 189

Berkey Colortran
lk/4k softlight, battery belt kit,
lighting kits, colorspot followspots,
cyclorama lights, effects lighting,
and Gelatran. New: Pantograph
systems, fresnels, electric dimming,
and computerized lighting control.
Booth 912.

see ad on page 115

Beston Electronics
Automatic light controls for film
chains, and low-cost character gen
erators. Booth 1105.

see ad on page 208

Bird Electronic Corporation
Hi-power FM coax filters, ThrulineR
RF wattmeters, TermalineR dummy
loads, 4 kw RF attenuators, stand
by (reject) loads, and RF power and
VSWRmonitors. New: Water-cooled
RF line terminations, self-cooled RF
terminating systems, digital 1-80 kw
RF calorimeter, and 10 kw air
cooled RF loads. Booth 1109.

see ad on page 172

Bogner Broadcast
Equipment Corporation
Low- and medium-power slot-type
TV transmitting antenna, UHF-TV
high-power emergency antenna,
MDS transmitting and receiving
antennas, and high and low VHF
dipole transmitting antennas. New:
TV high-power UHF slot trans
mitting antenna-convertible to cir
cular polarization at no initial
premium. Booth 907A. Hospitality
Suite: MGM Grand.

see ad on page 127

Bosch-Fernseh
BCN20 Type B 1-inch portable VTR.

continued on page 66
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 64

cessories, audio consoles, audio
programming equipment, and studio
accessory equipment. New: Cart
ridge machines, audio consoles, and
program control equipment. Booth
304. Hospitality Suite: Hilton.

see ad on page 72

New: KCA hand-held self-contained
camera, color monitors, BCN CN50
Type B Hnch VTR, and frame still
store units (adaptable to any source
of video). Booth 924.

see ad on page 117 Broadcast Programming
International
Syndicated radio formats, including:
Country Living, Personality M.O.R.,
Adult Contemporary, Adult Album
Oriented Rock, Bright 'N' Beautiful,
Easy Listening, Personality Easy
Listening, Beautifully Yours, Rock

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable
Booth 921..

Broadcast Electronics
Cart machines, tape cartridge ac-

MULTILIMITER
MU~TIMAX

·~
~·~

MULTlL.lMITER
¡~·

MULTILIMITC:R-~\

8
,

. ...•...
ou·•eU•!

THE BUILDING BLOCKS

OF GREAT BROADCAST SOUND

•
PACIFIC RECORDERS AND ENGINEERING CORPORATION
11100 ROSELLE ST., SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92121
TELEPHONE (714) 453-3255 TELEX 695008

exclusiveexport agent: SierraAudio Burbank,Calif.

For More Details Circle (49) on ReplyCard
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Gold, and Spectrum. New: Unan
nounced Country Music. Booth 325.

CCA Electronics
AM transmitters; FM transmitters;
TV transmitters; mono and stereo
consoles; high-speed limiters; and
FM optimad. New: Audio, AM, FM,
and TV products. Booth 307. Hos
pitality Suite: MGM Grand, room
1462a.

CMX Systems
[Orrox Corporation]
Expandable computer-assisted
videotape editing system. New:
SMPTE/EBU master time code gen
erator, SMPTE/EBU time code gen
erator, and time code reader dis
play. Booth 801. Hospitality Suite:
Hilton.

see ad on page 11

CSI Electronics
AM and FM broadcast transmitters
and accessories. Booth 318.

see ad on page 187

Cablewave Systems
Transmission line, eliptical wave
guide, and cable hardware. New:
Pressurization equipment. Booth
lOOA.

see ad on page 25

California Switch & Signal
Booth 313.

The Camera Mart
Video cameras, and support equip
ment. Booth 1137.

Canon USA
Zoom and fixed lens; and scopic 16
MS. New: 13:1 ENG lens. Booth 918.

Capitol Magnetic Products
Audiopak broadcast cartridges.
Booth 423. Hospitality Suite: Hilton.

Cases Inc .
.Booth 1409.

Cavox Stereo Productions
Adult MOR contemporary, beautiful
music, good music, conservative
tempo, standard pop, contemporary
MOR, easy listening, and Cavox
country. No Booth. Hospitality Suite:
Hilton.

CECO Communications
Transmitting tubes, camera tubes,
and microwave tubes. Booth 404.

Central Dynamics Corporation
Studio production switchers,
compact/self-contained production
switchers, downstream keyer, quad
raplexer generator, video distribu
tion amplifiers, processing ampli
fier, digital sync decoder, video
transmission amplifier, and editing

continued on page 70
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CP means stronger coverage
in FM broadcast.
And Jampro is the CP leader.
Circularly polarized broadcast antennas deliver
the strongest signal to any randomly polarized
FM receiving antenna. That's because CPtrans
missions are radiated in both the horizontal
and vertical planes.

Achieving high CPperformance in practical
FM broadcasting antennas is a sophisticated
engineering task and a demanding manufac
tuñng feat.

Even though Cetec Jampro is the world
leader in high-performance CPantennas for FM
broadcast, there's nothing routine about any
Jampro antenna. Evenour standard models are
customized to each installation.

There are ten models in our "Penetrator"
high-power line; ten more multi-station high
power models; still ten more in our "Brute"
series. We also produce ten elliptically polarized
antennas in a low-power, low-cost range, specif-

ically for Class A and educatio-ral applications.
We back up state-of-the-art engineering

know-howwith computer testing and pattern
adjustment, and rugged, all-weather construc
tion of high-strength brass. Jampro antennas
are designed and built for higtl-performance
under the toughest conditions.

The bottom line is that Jampro leads the way
in CPantennas IOI FM broadcast. The proof is
in the field, at radio stations around the world.

For technical specs and performance data,
write or telephone collect today to Andy
McClure, (805) 968-1561.

Cetec Broadcast Group
The Broadcast Divisions of Cetec Corporation
75Castilian Drive, Goleta, California 93017

e
(.)
CD
P'

See CBG iri action ·
at NAB.!
Booth429
For.More Details Circle (50) on Reply Card
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Number

in design, performance
and features

MULTI-DECK

The cart machine with features competitors can't match ...

FEATURES s;••••,.,,,,•••.~c 5300A ITC 30 HARRIS
ec-m

Single Connector Plug-In Decks B No No
; ID amCompanion Record Amplifier No

Low-Voltage Solenoid ID No No
Independent Azimuth Adjustment rm No No

r rmShielding Above & Below the Head No No
LED Service Aids E No No
Tapered Cartridge Guides ~ rm No No
Companion Audio Switcher E DD No
Do the decks lock in place to a bulkhead DD No D
permitting operation with the front panel down?

• ·Plug-in removable decks and superb
electronics make this the most up-to
date monauralor stereo three deck cart
machine available. Rugged machined
deck, quiet air-dampedsolenoid, unique
cartridge guidance system, drop down
front panel and run lights next to each
deck.

2 ¡
3 For information call or write:

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
4100· Nprth 24th St., Quincy, Illinois 62301

Telephone (217) 224-9600

START START START-i ~ ,--~·
n .'. 3 ~

STOP STOP STOP

A FILMWAYS COMPANY

ForMore DetailsCircle (54) on ReplyCard

NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 70

Cohu
1550 Telecine in an operating film
island. New: Single-tube color Iso
con TV camera. Booth 908.

Colorado Video
Compressed video for transmitting 8
kHz still pictures over FM subcar
rier channels, microwave, or satel
lite links for special programming
purposes. Booth 911.

see ad on page 237

Comark Industries
Demodulators, directional couplers,
diplexers, power combiners, side
band filters, coax components, RF
consulting and remote control.
Booth 1113. Hospitality Suite: Sands.

Commercial Electronics
Incorporated [CEI]
CEI-310professional broadcast color
television camera (in portable,
studio systems and self-contained
configurations). New: Portable EFP
broadcast camera. Booth 1102. Hos
pitality Suite: Hilton.

see ad on page 173

Communication Projects (COMPRO)
Booth 1402.

Computer Concepts
Booth 355.

Computer Image Corporation
Caesar computer video animation;
Scanimate animation; and TV and
radio promotional animation. Booth
1107.

Computer Image Video Controller
(Dytek)
Video switchers, routing switchers,
digital tape timers, digital clocks,
switching systems, and 12-input/
1-output audio-video routing switch
er. New: Keyboard switching pro
grammer. Booth 1227.

see ad on page 145

Computer Magnetics Corporation
Refurbished video heads, refur
bished audio heads, refurbished
special video heads, video discs and
heads, auto equalizers, velocity
error correctors, and differential
gain adjustment. New: Velocity
error corrector, and differential
gain adjust. Booth 449. Hospitality
Suite: MGM Grand.

see ads on pages 210, 212, 214

Comrex Corporation
Wireless microphones; TV aural
monitors; and cue transmitters and
receivers. New: LX line extenders,

continued on page 194
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Andlio-Teehnfea intrOduees
f:Re new·miCropholles .•.
and a pleas~t surprise.

•AT813
Electret
Coneenser
Card oid

AT8t1
=:tectre-t

Coadenser
Cardiod

• AT801
Electret
Condenser
Omnidirectional

•AT8t2
IVlo\.ingCeil

Dyna111ic
Cardioid

AT802
Moving Coil
Dynam c
Omnidirectional

Take a close look at these new
Audio-Technica microphones.Three
electre1condensersand two dynamics.
Plus two clip-on miniature electrets (not
shown).All are superbly finished. Care
fully thought out in every detail. With the
right "heft" and feel. ProfessionalA3M
Switchcraft output connectors,of course.

Then listen in your studio. Full
range, peak-free, clean and crisp.With

no distortion even when used close-up
to high-level performers, And the
balanced, phased Lo-Z (600Ohm)out
put matches pro and semi-pro mixers
alike.

Now for the surprise.The price.
Both omnis are nationally advertised at
just$60, for either dynamic or electret
condenser element The two basic car
dioids are just $80,while the AT813

electret condenserwith integral wind
screen is pegged at $95.All complete
with full one-year warranty.

Once you've seen and tried these
new Audio-Technica microphones
we think you'll welcome them.Not just
because they cost so little...but because
they do so much.Available now from
your Audio-Technica Professional
Productsdealer.

@audio-technica® 6rt!atsound,rJght&omthestm~t!
AUDIO-TECHNICi\ U.S., INC., Dept. 38BE, 33 Shiawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313 • In Canada: Superior Electronics, Inc.
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New products and their
technologies will be

convention hits
As we head for Las Vegas and

the 1978version of the NABconven
tion, innovative hardware looms as
the real hit of the show.
Microprocessors that went so

quickly to consumer products are
rebounding in broadcast products.
The reason for the excitement is
that chips such as the 8080 and
6800 are down to throw-away
prices. One company is quoting
8080s at $10 for single purchases.
Prices also have dropped on the F8
family and its 3850CPU.
Looking over the products we

knowwill be on display at the con
vention, it's obvious the invasion of
broadcast equipment by the new
microprocessor chips is underway.
When the unit price gets under $20,
you don't need to be overly con
cerned with the design costs. What
will happen is that discrete compo
nent logic circuits will give way to
exotic chips. As these chips replace
the discrete components, the overall
cost drops. And as the chips are
sold in volume, their price also
drops.
The advent of the microprocessor,

and its large drop in cost, has made
possible an entirely new approach
to control systems for routing
switchers, as well as a number
of broadcast related uses. For
example, Dynair will show their
System 21 at the convention. It's an
example of how microprocessors
can be used to replace large quanti
ties of discrete components.
A small number of standardized

control elements, each containing a
microprocessor, can be distributed
throughout the system from the
central switching matrix to the
operator control panels, allowing
wide variations in system configura
tion without requiring large custom
efforts. The Dynair system uses this
distributed processing concept. The
switching matrices-audio, video,
data and hard contact-are con
nected to a central computer-style
parallel bus which is generated by a
central microprocessor-based con
troller. Each matrix is a 10-input/
10-output module containing a bus
interface which automatically
senses the matrix address and pro
vides data storage latches.

There also will be other examples
of microprocessor-based circuits at
the convention.
And, as this issue of BE was on

its way to the press, New York
radio station WINS took delivery of
a contact machine addressable
parallel processor controlled actu
ality retrieval terminal (Whew!).The
system records, dubs and sorts
wire-service stories on cartridge
tape.
The UMCdesign includes 20 cart

decks, a common recorder ampli
fier, an equalizer for input to Telco
terminals, four silence sensors, and
a 16 touch-tone tone-decoder cir
cuit. All this is controlled by first
responder circuitry.
This is a "walk away and let the

machine do it" type of unit that will
be of special interest to All News
and news-oriented stations. The
cart being recorded and the carts
still available are displayed on two
front panel digital readouts. Tally
lights keep the operator aware of
the state of each cart (including
malfunctions). An aural and visual
alarm circuit alerts the operator
when the system needs reloading
when only two unrecorded carts
remain in the machine. Contact
closures are available for remote
reel-to-reel, cassette, or other back
up machines to ensure that a
feature is never lost. UMCsays the
system can be configured-to work
with fewer than 20 carts, or double
or triple that number.
Well, this sort of product intro

duction is what the NAB is all
about. Some companies give us this
kind of last minute information,
while others prefer to make an an
nouncement of something really new
at the convention. But this section of
BE should get you started on
knowing what will be available at
the show this year. ,
Following each of the products

described, a number will be in
cluded for use with our Reader
Service Card at the back of the
issue. When you find a product that
interests you, turn to the Service
Card and circle the appropriate
number.

76

By Ron Merrel I

Introducing Action Track
One of the interesting new prod

ucts was developed by Ken Moore,
Arthur Kaiser, and Hank Mahler.
During the SMPTEWinter Confer
ence, our video editor (Joe Roizen)
talked with Ken about the develop
ment of Action Track. The following
is a summary of that interview.

Having worked on the digital
noise reducer which includes motion
detector circuitry, its inventors at
CBSTechnologyCenter realized that
by a little additional processing they
could electronically recreate a
stroboscopic effect.
The first demos were made in

ternally to CBSmanagement in mid-
1977, and patent applications were
made so as to establish a firm
proprietary position. The CBS net
work decided to unveil it at the
Superbowl even though football is
not the easiest way to use this
device, which was dubbed Action
Track.
Moore indicated that it takes good

camera techniques to produce the
diagramming effect that is so
spectacular. As an example, an
overhead camera looking down at
the action can render some very
interesting results.
It was introduced to viewers by

Pat Summerallin a pre-game kickoff
toward the goal post. The football
hit one of the posts on this demo
and the Action Track reproduced
this faithfully. Summerall remarked
with a little poetic license that this
had been done on purpose to better
demonstrate the Action Track func
tion.
Currently CBS is using the oper

ational test unit for a variety of
sports, the most applicable of which
is golf. Action Track will be seen
more and more as additional units
become available.
Potential applications for Action

Track include track and field, swim
ming, diving, and horse racing.
Moore also felt that training, teach
ing, advertising, and even the
dancing fieldwould benefit from the
application of Action Track tech
nology, and he hinted that some
new developments to be announced
later this year will further enhance
this device.
Action Track uses a little ad

con tinued on page 78
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New Products
continued from page 76

ditional circuitry that is added to a
digital field store, and therefore is
not significantly more expensive
than the basic field memory. Moore
pointed out that with the cost of
solid'-state memory coming down,
the eventual price tag should be
reasonable.
Moore suggested that where color

was not a factor, monochrome
Action Track pictures could be done
very economically. Action Track will
add a new dimension to many tele
vision programs which can benefit
from this kind of image manipula
tion. Like slow and stop motion, or
the more recent digital video ef
fects, Action Track is one more step
toward an instant electronic capa
bility previously reserved to film.

For More Details Circle (260) on Reply Card

Editing control system
Convergence Corporation's ECS

lBVU Joystick Editing Control Sys
tem makes the Joystick operation
available on the Sony BVU-200
broadcast videocassette recorder
and other lower cost Sony and
Panasonic VCRs.

Optional accessories include the
plug-in TT-6 digital LED tape timer
with individually presettable digits.
The plug-in PC-3 program computer
adds automatic bi-directional tape
search in fast forward and rewind,
frame accurate scene duration
timingand automatic frame accurate
insert editing. The LL-7 Liplock
audio pitch control microprocessor
plugs into the ECS-lBVU and per
mits rapid selection of exact audio
edit points by making audio intelligi
ble at various Joystick speeds. The
ADR-8 automatic dialogue replace
ment module provides the capability
to automatically replace precise
words or sentences with a live
microphone.

For More Details Circle (261) on Reply Card

Remotepick-up transmitter
McMartin Industries announces

the latest addition to its RPUtrans
mitter line: the RPU-1403,a 3-watt,
portable, 450-MHztransmitter. The
new unit joins the RPU-1103 150-
MHz transmitter to complete the
company's portable line.
The RPU-1403 features dual-fre

quency operation, all solid-state, re
chargeable eight hour battery, and
3 watts output at 450MHz.

The unit provides the broadcaster
with the portability and power not
available before in a 450-MHz
transmitter. Two-channel operation
on frequencies separated up to 1
MHz can be provided with no
deterioration in performance.
Two high-quality audio inputs are

provided. One is a microphone input
and the other is a line input for use
with a cassette recorder. An audio
compressor functions on both line
and microphone, allowing simple
talk over line operation.

For More Details Circle (262) on Reply Card

Switching system
American Data Corporation's

model 558-4 fourth-generation pro
duction switching system features a
4-channel video processor. This
allows the operator to perform
multiple functions on a single mix/
effects amplifier.
A linear control logic system gives

the unit its ability for chroma keying
through water, glass, and smoke
without tearing or loss of shadow
detail. Also standard is a 100-
pattern waveform processor which
includes rotational and "windshield"
wipes. continued on page 80

Code generator
Code reader

Character Inserter
DlgltllldissolverInnovation in

editing technology
That's what sets Datatron editing products apart from the competition. You already know us for our
state-of-the-art Tempo 76 Editor - the first videotape editing system that combines both SMPTE Time
Code and Control Track Technologies in one unit. But the innovation doesn't stop there. We've
added new options to the Tempo 76 which make it evenmore versatile than ever:

•Extended Memory

•System Debug

•High-speed Peripheral Capability

•Expanded Interface Capability

•And More To Come!
Our Multiple Interface Unit (MIU) allows you to interface up to nine VTR's to the Tempo 76
system. With featur~s like an optional code routinq switcher and optional remote___::::..-,~
VTR selection and display, the MIU can add new dimensions to .---- ----==---------- ~ --
your editing capability. {

We've developed new peripheral equipment too. In addition /
to our already large array of fully-compatible add-ons, we /I
now offer time code generators and readerswith user- .
defined bits, a new jam sync generator, and more.

To seethese products and other new Datatron editing
system developments, visit booth 1223 at the NAB
Convention, April 9 thru 12 in LasVegas. Find out
why innovation makes the difference at Datatron.

datatron.1nc.
EDITING SYSTEMS DIVISION

1562ReynoldsAvenue» Irvine.California92714
(714)540-9330•TWX 910-595-1589•Cable RELIABLE

For More Details Circle (57) on Reply Card
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• Studio/Remote/Portable • Multiple Cónfigurá
-tions • Standard or Triax Cable • Low Power Con-

. i:sumption (400 Watts) • 110/220 V-ACor)!4 VDC
§~Manúal or Automatic Registration/Opéii'ation •
s€>'f(erV2 mile with Standard Cable, up to 1JV.ilewith
'.7na:c ~ Co~pac!, LightweiQht CCU=~ Se~;c~ from
.eholce qf vlew-tlnders 1'.', 3" or 7" • Selfl9t1on of
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~'' ~Re,üJoteControl Opération up to 500:c;ft.,,.,,,.
'ra~d m:Uchmore! ·
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New Products
continued from page 78

The model also features two
4-channel vídeo processors and a
downstream flip-flop mix/key sys
tem. The frame-accurate auto-fader
enables the operator to wipe or mix
between sources at any rate from 1
to 999 frames.

For More Delails Circle (263) on Reply Card

Ellipsoidal spotlight patterns
A new catalog from The Great

American Market features patterns
designed for use in ellipsoidal spot
lights. The Great American Pattern
is photo-etched in a 4-inch x
4V2-inchstainless steel matt, with a
pattern 3 inches in diameter. It can
be cut with scissors and will stand
up under intense heat.
The patterns include: DoubleHung

Window, Wrought Iron Fence, City
Skyline, Clouds, Starburst, and
many others. The company also will
cut patterns from submitted designs
to the customer's specifications.

For More Delails Circle (264) on ReplyCard

Digital tester
Tektronix has a new digital tester

(model851)which combinesmany of
the functions of a DMM, counter,

timer, logic, probe, thermometer,
and an oscilloscope into a single,
easy-to-operate package weighing
13 pounds.
The 22 functions of the 851 enable

the operator to perform a wide
variety of tests and measurements.
Eleven functions measure timing;
two register plus and minus peak
voltages; three carry out DMM
measurements through separate
leads; and one reads line voltage at
the outlet. Another function allows
temperature readings to be taken
with an optional temperature probe.
The 851 also makes four self

measurements to adjust each of its
four input thresholds to the logic
levels of the equipment under ex
amination.

ForMore Details Circle (265) on ReplyCard

Audio consoles
LPB will exhibit the Signature II

series audio consoles at the NAB
convention. A unique feature of the
consoles is the mono/stereo input
switch located behind the front
panel which enables a mono source
to be split to the left and right
program buses. These selectors are
provided for each microphone
capable channel and one high-level
channel.

Other features include an output
director switch; internal cue system
[ñ-inch speaker and 1-watt power
amplifier); muting and tally relays;
a power transformer; modular elec
tronics; and dual-line level outputs.

For More Details Circle (266) on Reply Card

ENG/EFPcamera
The MNC-71CPby Cinema Prod

ucts Corporation is a lightweight,
self-contained ENG/EFPcamera cov
ered by a one-year warranty.
Manufactured by NEC, the cam

era features the ability to balance
the MNC-71CPto match the col
orimetry of other cameras in the
field and in the studio, external
genlock, master pedestal control,
and servo-iris control. The use of
LSI micro circuits reduces the
number of individual components in
the camera.
Other features and options in

clude: Saticon® or Plumbicon®
2/3-inch tubes; high-transmittance
prism optics (maximum aperture
f/1.4); built-in linear matrix for
high-fidelity in tracking colors from
high-to-low levels; three-position
gain control; 5Í dB signal-to-noise
ratio; automatic white and black
balance circuits; fast set-up facility

continued on page 82

ENG POWER lllfl POWER

BATTERYfPOWERED PORTABLE RPT-1/ 150
and RPT- /450

- * FCC Type Accepted

·--·~..wm·--
\ :-' ""':&ii I-.:...:

.:..--J..
~-

PORTABLE-MOBILE TRANSMITTERS RPT-25 and
RPT-40

* FCC Type Accepted* Continuous subaudible tone encoding (optional)* Broadcast quality Compressor-Limiter* 115 V AC or 13 V DC operation* Four mixing inputs* Continuous duty operation

* Continuous subaudible tone.en
coding (optional)* Broadcast quality Compressor
Limiter* Battery capacity 3V2 hours con
tinuous duty* Three mixing inputs

MOBILE
REPEAT
RECEIVER
RR-30/150
and RR-50/ 450
* Internal subaudible decoder* 115 V AC or 13 V DC operation* Audio de-emphasis, filtering

and equalization provides broadcast quality
for line feed, recording or automatic repeat
through RPT-25 or RPT-40

For More Details Circle (60) on Reply Card

BROADCAST QUALITY RADIO ~~ J Box 661, 1501 N. Main
• Cleburne, Texas 76031

REMOTE SYSTEMS FROM ••. MARTI 'eclronics, ne. Phone: 817/645-9163
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SEE US IN LAS VEGAS, BOOTH #314
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As rnanutacturers.oí solid st'a}e video equipment.Electrohome has ],
gained worldwíde'acceptance with reliable, high-j:>~rfor~arice 9", 1'1",
14", 17", 23" monochrorrje, 1~" ¡4nd 25" color monttors. euilf to NTS'.C
and PAL standards, these rnonltérs are $pecifij::ally !;tesign,edfor .. ¡
broadcast, educational, industri~I, comrnerclal, p]edica·1,securityland
data applications. 1 u ,~' l l H
Now, we have added the ine._;;;2000Series to our ~rod uct range. ·ª
Developed to meet high sfa~gards of the broadcast jndustryjthe
2000 Series color monttonísmopular for easy adapt~bility to' ,
RGB/NTSC/PAl encoded si§n'.~ls.Available ín 1~'"case and rack ~
and 25" case, the :2000Seri$ rríalntalns Electrohbme's hilgh . :
standard of engineering. ¡ ~; ¡, · , j',
In addition to araexpanded line, Electrohome hasia new wesdcoasfl
distributor network to provide fast delivery. For complete infqrmatión
on all our video equipment, contact Ele¢trohomé Limited.at Ofle of 1
these offices: ' :~ · ' · i

Electro-Visual Corporation .of"'merica ~ '
3617 West Macarthur Blvd., Suite 508, Santa Ana,l Calif. 92704
(714) 545-6991 . . . ' .
Electrohome (U.S.A.) Lílmi~d .
182Wales Ave., Tonawanda, N.Y. 14150;
(716) 694-3332 ¡
Electrohome Limited 'g , ~ r '¡
809 Welf:ington St.N., Kit0hener',f0ntari6, Canada lN2G 4J6 ¡
(519) 744-7111 l , L ¡ . ,,
Telex: 069-5449 = ,~ " !;

JBLEC'fEtOHQM:E
... an extra degree of exceñence ¡J~ideo ~quipmentJ~r'every applicatio~l

~ '"--: - ~ : -: ~ ª

82 For More Details Circle (62) on Reply Card

New Products
continued from page 80

for convergingthe camera; complete
accessibility of circuit boards and
pickup tubes.

Audio signal processor
Inovonics Incorporated's new au

dio signal processor incorporates an
automatic gain control, compressor,
and limiter. The gated gain-riding
AGC amplifier in the model 221
audio level Optimizer II compen
sates for long-term variations in
program input levels over a ±10 dB
range at a correction rate of 0.5 dB
per second.
Control over program dynamics is

provided by a gated "open loop"
compressor. A fast peak limiter
prevents overmodulation with pro
gram-controlled phase inversion and
adjustable limiting symmetry for
AM; a separate 25-/75-microsecond
high-frequency limiter is provided
for FM.
Model 221 is within 1 dB of flat

from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Noise is less
than 70 dB below the 1000/o
modulation output level with distor
tion below 1O/oTHD(10 dB compres
sion and 10 dB limiting of steady
state signal).

For More Details Circle (267) on Reply Card

Film inventory program
Kaman Broadcast Computer Ser

vice (BCS),Kaman Sciences Corpo
ration, has introduced a film inven
tory and amortization program. The
program offers station management
a tool to maximizeusage and control
over valuable syndicated series,
cartoons, and feature films. The
program also is available to stations
not on any BCStraffic system.
Listings can be called by title;

producer; date produced; length;
motion picture ratings (GP-R-X);
station rating; past demographics;
stars; type of film; last play date;
expiration date; holiday codes; tar
get audience; usage restriction;
BIB $; daily news or other quality
ratings; prizes and awards; or color
or black and white. The entire
library may be searched, or just
specific areas.
The program also provides fea

ture film and syndicated series pro
gramming detail report, scheduled
titles report, future availability re
port, title activity report, and ex
piration report. Accounting and
automated amortization also are
featured.

For More Details Circle (268) on Reply Card
continued on page 213
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So01e peOple
buy us for
our fader

because ours is better than any yoi, can buy elsewhere.
Ours has all the features you need, like smooth action,
accurate tracking, long life and low noise, plus a full 85 dB
attenuation. And ours is coffee proof. It's just one more
reason an Auditronics mixer is a better investment for
the long haul. To learn more, circle reader service number
or write to us for complete information.

It's coffee proof

auditrqnici.·~·inc.
3750 Old Getwell P-ood,Memphis, Tennessee38118 I (90 l) 362- l 350

ForMore DetailsCircle (63) on ReplyCard
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(Pooto by Ron Whittaker.)

Good color may not
be what you think-

Five myths
about TV color

Myth 1-All you haveto do to
consistently insure good color
fidelity is to makecertain that
cameracolors fall within their
specified vectorscope parame
ters.
Myth 2-By carefully and ob
jectively analyzing the actual
color of objects in front of a
TV camera, and then seeing
that these exact colors are
accuratelyreproducedon a TV
screen,viewerswill agree that
you have achieved the most
desirablecolor reproduction.
Myth 3-A good color picture
is a good color picture, regard
less of the conditions under
which it is viewed.
Myth 4-The CIE color rendi
tion system is the last word in
desirablecolor reproduction.
Myth 5-TV engineers and a
cross-sectionof home viewers
will regularlyagreeon good TV
color.

Color reproduction
is not an

exact
•science

By Ron Whittaker

84

The whole business of color TV fidelity is anything
but an exact science.
Of course, such a conclusion is not enthusiastically

endorsed by some color experts who have devised
numerous methods and formulas to try to reduce the
whole business to complete predictability. It hasn't
worked.
The reason it hasn't worked centers on a myriad of

intervening variables in the whole TV process, the
most variable of which is human color perception.
This article will look at two sides of this issue. First,

we'll take a look at some important human perception
problems; then we'll go on and examine some
"equipment perception" problems.
The human mind and body are wonderful things,

but there are a few things they are not. They are not
at all consistent in making judgments about color
(due to the many uncontrolled, and often uncontroll
able, intervening variables). And, even among the

continued on page 88
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Introducing a state-of-the-art digital noise filter that costs less.
From input to output, the 8-bit TDF-1 represents an entirely new approach to digital
noise reduction. At the input, we've included a full, broadcast-quality processing
amplifier that completely 'reqenerates incoming sync pulses. The TDF-1 's charge
coupled device (CCD) memory offers the same high performance as RAM systems at a
significantly lower cost. We've also increased the video sampling rate from three-times
subcarrier to four-times-subcarrier for greater bandwidth and resolution. And
maintenance of the TDF-1 is made simple by a built-in diagnostic system.

A graphics system with off-line archival storage.
Everyone who uses an electronic graphics system has their own artistic requirements.
With the new Compositor I™memory system, each ofyourclients (or departments) can
use the fonts they like and logos they need to create up to 999 graphics on a low-cost,
removable cartridge disk. At the end of their taping session, they simply take out the
cartridge and put it on the shelf. The next user (such as your news department) can then
load another cartridge containing different fonts, logos, and pages and be on line in
seconds. And, with the new dual disk system, you can copy directly from one cartridge
to another.
What else is new with Compositor I? Fonts! More than 40 fonts are now available,
including weather symbols, graph characters, and foreign fonts. And Compositor l's are
now in use in PAL countries.

A microprocessor-controlled distribution switcher.
The new TVS/TAS-1000 Distribution Switcher microprocessor option can be
programmed to perform salvo switches of multiple crosspoints simultaneously. Eight
(or more) different salvos can be loaded into the system's memory and previewed by the
operator before the live switch is executed, virtually eliminating the possibility of error.
Other new control options include X-Y panels, where the source is selected with one
button and the destination with another, and category-number selectors, where the
input is selected by a name key (such as "VTR," "Camera," "Studio," etc.) and a
number key.

A telecine camera that replaces GE units quickly and easily.
A new optics kit allows the TCF-3000 Broadcast Color Film Camera to replace GE 240
and 240-format cameras without so much asmoving a projector or changing a lens. The
TCF-3000 also gives you true hands-off color balance and color correction, auto
matically correcting poor-quality film without disturbing balance or gamma tracking of
good film. This long term operational stability is made possible by unique, temperature
compensated sampling and control techniques. The TCF-3000 has several other
advantages over competitive units, such as lower noise, more detail in black, and
superior color separation. And a fully-remotable six-vector color corrector is available
as an option.

For more information about these TeleMation products, visit booth 920at the NAB, or, if you prefer,
circle one of the numbers below. TeleMation, Inc., P.O. Box 15068,Salt Lake City, Utah
84115. Phone: (801) 972-8000.
For More Details on TDF·l Circle (65) on Reply Card

For More Details on CompositorI Circle (66) on Reply Card

For More Details on TVSTAS-1000Circle (67) on Reply Card

For More Details on TCF-3000Circle (68) on ReplyCard

NAB Booth 920
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OPTICAL EFFECTS
THROUGH MICROPROCESSOR
CONTROLLED SLIDE DISSOLVE

* STATIONARY OPTICS
* ADJUSTABLE DISSOLVE RATE
* SUPERIMPOSITION
* EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
* AUDIO PROGRAMMABLE

FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER
OF TELECINE EQUIPMENT

iii ~2~s!u~esr L~,~-~º~'~'~"A IN e.a;; SALT LAKE CIT'Y. lJTAH 84115

VISIT BOOTH! 1306 AT Nl.A.B.

ForMore Details Cirtle (69) on Reply Ca.rd

·THENEW MEMBER
OF DIE DIGITIMER
FAMILY WITH
PJRE-SETABLE~
UM:E ENTRY.~·

PT-1is a·production timer with just the right combination
offeatures in a logical,compact package.
0Addthe PT-lC,Circular DisplaySlave,and youwill
have a complete timing system! *unitssold'separately

PACIFICRECORDERSAND ENGINEERINGCORPORATbN
11100ROSELLEST.,SANDIEGO,CALIFORNIA92121
TELEPHONE(714) 45~3255 TELEX695008

exclusive export agent: Sierra Audio Burbank, Calif.

For More Details Circle (70) on ReplyCard
88

Color reproduction
continued from page 84

consistencies in perception there are biases which are
not programmed into most of our test equipment.

Approximate color consistency
Unlike some of our test instruments, the human

mind and eye have no built-in crystal frequency
reference. Consequently, such standards as "refer
ence white" are free to drift up and down the Kelvin
color temperature scale. More accurately, we should
say that they vary according to viewing conditions.
If you are outside in average daylight you will have

an approximately equal mixture of all the wavelengths
of light between 400 and 700 millimicrons. A color
temperature meter will register about 5,000ºK,
depending on the time of day, the season, etc. If you
look at a familiar object that you know (remember) is
white, you will adjust your internal color balance for
this standard. And you will normally be able to judge
all colors very accurately from this standard.
If you then go inside where there is standard

incandescent illumination (2,800 to 3,200ºK) you will
be viewing things under comparatively "yellow" light.
No problem. You again find something that you
remember as white and readjust your internal color
balance. Once again you can accurately judge colors.
The problem comes in when you photograph or

televise something. If you color balance a picture
under sunlight and then try to view this picture under
tungsten light, the two "white standards" end up
being 2,000ºK apart. As long as the tungsten light
standard around the picture influences perception,
the picture balanced to sunlight will look blue by
comparison.
You can solve the problem easily by letting

approximate color consistency take over. Just turn out
all the lights so you will only be able to see the TV
screen. Very quickly the colors in the picture will look
normal. In fact, your eyes will adjust to a TV picture
which is seriously out of color balance=-as long as it
is displayed in a relatively dark surrounding where
you can't see any reference. colors.
You can do some interesting experiments to prove

this point. Put a good color monitor in a room and
turn out all surrounding illumination. Then alternately
display two color slides which are significantly
different in color balance. Let's say one has the
proper color balance and the other has been shifted
toward the green. In the darkened room most viewers
will not be able to tell which slide is "off." If you
show the green one first, the second one will look (at
first) to be decidedly off, and vice versa.
If you add a second color monitor so you can show

both of these color slides at the same time, viewers
· will say that neither is correct, that the correct
balance lies somewhere between the two slides.
And, if you show two color slides which are both

off, but in the same direction, viewers will say that
the true color balance lies in between the two slides.
But once you add some room illumination a color

standard is established. If the surrounding illumina
tion is 2,800 or 3,200°K, your standard will be
"yellow" compared to sunlight, or compared to the
normal 6,300 to 6,500°K color temperature of picture
tube phosphors. (Some phosphors reach 10,000ºK.)
Fluorescent illumination, with its irregular spectrum

response, causes even more unpredictable variations.
This illumination causes more than just uniform shifts

continued on page 92
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Exclusive fro111
Cine111a Products:

Oar kind of ENG/EFI
The reliable
MNC·71CP!

If you know our CP-16- the 16mm
sound camera that is recognized
worldwide as the standard inTV
newsfiIm-you know Cinema
Products!

Youknowof our responsiveness
to the needs and requirementsof the
working TV-newscameraman ... our
sensitivity to his input from the field.

And you know of our commit
ment to provide him with the most
reliable, highest-quality,cost-efficient
TV-news gathering tools: lightweight,
rugged and dependable equipment,
with a minimum of downtime.

We are therefore extremely
pleased to introduce the all-new
MNC-71CP- the only ENG camera
that bears the Cinema Products logo.

A breakthrough in
ENGcamera design

Manufactured by NEC, Japan's
largest manufacturer of broadcast
equipment, the MNC-71CPis, with
out a doubt, the finest and most
advanced camera of its class -
specifically designed from its incep
tion to be used both as a compact,
lightweight, fully self-contained ENG

Lightweight and compact (no backpack),
the MNC-71CPis ideally balanced for
on-the-shoulder operation.

camera as well as a broadcast
quality, versatile field production
camera (with sophisticated remote
production control capabilities,
such as the ability to balance the
MNC-71CPto match the colorimetry
of other cameras in the field or in
the studio).

Optimum performance
Extensive use of LSI micro

circuits developed uniquely by NEC
dramatically reduces the number
of individual components in the
camera. As a result, the MNC-71CP
is significantly more stable in
performance, 7 to 14times more
reliable in circuit operation, as well
as considerably lower in its power
consumption.

MNC-71CPwith 5" viewfinder, mounted
on Universal 2030 fluid head tripod
(equipped with double handles). Also
shown: Remote Production Control Un
and Remote Control Panel ("Paint Box
camera case and related accessories.

Logical functional design
Everything about the MNC-71(

has been designed from the groun
up for simple operation and easy
maintenance. It is therefore logical
and simply laid out in terms of contr
placement, fast set-up and registré
tion, and accessibility of parts.

For example, merely opening
the camera sideplates exposes all
internal circuit boards without requ
ing the use of a module extender,
and the removal of just six screws
permits access to the pickup tubes
for quick replacement even in
the field.
Service and parts availabilit~

Behind the MNC-71CPis
Cinema Products'outstanding repi
tation for after-sales service. The
same consistent and dependable
backup we have always provided 1
our CP-16line and Steadicam™
an extensive dealer organization a
full factory support.
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Since NEC directly manufac
es all circuit components for the
nera, you are guaranteed a full
>plyof replacement parts for the
of the camera. And we will make
se available anywhere in the
ited States within 24 hours!

Unprecedented
1-year warranty

So confident are we of the
C-71CPand its reliable perfor
nee, that it is covered by the
ldard Cinema Products full
-year warranty (unprecedented
1ebroadcast industry!). And,
·e is no service charge ever for
rarity work.

Available hereand now
Make the most of your ENG

ar with the all-new MNC-71CP-
reliable ENG/EFP camera with
able CP backup.What'smore, it is
.ilable here and now to take care
our immediate needs.

_ ••_o.,,

adicam (Universc:IModel) enhances
:::-71CPproduction capabilities in
field: providing utmost flexibility
fluidity as well as saving time and
ing costs. It is ideal for TV specials,
umentaries, and commercials.

Merely opening the sideplates of the
MNC-71CPpermits checking all internal
circuits without using a module extender.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES& OPTIONS
•High-transmittance prism optics (maximum aperture f/1.4).
• 3-tube RGB system features Saticon® or Plumbicon® 213"tubes,
as desired.

• Built-in linear matrix for high fidelity in tracking colors from high-to-low
light levels.

«Three-posnion gain control: 6 to 12dB additional gain for greater flexibility
in boosting for extremely low light tevels.

«Buiít-in, easy-to-use filter wheel arrangement.
•Automatic white and black balance circuits.
• Built-in microphone and intercom amplifiers.
• Signal-to-noise ratio: 51 dB .
• Complete accessibility of circuit boards and pickup tubes for easy
maintenance.

• Fast set-up facility for converging the camera.
• Remote production control capabilities include the ability to balance the
MNC-71CP to match the colorimetry of any number of cameras in the field
and in the studio, as well as genlock, master pedestal control, servo-iris
control, etc.

• A full range of options and accessories further enhances the MNC-71CP's
capabilities as an outstanding ENG/field production camera for battery or
AC operation.

For further information, please write to:

Tecl'lnology In tnesewce OfCreot1v1ty
2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025
Telephone: (213)478-0711• Telell'.:69-1339• Cable: Cinedevco
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ENG-FILM-EFP
DOLLY-UP OR DEDICATED

Your ENG or EFP operation certainly cannot ignore the
value of film. Existing libraries of reference film, whether
slides, movies or both will help tie the program together.
Also remember that film is better and less expensive than
ever. The 5100 system may be used in conjunction with any
ENG or studio camera as well as a dedicated unit.

Photo denotes
typical system.

MODEL 5100
TELECINE DIPLEXER

FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER
OF TELECINE EQUIPMENT.

m ~z~s!u~~ST!,M~l~~º~'~'~,,A IN e.¡;; SAéT LAKE CITY UTAH 84115

VISIT BOOTH 1306 AT N.A.B.

For More Details Circle (72) on Reply Card

.._____Winsted.~
EDITING
CONSOLE

Holds

ENG/
VTR

equipment!

This totally modular console has every feature for editing etti
ciency= shelves that adjust on l" increments, sliding pullouts for
added working space and easy maintenance, total access to VTR's,
editors, monitors and equipment. Rolls easily on large casters
even into a van to create a mobile unit' For tu/I-line catalog ot video
consoles, tape and film trucks, mm I videotape storage systems,call or write

THEWINSTEDCORPORATION8127 PleasantAve.So,,Minneapolis.MN55420
(612) 888-1957 foll FreeNumber 800 328-2962

For More Details Circle (73) on Reply Card
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Color reproduction
continued from page 88

up and down the color temperature scale. Because of
very abrupt "bumps" and "valleys" in the spectra of
many fluorescent lights, colors within the spectrum
will appear to "wander" in both hue and brightness
from their true relationships. Human approximate
color consistency does a poor job of dealing with such
broken spectrum sources, since intra-spectrum cor
rections are required.

What can you trust?
It should be obvious at this point that a television

engineer cannot trust his eyes, alone, in setting up a
color monitor. A color temperature meter is the only
accurate way to set up a monitor. Anything else just
represents your best guess at the time.
Some time ago a network television engineer in Los

Angeles set up a tape playback by the normal
vectorscope approach. When the tape rolled, the chief
engineer noticed that the flesh tones had a decidedly
purple twinge. After he ran down to the VTRengineer
and demanded an explanation, the engineer quickly
pointed to the vectorscope which was showing perfect
color phase for each color. Somewhere after the
profanity, the chief was heard to proclaim, "Viewers
don't have vectorscopes!"
There are too many intervening variables in TV

production and equipment to be able to assume that
the vectorscope will always represent the last word in
good color rendition. Nothing can substitute for a
good, stable color monitor which recently has been
checked against a color temperature meter.

Inventors take note
Before we leave this particular area, it might be

well to suggest an invention which should improve
color balance on TV sets.
As you know, the eye judges TV picture brightness

on the basis of surrounding illumination, and a picture
on a TV screen will look "too bright" or "too dim,"
depending upon surrounding illumination. This is why
somedeluxe sets have automatic brightness regulators
which respond to the level of room illumination.
Although it would be more complex to devise, there

would be something to be said for sets with circuitry
which would balance colors according to dominant
room light-the existing reference white. The sensor,
of course, would have to be placed somewhere it
didn't "see" a blue wall or a red rug, and it would
have to be able to cope with fluorescent light sources.

Personal color preferences
One of the myths at the beginning of this article

related to the reproduction of colors exactly as they
are in the original subject matter. Studies have shown
that the public frequently does not want colors in
photographs or on TV to be totally accurate. When
asked, they will say they do, but when given a choice
between different renditions they will normally prefer
slightly more contrast than normal, and skin tones
which are "healthier" than they actually should be.
(The latter sometimes causes saturated reds to
fluoresce as a consequence.) "Healthy" skin tones
mean added chroma, and this tends to exaggerate
overall color saturation.
So, don't be surprised if your "perfect color

picture" is rejected in favor of a somewhat less-than
perfect picture, but one which fits into a viewer's
personal expectations, biases and particular viewing
situation. continued on page 94
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See the Latest
from Hitachi

at NAB

Hitachi FP1020
Performance PLUS from
a self-contained 3-
Saticon (2 :111) E.>!G/EFP color camera. Low
power consumption, built-in vertical enhancer.
plug-in PCB. auto white and black balance circuits.
and much more.

Hitachi SK-90
Superb, broadcast
quality ENG/EFP color
camera (self-cxntaíned).
Features 3-2/:" Saticons
with extra sm.311prism optics, built-in ABO
(Automatic Beam Optimizer) circuit. 2H Contour
Corrector and Masking Amplifier, and low power
consumption.

Hitachi FP 3060
For professional quality pictures from a modestly priced.
one-piece ENG color camera! Features new tri-electrode
Sa ticon" tube, low power consumption. aluminum
die cast body. tiltabl s and adjustable viewfinder, and an
optional single coaxial power supply system.

l
Hitachi FP1011
The color camera
that's at home in any
studio! 3-2/311 Sati can
tubes, multifunction RC panel, optional kit for conversion
self- contained use, tiltable and detachable 7"viewfinder.

All this and a few more big surprises at
the Hitachi exhibit. Don't miss it!

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America.Ltd.
FORME.ALYHITACHISHIBADENCORPOFAMERICA

Booth #E-815,NAB Show.
Executive :Jffice: 58-25 Brooklyn-Queens Expressway,Woodside, NY 11377(212) 898- ~261Offices in: Chicago (312) 344-4020:

_os Angeles (21:3)328-2110: Dallas(214) 233-7623 Atlanta (404) 451-9453: Denver (303) 344-3156: Seattle.

March, 1978
For More Details Circle (74) on R?pty Card
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94

»:~ontel
/' [A[B[E[

Ad·1anced Broadcast Eqll ipment
at a price you can a1ford

FEATURES

• 100% sdid state
• ExceedsWA3

specif ca :io rs
• Built in remote control

facilitie:;
• Economi:::allypriced
• All sili xr transistors

• Premium core, metal
"aced hyperbolic heads

• Electronic tone cueing
• Optimum electromag

aetic shielding
• Optional auxiliary

~rip cue
• Compact and modern

design

-PREFERRED BY PROFESSIONALS-

CONTEL MANUFACTURING
A Divislon of

Corrtíenral Electronic Wholes3le Corporation
1620 W. 32n~ PIJce - P. O. E-ox20i - Hialeah, Fla. 33012

Teleol •rlE-: (305) 822-H21- Cable: Contelco
for More Details Cirtle (75) on Reply Card

Color reproduction
continued from page 92

Perception problems with equipment
Thus far we have discussed mainly human

perception problems. As complex as they might be,
the whole issue doesn't even end there. TV equipment
also has "perception problems."

RED

Figure 1 Standard color TV phosphors will reproduce
most colors within the inside triangle. However, the
highly saturated colors which would fall in the shaded
portions of this chromaticity diagram cannot be accurately
reproduced by television, even though they can be
perceived by the eye. The numbers represent "white light"
standards.

Figure 1 illustrates one such problem area. The
triangle inside the horseshoe-shaped diagram repre
sents the area of color which can be reproduced by
standard TV phosphors. Although the colors in the
outside shaded area can be distinguished by human
vision, these highly saturated colors cannot be
accurately reproduced by standard TV processes.
And here is where many disappointments originate in
color TVproduction.
Recently, an extensive color TVstudy was published

in a two-part Broadcast Engineering series (July,
August 1977).This Tornberg-Whittaker study systema
tically analyzed more than 500 individually prepared
colors through standard TV processes.
First of all, it was found that colors which are very

light (desaturated with white) will not reproduce
accurately. These are found in the top-central part of
the cone in Figure 2. Colors in this region tend to pale
out" and disappear into light gray or white.
At the other extreme, dark colors also quickly

become indistinguishable. These would be color
mixes which appear toward the pointed end of the

continued on page 96
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~ _K-70
The One Camera That's Right for Both
Field Production and the Studio!
The modular SK-1'0converts easily from a fully
equipped, self-contained color studio camera to a
modified studio carnera In the field, the studio ver
sion of the SK-70 can be connected directly to a VTR
with only a co-axial cable. And for hand-held porta
bility, the camera head features a shoulder mount, an
auto-iris portable zoom lens, and a 1.5" viewfinder,
along with a DCand process pack. The Digital Com
mand Unit (DCU)with up to 3000 feet of single co-axial
cable strongly enhances the capabi Iity of the SK-70.
Another striking option is a 22:1 zoom lens that can
be used for the studio version of the SK-70 in the field.

No matter which confiquration you choose from those
shown in the phcto and three diagrams, the Hitachi SK-70
offers the precision and reliability of three 2/3" Saticon tubes in
the camera head to insure excellent picture quality, combined with
all the latest advances in broadcast camera technology.

As you can see, our outstanding Hitachi SK-70 is a sound invest
ment for broadcasters, production studios, and universities who
need broadcast quality performance in awide variety of assign
ments, all for the price of a single camera. We'd be pleased to
arrange a demonstration of how the SK-70 can fit the following
camera requirements inside or outside your TV studio, and more:

I(.

2. Portable Use

Digital Command Unit (DCU)

Genlock
Tally
Intercomg V.F.Aux

!
o H I I I OP

3. Field Use Tally
Intercom

~...........,___e-r;-1 -I j
J L.._J ; M I________________ /

@HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
FORMERLYHITACHI SHIBADEN CORPOFAlv1ERICA

Al Portable lens
Bl 1.5" viewfinder
CJ Camera head pack
0) Camera cable (300 ft.)
E) Process pack
F) o.e. pack
G) Shoulder Mount
H) Co-axial cable (3000 ft.)
I) DCU
J) Mount adapter
K) A.C. pack
L) VTRorFPU
M) Operation panel
N) 5" viewfinder
0) 5" V.F.Mounting Plate
P) Co-axial cable (video)
Q) Portable lens w/conversion

adapter
R) Studio lens

Booth :ff E-815;
NAB Show

Executive Office: 58-25 Brooklyn-Queens Expressway,Woodside, NY 11377(212) 898-1261 Offices in: Chicago (312) 344-4020:
Los Angeles (213) 328-2110 Dallas(214) 233-7623 Atlanta (404) 451-9453: Denver (303) 344-3156; Seatt.e.

March, 1978 ForMore Details Circle (76) on ReplyCard ,95
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'See us at NAB booth # 200

IT'S
MONSTROUS I
Some of the prices you pay for broadcast
equipment! And then you still run into
down-time and failures! Nobody's perfect,
but it pays to purchase RUSSCOSolid State
stereo & mono 5-Channel audio mixers,
amplifiers, preamps, and the tine turn
tables that have become the standard of
the industry for reliability. And RUSSCO
works for you! These are the broadcast
products that are designed by broadcast
engineers. Great specs, reosonoble
prices and solid dependobtlítv ....Call us
the Monster Killer!

, .,,VS.fnl
,. ••• t!OF.!T'I' Pl'\?

~')~??..?

• Write us for our brochures--...gussro
ELECTRONICS INCORPORATED

5690 E.Shields Ave., Fresno, Calif. 93727 • Phone: (209) 291-5591

for More Details Circle (77) on Reply Carel
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RED Color reproduction
continued from page 94

GREEN

YELLOW

Figure 2 This three-dimensional cone illustrates hue
luminance relationships. Colors in the pointed end of the
cone tend to merge into dark gray, and colors in the
middle area of the wide end of the cone are typically lost
in the color TV process. (See text.)

cone in Figure 2. Colors in this end are rendered as a
dark, colorless gray by standard TV systems, even
though the color distinctions are quite obvious when
viewed directly.

Problemswith specific colors
Beyond these findings, there are specific color

areas which were found to cause problems. The
Tornberg-Whittaker study found significant hue com
pression in two specific areas: in the red region
between 100and 130degrees on a vectorscope, and in
the violet region between 330 and 350 degrees. This
simply means that colors between red-orange and
magenta, and violet and blue will not reproduce with
as many nuances in hue as will other areas of the
spectrum.
So, if an artist wanted to highlight (shade) a red

area-an apple, for example-with red-orange, the
findings of this study indicate that the red-orange
shades would be indistinguishable; they would
reproduce as identical hues on a color television set.
One of the most dramatic color shifts found in the

Tornberg-Whittaker study involved violet. What
appeared to be violet to the human eye actually
registered as "television blue" on a vectorscope.
The study also found some rather unpredictable TV

colors can emerge from mixingpaints, results that do
not correspond to logic in using the subtractive color
process.
For example, with some paints, if you wish to create

a vibrant TV blue, you would use a mixture of violet
and magenta instead of blue. Suffice to say, it is wise
to check the colors on camera before starting any big
painting project.

And don't forget color compatibility
With all this color thinking, it is easy to forget about

color compatibility. Many colors which show excellent
visual separation on a color TV screen will be muddy.
and indistinguishable on a black and white receiver.
Remember that no matter how much color contrast
there is in subject matter, it will not be color
compatible unless you have adequate tonal or gray
scale contrast.
Color compatibility remains a major problem in

broadcast television because the majority of TV
receivers in use (counting second and third sets) are
black and white.
Color compatibility considerations, of course, are

especially important in titling, where three or more
gray scale steps are desirable for legibility. D

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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First [Hitachi developed the revolutionary
SatiC(C>lltube. Then Hitachi designed the
perrect cemera ror it •••

The newvportable

HITACHI SK-80
The remarkable new SK-80 has three superior 2/3''
Sabcons at its heart, for unexcelled image and color
hc!elityHitacni's sophisticated electronics coupled with
the high resclut:on capability of the Sabean set a new
high level of oerformance for a portable EFP camera
under the most demanding conditions

Moreover, the SK-80 feels and handles like a true
portable should. And its 2-hour battery belt with l-hour
charge time sssures you of adequate power for con
tinuous long-term shooting when you're on location. The
standard C-mount and optional Arri adapters give you
the added versatility of selecting the exact lens that hts
your shootir:g requirements.

But performance is only half the SK-80 story A special
training tape on videocassette is available with complete
carr:era set-up and maintenance instructions, to help
you keep your SK-80 making its excellent pictures.
Beyond this, our six Hitachi regional offices are all staffed
with qualified engineers and fully stocked with parts.
They stand ready to back up our vast national network of
servicing dealers
We urge you to check out the performance features

of the SK-80, as well as its low price, before specifying
any other camera. Arrange a demonstration with your
local Hitachi dealer or call the Hitachi reqional office
nearest you.

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America.Ltd.
FORMERL'rHITACHI SHIBADEN CORPOFAMERICA

BOOTH #E-815, NAB SHOW

Executive Office: 58-25 Brooklyn-Queens Expressway, Woodside, N.Y 11377(212;898-1261Offices in: Chicago (312)344-4020;
Los Augeles (213)328-2110,Dallas (214)233-7623: Atlanta (404) 45l-9453; Denver (303) 344-3156.

March, 1978
ForMore Details Circle (78) on ReplyCard
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John Keller, chief
operator of the Ampex
VPR-1 helical video
production recorder for
the ITV Network at the
University of
California-Davis, reviews
the tape of a lecture
preparatory to editing.
(Photo courtesy of
Ampex Corp.)

1-inchVIRs
clear their bi1•st hurdle
Part 2/By Joe Roizen, Video Editor, Broadcast Engineering, and President, Telegen

Last month we reviewed the three ·
t-ínch formats in the helical VTR
field that have been standardized by
the SMPTE.They are labeled Type
A, Type B and Type C. For all
practical purposes, the Type A is
categorized as a non-broadcast
format, intended for CCTV and
other television applications.
In effect, the Type B and Type C

formats are the major contenders
for consideration by TV studios,
post-production houses, and EFP
program companies which want
quad picture quality, better multiple
audio channels, and maximum edit
ing and operational flexibility.
This article will deal with the

similarities and differences of the.

98

Type B and Type C formats in order
to outline how they apply to in
dustry needs.
In case you didn't read Part 1 of

this series, let's repeat the basic
format descriptions that were given
last month.

Type B
This is a t-ínch helical format

using two video heads which seg
ment the image into 52-line sections
on the NTSC standard. There are
three high-quality audio channels
and a control track .. This format,
developed by Bosch-Fer nseh , is
called the BCN.It is being built and
sold by them and by Philips. It also
is being marketed by IVCand RCA.

Type e
This is also a t-ínch helical

format, but the similarity to Type B
ends abruptly. Type C records the
full video field on a single video
head track and uses an auxiliary
head to record the vertical interval
between lines 5/15 and 267/277. It
generally is called a non-segmented
recorder; the official term is "con
tínuous field."
While there are two video heads

on the scanner, the minor role
played by the second head is
emphasized by the description of
this system as a 1.5 head configura
tion. There are also three high
quality audio tracks and a control

continued on page 102
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That's a "no-strings" invitation from Hitachi's amazing
FP3030 color camera. It's the first time a self-corr-ajns d port
able camera has packed so much quality into 3 lig 'rtwetght.
compact housing that. better yet. goes for such a pair.less price.

No wonder, then, that the FP3030 has receívsc such an
enthusiastic reception from corporations, schools and hos
pitals. They I.nd it gives them unrestricted mobility in all
their communications and training programs. Broadcasters
also are utilizing the FP3030's unique capabilities for every
thing from at-the-scene news gathering to field documentary
production.

The FP3030's diverse current user list reflects the cam
era's ability to deliver results that meet the high standards
of America's t•JP communicators ... in broadcast, industry, and
education. And we think that's quite an endorsement for a
camera that rt.ns less than $5,000!

@H'iTACH I
Hitachi Denshi Ameñrea, Ltd.
FORMERLY HITACHI SHIBADEN CORPOF AMERICA

Executtve omc.,, 58·.~5 Brooklyn-Queens Expressway. Woodside. N.Y 1·1377(2"12)B9B-'126"1
Offices in Chtceg» (3'12) 344-40W-Los Angeles (213) 328-2110-Dallas (;214) 233-7623-

Atlanta (404) 451-9453-Denver (:303) 344-3'156

A few key features of the FP30JO's design:• Easy to use.
Just point aud shoot. • Featherweight portability; weighs only
81/2 lbs. complete. • Exclusive single Tri-Electrode Vidicon
tube for registration-free color. • Inte:rnal NTSC, or external
sync for multi-camera system use. • 3-way power-uses AC
line, battery, or external DC (12V).•• Can be used with any
video tape recorder from cartridge 1o quad.

Your authorized Hitachi dealer will be glad to demon
s trate the FP3030. Write or call for the name of your
nearest dealer.

For lítore Details Cirde (79) on Reply Curl
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ENG microwave: the next generation.

Farínon
a1111ot111cesthe
lishtest 20 wa
youca11bu~

o -~~
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How mar.y times have you
wished for more microwave

power in a system you could
send almost anywhere?

Farinori's new ENG package is the
answer. Now you can upgrade with
a complete three-element package
from a single supplier:
• A 20-watt, ¿GHz amplifier, the

60515-the same one that helped
bring you Superbowl XI.

• A 20-watt, 2GHz video trans
mitter, the FV-2MF, that can
operate from two 12V batteries.

• A new high-gain,
low-noise preamp,
the 6057 6 for the
receiver end.

The beauty of the
transmitter/amplifier
combination is that it
lets you take 20 watts
almost anywhere. It's
not as light a; our

or find two regular 12V batteries.
An important point: the combi
nation accepts either negative or

positive ground power,
making it adaptable to a
wider range of vehicular
power systems. (Con
sider the other way to get
20 watts of power: a big
remote unit, intercon
necting cable, a big RF
head, a big motor genera
tor.) You can also use
l lOVACif you have it.
The FV-2MF has other
advantages. Like our
mini-portable, it's fre
quency-agile. And when
you're transmitting a
signal through a tricky
downtown path chal
lenged by high-rises, you
can move the aural sub
carrier from the top of
the baseband to 4.83
MHz, assuring that your
audio will arrive at the
other end. It's a remote
controlled function.

mini-portable, of course,
but then it has twenty \
times the output. And you (""' \
could use the new package \~ ..\
as a relay stet ion for the
mini-portable. (The 60515
amplifier recuires only one to
two watts drive.)
The two units take up only
five mounting spaces in a
standard EJ\G rack (that's
just 83/<¡incl-es). And because
they need or:ly 24 volts, they'll
go anywhere you can bring

With the audio in the normal posi
tion, you get the higher-quality
video you need for studio trans
mission.
The 60515 amplifier, despite its
high-power output, needs only low
drive power. It's a high-quality
bipolar device, with gold-to-gold
transistor bonding to prevent metal
migration and softening over years
of use.
The preamplifier, used at the re
ceiver, is a new high-gain, low
noise device with excellent selec
tivity (channel filtering). And it
can be pressurized- for use at a
location remote from the receiver.
The next time you wish you had a
high-power system that could go in
a car, a van, a fire engine, a power
boat, or a helicopter-either with
he camera or as a relay station -
think of Farinori's next generation
ENG package. It accepts any audio
and video input, is compatible
with everybody's existing ENG
equipment, and is 25 pounds lighter
than Farinori's own FV-2P portable
-with the same power output.
Call the Video Sales Group in San
Carlos collect. They'll be glad to
give you the scoop on 20 very
light watts.

Farinon
Farinon Electric
1691Bayport
San Carlos, CA 94070.
Phone (415) 592-4120.
Telex: 34-8491.
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1-inch VTRs
continued from page 98

track. Type C is an amalgamation of
the Sony BVH1000 and the Ampex
VPR-1 formats, which originally
were proposed separately. A SMPTE
workinggroup, after eight months of
deliberation, succeeded in getting a
compromise format accepted by
these two major VTR suppliers.
Future machines made to Type C
specifications will fully interchange
''tapes.

Type C recorders currently are
available from Ampex, Sony and

RCA; and, it is expected that
several other manufacturers will
build and sell Type C VTRs.
Type B and Type C tapes do not

interchange with each other; there
fore, the selection of one format or'
the other by a TV operation will
require some specific decisions and
coordination with affiliates in order
to create interchangeable tape net
works. Of course it will be possible
to transfer one format to another by
re-recording from Type B to C or

vice versa, but this will add one
more generation to the dubbing
chain.
It seems inevitable at this point

that both Type B and Type C will
continue to coexist, and that the
business of transferring tapes from
B to C, or from C to B will flourish.
Perhaps there should be a warning
label on these 1-inch VTRs which
says, "The Inspector General has
determined that the selection of a

continued on page 104
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A good swi tcli
can help you make th
crisp moves and subtle
effects that lift an average production
right out of the ordinary. And we make a
line of production switchers that pack
top performance in four affordable
price ranges.

Takeour Model 3300, for example.
It's an 11-input, 5-bus switcher offering
18 popular effects. Easyto read controls let
you punch up preset wipes, dissolve to
effects or key, wipe behind mask key and
more. Optional internal chroma key and
digital effects give you all the flexibility of
far more expensive switchers.

Our mid-priced switchers, the
Mcx::lel 3100 and Model 1114 are low
profi led, self-contained units. The
Model 3100 features 11-inputs with
3-busses and 19 patterns. The larger
1114 combines 11-inputs with 4-busses,
14 patterns, and a built-in chroma
keyer. They're both built with easy to reach
plug-in circuit boards.

The innovative rAodel 9:)00 is
ami::::-c~:xo::essor-cont--olledswitche that
allov-s you to preprocrern and sto-e
up te ei3rt prod.iction set-ups for 2ITOr
free retrieval during fast-moving
proouctíons and editing. 12-inputs, 21-
effects, border wipes, and 5-busses
are digitally scanned and controlled for
maximumoperating performance.

To find out more, just circle our
reader service card number.

3M Video Systems.Watch us
in action.

March, 1978
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1-inch 'VTRs
continued from page 102

The new generation of
t-lnch videotape
machines commanded
a great deal of
attention at the
Montreux exhibition.
These machines now
offer "quad quality"
and, in addition, have
important features such
as slow motion and
still frame, heretofore
unavailable in any
standard videotape
format. Here observers
look at the new Sony
line of 1-inch
machines. (Photo by
Ron Whittaker.)

The Bosch-Fernseh BCN Digital
Store (bottom module) interplugs to
any BCN cassette or open-reel'
editing VTR to create unique BCN
Special Systems. Those
demonstrated at the SMPTE
conference featured film-style
search/slow/freeze editing,
slow I freeze instant replay,
random-access electronic picture
storage, and electronic animation.
(Photo courtesy of A VP
Communication.)

104

1-inch format is hazardous to your
sanity."

A physical comparison
Presently, there is no great differ

ence in fue volumetric or weight
characteristics of the studio, mobile
or portable models of either Type B
or Type C VTRs, with the exception
of the cassette version that current
ly exists only in Type B. Both
formats have full-blown production
versions that include a console
housing; built-in waveform and
picture monitoring; time base cor
rectors; and basic editing accesso
ries. They range between 200 and
350pounds, take up about the same
amount of space, and cost between
$50,000 and $80,000, depending
upon how many bells and whistles
are ordered. (Bycomparison, a fully
loaded quad recorder weighs at
least four times as much at approxi
mately double the cos1.) The porta
ble models for field acquisition,
such as the BCN 20, BVH 500 and
VPR10, all have similar dimensions
and weights [around 44 pounds).
There ere, of course, a wide

variety of in-between configurations
for various applications. As men
tioned earlier. the Type B format
also has a cassette version avail
able, called the BCN 5. This
20-pound, 20-minute recorder is
scheduled for production this year.

It will be interesting to see if the
Type C manufacturers feel inclined
to introduce this type of recorder as
well.
Modularity is a significant feature

of both Type B and C machines,
with some variations in what each
manufacturer considers to be a
useful separation of components and
functions of the VTRthey offer. The
recorders range from two to five
modules, and the potential user
might examine the applicability of
the various features offered. As an
example, a common control center
for a group of VTRs could benefit
from the ability to remote the
control panel when this section is
available as a separate module.
Tape consumptionon both formats

is almost identical at about 240
square feet per hour (quads use
750) with commensurate savings of
reel weight, size and storage space
as compared to the quad VTRs
operating at 15 IPS. However, there
is little difference between the B
and C format in this area, as all the
t-ínch recorders specify similar
record times for equivalent models:
over 90 minutes for studio/mobile
units, and 60 minutes for portable
machines.
Power consumption for both Type

B and C machines, in studio ver
sions, ranges from 650 to 850 VA,

continued on page 108
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See us In Las Vegas, Booth #415
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1-inch VTRs
continued from page 104

well under the 2000to 5000VA that
a quad may need. The portable
VTRs work from batteries or AC
and have very low input power
requirements.
It is obvious from the foregoing

that there is not enough difference
in the basic physical characteristics
to warrant any overwhelmingreason
for the selection of one format over
the other, and that most of the
beneficial factors are in relation to
the widely used quadruplex VTR.
The real dilemma surfaces when we
examine the two diverse scanning
methods used to record and replay
the video images on Type B and
Type C.

Scanning techniques
Evena cursory examination of the

video head scanners on the Type B
and Type C formats will quickly
show where the major difference
lies. The drum diameter on the B
machines is 26.7 cm (1.1 inch).
while this same dimension on the
Type e machine is 135 cm (5.3
inches). Since the video head writ
ing speed is about the same (ap
proximately 24m/s, 950 IPS). there
has to be a significantly smaller
track angle for the larger drum
since the tape width is identical.
The Type B track angle is 14.4°
while Type C is 2.5°, and this is
precisely where the track geometry
is established.
The Type B format with the

steeper track angle must segment
the video signal into 52-line sections
(quads use 16-line segments). thus
requiring two video heads to pro
vide a continuous video signal.
There is enough overlap in the
scanning to permit non-visible
switching between heads; however,
the two heads must be closely
matched to minimizeany differential
banding effects between segments.
The TypeB format is, therefore, one
which combines the quad principle
of segmentation with helical scan
ning, thus gaining the benefit of a
short tape scanning area while
accepting the problems inherent
with two-head operation.
The small drum diameter and

reduced tape helix path contribute
to good interchangeability between
Type B tapes made on. different
machines, and there is an ad
vantage to the smaller, lighter head
drum from a gyroscopic standpoint.
However, segmenting the image
imposes another basic disadvantage
besides potentially visible banding.
A segmented video output cannot

continued on page 112
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NAB offers you the opportunity to personally compare, feature
for feature, dollar for dollar, broadcast quality audio equipment
by all the major manufacturers. We are frankly out to show that
RAMKO RESEAKH can provide you with both the most ad
vanced technology and the best cost/performance ratio in the
industry. --

No matter whether you are AM, FM, mono, stereo or looking
towards AM stereo we have over 150 products to fill your audio
requirements. fourteen different audio consoles, twelve audio
distribution amplifiers, audio router/switchers, cart machines, a
vast array line, mic and equalized preamps, the fabulous
TECHNICSline of Reel/Reel and cassette rec/play units, monitor
amps, turntables, monitor speakers and a host of the other
studio accessories.

March, 1978

See us first or see them first, but visit them all. We will even give
you directions. We are convinced you will immediately see why
RAMKO is considered the leader in innovative audio technology
and the benefits )OU will derive from it.

If you will not be attending the convention write or call collect
for further information. You'll be money and performance ahead.
(916) ó35-3600

RAM KO R.IJE- .s. "''EA_ 0R·,· CH..
11355-A FolsomBlvd.RanchoCordova, California95670
For More Details Circlr. (84) on ReplyCafd
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Always the best choice.
Now, the first choice.

New all-in-one case gives
hand held cameras studio
flexibility.
Now you can take on any field or
studio assignmert with Fujinon's
outstanding ENG-type lenses
and all-in-one case. With one
lens on the carnera, and two
in the shock and weather
protected case, you're ready
for anything. Case holds the
lenses, cables and accessories.
(A single lens case is a/so available.)

1. For field ano close-in shots, it's
Fujinon's exclusive F/1.914x1 OZoom with built-in
2X extender. Flip the button and you get 20 to 280mm
(that's equivalen! to a 544mm on a 1V4" format). It's the only
lens today to offer all these features. Weighs only four pounds
and gives you all three servo functions: zoom, focus and iris.
It also has built-in macro and back focus adjustment. M.O.D.
is just 31 inches.

2. For studio and field use, it's the Fujinon 12x9 F/1.7
lens that zooms from 9 to 108 mm. The' 'workhorse" of the
industry and the most useful lens you could use. Weighs just.
three pounds and gives you the same 3 servo functions as
the lens above.

3. For that close or ultra wide shot, even under low
light conditions, it's the Fujinon F/1.4 ultra wide 6mm lens.
The only fixed focal length lens that focuses from O-inch to
infinity with better than a 70° horizontal field of view. Weighs
less than 4 ih po.rnds. Manual focus, servo iris.

Fuji non BCTV lenses - fast becoming the
industry standard.
Your new studio or field cameras should come equipped with
Fujinon BCTV lenses. Everyday, more and more camera
manufacturers, networks, stations and production com
panies are spec tying Fujinon. Because Fujinon is visibly
better. Here are sorne examples.

4. Close focusing wide-angle
zoom ... The widest on the
market. Focus down to less than
1 foot with bette than a 59°
horizontal field of view.

1114"
10x15
f/2.8
15-150mm

1"
10x11
f/2.1
11-110mm

5. Wide-angle high resolution
zoom. M.O.D. is less than
2.5 feet for stud o and field
work.

11/4"
14x17
f/2.2
17-240mm

1"
14x13
f/1.6
13-182mm

6. Lightweight 4-range
wide-angle zoom. Use the 11/4" 1"
pushbutton controlled, built-in 16x17 16x13
1.5, 2, and 2.5 range extenders f/2.1 f/1.6
for up to a 40X zoom. The 17-270mm 13-210mm
studio standard.

7. Triple-range field zoom. 11/4" 1"
Built in 1.5 and 2.5 range 22x25 22x18
extenders give up to a 55X f/2.2 f/1.8
zoom. 25-550mm 18-400mm

8. Twin-range field zoom. 1114" 1"
From 30X to 60X at the push 30x20 30x16

of a button with its built in 2X f/2.2 f/1.8

range extender. 20-620mm 16-500mm

Servo plug in modules available for all lenses.

Fuji non Color Optical Systems - now found in
virtually every new camera.
9. Beam splitters, the standard of the industry. So widely
used, it would be tough to find any cameras being made
today without Fujinon.

Here's what makes Fujinon better.
The best glass. It's made in platinum crucibles to eliminate
impurities. The result? Japan's best known lenses use
Fujinon glass.
Computer assisted design. The most modern computer
systems available help Fujinon engineers design optical
systems so advanced, they're changing the state of the art.
E.B.C. That's Fujinon's exclusive Electron Beam Coating.
So thin, up to 11 coatings are applied creating lenses that
give 99.6% light transmission. Almost perfect.
Testing. Fujinon lens testing, for example, includes re
sistance to humidity, shock (vibration and dropping),
temperature, salt water spray. Optical Transfer and Modular
Transmission Function testing are employed to measure
high contrast performance.
Fuji non lenses are unexcelled for spectral transmission
and flare characteristics. When it comes to color rendition
and fringe transmission, especially in the extreme wide-angle
position, Fujinon lenses are light years ahead.

All of which helps explain why Fuji non is fast becoming
the world's leading line of lenses. And Fujinon service will
keep your productions on schedule. See the differences for
yourself. For more information, phone (914) 472-9800
or write: ~
Fujinon Optical, Inc. I
672 White Plains Road
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583 Part of the Fuji Photo Film Group

SEE FUJINON AT THE 1978 N.A.8. CONVENTION
Booth 528 Las Vegas Convention Center, April 9-12, 1978
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Who knows what evil lurks in the
sound system of your station?

We know
We're Audio Consultants, Inc.We've built, equipped

and updated facilities all over the country Television and
rodio stations that used to think it wasn't important to sound
good. And discovered from usthat good sound means
more audience.

And that's o fact.
We ore the exclusive distributors in the Southeast and

Southwest for MCI, the firstname in professional recorders
and mixing consoles. As well os 30 other lines of the finest in
professional equipment.

Sowe con turn you on to true, state-of-the-art gear.
Make you aware of acoustic potential. Or just be o
friendly ear

Just os we've been for some of the most prestigious fa
cilities in the notion.

Coll or write for the lowdown on high quality broadcast
sound. We'll hear you. .....
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC. .......:.~;~i§.
Sound businessmen. . \\W1ii~J//f/l//4V.Uf"'
1200Beechwood Ave, Nashville,Tenn37212,·11, - _ ill
615/256-6900 ··"""'""""' .".-.- - • l.I"-~·~\\ii' ; _. . '""'1

Visitusat the MCI booth, / ' ~''ll1ll __
#101,NorthHall,NAB. --· • .~\~~~
Show,April 9-12in
LasVegas, Nev
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1-inch VTRs
continued from page 108

be shown on a television monitor in
any but normal play speed. To
create the stop, slow or accelerated
images that are useful for search
ing, editing or instant-replay pur
poses, it is necessary to add a digital
framestore device to the basic
recorder. Digital framestores are
neither inexpensive nor simple, but
they do provide some additional
optionsto the TypeBVTR,including
picture compression and manipula
tion, which are similar to those
possible with stand-alone digital
video-effectsgenerators.
From a practical standpoint, the

Type B format provides high-quality
video images, with high band per
formance specs; and, when fitted
with the accessory digital store and
the usual picture correctors (TBC,
DOC, VEC), it can operate with
virtually all the flexibility of a non
segmented helical machine.

The continuous field recorder
Helical recorders became practi

cal and popular because a single
head recorded and replayed a full
field of television information with
each scan. The loss of a few lines of
vertical sync information, while the
videohead crossed from one edge of
the tape to the other, was an
accepted deficiency by the thou
sands of closed-circuit TV users
who operated these machines.
As these helical VTRs began to

improve their performance charac
teristics, they came under the
scrutiny of broadcasters as alter
nates to the quad machines, but
these professional users did not
want the vertical interval gap. The
Type C format reflects this desire.
While the full video image signal is
recorded and replayed by a single
head, there is an additional short
track at the same angle (but
positioned separately) which is re
corded by a second video head. This
sync track contains from 10 to 15
lines of information depending upon
tape playback speed. At normal
longitudinal tape velocity, lines 5 to
15 on field one and lines 267 to 277
are recorded while the main video
head is traversing its signal drop
out period.
In slow or stop motion the

drop-out period increases to a
maximumof 15 lines, and this effect
is compensated for by the sync
head. There is sufficient overlap of
heads so that switching between
heads can be done without visible
effects in the picture. This tech
nique has a further advantage of

confínued on page 114
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ELEVEN
GREAT REASONS
TO VISIT ASACA,
BOOTH 800

925-C COLOR NOISE METER

2. 925-C COLOR NOISEMETER-World's first instru
ment to measure both luminance and chrominance
noise. Measures both AM and PM components of ·
chroma noise. Already in use at major networks and
manutactu rers' laboratories.

3. 201 EN'IELOPE DELAY MEASURING SET. Com
pact, one-piece instrument measures group delay
with built-in sync and blanking circuit. Already pre
ferred by major networks. Determines sweep meas
urement point-by-point delay.

4. 205 VIDEO SWEEPGENERATOR. Especially de
signed to adjust and maintain frequency response of
U-matic VTR and 2-inch VTR. Built-in sync, color
burst switch. Easy-to-read frequency, thanks to
digital meter. Accuracy and dependability enhanced
by function generator.

5. 216 COLOR BAR GENERATOR. Ideal instrument
for maintenance and service of TV sets and VTRs. An
economical unit that is a must for maintenance de
partmer ts and repair shops.

6. 588 DIGITAL PATTERN GENERATOR.No distor
tion. Excellent signal to noise ratio based on up-Io
date technique. Permits all-point quality control
check of TV receivers. lndispensible to manufac
turers. Great for maintenance of broadcasting equip
ment.

7. 449 DIGITAL PATTERNGENERATOR.Composite
TV test ng wave-form generator performs compre
hensive testing adjustment of color monitors and
receivers, Also tests black and white systems. Inval
uable to manufacturers' quality control and after
market maintenance and service.

1. ASACA ACC-2000 COLOR MINI-CAM.
e-mount, excellent sensitivity, superior
balance. Many standard features which
are optional on others.

201 ENVELOPE DELAYMEASURING SET

8. 846 DISTORTllON MEASURING SET. Oscillator,
level meter, distortion meter and frequency counter
are all in one unít, Provides accurate and easily con
ducted measurements of audio distortion.

9. CMM 10-1 10-INCH COLOR MONITOR. Compact,
broadcast quality monitor operates on DC power.
Ideal for station and production house on-location
"shooting."

10. CMM 14-1 14-INCH HIGH RESOLUTION COLOR
MONITOR. Compact and light-weight to permit use
in vehicles and as a VTR monitor. High resolu
tion-more than 600 TV lines.

11. CMM 20-3 20-INCH COLOR MONITOR. Reason
ably priced master color monitor for TV stations.
Stable and dependable. Look into this one.

If you are not coming to Las Vegas,
WRITE OR PHONE FORMORE INFORMATION.

ASACA CORPORATIONOFAMERICA
1289 Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016
(312) 298-4380
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HIGH SENSITIVITY AUDIO THROUGH VHF
r--- INPUTS ---, .-- READ RATE-, ~-RANGE---...fl ....CTI ,,.:ri1
Off ON SO OHM -·----••!C~ !lOYAC ~a SQN1la1Y

YOUR FCC
DOCUMENTOR

Here's your number one standard source for documenting your FCC broadcast frequency
at more than five times better than the FCC tolerance for your station. One part per
million (.0001%) accuracy means there will be no doubt about your documentation when
you use Sencore's new FC45 Frequency Counter. It's a counter you can really count on,
yet saves you hundreds of dollars compared to other frequency meters and counters on
the market.

You can make the FC45 your single source for every AM, FM, VHF, or UHF fre
quency check with a full, continuous spectrum range from 30 Hz audio through
230 MHz VHF. Use it with the plug-in PR47 600 MHz UHF Prescaler, too, for
extended UHF range testing.

It's also super-handy around the studio for maintaining recorders and cart
machines, VTRs, sync generators, and cameras. Extremely high 25 milli
Volt average sensitivity across the entire frequency range al lows you to
troubleshoot by "sniffing" frequencies with the exclusive PL207
"Snoop Loop", all without direct circuit connections that may cause
frequency change and loading.

Plus every reading is pushbutton-easy to get on the big eight-digit direct-reading display
that provides 10 Hz resolution at the highest VHF frequencies. You can get .01 Hz res
olution at audio frequencies with the PR50 Audio Prescaler accessory.

So why pay more than $448 for your FCC documentation? Order the new Sencore FC45
from your local Sencore Full Line Distributor, or use the order coupon below.

~e~ FC4S 230MHZ FREQUENCY COUNTER
-------------------------SENCO~E 3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls,

So. Dak. 57105 (605) 339-0100
In Canada: Superior ElectronicsO IWANT TO BUY IT. Send __ FC45s

to me at $448 each.
O Check/MO enclosed. O Send C.O.D.

Also send:
__ PR47 600 MHz Prescaler $125.
__ PR50 Audio Prescaler $125.
_ PA208 Power Adapter for PR47 .. $9.95.
_PL207 "Snoop Loop" $9.95.
O I WANT TO TRY IT. Have my nearest

Sencore distributor bring the FC45 to me.
O SEND FULL SPECIFICATIONS.

NAME: _

COMPANY: _

STREET: _

CITY:-------------

STATE: ZIP: _

PHONE: _
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1-inch VTRs
continued from page 112

recording the VITSand VIRSsignals
on the same head that is handling
the picture information. Since there
is no drop-out in the sequence of
video and sync information from this
type of helical recorder it is called a
"continuous field VTR." The ad
vantages of the Type C format are
fairly self-evident, and are as fol
lows:
• The full image portion of the tele
vision field is scanned by a single
head which eliminates any differ
ential banding effects .
• Slow, stop or accelerated motion
for editing purposes are easy to
achieve without using an external
accessory such as a digital frame
store.
• Slow and stop motion can be put
on the air and broadcast from this
format if a tracking accessory is
added. (Ampex now offers this
under the name of AST.)
The Type C format also uses

high-band recording techniques and
yields a video quality commensurate
with quadruplex recorders; and,
like the Type B machine, this format
provides users with lower acquisi
tion cost, lower operating cost, and
greater flexibility than the current
quads.
The major networks in the United

States have already adopted the
Type C format for a variety of
operational uses; and, both manu
facturers have agreed to supply
modifications for their 1-inch con
tinuous field recorders made prior
to the SMPTEratification.

Audio capabilities
Both the Type B and Type C offer

improved and expanded audio capa
bilities over those that were avail
able with quad VTRs. The basic
reason for this is that the 2-inch
quad tape has its magnetic particles
oriented for optimum video signal
performance, resulting in an in
herently poorer audio signal charac
teristic. In addition, the nature of
the transverse scanning process
with the four video heads pene
trating the tape across the audio
track(s) produces a 960 Hz buzz
that is difficult to avoid. As a result,
any complex audio production as
sociated with the quad VTRs often
was done on separate synchronous
multi-track audio recorders, then
transferred back to the quad tape
for distribution.
Types B and C each have three

high-quality audio tracks located at
the edges of the tape. In Type B,
Audio One and Two at the top edge

continued on page 116
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SUR€W€
AR€AND
H€R€'STH€

R€ASON WHY •••
We Haze:

New Fresnels
New Softlights
New Lighting Kits
New Pantograph Suspension Systems
New vlanual Lighting Control Systems
New V1emoryLighting Control Systems
All Designed to Save You Time and Money
Come See Them All At ...
NAB Booth No. 912

,..._.f!erkeyVUl\Jrtran®
1015Chestnut Street, Burbank,
Califomia 91502,Tel. 213843-1200
P.O. Sox 5, Burrell Way,Thetford
Norfo k, IP243RB, U.K.,Tel. Thetford 2484

se;keylhl
PhotoInc.~
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$witchcraft® introduces an entirely new
line of professional audio connectors.
Starting with clean, modern styling,
precision die-cast housings and a special
"Vet-Tone" non-reflective finish, the
professionalism of these outstanding
audio connectors continues every step
of the way with Swithcraft innovative,
pace setting quick-ground provision.
Each Quick-Ground Professional
(QGP) audio connector shares much
of the uncommon features of the "0-G"
audio connector. Until
now, the standard of ~
the audio industry.
Captive design insert screw, exclusive
ground lug, and bifurcated contacts.

The OGP audio connectors bring a new
degree of performance to connectors.
The insert is molded of a specially
selected thermoplastic for long wear
and excellent dielectric properties.
The contacts and pins have 50 micro

© Registered traderrark of Switchcrah . lnr .

inches gold over 50
micro inches nickel. . . ~ -
unheard of in any other ~
audio connector. This
means more reliableconnections,
allthe time.

Allin all, the QGPaudio connectors
are unlikelyto be surpassed in quality
of performance or varietyof features
for some time to come. Of course the
Switchcraft Quick-GroundProfessionals
carry a price tag commensurate with
their positionat the top.

Thinklikea professional.Think
Switchcraft QGP.Callthe Switchcraft
distributor near you for data, prices and
the model you require. They have them
on-the-shelf.Switchcraft. Inc..
5555 N. ElstonAl.lenue,
Chicago, Illinois60630.
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1-inch VTRs
continued from page 114

are separated by the control track,
and Audio Three is at the bottom
edge. Type C has Audio One and
Two at the top edge, but the inner
track is specified as Audio One to
give it maximum immunity from tape
edge damage. Audio Three is at the
bottom, and the control track is be
tween the main video and the sync
track.
Since the tape is longitudinally

oriented, it provides optimum audio
performance; and, most users of the
Type C machines have expressed
satisfaction with the superior audio
performance. The Type B format
also incorporates a Dolby noise
reduction system in the audio chan
nels.
One only needs to scan the audio

specs of these new I-inch VTRs to
realize the advantages gained by
the sound portions of the recorded
program.

Summary
The Type B and Type C 1-inch

helical VTRs both produce high
quality, multi-generation video sig
nals and, if needed, three channels
of excellent audio. The Type B, with
the right accessories, and the Type
C, as it stands, can facilitate editing
by providing rapid search, precise
image' location, and very flexible
operation. The pros and cons of
each format are well documented in
the avalanche of advertising materi
al that describes the basic parame
ters, then emphasizes the features
or advantages offered by each
manufacturer.
The only approach to the selection

of either format must be based on
an in-house analysis of the needs of
a particular operation, and the
format features that best satisfy
these: For any completely internal
ized production requirement, the
choice of B or C could be a purely
technical or economic decision. For
any network situation where syndi
cation and distribution are an
important aspect, the choice will
have to be integrated with what
other members or affiliates are
doing.
The upcoming NAB show in Las

Vegas will be the first exposure of
the SMPTE standardized formats,
with each of the manufacturers
having a wide gamut of B and C
VTRs on display. This should be a
good opportunity for the critical
comparisons that must precede such
an important decision. Whichever
way you go, there undoubtedly will
be a t-ínch helical VTR in your
future. O
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The VTR Format of Tomorrow.
While others are still talking about it ...
Bosch already has it: the BCN System.

BCN scanner shorten
tupe path. minimize
environmental am

rnechunica
tracking error

The four basic requirements placed on a new VTR format:
Top broadcast quality for all TV standards.
Universal applicability.
Reel-to-reel and cassette handling.
Adaptable to future developments.

The BCN System is not only a broadcast VTR:
It is also the electronic alternative to film. For the quality- and
economy-minded industrial user, and for all professional non
broadcast applications.

The BCNSystem isoffered by four leading manufacturers
of "broadcast" equipment, and it is produced in both Europe and
the USA.

The BCN System offers two different portable versions:
the portable BCN 20 with a tape capacity of more than 60 min
utes on one reel-and the BCN 5, the 2(}min. cassette recording
and play-back version. Both versions operate
under all conditions with full broadcast
quality. In the future, the BCNcassette ver
sion will also be used in an automatic multi
cassette VTR.

Since the BCN was first introduced,
more than 400 of these systems have
been ordered from all parts of the world.
More than 350 of them have been
delivered and are in operation.

The BCN System meets these four basic requirements for
a new VTR format today: The compatible and economical BCN
I" format produced by Bosch guarantees broadcast quality in all
TV standards and color systems (PAL, PAL-M, SECAM, NTSC).
For all fields of telecasting and VTR applica
tions. It is adaptable to future develop
ments in video tape and video head
technology. The segmented-field
process makes purely electronic
switching of writing speeds possible.
As a result, the BCN is already an
economical and universal VTR with
a guaranteed future today.

The BCN System features electronic editing with:
Single-picture display-for an unlimited time with no danger to
the tape.
Jogging-single-picture search mode, forward and reverse.
Slow-motion, fast-motion-variable take-search mode. And all
this with a state-of-the-art digital store.

The BCN format also offers the possibility of filing over
100,000single pictures (for example, slides) on a 90-min. video
tape with an extremely short access time to each single picture.

The BCN System is designed for both basic tape-handling
methods: reel-to-reel and cassette handling in full broadcast qual
ity, in both portable and stationary VTR's.

BCN-a format with a guaranteed future.

BOSCH
Robert Bosch Corporation, Fernseh Group,
279Midland Avenue, Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662

See us at Booth 924, NAB show, April 9-12,Las Vegas
ForMore Details Circle (90) on ReplyCard
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~

"The big
corporations who manufacture

teievisi on tra nsmmers
seem to talk only about

'newness' and ·~
~hat about~

Who wants to tall
Breakthrough!

"No, it's not a new phone booth. It's an industry first.
Our new all solid state one kilowatt VHF transmitter. I'll
show you the front and the circuitry when you come to
booth 802."

The one-kilowatt, all solid state VHF transmitter. A
first. We've been the innovator in UHF transmitters for
14 years, and here's still another breakthrough. We
now offer a one-kilowatt, all solid state VHF
transmitter ... first of its kind! It obsoletes all other
transmitters of similar power rating, and results
from the joint effort of Townsendand Microwave Power
Devices, Inc., a leading producer of solid state RF am
plifiers.

The transmitter can be used as a driver to replace
aging tube-type drivers in existing transmitters. Pack
aged in a cabinet which permits servicing completely
from the front, the new transmitter features:

• l.F. modulation. • Modular solid state amplifiers.
• Low maintenance. • No tuning.
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Lowest price combined with newest concepts in UHF klystron
transmitters! Here's another Townsend breakthrough!

A new and complete line of UHF transmitters employing the latest high efficiency, vapor cooled kly
strons and circuitry. This new UHF series is a price leader on the market today and features the most
advanced technology in the industry, such as:

• l.F. solid state modulation.
• Emergency multiplexing with refined com

bining network in exciter.
• All relays mounted on front control panel.
• Fifteen meters and twelve status lights per

amplifier.
• Vacuum contactor designed specifically
for television transmitters.

• Independent power supplies for aural and
visual amplifiers.

..Here rs the unique, new, removable and tillable klystron carriage and magnetics shown out of the
cabinet. You'll see how easy it is to change klystrons...

CUSTOM TRANSMITTER ENGINEERING ECONOMIES

Modernize and beef-up your present UHF transmitter!
If a new UHF transmitter isn't in the budget our custom engineering group can modernize and increase
the power of your present one at a fraction of the cost. Our line of UHF hardware enables us to
modernize any UHF transmitter using products like these:

• l.F.modulated solid state exciters.
• High efficiency water cooled external
cavity klystrons by English Electric Valve.

• Water cooled external cavity klystron
amplifiers.

• Vaporcooled integral cavity klystron
amplifiers.

• Ten kilowatt vapor or water cooled
klystron amplifiers.

• Trouble free vacuum contactors.
• Unitized and dry type high voltage power

supplies.

to us an the NAB convention, booth 802 7
"I'd like to see you in person at the NAB Convention and tell you about
three important subjects: new concepts in design, our reputation for quality,
AND how we can sell for less than competition. Let's talk!"

Measure VSWR and impedance of your transmission line and antenna with a

SMITH CHART IMPEDANCE PLOTTER ...
SEE IT IN OPERATION AT THE SHOW!

Our new impedance plotter can be used to measure VSWR, impedance and

admittance of the passive RF system inexpensively and accurately.

Measurements are displayed automatically on a SMITH CHART overlay on an
X-Y oscilloscope. Ideal for preventive maintenance, it can be used to locate

problems in a deteriorating system and prevent failure.

Television transmitters designed and manufactured
FOR broadcast engineers BY broadcast engineers- -

,
& Booth 802 NAB Convention

~ TOWNSEND ASSOCIATES, INC.

March, 1978

P. O. Box ·1122 • Mainline Drive Industrial Park, Westfield, Massachusetts 01085 • 413-562-5055
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STEI IEO STUDIOS
for AM Part 2/By Dennis Ciapura

If you caught Part I of our series last month, you
will remember that we decided to look at AM stereo
studio design as a specialized project with specifica
tions tailored to meet the performance parameters
that can be expected from AM stereo transmission and
receiving systems. We made an educated guesstimate
of what the AM stereo audio performance is likely to
be, and discussed selection and application of various
input sources. This month let's resume our investiga
tion and take a look at the next link in the program
chain: the console.
Console selection is both objective and subjective. It

is objective in that one can readily determine value
based on cost vs. performance and construction
quality. "Hands-on" experience with the console that
you are interested in before purchasing can be a
valuable asset, but don't limit yourself to equipment
types and brands that you and your friends have
experience with.
Some manufacturers, like Ramko Research Inc., will

even lend you the console you are interested in for a
couple of weeks at no cost so that you can try a new

-s-
ººº~

AUDIO GEN.I I 120

120 TELCO #1

120 TELCO #2 120

120 120

Figure 1 If you have a spare telco loop of equal quality to
your main, you can check the phasing to see if they will
be satisfactory as a stereo pair by doing the following
simple test. First, connect the equipment as shown above
and send a 1 kHz signal at normal program level down
the tines. If the lines are totally out of phase, the meter
at the receive end will read nearly zero. If that happens,
reverse the connections to one of the pairs at either end
and try again. When the pairs are in proper static
phasing, the meter will indicate the audio generator
output level minus the line losses and 6 dB for the
splitter and adder networks. Next, mark the connections
so that they can always be connected in proper phase.
Nowvary the frequency of the audio generator across the
audio band and record the response across the 600-ohm
resistor. Assuming that the lines have flat response, the
phasing is satisfactory up to the frequency where the
response begins to roll off. If you're not sure of the lines,
record the response of each line individually into a
600-ohm load before phase testing.

120

approach. As a matter of fact, Jack Ducart at Ramko
tells us that his company expects a lot of AM stereo
interest in their new DC38 series consoles which
include a six digit timer/clock option built right into
the front panel. And that brings us to the subjective
aspects of console selection: How will the unit work
with your routine and your format at your station?
The subjective and objective considerations should

probably bear about equal weight in the decision
making process; this is way we recommend investi
gating as many different types of consoles as you can
until you find the one you fall in love with. It's like
finding the right girl; you'll know which one turns you
on! All the quality and performance capability in the
world won't be worth anything if it won't do what you
want.
In general, AM stations run more active formats

than FM stations. There are often lots of live and
recorded news sources, remote broadcasts, and
interview programs; and, this means that the AM
stereo console is likely to be required to have more
input capability and flexiblity than its FM stereo
counterpart.

Console headroom
One performance factor you might want to pay

more attention to than you have in the past is
headroom. If a console's normal output is +8 dBm
and its maximum output capability is + 18 dBm, there
is only 10 dB of available headroom. Many an
nouncers exhibit a very assymetrical speech waveform
and it doesn't take long to eat up 10 dB of peak
reserve. Since AM stereo transmission systems will
not be subject to the severe signal-to-noise require
ment that FM has, it would probably be a good idea to
ask the manufacturer of your new AM stereo console
to set the internal VU meter calibration so that the
nominal output level is 4 dB lower, thus allowing 4 dB
of additional headroom. After all, a console with a 61
dB signal-to-noise ratio instead of 65 dB is more than
adequate for a transmission/reception loop that hits
50 dB S/N under best conditions.
The improvement in clarity afforded by the

additional headroom could be quite audible, however,
particularly on the new wide-band receivers that we
expect to see. We also must remember that
hard-driving AM jocks have been "pinning the board"
for years, and while the old narrow-band receivers
softened the clipping, these hatcheted waveforms will
be just plain irritating when reproduced with good
fidelity.

Out to the transmitter
Once out of the console, we need to get the signal to

the transmitter; and that means some sort of STL,
either telco or microwave. AM stations that already
have two equalized telco loops in service are in an

continued on page 122
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"Mot the loudest sound in
town, but the best quality"
claims WXRT, Chicago,
longtime Stanton user. . .

Daniel Lee. President and General Manager, discussing Stylus Replacement Policy with Howard Williams, Chief Engineer and Ken Rasek, Audio Engineer.

WXRT is é. progressive rock, FM station that is unique in
many ways. Its whole operation, including Administration,
Sales, Engineering, Programming, Broadcasting, Trans
mitting (ever the tower itself), is located in one place ... a
highly unusual set-up for a major market.

In a market crowded with as many radio stations as Chi
cagoland, the excellence of sound can make or break the
station, especially a station like WXRT which plays no
tapes ... has no recorded commercials and goes totally
with disc-to-air and live copy.

Since WXRT uses no limilers and no compression to mag
nify the level of their signal, their turntables and cartridges
are absolutely crucial to the quañty of their sound.

John Bell hands new ·ecord to Scott McCbnnell. Air personality. John Bel! prepares to play a record.

For over 1O years, the station has used the Stanton prod
uct in its turntables. Today, it even uses the 681 Triple-E for
disc-to-air playback and, although this stylus was not de
signed for back-cueing, the engineers and announcers report
no problem (they even use them on their AM operation,
WSBC).

Leading radio stations around the nation depend on Stan
ton 681 Calibration series cartridges, because they ot'er im
proved tracking a1all frequencies ... they achieve perfectly
flat frequency response to beyond 20 kHz. Its stylus assem
bly, even though miniaturized, possesses greater durability
than had been thought possible to achieve.

Each 681 Triple-E is guaranteed to meet its specifications
within exacting limits, and each one boasts the most mean
ingful warranty possible ... an individual calibration test re
sult is packed with each unit.
Whether your usage involves recording, broadcasting or

home entertainment, your choice should be the choice of the
professionals ... The Stanton 681.

For further information, write to:
Stanton Magnetics, Terminal Drive,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
© Stanton Magnetics Inc.. 1977

March, 1978

"VISIT STANTON MAGNETICS AT THE LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER AT BOOTH #211"
For More Details Circle (98) on ReplyCard
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4.2L 1f:Iyearsthe leader
Haseveryknown feature
Workswith any camera

SL Stereofor peoplethat look ahead
Stereomusicandsoundeffectsshowsare
beingtelecasteveryni"1t in manycities

IS L Light-weightgeneralservice
• sync recorder10 lbs.

SNN Mini Sync recorder1 lb. 1 oz.>
Replacesradio mies • Automatic

level Control • Canbeworn by actor • Singledial
8 oz. mixer available• Canbeusedon output
of any mixer • Replaceslargerrecorderfor mobility

Booth 323 - NAB CONVENTION
April 9 - 12

Las Vegas Convention Center

ForMore Details tircle (93) on Rep1yCard
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Stereo studios for AM
continued from page 120

ideal position for the stereo conversion, since they can
use their main line for one stereo channel and their
back-up line for the other, with the contingency of
going back to mono if one of the lines is lost.

Be sure to check the lines for phasing before you
attempt to use them for stereo audio transmission.
Figure 1 illustrates a simple test procedure for
determining static phasing of two pairs and also
phasing vs. frequency. If your main and back-up lines
are about the same length, their phase characteristics

continued on page 124

Golden West plans now
for AM stereo

When the Golden West Broadcasters Group
decided they needed to update their AM and FM
facilities, the timing was perfect to consider AM
stereo. As this service suggests, there are many
ways to get ready for the changeover. Obviously,
there's a lot more to consider than a stereo
generator.

Golden West recognized that their systems
would need reworking, so they started by buying
modular consoles. As Ed Herlihy, director of
engineering, said, "Using modular consoles will
give us flexibility. If we want format changes, we
can add modules. We can start out with a
standard or minimum layout and work up to
more modules as we need them. Or we may
even want to plug in modules so we can do
more production work. But it's flexible. That was
a big consideration."

Golden West owns a number of TV and radio
stations, including five AM stations. They
selected the new modular series from Ward
Beck. The Ward-Beck console ·systems may be
supplied for stereo, monaural, or stereo-plus
mono program operation. According to Herlihy,
the flexibility of the modular approach, during a
switch to AM stereo, was especially important.

But even as Herlihy plans for the Golden West
switch to AM stereo, he anticipates some
problems. "Stereo on cartridges, stereo phasing
... now that's a heck of a problem," added
Herlihy, "but that's a problem for the manu
facturers." That's a problem that won't be settled
at the convention. But the exhibit floor will
abound with quality consoles. Whether you
select standard or modular consoles, your
choice will be available for a hands-on demo.
That's a sure bet for NAB convention attendees.

Meanwhile, few AM people want to discuss it
openly, but programming on FM probably has as
much to do with FM's popularity surge as
stereo. While stereo is not the only answer for
AM, it may offer a big step up the competitive
ladder.

The Editor
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5051/2 Centinela Ave.
Inglewood, CA 90302

(213) 67 4-3021 @DIGITALS

DIGITAL CLOCK
ES 112/124 ($139)
ES 112 (12 hr.) and ES 12J (24 hr.) are solid stars. six digit
clocks. Three simple ccntrots make setting to the precise
second easy: East Advance. Slow Advance. Hold. Can drive
Jumbo Slaves.
Dimensions: 21/i" High x 3" Wide x 5-5/8 .. Deep
Case: Etched Aluminum
Electrical: 117V AC.50/60 Hz 10W max.
Options: B C O J K l P O A S W

Do you need a contact closure one or more t unes during the
hour? Many ESE clocks e in be equipped lo generate a time
pulse. Contact factory for pricing.

CONSOLE MOUNT CLOCKS
AND TIMERS, 70 SERIES

JUMBO CLOCKS
AND TIMERS, 80 SERIES

The ES 400 has three controls-Siar!. Stop. Re
set. Runs continuously unless slopped. Reset
returns display to all zeros. Can be reset wtufe
running or stopped. If reset while running.
timer will continue to run. Can drive Jumbo
Staves

ES 510 is a four digit. sixty minute timer
(59. 59) with Start. Stop ano Reset controls
(Single pole. momentary. push-button). Runs
connnuousty unless stopped. Reset returns
display to all zeros. Can reset while running or
stopped. Can cnve Jumbo Slaves.

_,.--··

Rlii*'
DIGITAL CLOCK THERMOMETER
ES 142/144 ($241)
ES 142 (12 hr) and ES 144 (24 hr.) are MOS. solid state
d1g1talclock/thermometers. Displays 6 digits of time (hours.
minutes. seconds) and 3 dtqrts of temperature l-50ºF to
+ 150ºF or -45ºC to +66ºC) in planar. gas discharge
displays .55.. high. Temperature sensor on 25 ft. cable
included: attaches to rear-mounted connector.

ES 240 Digital thermometer is available as separate unit.
calibrated for ºF or ºC.
Dimensions: 21 ;:.·· High x 10" Wide x 6" Deep
Electrical: 12W max. 117V AC 60 Hz
Options: B C D J K P A S W

All uruts have access 10 control moots on rear-mounted connector
Displays are 3·· red LEO's

ES 172 Six Digit. 12 Hour Clock (S134.00): Three setting
controls-Fas! Advance. Slow Advance. and Hold Four line multi
plexed BCD'"ls present on the rear connector Opuons are C. D. J. M
and V
ES 174 Six Digit. 24 Hour Clock 1$134 00) oroerw-se identical 10 the
ES t 72.
ES 370 Four-Digit. One Hundred Minute Up/Down Timer ($171 00):
Six controls-Count Up. Count Cown. Stop. Minutes Advance.
Seconds Advance. Reset. Options are B. C. D. J. Mand V
ES 371 Up/Down Timer ($267 00) Similar to the ES 370 except with
Leverwneet Preset capability for faster selling of the desired time
Option D is an mgegral. separately mounted cart ot this unu
Options are C. J. and V

Displays are 1· planar gas discharge.

ES 182 Six Digit. 12 Hour Clock ($230.00): Three rear-mounted
se111ngcontrols-Fast Advance. Slow Advance and Hold Options
are B. C. D. J. P. O. R. S. and W. When option O. panel mount. rs
specified d1g1tswill be separated t>y colons.
ES 18'1Six Digit, 24 Hour Clock ($230.00): Otherwise identical to the
ES 182.
ES 380 Four Digit, 100 Minute Up/Down Timer ($267.00): Displays
minutes and seconds. with rear-mounted connector to allow remote
wiring of six momentary SPST controls-Count Up. Count Down.
Stoo. Minutes Advance. Seconds Advance and Reset. Other features
similar to ES 300. Oouons are B. C. D. J. N. P. O. S. T. W. Y. and
z,
ES 381 Up/Down Timer : $353.00): Similar to ES 380. except that
teverwheel preset is used mstead of pushbutton preset. Option D is
supplied as part of this unit. Options are B. C. J. N. P. O. S. T. W
Y. and Z.

SIX DIGIT CLOCK TIMER
ES 500 ($160)
ES 500 is a 12 hour clock or urner with 5 front-mounted
controls: Start. Stop. Reset. Fast Advance. Slow Advance
w.11 run continuously to 12: 59: 59. Advances to 1: 00: 00 and
continues as clock unless stopped or advanced. After use as
a timer. time of day must be re-established. Can dnve
Jumbo Slaves.
Dimensions: 21..s" High x 8" Wide x 5-5/8" Deep
Case: Etched Aluminum
Electrical: 117V AC 60 Hz 12W max
Options: B C D J K P O A S W

ES 570 Four Digit. Sixty or 100 Minute Timer ($134 00). Select 60 or
100 rnmute mode on rear connector. Start. Stop and Reset controls
Runs continuously unless stopped Reset will return all displays to
zero Unit will run 1f reset while running or will stay at zero II reset
when stopped. Options are B. C. D. J. M and V
ES 92 Six Digit. 12 Hour Clock or Timer ($160.00): Five controls
Start, Stop. Reset. Fast Advance. Slow Advance Will run ccnnnu
oust • to 12 59 59. Advances to 1.00 00 and continues as clock
unfe ss stopped or advanced. After use as a timer. time of day must
be re-established usmg Fast Advance. Slow Advance and Stop
Conteots. Options are C. D. J. Mand V.
ES 574 ($160.00): A 24 hour version or ES 572.

Dimensions: 2.16" High x 4.5"' Wide x 4.13"' Deep
Elec.ricat: 1l7V AC. 60 Hz

ES 580 Four Digit. 60 Minute Timer ($193.00): Displays minutes .and
seconds. Rear connector allows remote wiring of three momentary
SPST controls-Start. Stop and Reset. Runs continuously uruess
stopped. Reset returns all displays to zero: and timer will continue
to run from zero If reset while running. Options are B. C. D. J. P. O.
S. T. and W.
ES 582 Six Digit. 12 Hour Clock or Timer ($267.00): Five control
.notts (SPST momentary) brought to rear connector-Start, Stop.
Reset. Fast Advance and Slow Advance. After use as a timer. time
ol cay must be re-established using Fast Advance. Slow Advance
and Stop controls. Options are B. C. D. J. P. O. S. and W.

80 Series slaves are also compatible with other ESE clocks and
nm-rs. ES 112/124. 300. 301. 302. 400. 510. and 500.

Dimensions: 4.45.. High x 10.38.. Wide x 6.58" Deep
Elet:trical: 117V AC. 60 Hz

ES 512/524 FOUR DIGIT CLOCK TIMER WITH MEMORY ($200)
Cornbmauon four d1g1t 12 or 24 hour clock and 60 minute timer with
memory. allowing the user to set the clock to the correct nrne of
day. switch to timer mode. then switch back to time of day by
pushing one button. time of day wtl l be correctly orsotaveo. m
hours and minutes.

THREE DIGIT ·10 MINUTE
TIM ER ES 400 ($105)

Dimensions: 2111.. High x 5·· Wide x 5-5/8" Deep
Case: Etched Aluminum
Electrical: 117V AC 60 Hz SW max
Options: B D J K P O A S T W

FOUR DIGIT 60 MINUTE
TIMER ES 510 ($134)

Dimensions: 21/:>" High x 6.. Wide x 5-5/8'' Deep
Case: Etched Aluminum
Electrical: 117V AC 60 Hz 10W max.
Options: B D J K P O R S T W

Electrical: 117V AC. 60 Hz. 8 watts Max
M~hanical: 8" Wide x 2-3/4 .. High x 5-5/8" Deep.
Case: Etched Aluminum
Display: Four d1g11sol .55" Planar Gas Discharge Display
Options: B. C. D. J. P. O. R & W

lllÍiÍiÍiiil-.-.-- ~ ~~08o)

ES 300 is a lour d1gtl. me hundred mmute timer (99: 59) with
six controls Count Up. Count Down. Stop. Minutes
Advance. Seconds Advance. Reset. Controls are single pole.
momentary. push-butt Jn swncnes. When "Stop .. control is
pressed the tour d1g1t nsorav is held. Counting o.recuoo (up
or down) can be changed or time can be reset for zero
without stopping the count. 11 wr!l continue to register
elapsed time beyond the zero setting unless stopped. Tile ES
300 can drive Jumbo staves.

March, 1978

~~1 I ·=· - - -
($198) L.!!'!!_• 11111

ES
302
($254)

100 MINUTE
UP/DOWN
TIMERS

Dimensions: 2112·· High x 8" Wide x 5-5/8 .. Deep
Electrical: 117V AC 60 Hz 10W max.
Options: B D J K P O R S W Y Z

The ES-302 rs similar to the ES 300. except that ptanae
gas discharge displays are used rn the ES 301-302. Display
he1gt1! IS .55",
All the ES 300 features are included in lhe ES 301
Aoo.ncnauv. with the ES 302. !he user can preset times

For More Details Circle (94) on ReplyCard

much taster than with the ES 300 or ES 301. because
lever-wheel type switches are used for the preset Ieature.
The ES 301-302 can drive Jumbo Slaves.

Dimensions: ES 301 21,-· High x 8.. Wide x 6" Deep
ES 302. 21 ~ •• High x 10.. Wide x 6'' Deep

Electrical: 117V AC 60 Hz. 7 W max.
Options: 30t-B D J K N P 0 A S T W Y Z

302-B D J K N P R S T W Y Z
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Parellipsphe.r.e™
The biggest improvement in stage/studio
lumenaries in years. Look at these features:
• Highly Efficient-the computer designed re
reflector has more light output per watt than
any ellipsoidal spot.

• Improved Color Integrity-computer designed
lenses are not tinted and specially designed to
eliminate the rainbow ring produced by ellip
soidal spots.

•Accurate Focusing-sharp focus for entire pat
tern or soft edge focusing.

•Adjustable Pattern-provides variable beam
with one instrument, which previously required
several with different lenses.

• Optional Hot Mirror-further reduces heat in
the light beam. Will greatly help your "on
camera crew" to keep their cool. It extends
color media life too.

• Framing Shutters-guaranteed for 5000 hours,
they will not burn, warp or stick.

Parellipsphere (a combination parabolic/ellip
soidal/spherical reflector). You'll have to see it
to believe it. ..
Booth Number 1601 NAB Convention.

ELECTRO~
CD#TRDLS~/#C.
2975South 300west SallLake City, Utah• 84115

Tel: (801) 481-9861 Te/ex:388-395

CD#TRDLfli\
Ll/JHTl#/J\Y LTD.

7040Faffell Road5.E. Calgary,Alberta • T2HOT2
Tel: (403) 255-7716 Telex: 03·825849
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Stereo studios for AM
continued from page 122

will probably be satisfactory for AM stereo. If the
simple test in Figure 1 indicates they are not, you will
have to go back to the local telco people and request
that your lines be converted to a stereo pair.
While many AMmono stations already are utilizing

15 kHz loops, most AMs have 8 kHz service, which is
quite adequate for mono and today's typical receivers
but not up to par if top-notch AM stereo is
anticipated. Although 15 kHz service embodies some
degree of overkill, in terms of frequency response,
these wideband loops are likely to be more phase
linear in the 7 to 10 kHz region where it counts. Some
day perhaps the telco system can be persuaded to
offer a 12 kHz service for AM stereo broadcasters.
For many stations the advent of AM stereo may

herald the switch from telco to microwave STL. Bob
Richards at MCI (Micro Controls Inc.) reports that his
company is already prepared to deliver two systems
that are adaptable to AM stereo. Although it's a little
early in the game to tell what the future holds for AM
STLs, even the most basic approach of transmitting
two audio channels on two separate transmitters on
two frequencies and two receivers is still used by
some FM stations. The most popular FM stereo STL
scheme is to microwave a complete composite stereo
signal from the studio to the transmitter. This system

continued on page 126

LEFT AUDIO
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Figure 2 This is one method that could be used to send a
stereo signal out to the transmitter with easily obtainable
equipment on a single frequency. A standard FM stereo
generator is used for encoding and with an FM stereo
limiter protecting the STL transmitter from overmodula
tion. The composite output of the STL receiver is fed into
the composite input of a stereo modulation monitor
which is used as a high-quality decoder. The de-empha
sized 600-ohm output from the monitor is fed to the AM
limiter for asymmetrical modulation if desired. This
scheme would yield 15 kHz bandwidth, a 55 dB Si N ratio,
and about Y2% total harmonic distortion. Channel
separation would exceed 30 dB easily.
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PROGRAMMER/
COMPARATORS 750 SERIES
For flexibility and econo ny with up to ten
events ESE has designec the 750 Series of
Programmer/Comparators Rugged thumb
wheel programmers couoiec with an ESE
clock or timer to provide single pole form A
contact closure (1 Amp ccntact rating) for the
length of time program natches display. All
this on a 3112" high 19" elay rack mounting
panel. Power required: 1·7v AC 60 Hz; 220V
AC 50 Hz may be specified.

11required control tunction involves a count
other than timing, these products can be
adapted to your needs.

Thumbwheel Comparator -Systems:
ES 750-ES 112 and one 6 Digit Program
ES 751-ES 124 and one 6 Digit Program
ES752-ES 500 and one 6 Digit Program
ES 753-ES 112 and two 4 Digit Programs
ES 754-ES 124 and two 4 Digit Programs
ES 755-ES 500 and two 4 Digit Programs
ES 756-ES 510 and one 4 Digit Program
ES 757- ES 300 and one 4 Digit Program
ES 758-ES 510 and two 4 Digit Programs
ES 759-ES 300 and two 4 Digit Programs

ES 1296 ($150)
For Off-Air taping, or oJerating tape record
ers when nobody is thE:le. ESE has created
ES 1296 Presets up to 96 hours ahead
ES 1296 is a six digit. twelve hour clock with
LED displays and _a programmable. 300 watt,
117V AC outlet Ort the mar.
Once the rear outlet is activated. ii will
remain on for 66 minu-es , unless manually
terminated, or an opticnat Record Duration
switch is set to a different time interval. This
Record Duration option allows the user to
select one of four time intervals for record
ing. These four time lmervats are either 16,
33. 66 and 138 minutes. or 33. 66. 138 and
250 minutes. Price $25.C<l.

An additional option is Sequential Tum-on.
for those machines that require Power. Play,
Record in sequence, r~r proper operation.
This option costs $25.00.

ES-251 ($250)
ES 251 SMPTE Time ccee Reader ES 251 is a
six digit SMPTE Time Code Reader displaying
Hours. Minutes and Seconds. Receives the
standard SMPTE Time Code through rear
mounted BNC connector, converts it into six
digits of clock time. ~ource of the code is
normally a SMPTE tirr e code generator but
the unit will read the ti.me code directly from
a tape machine runnirg at playback speed.
This unit produces a-i extremely accurate
time ol day display wtten driven from a time
code generator which is locked to a color
sub-carrier frequency. The momentary hold
switch allows holding of time on display.
Releasing hold switct updates display to
correct time.

The input code is AC :::oupled to two stages
of amplification and 1e·1elshifting to obtain a
ground reference. The input circuit requires
between 1 and 20 vous peak to peak of input
signal and presents an Input impedance of 50
Kbhm. ES 251 is a CMOS design which
operates from a single power supply.
Dimensions: Aluminum Gase 2l/.•" High x 8"
Wide X 5-5/8" Deep.
Electrical: 117V AC 5CU60Hz 6W Max.
Options: BJPQW

ES 252 SMPTE Time Code Reader: Exactly
like ES 251, but displays Minutes. Seconds
and Frames.
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MASTER CLOCKS
ES 160 ($750.CX)):Mounted in a 511..··relay rack panel end chassis. displays six digits of
time information on large, easy to read .3" LED displays. in 12 or 24 hour format. as
specified. ES 160 has its own internal timebase, with three second per month accuracy. Its
standard output is serial BCD. CMOS compatible. and can drive 20 ES 161, 166, 168 or 171
Remote Displays without buffering. All inputs and outputs are through rear-mounted
connectors.
Dimensions: 51/.•.. High x 19" Wide x 15" Deep
Electrical: 117V AC 50/60 Hz.
Options: B (CMOS Compatible). J, One PPS Output. Relay Closure on hour and half hour.
Battery/Charger (ES 163) Impulse Driver (ES 162), External Timebase-1, 5 or 10 MHz.
ES 160/1 ($9CXJ.00):One second per month version of ES 160
ES 190 ($900.00): The ultimate in accuracy! A digital clock. similar to ES 160. with special
circuits for receiving and decoding a 1000 Hz tone at the start of each minute. The decoder
output resets the seconds' counters in the clock each minute except the first minute of
every hour. when a 1500 Hz tone occurs. These tones are transmitted by Radio Station
vmv. with an oscillator accuracy of ...±..1 part in 1011 ES 190 has an antenna and internal
VNiN receiver with audio-output. Its crystal timebase is accurate to .±.1.7 seconds per day,
used when WWV is not received. A battery and charger (ES 163) is available te protect
against cower interruptions. Displays are .3" red LED's. Serial output drives ES 161, 166,
168 or 171 Slaves.
Dimensions: 5%" High x 19··wioe x 15" Deep
Electrical: 117V AC 50/60 Hz
Options: B (CMOS compatible). J. One PPS Output, Relay Closure on hour and 'h hour.
Battery /Charger (ES 163)
ES192/194 ($275.00): The most economical Masters. ES 192 (12 Hr) and ES 194 (24 Hr) are
constructed using ES 112 or ES 124 digital clocks and adding the ES 167 Serial Time Code
Generator to provide the output needed to drive Remote Serial Displays ES 161, ES iss, ES
168 and ES 171. 60 Hz timebase is derived from the power line. Displays are .6"
incandescent type.
Dimensions: 21/i" High x 8" Wide x 5-5/8" Deep.
Electrical: 117V AC 60 Hz
Options: BCDJLPOR, Time Pulse Outputs. Battery and Charger. Impulse Driver. Unit
mounted on a 31/2" High panel when certain options are specified.
ES 196 ($650.00): Time and Temperature Master-Basically the same as ES 192, with gas

~~~~:it~re~i~~ª¿'1:Ysp:i~~~r ~~~~t~nl hi~~s as:~~r~t~r ~~.ia~s ~~cif~~:'5 for time and
Dimensions: 3'/z" High x 19" wíoe x 8" Deep
Electrical: 117V AC 60 Hz
Options: BCDJR. Time Pulse Outputs. Battery/Charger.

ACCESSORIES
ES 161 Remote Digital Display ($140.00): Designed to function with any ESE Master Clock,
decodes serial time data and displays six digits of clock time on large .55" Gas Discharge
Displays. in either 12 or 24 hour format as specified.
Dimensions: 8" Wide x 21h" High x 6" Deep.
El~trical: 117V AC 50/60 Hz.
Options: JPOW.
ES 162 Impulse Driver ($170.00): Plugs into the ES 160 chassis, can drive 20 Impulse
Clocks. Designed so that. if power fails. impulse always comes on with the same polarity
when power is restored. Drives minute or second clocks as specified.
ES 163 Battery and Charger ($140.00): Plugs into the ES 1b0 or ES 190 chassis. Fast
charge, 12 hours continuous use. When operating on battery, displays are automatically
blanked and may be viewed by actuating Display button on the front panel.
ES 164 Remote Digital Impulse Display ($170.00): Similar to the ES 161 except that the ES
164 derives its count command from the ES 162 Impulse Driver, or any impulse clock drive
circuits already installed. Choice of 12 or 24 hour display and available either as desk top
unit or panel mounted.
Dimensions: 8" Wide x 2V2" High x 6" Deep.
Electrical: 117V AC 50/60 Hz.
Options: BJPOW.
ES 166 Jumbo 1" Clock Display ($215.00): Features six digits of one inch t-igh planar gas
discharge displays in 12 or 24 hour format as specified. Receives serial time code input
from any ESE Master Clock or serial time code generator.
Dimensions: 101/z" Wide x 4 1/z" High x 61/2" Deep.
Electrical: 117V AC 50/60 Hz.
Options: JPQW. If Q is ordered digits are separated by colons.
ES 167 Serial Time Code Generator ($125.00): Offers a low cost answer to a master timing
system. An-integral part of ES 160, 190, 192/194 and 196 Master Clocks. this unit can be
added to many other ESE products. including ES 112, 124, 182, 184, 500, 582, 750, 751,
752. 753, 754, 755, and all 780 Series Time Programmers. The ES 167 fits inside the case so
that no extra space is needed. Drives 20 ES 161, 166, 168 or 171 Remote Displays. ES 167
provides CMOS compatible serial BCD output and operates from the logic supply voltage.
ES 168 Remote Electromagnetic Display ($388.00): 4" HEIGHT! Used wherever large size at
low cost is essential. Receives the serial time code from any ESE Master Clock. displays
the time on four bright. yellow-green digits in 12 or 24 hour format as specified. Designed
to mount on wall or ceiling. When time changes. audible "click" is heard.
Dimensions: 6" High x 1611:?" Wide x 6"' Deep.
Electrical: 117V AC 50/60 Hz.
Options: JW
ES 169 Temperature Slave ($125.00): Receives serial BCD temperature code from ES 196.
displays it on .55" Gas Discharge Displays.
Dimensions: 8" Wide x 21/1" Hig~ x 6" Deep.
Electrical: 11?V AC 50/60 Hz.
Options: JPOW.
ES 171 Console Mount Display ($134.00): Newest of the 70 series console mount clocks
and timers, ES 171 receives the serial time code generated by any ESE P./.asterClock, or
any ESE product containing the ES 167 serial time code generator, and displays it on bright
red .3" LED's.
Dimensions: 2%" High x 41/z" Wide x 4" Deep.
Case: High Impact Black Plastic.
Electrical: 117V AC 50/60 Hz.
Options: JW.
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RAM l1ME PROGRAMMERS
780 SERIES
The ES 780 Series Programmers provide 32
events (expandable to 96) in 5% inches of
rack space. Ten minutes is all that is required
to install. set the clock and program 32
events. Bright .3" LED displays and all
controls are on the front panel. outputs and
battery test are on the rear. ES 167 Serial
Time Code Outputs can be specified as an
option. Line frequency time base with backup
crystal time base. 72 hour battery/battery
charger are standard. External time base can
be used. 60 Hz is preferred, others may
require additional internal circuitry.

Eight Digits of Programming Capability:
ES 780-10 Days, 10 Outputs, Hours,

Minutes. Seconds ·
ES 781-100 Days, Hours. Minutes. Seconds
ES 782-16 Outputs: Hours. Minutes. Seconds
Six Digits of Programming Capability:
ES 783-Hours. Minutes. Seconds
ES 784-100 Days. Hours. Minutes
ES 785-100 Days, Minutes, Seconds
ES 786-16 Outputs. Hours. Minutes
ES 787-16 Outputs. Minutes. Seconds
Four Digits of Programming Capability:
ES 788-Hours. Minutes
ES 789-Minutes. Seconds

ES 782. 786. and 787 have 16 isolated out
puts .. Any of the 32 events can be pro
grammed to activate any of the 16 outputs.
ES 780 has 10 outputs. The other units have
a single output. ·
ES 784. 786. and 788 have a one minute
contact closure. The others have a one
second contact closure.
Dísplays:
REAL TIME: An eight digit display when day
selection is required as on the ES 781, 784.
785. seven digits for ES 780. and six digits
for the others.
NEXT EVENT: A two digit display of next
event number.
NEXT EVENT TIME: An eight digit display
when ES 780. 781. or 782 is specified. a six
digit display when ES 783. 784. 785. 786. or
787 is specified, and a four digit display
when ES 788 or 789 is specified.
Dimensions: 5%'" high X 19" wide X 10"
deep.
Weight: Approx. 20 lbs. varying with model
number.
Front Panel: Brushed. etched. anodized
aluminum.

OPTIONS
Please Note: Some combtnattcns of options

are not compatible. Consult factory if in
doubt.

B BCD Output
C Crystal Timebase: A .±..002% crystal is
employed in an oscillator for those applica
tions requiring independence from the power
line frequency. Trimmer included for greater
accuracy.
D Remote Connector, 6' Cable and Control
Switch Set: This option consists of a rear
mounted connector wired for all control
functions. a mating connector. wired to six
feet of cable. the other end of which is
connected to control switches which are
mounted on a 1/8" anodized satin finish
aluminum plate suitable for mounting on
most surfaces.
L .55" Planar Gas Discharge Display
M Front-mounted pushbutton controls: avail
able on 70 Series except for ES 371.
N Available on ES 301, 302, 380, 381.
Provides a change in count direction from
down to up at zero when the unit has been
counting down from a preset time.
P 19" Front Panel, 31/z'"high.
O 9" Front Panel, 31/2" high.
R Remote Connector
S Slave/Remote Display: User must specify
option B (BCD Output) on master when
ordering a slave.
T Tenths of Seconds
V DC Operation (Includes crystal timebase)
W Three Wire Cord
Y Relay Closure at Zero: Available on ES 300.
301. 302. 380 and 381 only.
Z Relay Contact Closure and Stop at Zero:
Available on ES 300. 301. 302. 380 and 381
·only.

505-1/2 Centinela Ave.
Inglewood, CA 90302
(213) 674-3021
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MODEL CMR ANTENNA MONITOR
F. C.C. Type Approval No. 3-242

- --~-o

..
Digital and fully remotable, the CMR is a state of the art design of
unequalled accuracy and stability, at a price comparable with analog
monitors. With typical modulation, the CMR's True Ratio readout
is a factor of ·ten more stable than instruments that measure nor
malized amplitude, and the CMR's phase readout is rock solid. Phase
sign is automatic - no extra operation. Practically, these features
mean quick, accurate log or remote cal. readings.

Designed for long, maintenance free life, the CMR is ideal for new
DAs or existing stations wanting backup or upgrade to digital.

Price: $1990, two towers. Extra towers, $35 each.

MODEL CMR-1 HARDWIRE REMOTE
CONTROLLER-REPEATER-

'·'"'""'"'-1"
•••,. .•••,,,. •••• .S("'·' --·.::,~.~'.:':,')-

The CMR-1 may be used for hardwire remote control and readout
of the CMR monitor. The two units are connected by a multi
conductor cable up to 1500 feet long. Readings of the CMR-1
exactly duplicate those of the CMR. A switch on the CMR transfers
control between CMR and CMR-1.

Price: $450 including cable connectors.

MO[)EL CMANTENNA MONITOR
F. C.C. Type Approval No. 3-239- ~~ • -., (J

=·==-~-0:00- ..~·u-~.
..:; - ,-- .:., " • .¡- >j •••• ,_•••. ~_ •••••.,_.,., .•_. . .

The CM has the exceptional stability of the CMR but is not remot
able. Ideal for attended DAs or asbackup for remote DAs. CMs in
service have an outstanding reliability record, and the CM's price
means really substantial savings.

Price: $1390, two towers. Extra towers, $20 each.

EMERGENCYBROADCASTSYSTEMEQUIPMENT
MOD. CEB ENCODER-DECODER,

MOD. CE ENCODER, MOD. CD DECODER
Encoder F. C.C. Type Accepted, Decoder F. C.C. Certified- e:::.~;:...•......

I ...:..•

ñ...1·~:nñ'"-
The CE or the encoder section of the CEB generate the 853 and 960
hz. EBS attention signal. A loop through relay substitutes attention
signal for programming when encoder is activated.

The CD or the decoder section of the CEB work with a receiver
tuned to the station being monitored (any stable receiver will do).
An EBS alert demutes the receiver and closes auxiliary alarm ter
minals.

Hundreds of these units in service have an excellent reliability record.
Prices: CEB, $225, CE, $159, CD, $100.

6 Curtis St, Athens, Ohio 45701

(614) 593-3150
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Stereo studios for AM
continued from page 124

has several advantages in that the signal processing
and stereo generator are conveniently located at the
studio. Dual transmitters and receivers can provide
stereo redundancy on a single licensed frequency.
This system works for FM stereo because the

composite signal simply frequency modulates the
transmitter, but all the proposed AM stereo systems
involve a combination of amplitude and phase
modulation. An easy way around the problem using
existing equipment, provided of course that the FCC
would not object, would be to transmitt the stereo
audio from the AM studio via a conventional FM
stereo generator/composite microwave transmitter,
then retrieve the stereo channels by feeding a stand
ard composite microwave receiver into the composite
input of an FM stereo modulation monitor. This
technique would require only one microwave fre
quency and would provide excellent 15 kHz band
width, low-distortion audio to the AM stereo gen
erator. Figure 2 illustrates this proposal. In any case,
it is a good idea to locate an appropriate limiter
ahead of the microwave so that it is also protected
frorrí.over-modulation.

Signal processing
Signal processing for AM stereo is likely to be a

very exciting arena into which many of the broadcast
equipment manufacturers will dispatch new versions
of existing equipment for dual-channel AM. Where
AM has primarily been processed to survive in "the
land of the loud," good-fidelity AM receivers will
demand more from the AM broadcaster (like quality
audio). Signal processing will undoubtedly be the most
challenging aspect of AM stereocasting.
To keep a competitively loud signal-level on the air,

stereo AMs will probably be forced to employ quite a
bit of compression, which will be most audible on
wideband receivers as a fluctuating noise level. In
light of this, you may want to consider something like
the Burwin or Inovonics noise filters to reduce this
effect.
Many excellent limiters and AGC amplifiers, both

single-band and multi-band, are available, and the
introduction of AM stereo into your market place
might be just the incentive your station management
needs to provide the budget for new processing gear.
Although it would certainly be easier and less
expensive to add on a second channel of the same
equipment you already have, the challenge of AM
stereo will probably dictate a complete rethinking of
your audio processing strategy.
One thing is for sure, however: now is the time to

write for brochures and call on your local broadcast
sales reps for equipment data so that you can base
your decisions on the broadest possible knowledge of
what is available and how it works.
As we all more or less patiently wait for the FCCto

decide on a standard AM stereo transmission system,
it is obvious that more and more stations are quietly
equipping for the day when the AM broadcaster can
actually place his order for a new stereo generator.
On "announcement day" broadcast equipment

salesmen will probably be among the most popular
creatures walking the face of the earth, but the best
signals on the air will belong to the broadcasters who
started planning early. So, even if you're not ready to
order your equipment, at least start the thought
processes rolling so that a definite plan of action is on
the back burner when the light turns green. O
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Bogner® has now added -
convertibility at no
initial P-rice~remium
to the finest UHF
horizontalty polarized
antenna available.

l
l

BOOTH 907-A
NAB SHO'lJ-Las Vegas
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ALPHA-NUMERIG:
It all starts at a keyboard
By E. Stanley Busby, Jr.,
Engineer, Ampex Corp.,
Redwood City, California

It is difficult these days to avoid
seeing letters ·and numbers dis
played on a TV screen. They go on
the air regularly as part of the
news, weather, and sports. Years
ago they were produced by scan
ning cardboard artwork with a live
camera, or a slide of the artwork
with a film chain. These days they
are most likely generated elec
trically from stored data, and in
jected into the video output without
necessarily entering the video
switcher as a separate source.
Inside the studio, it is common to

find letters "punched in" on a video
feed not intended for air. Videotape
cassette machines can· be equipped
to do this to verify the contents of a
cued-up cassette (Ampex's "IDA"
and RCA's "EPIS"). Automated sta
tions dedicate a monochrome moni
tor to the display of the next few
items on the schedule.
Display monitors are used in

airports, banks, offices, and homes.

BIT POSITION
7 6 5 7 6 5 7 6 5 6 7 5 7 6 5 7 6 5 7 6 5 7 6 5

o o o o o 1 o 1 o o 1 1 1 o o 1 o 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 4 3 2 1

NUL DLE SP o @ p p o o o o
SOH DC1 ! 1 A Q a q o o o 1

STX DC2 .. 2 B R b r o o 1 o
ETX DC3 .u: 3 e s e s o o 1 1rr

EQT DC4 s 4 D T d· t o 1 o o
ENO NAK % 5 E u e u o 1 o 1

ACK SYN & 6 F V f V o 1 1 o
BEL ETB 7 G w g w o 1 1 1

BS CAN ( 8 H X h X 1 o o o
HT EM ) 9 I y i y 1 o o 1

LF SUB . : J z j z 1 o 1 o
VT ESC + ; K [ k I 1 o 1 1

FF FS < L \ I ' 1 1 o o'
CR GS - = M I m l 1 1 o 1

so RS > ' N /\ n - 1 1 1 o
SI us I ? o - o DEL 1 1 1 1

Figure 1 American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII).

128

Your TV set can be made one. In
any event, whatever you see had to
start somewhere and get sent to
where you are. It starts at a
keyboard.

At the keyboard
An electrical keyboard is an

array of simple single-pole switches
with marked finger caps. Most are
arranged in the familiar pattern
used for typewriter keys. To each
letter, numeral, and punctuation
mark there is assigned a binary
number. Bashing a ·key generates
that number and a strobe pulse
which alerts the world to come look
at the number before another key
gets whacked.
To avoid the problem the tower

erectors had at Babel, the assign
ment of numbers to letters is well
standardized. The most popular is
the American Standard Code for
Information Interchange (ASCII)1

continued on page 130

NUL Null, or all zeros
SOH Start of heading
STX Start of text
ETX End of text
EOT End of transmission
ENO Enquiry
ACK Acknowledge
BEL Bell, or alarm
BS Backspace
HT Horizontal tabulation
LF Line feed
VF Vertical tabulation
FF Form feed
CR Carriage return
so Shih out
SI Shift in
DLE Data link escape

DC1 Device control 1
DC2 Device control 2
DC3 Device control 3
DC4 Device control 4
NAK Negative adknowledge
SYN Synchronous idle
ETB End of transmission block
CAN Cancel
EM End of medium
SUB Substitute
ESC Escape
FS File separator
GS Group separator
RS Record separator
us Unit separator
SP Space
DEL Delete

Figure 2 Names of control charac
ters shown on ASCII code.
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lFI.
BETTER

~

VIDEO

D-603 Video Distribution Amplifier,
individual PS., 6 outputs, op1ionalcontinuously adjustable
cable equal zer for up to 1,000 feet coaxial cable

D-606 Video Distribution Amplifier,
individual P.S., 6 outputs, DC restorer, optional continuously
adjustable ·~ableequalizer for up to 1,500 feet coaxial cable

D-604 Pulse Distribution Amplifier,
individual P.S., 6 outputs, optional pulse shaping filter

NEW PRODUCT!!!
D-6C5 Subcarrier Distribution Amplifier (not
shown), individual P.S.,three outputs from each of
two independently adjustable channels.

DF-603
Rack Frame, 51/4'',for up to ten
D-603, C-604, D-606, or D-507.

DATATEK

AUDIO

D-507 Audio Diswibution Amplifier, individual
~S.,Eo~pu~.+30dBm

D-501 Audio Dis~ribution Amplifier, 6 outputs,
+24 dBm, up to nine D.A.'s with redundant common
P.S.in 3Y2''rack frane -

D-509 Audio Distribution Amplifier, 6 outputs,
+30 dBm, up to ten O.A's wi'.hredundant common
P.S. in 51/4''rack trame

NEW PRODUCT!!!
D-518 Sl\FTE Time Code Signal Distribution
Amplifier (not shown), individual P.S,.six out
puts, balanced.

OISTRJDUTION AMPLIFIERS

DF-603H Rack Frame, 1314', for upto three 0-603,
D-604, D-606,or D-507.

__......r More Information,PleaseWriteor Call

DA'A'E K 1166w. CHESTNUT ST.
~I J ~ I UNION,N.J. 07083

~CORP., (201)964-3656
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Alpha-numerics
continued from page 128

and its European counterpart stand
ardized by CCITI2. It uses seven
binary data bits which have 128
possibilities; 32 of these are re
served for control of printing ma
chinery or other aspects of message
handling that don't put ink on
paper.
Of the remaining 96, all but one

represent a visible character.
(Think of "space" as an inkless
letter.) This last one is called
"rubout" and generates all "l"s.
On punched paper tape, a hole is a
binary "1". If you make a mistake it
can be rendered harmless by back
ing up the tape and generating a
"rubout" so that all holes are
punched. All machines and com
puters are trained to ignore rub
outs.
Figure 1 shows the ASCII code

with abbreviated control charac
ters, and Figure 2 gives the full
name of the control characters'[. In
Figure 1, notice that each lower
case letter is only one bit different
from its upper case brother. Many

printing machines and TV displays
do not provide for lower case
letters. If you send a lower case
code to one of these, most of them
will convert it to upper case with
this logic: if bit seven is high, force
bit six low.
Also note that if only the least

significant four bits are retained,
the numerals are already coded into
BCD. A recommendation about
Figure 1: ~th a hot iron and a
piece of plywood, burn yourself a
copy. Epoxy it to a load bearing
wall of your building. Then. unlike
coax tees, 75-ohm terminations and
scope probes. it will be there when
you need it... and you will need it
someday.
Figure 3 shows the general scan

ning principle used by most elec
trical keyboards. At each intersec
tion of the 8x8 matrix, a key switch
can be placed. A free-running
six-bit counter (in this illustration)
has its least significant three bits
driving a decoder which, one at a
time, grounds each horizontal wire
of the matrix.
Meanwhile, the most significant

three bits drive a data selector

which, once for each full scan of
the horizontal wires, examines one
vertical wire. If a button is pressed,
sooner or later the data selector
will "see" the ground and make an
output. This freezes the counter and
generates a strobe pulse. You can
now buy a keyboard encoder IC
which combines these functions.
If the keyboard output is going to

a nearby device, it is enough to
send the seven bits on seven wires.
For longer distances, the bits are
sent one at a time. The most
popular way of doing this is with a
standardized format called serial
asynchronous communication.
This is "serial" because it's one

bit at a time and "asynchronous"
because there are no strobe pulses
or any other way to predict when
something is coming. Figures 4 and
5 show two ways to connect a
sender and receiver. Both are
popular.
By convention3,4 the resting state

of the current loop is a steady
"one," represented by current in
the loop. This is also called "mark
ing." A zero happens when the

continued on page 132
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current is interrupted, also Galled
"spacing." The current is usually
supplied by the receiving device.
In the voltage loop, the sending
device supplies the voltage and the
resting state is with the output
returned to the negative supply. The
convention of having the resting
state "active" makes it easier to tell
if the circuit has been disconnected.

Sending a character
To start the sending of a charac

ter, the resting state is reversed for
one bit period (see Figure 6). Then
follow the seven data bits, least
significant first. Next comes a parity

bit. The parity bit is generated so
that there is always an even
number of ones in the eight bits
(even parity) or always odd (odd
parity). The receiving end can total
up the number of ones and tell if
one of the bits was mangled during
transmission. On short hauls, it is
usual to forget parity checking and
leave the parity bits always high or
always low.
Finally, the circuit returns to its

resting state for a minimum of one
or two bit periods before doing
anything else. Some teleprinters
require two bit periods to get their
wheels and gears stopped, others
only one. The standard allows for
both. When there is no machinery
involved (as with CRT terminals), it

is usual to use only one stop bit to
save time.

Full speed ahead
The speed of transmission is

sometimes set by printing machin
ery, or limited by the frequency
response of the line. The unit of
signaling rate is the baud, which
is equal to one signaling element
per second, (Do not say bauds and
do not say baud per second; the
baud, like the knot, is already a unit
of speed.) Baud rate is not the same
as data rate.
A system using 10 bits per

character (one start, one stop, one
parity and seven data) running at
1200baud has a data rate of 0.7 x
1200 = 840 elata bits/second. Older
teleprinters operate at 110 baud (11
bit code x 10 char./sec.). Newer
devices and all-electronic systems
tend to use one of the following
standard speeds: 300, 600, 1200,
2400, 4800 and 9600 baud. One
computer-driven editing system talks
to its VTRsat 26,400 baud so it can
get enough said within one TV
frame tie.
If you send information across

town or across the country, using
phone lines which can't pass DC, it
is necessary to use the serial signal
to frequency modulate an audio
carrier, which is sent down the line
and demodulated at the receive. On
two-way circuits, the originator
sends on frequency A and receives
B, while the answerer sends on B
and receives your A.
Whenever a circuit has separate

paths for simultaneous send and
receive, it is called full duplex. If a
single two-way path is used, only
one device can talk at a time. This
is called half-duplex. If it is a
one-way path, it is called simplex
circuit.
Converting the parallel output of

a keyboard to serial is just a matter
of loading a 10-bit shift register
broadside with the data and other
junk, and pumping it out edgewise
10 times. There is a dandy IC
available which is designed to do
the whole job of transmitting and
receiving. Called a UART(Universal
Asynchronous Receiver-Transmit-

continued on page 134
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Ren1ote Control
SEE MOSELEY ASSOCIATES• NAB BOOTH 310

DIGITAL

DCS~2A
Digita'J Control System
Fully diqial remote control of a distant transmitter plant is
provided by the DCS-2A Digital Control System. Multiple
transmitter site operation is a standard option. Provides
command, telemetry, and status in groups of thirty channels.
Automatic parameter logging is available.
Computer-assisted operation of the DCS-2A is another
standard option, to provide a totally automated plant operation.
With CRT display, thirty telemetry or status channels are
displayed simultaneously. Tolerances on all telemetry
channels and logging are also provided.
The Model DRS-1A Digital Remote System provides
telemetry. command and status capability at an attractive
price. Thessystem is available for operation over telephone or
radio inte-rconnectingfacilities. Automatic logging is provided
by the ccmpanion Model DLS-1 Digital Logging System.

Aural Studio·
Tra~11smitterLinks
148-174 MHz 215-240 MHz 300-330 MHz.........,_._~~...,,,,---.,,.,-
450-470 MHz
890-960 MHz

PCL-505 Transmitter
Moseley aural studio-transmitter links provide uncom
promised, dependable performance - a Moseley tradition.
They otter all silicon solid-state circuitry and utilize direct FM.
Also, micro-stripline techniques and true modular construction
are but a fewof the features typical of the advanced technology
used in ~hePCL-505 and PCL-101 series STL Systems.
For AM or FM Monaural - PCL-101 or PCL-505
For AM or FM Stereo - DUAL STL - Two monaural links
conve:ying left and right audio

COMPOSITE STL - Stereo on a single RF carrier - the
PCL-505/C - A system pioneered by Moseley!

TCS··2 Telecontrol System
Provides fully independent Command, Telemetry and Status
reportirg capability, as required by the FCC for AM and FM
broadcast transmitter remote control. The companion Model
TCS-1 orovides eight independent channels of Status and
Control Two TCS-2 or TCS-1 units can be mixed for operation
over a •.:ommon3 kHz radio or wire interconnection.

March, 1978

ANALOG REMOTE CONTROL
The Moseley TRC-15A Remote Control System provides
fifteen Telemetry and thirty Command functions on telephone
or radio interconnection circuits.

ESC·1OEarth Station
Control System
The product of the future ... today from Moseley Associates.
Over seventy (70) Model ESC-1 O Earth Station Control
Systems are being supplied for use in the Public Television
Satellite Interconnection System through the Commercial
Telecommunications Group of Rockwell International. Remote
Command, Telemetry, and Status are provided. Remote digital
frequency control and universal interconnect (including
automatic data access via dial-up telco), highlight the system
capabilities. The ESC-1O is a standard Moseley product, and is
receptive to custom requirements.

Remote Pickup Links
Moseley offers FCC type-accepted Models RPL-3A (150 MHz
band); RPL-4A and RPL-48 (450 MHz band). Also companion
Models AMP-3A and AMP-4A RF Power Amplifiers.

Audio Limiter

o-- o
illiilllli

TFL-280 Audio Limiter
Get loudness and clarity without compromise! The Moseley
Associates' TFL-280 Audio Limiter precisely controls the
modulation levels of FM and TV aural transmitters. FM
monaural, stereo, quadraphonic, FM SCA, TV aural are all
expertly processed. This frequency-conscious limiter cleanly
solves the problems associated with the transmission of
pre-emohasized audio, including the ringing (over modulation)
produced by low-pass audio filters.

Remote FM Stereo
A combination of the Model TFL-280 Audio Limiter; SCG-9
Stereo Generator; and PCL-505/C Composite Aural
Studio-Transmitter Link, provides maximum modulation
capability with clarity for the remote FM stereo broadcast
operator.

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
A FLOW GENERAL COMPANY

SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK, 111CASTILIAN DRIVE • GOLETA, CA 93017
(805) 968-9621 • CABLE: MOSELEY • TELEX: 658-448
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Figure 7 Partial block diagram of UART.
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ter), it has eight parallel inputs, a
serial output, a serial input, and
eight parallel outputs. It also offers
a number of status flags [pins which
change state). [See Figure 7.)
The output shift register has a

flag to tell you if it is empty, so does
the input buffer register. The re
ceive buffer has a flag to tell you it
has something for you and a pin to
reset this flag so you can see it go
up next time. If you fail to come look
and another character arrives, a
separate flag goes up to let you
know you missed something. The
device will also generate and check
parity. Other pins allow you to
select the number of data bits, the
number of stop bits and whether or
not to do the parity thing.
The UARTis usually clocked at 16

times the desired baud rate. On the
leading edge of the start bit a
counter ticks off eight clock pulses
and peeks at the input to see if the
start bit is still there or was just
noise. If it is still there it looks at
the input each 16 clocks after that,
sampling and shifting in the data.

134

OUTPUT BUFFER

MSB LSB

INCOMING DATA

Along about the middle of the first
stop bit, the data is transferred to
the output register and the "data
available" flag is raised. If the stop
bit fails to appear on time, yet
another "get nervous" flag is
raised. For a good summary of
UART,see Reference 6.
Eventually that which somebody

typed gets to a display monitor. It
may have been edited, truncated,
appended to, punched onto paper
tape, recorded on magnetic tape,
massaged by a computer...but in the
end it resides in a memory organ
ized to show these characters lit up
on the end of a vacuum tube.
There are graphic display moni

tors that draw lines and write
things entirely by controlling the
deflection of the beam. They can
draw pictures with much more
resolution (especially of sloping
lines) than can ordinary TV using
raster scanning. They require pre
cision wideband deflection yokes.
Obviously, around a TV studio we
will use raster scan monitors like all
the other equipment around the
place.
To make letters, etc. with raster

scanning, we will simply turn the

RS

DATA READY RESET
LOAD

scanning beam on at the right time
as the beam goes scanning along in
its standardized, interlaced way.
Imagine a little square which is just
as wide as a scanning beam is
thick. There would be about 484 of
them top to bottom and about 644
horizontally, allowing for blanking.
Call this a pixel, short for picture
element. Imagine a square made of
four pixels. Call this a blob. The
screen can then be divided into 242
blobs vertically and 322 blobs hori
zontally (about 290V and' 386H in
625 land). Scanning along left to
right we could generate about 5
megablob/sec.
Now imagine a rectangle five

blobs wide by seven blobs tall. By
coloring in the various 35 blobs you
can make a recognizable represen
tation of capital letters, numerals
and the important punctuation
marks. Using a rectangle of seven
by nine blobs you can even do a
poor version of lower case letters.
Using 13x13blobs you can do most
of man's written symbols.
Figure 8 shows the letter F done

in a 5x8matrix. [Rowzero is always
blank and serves to separate strings

continued on page 136
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IT'S NAB TIME AGAIN!!!

Every year we like to take the opportunity of thanking ALL of you
who are using our head rcfurbtshíng services ...

Tothose RCAand AMPEXusers who have not yet tried our refurbishing services at a first time
cost of$8~15'~wewould like to extend to you this opportunity to start saving up to 30% on your
quad head refurbishing.

"After first rcfmbishing-$825 thereafter for same head. \Varranty-25 hours no charge, 200 hours pro-rated.

Stop by our booth at tile NAB (#1220) where we will be giving away
a free refurbishing of a quad head per day.

This coupon, completely filled out and validated, entitles youto be eligible for our daily drawings
tobe held durtng the NAB.(If you are unable to attend the NAB,mail the coupon to us, insuring
arrival pr.or to the NAB, and we will place your coupon in the VMI Hopper for you.)

NAJVIE: TITLE: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

COMPANY:

ADDHESS: ~~~-,,-~~~-~~~~~----,,~~~~~~~~~---,,-~~~__,,...-~
St rcct City State Ztp

VALIDATEDBY: DATE: _

155 SAN L.=\ZAROAVENUE• SUNNYVALE, CALIFOR.t'HA94086 •TEL: (408) 737-8300 •TWX: 910-330-9362
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of characters.) If this letter were
put in front of a camera and
positioned just right, it could be
scanned in exactly 16 scanning
lines, eight in each of two vertical
fields, with each square two lines
tall and two pixels long.
To generate the video electrically,

we can divide horizontal scanning
by eight with a three-bit binary
counter. This is one input to a
read-only memory to tell it which
row of the 5x8 matrix to create on
this scan. Six more bits are furn
ished by memory to tell which one
of 64 characters is involved. The
ROMhas five outputs which repre
sent the columns of the 5x7 matrix.
Most ROMs are a little too slow
comingup with a stable output, so it
is customary to load the ROMs
output into a high-speed shift regis
ter, then give the ROMa new input.
While we spend seven blob times
(five for the character and one
border blob on each side) emptying
·the register, the ROM has time to
come up with its next set of five
outputs.

Keep it moving
Figure 9 shows a rudimentary

block diagram of a 960 character
display (24 strings of 40 characters
each). The five megablob oscillator

continued on page 138
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STOP REC ftE$ET H MIN SEC

DD D.

~Studer867
It's 1got comp'.~titor$ .
but no comp¢tition'!

When you buy the Studer 867 tape recorder/reproducer, you get
more than just one of the world's finest tape recorders.

Ycu are buying an engineering philosophy where performance
is first and there isn't any second or third. You are buying a dedication
to quality se.dom seen in today's world of "make 'em faster and cheaper."
At Studer, 0'1e person in every seven is a quality assurance inspector. ~·

Ycu are buying performance that stays within spec long after· .···j
lesser equipment has given up. If performance is an important part of your .¡~
tape recorder buying decision, test drive the Studer 867 before you decide. ·
You'll find the 867 is the recorder without competition.

Tc learn more, circle reader service number or contact:

•1•

B 67 TAPE

Studer Revox America, Inc., 1819 Broadway, Nashville, Tenn. 37203 I (615) 329-9576 • In Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd. I (416) 423-2831
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Now you can: completely automate tat'f vi~eo tape e1'111'1fgjobs with'
Garner's new Video'Raser unit It's a-sirnple.one-step, in-and-out oper
ation. Tapes pass on a continuous belt over high flux coils, givingyou·
tape erasure depth exceeding professional standards. Built rugged
and compact, it easily handles video cassettes. You'll also like the·
Video'Raser's competitive price.

Look to Garner tor quality electronic audio and video
products. For more information, write or call:

, GARNER INDUSTRIES
4200North 48tll Street, Lincol~. Nebraska 68504,Phone 402-464-5911,;

For More Details Circle (104) on ReplyCard

add-on modules
te these

ccnvertíble ampllflers

Want to know more? Write or call today for more information.

Gi'\) - .._(S¿j C>...a.a..Ii.SC>I1 •
.Jel.ectr<>:n.ics.,1.:n.c_
P.O.Box 7 - Casselberry Florida 32707

(305) 339-2111

138 ForMore Details Circle (105) on ReplyCard
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is stopped and restarted each
horizontal pulse so that it maintains
a constant phase relationship with
horizontal scanning. Each seven
blobs the shift register is loaded and
the character counter advanced
one. This tells the memory which
character comes next. The charac
ter counter is reset each horizontal
pulse. After eight scans, the horizon
tal counter cycles and ticks over the
string counter. (The word string is
used to avoid confusion with "row"
and "line" which are used else
where.) This identifies the next
batch of 40 characters. The output
of the shift register, shifted at the
blob rate, is the video output. Invert
it and you have black letters on a
white background. Vertical retrace
resets everything.
A system using a 7x9 matrix

would have different dividers, a
larger ROM, a longer shift register,
and seven bits of memory for each
character instead of six. Three
extra bits of memory can define one
of eight colors for each character.
Other memory bits can be used to
cause brightness change, polarity
reversal, or blinking.
You can cause sloping characters

by causing the horizontal divider to
alter the time the blob oscillator
gets kicked off. The fancy titling
machines use random-access mem
ory instead of ROM to define the
character font. A number of fonts
can be stored (typically on a floppy
disc) and loaded into the RAM at
the press of a button.
In Euro¡e. a system has been

developed which transmits many
pages of text, using some time
during the vertical retrace. An
equipped TV receiver can be set to
detect and grab a desired page of
text, load it into memory and
display it. It amounts to a daily
video magazine generated at the
studio and updated frequently.
Those who can't read can still
watch the movie. O

REFERENCES

1. American National Standards Insti
tute. X3.4-1968.
2. Comite Consultatif International

TeJephoniqueet Telegraphique, Volume
VIII.
3. ibid., VolumeVIII, V.28.
4. Electronic Industries Association,

R.S. 232-C.
5. Technical Aspects of Data Com

munications, John E. McNamara, Digital
EquipmentCorp., 1977.
6. ibid., Appendix D.
7. Journal of the Society of Motion

Picture and Television Engineers, Vol
ume 86, May 1977,p.346.
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.,

GREATf~ARK LIGHT$.; ,
Rugged. Reliable. ,
Thestandard ·=oryour most deman.,ding
motion picture and tetevtslon
. production lighting requirements.

GREATl~ARKLIGHTS.
• • It~ ,;

Built to the most exading demands of
. ·11 ,_

professional l!ghting directors. Offered i'1
the most popular range of Fresnels.

Fres~k For use with
bi-pos;tijamp.MotíQfl
'Píctur-éModel #24:14;
av Mol:t1el#231 4

GREATl\1ARK'"
Lighting Products

pRE~1~ARK JUNIOR
FRESN!EL2 kw 1O"
f resri~I~For use with

··.,bí-po~fiamp. Moti9n
~~icturéiModel #241 O;
'.li;TV Mddel #231 O>
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fFRESF~EL1 kw 6''if resri~i.0For use with
!bi-post~famp.Motion

' iPictuirefModet #2406;
•.TV Model #2306

THE GREATAMERl~AN-MARKET
.+

POB 178 / 2) 133Costanso Street
Woodland Hills, California 91364
Telephone: 2131883-8182

'3.>~~

QealerJoquiries ii:ivited.see us~PNAB, .
Las Vegas; booth'#1319.
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Progressive Maintenance: A fresh approach By Peter Burk

It's no secret that preventive maintenance (PM) is
an important part of any successful radio station, yet
frequently PM becomes postponed maintenance. When
the control room has smoke pouring out through the
sound lock, it's hard to think about lubricating the
bearings in the old turntable.
Weekly, or even monthly, maintenance gets done

most of the time, but blocking out enough time to
perform three-month and six-month operations can be
a real struggle. The method we're about to propose
eliminates that problem by spreading out the work
load so that PM becomes a small, but constant task. If
diligently applied, this method will eliminate many of
those crises that spoil weekends and keep you away
from fun projects.
We're not going to tell you what maintenance

should be performed at each interval.. .you're better
able to determine that for your own equipment. We'll
just show you how to put it all together in an efficient
manner so that less effort is expended. Most stations
will be able to perform all necessary preventive
maintenance in eight to twelve hours a week, using
the progressive system.

Getting organized
A five-step procedure will be used to set up a

progressive maintenance plan:
l. List all equipment to be included in the

plan.

2. Assign each operation to one of five levels.
3. Prepare maintenance forms.
4. Group equipment into twelve balanced

groups.
5. Set up a twenty-four week table.
The equipment list will include all items that need

periodic attention: cart machines, turntables, con
soles, etc. Using the instruction manual for each
device, list all required maintenance items in five
levels: daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and semi
annual.
Now prepare a set of forms that will be used to

record the results of each test performed. A ring
binder can be put to good use here. Use one divider
for each unit. Each time maintenance is performed,
put the appropriate forni in the binder so that you'll
have a good history on the performance of each
machine.
It may be helpful to use different colors for each

level of maintenance: white for weekly, yellow for
monthly, green for quarterly, and blue for semiannual.
(Save red for emergency repair forms.)
The next step may seem confusing at first, but it's

really the key to evening out the work load. Group the
equipment into 12 groups, each group containing
several devices from the same area of the station.

continued on page 142

EQUIPMENT
GROUPS / / / ./ / ./ ./ / / / / , / / / / / / / / / / / / ~

s M M o M M
Q M M s M M
s M M Q M M

Q M M s M M
M s M M Q M
M a M M s M

M s M M a M
M a M M s M

M M s M M a
M M a M M s

M M s M M Q
M M a M M s

S = Semiannual
Q = Quarterly
M = Monthly
Blank = Weekly

Figure 1 Progressive maintenance format. Cycles rotate through 12 equipment groups in 24 weeks.
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Take a look at Sony's micro-
what's taking the DIAPHRAGM cssr phone line is thoroughly
industry by storm. The ELECTRET complete It ranges
Back Electret, another FILM ~',~~HRAGM from professional con-. f ~~ . fgiant step orward from AcousT1c sPAcrn denser to semi-pro es-
Sony. REsisTrn sional to microphones

Never before has RE~,~~~~ LOCKRING for public address,
it been possible for thin vocalists, and outdoor
polyester film to be Acop~~T~~ use. There's omni and
used in electret con- ciacurr ourr-ur uni-directional And we

" TERMINAL .

denser microphones. think it's big of us to
That's because polyes- . make sophisticated
ter film, acknowledged as the best ation in the upper frequency miniatures.
material for microphone dia- range. The low mass diaphragm And all microphones are
phragms, just can't hold a static means better transient charac- available with Phantom Power,
charge for a long duration. teristics over the entire frequency battery operated, or both.

But Sony's engineers have range. So if you need something to
made the impossible, possible. Youcan find the Back Elec- talk into, it makes a lot of sense to
They've found a way to adhere the tret m four Sony microphones: talk to Sony.Write to Sony, 714
electret material directly to the ECM-56F, $220; ECM-65F, $210; Fifth Avenue, Dept. TK, New York,
back plate ot the microphone. By ECM-33F, $165; and ECM-23F, N.Y 10019.
thus putting the charge on the $100. SONY"'
back plate, we are able to use But you don't have to look
polyester fi m in the diaphragm. at Back Electrets to see why Sony ·

The result will be obvious to is ahead. /filTIJJID)~CO)your ears. Clearly superior sound NO MATTER WHAT KIND OFMIKE LJ.
quality, without particular color- YOU NEED TO GET,WE'VE GOT IT
© 1978 Sony Coro. of America. Sony, 9W. 57 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10019. SONY is a trademark of Sony Corp. ForMore Details Circle (107) on Reply Card
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Until now
ordinary was the

best SCPC program
channel you could get
The new Coastcom 411 A is simply the finest SCPC program
channel you can buy. Its phase lock loop detector provides

network quality performance, even in adverse noise
environments. The 41 lA is the first program channel good

enough to meet the exacting specifications
of National Public Radio.

A unique Coastcom stabilizer network ensures that the
carrier frequency is held to within .001%. The program

channel seldom needs adjusting, and because of this stability
closer spacing of SCPC channels is possible. The unit can

also handle low frequencies and wide deviations. And it's the
only program channel that can offer up to 152-kHz

wideband service with less than 1% distortion.
Whatever your application: point-to

multipoint broadcasting, direct satellite access from
many locations, high speed . _ .""'"...,,.._z-:~·--.:::~ _,,~~~~~~~~~data or FAX transmission, ~ ~ :::"-...._.._JMZWWWmr

or other uses where quality
cannot be sacrificed, moue

out of the ordinary. The Coast~o~ 41 lA SCPC program
channel is now the best you can get. Ask for more

details today.
Coastcom

2312 Stanwell Drive Concord, California 94520
(415) 825-7500 TWX 910-481-5781

ForMore DetailsCircle (108) on ReplyCard
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Each group should represent approximately the same
amount of time for the highest level of maintenance as
any other group.

Fill in the blanks
The final step is simple. Just fill in the blanks on the

table in Figure 1. The table pulls everything together
so that each group receives each level of maintenance
on schedule.
In order to distribute the load more evenly, several

liberties have been taken in the table. Notice that
semiannual maintenance is actually performed every
24 weeks, and that monthly maintenance will in some
cases be done at an interval of three or five weeks
instead of four. The reason for this last bit of sleight
of-hand is to allow scheduling of monthly maintenance
only during weeks where no semiannual work is
scheduled.
Each level of maintenance supercedes all lower

level operations. That is, monthly maintenance
includes all weekly operations, etc.
If it's not readily apparent, here's what the table

does for you:
• High-level maintenance is done exactly when a
lower level would otherwise be performed. It doesn't
make much sense to perform monthly maintenance on
a machine the week before (or after) a six-month
overhaul.
• The work load is evenly divided from one week to
the next. Typically, the time involved might break
down like this:

First week: 11 groups weekly at 15min. 2:45
1 group semiannual at 6 hrs. 6:00

weekly total 8:45
Second week: 7 groups weekly at 15min. 1:45

4 groups monthly at 1 hr. 4:00
1 group quarterly at 3 hrs. 3:00

weekly total 8:45

The toughest part of any PM program is actually
taking the time to do the work. The progressive system
will make that easier, but further improvements in
efficiency can be made to streamline the program
even more.

Don't overdo it
Analyze each item on your list to make sure it's

really necessary. Some operations do more to reduce
reliability than improve it. Rotating transmitter tubes,
for instance, probably does more to reduce socket life
than it does to improve tube life.
Edge connectors. are another touchy item. They

aren't designed for repeated insertions. Try to
eliminate the need for pulling PC cards out during
weekly maintenance.
If you go through an azimuth adjustment week after

week, only to find that it was right on every time,
you're not only spending more time than is necessary,
you're putting needless wear and tear on the head
assemblies.
Don't quit checking azimuth each time.. .it's too

important. Just use a method that doesn't require
turning the screws to verify alignment.
On a reel-to-reel machine, you can lightly skew the

tape with your finger between the heads and the
capstan while playing the azimuth alignment tone. If
the meter .goes down no matter how you skew the

continued on page 144
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Lower loss, improved moisture barrier, plus all
the traditional advantages of HE LI AX foam
dielectric cable. New low density foam dielectric
reduces attenuation, almost to that of air
dielectric cables. Annular corrugations, in con
junction with connector "O" ring seals,provide
a positive longitudinal moisture block.

Connectors have been improved too. New
features include self-flaring assembly, superior
electrical contact, high resistance to pull-off
and twist-of , moisture seals,and low VSWR
through cable cut-off frequency.

Two sizes, 1/2" and 7/8" are available now for
immediate shipment. For further information
contact your Andrew Sales Engineer or ask for
Bulletin 1160.

ANDREW
ANDREW CORPORATION
10500 W. 153rd sr., Orland Park, IL, U.S.A. 60462
Telephone: (312) 349-3300
ANDREWANTENNA COMPANY LTD.
606 BeechSt., Whitby, Ontario, Canada L1N 5S2
Telephone: (416) 668-3348
ANDREWANTENNAS
Lochgelly, Fife, Great Britain KY5 9HG
Telephone: (0592) 780561
ANDREW ANTENNAS
171 Hentv St., Reservoir, Victoria, Australia .3073
Telephone: (03) 460-1544
ANDREWANTENAS LTDA.
Av. Victor Andrew, 585, Caixa Postal 600, 18100 Sorocaba
SP-Brasil Telephone: (0152) 28900
ANTENNES ANDREW S.A.R.L.
B.P. 44, 28400 Nogent-le-Rotrou, France
Téléphone: !37) 52 19 06
ANTENAS Y PERITAJES
Av. Reforma 445 P.B.-K., México 5, D.F. México
Teléfono: (905) 525-5443
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PHILLYSTRAN®

• Non-interference
Outstanding dielectric properties

• Minimum Stretch
New designs substantially reduce creep

• Corrosion Proof
Non-metallic construction: polyurethane
jacket

• Non-Conducting
Outstanding insulation properties

PHILLYSTRAN ... The Tough Guys in more
ways than one.
®PHILLYSTRAN . . . proprietary resin impregnation
process of Philadelphia Resins Corp.

*duPont registered trademark
1 manufacturers of Chockfast®, Phillybond®,

Phillyclad® and Phillystran®

The
Tough
6UYS
Far surpassing steel
guys in strength and
durability, PHILLY
STRAN is manufac
tured from impreg
nated KEVLAR* and
polyurethane. Com
pletely non-metallic,
PHILLYSTRANelim
inates electrical
problems and the us
ual problems of RF!.

PHILLYSTRAN®
ROPES AND CABLES

PHILADELPHIA RESINS CORPORATION
20 Commerce Drive, Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936, U.S.A.
215/855-8450 ·Telex: 84-6342 ·Cable: PHILRES MMLL
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continued from page 142

tape, you can keep the tools in the tool box.
Another way to verify playback alignment is to

record a tape with three azimuth adjustment cuts. Cut
one is recorded with the record head intentionally
misaligned a few degrees to the left; cut two is
perpendicular; and cut three is a few degrees off to
the right. When you play the tape, the center cut
should produce the highest output (or best lissajous
for stereo). This method is better suited for cart
machines. Just be certain that the center cut agrees
perfectly with your master alignment cart.

Set standards
Everymanufacturer publishes specs for their equip

ment. While you may prefer to set tighter tolerances,
the important thing is that you work with an
established set of tolerances.
This accomplishes two things: First, you are

assured that any machine not meeting your specs is
repaired or adjusted until it does. Without specs, it's
too easy to rationalize that a machine is "good
enough." Performance becomes inversely proportional
to time available. ·
Second; you can improve efficiency by adjusting to

a range of values rather than constantly twiddling for
somemagic value. If your specs are set properly, any
value within the tolerance should produce results that
you find acceptable.

Hardware
Look closely at your· maintenance routine. If you

spend a good share of your time hooking up cable or
running around looking for your alien wrench, it is
time to organize.
Keep one set of tools together with cleaning supplies

and alignment tapes, just for preventive maintenance.
Get allen wrenches and nut drivers with screw driver
handles for each different type of adjustment screw,
and mark them so you can grab the right one quickly.
Test cables should be planned so that a minimum

amount of effort is expended switching from one
device to another. The elegant approach is a roll
around test cart with a big connector on a cable that
plugs into each room like the Volkswagen analyzer. If
this is a bit too elaborate for your taste, at least make
up cables that connect directly to your test equipment
without clip leads.
Sincemost of your time is spent taking care of tape

equipment, it's worthwhile to prepare efficient test
tapes. When you have the opening announcement on
the test cart memorized, you can probably dispense
with that portion of the tape. Reel-to-reel test tapes
can be put together on one reel to minimize the
number of tapes you have to put up each time.
Separate each tape, azimuth adjust, response, run,
flutter test, etc. with generous chunks of white leader
to make each section easy to find.

Using the data
If you review the results of your maintenance

program from time to time, you can refine your system
even more. You'll find some items that can be reduced
to a less-frequent schedule and some that need closer
attention. You'll know when to order replacement
parts and even·be able to determine when a machine
should be replaced.
Give progressive maintenance a try.

you'll find yourself with more time to
projects and fewer spoiled weekends.

Chances are
work on fun

D
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DKBOOO the complete production machine ...

See us at the
NAB

Booth 1227

• Keyboard M/E programming offers remote operation
in which all M/E functions (such as transition mode,

time selection, pattern selection and key selection) may
be quickly and efficiently entered via the keyboard.

• DK series ir:corporates a number of advancements
including multiplexing, L.E.D. indicators and readouts.
• Predesigned to incorporate a small memory allowing

storage and re-call of complex production set-ups.

Evtmrrthing You wanted In A Video controller
( ... but were afraid to ask for)

(303)934-5804
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Calculating
TV aural subcarrier modulation
By Dane E. Ericksen*

With more and more television
stations employing aural subcar
riers, the ability to accurately
measure the amount of subcarrier
modulation is a problem facing
many chief engineers. This article
will give a simple formula for
accurately calculating subcarrier
modulation using a spectrum ana
lyzer.
FCC rules currently allow aural

subcarriers from 20 to 50 kHz, with
a maximum modulation level of
100/o.Although there is no require
ment to measure subcarrier modula
tion on a scheduled basis, all
licensees are expected to take steps
to insure that their subcarrier
modulation does not exceed 100/o.
Most television aural modulation

monitors will not accurately mea
sure subcarrier modulation, due to
insufficient frequency response. If
main-channel modulation is reduced

'FCC Senior FM/TV Specialist, Western
FM/TV/CATV EnforcementUnit, SanFrancisco

to zero while the subcarrier is
present, the modulation monitor will
indicate a residual modulation due
to the subcarrier, but will show
substantially less subcarrier modu
lation than is actually being trans
mitted.
However, if the subcarrier modu

lation can be determined accurately
by some other method, it would be
possible to note the relative reading
of the modulation monitor, and use
that relative indication for quick
future checks of subcarrier modula
tion.

The frequency domain
One method of accurately mea

suring subcarrier modulation is to
view the aural carrier in the
frequency domain. This requires a
spectrum analyzer and a knowledge
of Bessel functions (see Figure 1).
Most- stations can borrow, rent,

or purchase a spectrum analyzer.
The hard part is generally in
terpreting the significance of the
display seen on the analyzer.
Therefore, the following formula

should be of interest to the busy TV

I ~I

Jn ol 'I I' I "I ~ llll' \'I' 4 'K •CIVPfl 'Cl 'I' I' ,• ' , In.I

9 w " • a u a M " m " • n n n • nm-

~ ª'' 11 \If \I 1'\t 'It _'<I ,_::i ....:::;
a.:E<

1 a , w n u n • a ~ " M " n n n n µ n
m-1 l J '

m = 3t

Figure 1 Graphs of Bessel functions of the first kind. Note that for small.
modulation indices, J0(x)= 1 and J1(x)=0.5x. Also note that the higher order
Bessel functions are insignificant. ,This is why there is only one pair of
significant sidebands for very small modulation indices. (Courtesy of
Hewlett-Packard.)
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chief engineer desiring to measure
accurately his subcarrier modula
tion:

8(fsubl
Msub = antilog (6dB/20)

where
Msub = subcarrier modulation

in percent
fsub = subcarrier frequency

in kHz
L:, db = difference in dB

between aural carrier
and sidebands

This formula is accurate within
0.30/oor better for subcarrier modu
lation levels of 100/o or less. And,
the error will always be on the
conservative side (that is, the form
ula will show more subcarrier
modulation than is actually present.)
The worst case approximation

will be when the largest modulation
index exists. The largest modulation
index will exist when the lowest
possible subcarrier frequency is
used. Under these conditions the
modulation index X equals 2.5 kHz

continued on page 148

Figure 2 Frequency domain view of an
FM signal, being modulated by a 3.9
kHz subcarrier at 10% injection. UHF
stations can view their aural carrier at
Intermediate Frequency (IF) rather
than UHF, if their spectrum analyzer
will not tune to their aural carrier.
Frequency response of the IF stages
must, of course, be adequate to pass
all of the subcarrier energy or a
problem similar to that of the poorly
responding modulationmonitor occurs.
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l. New Ikegami HL-79 ENG camera.
Smallest, self-contained, full-performance
broadcast-quality ENG camera ever.
Lower battery drain. Delivers all the
features and benefits that make Ikegami
the front-page name in ENG. A total
breakthrough in ENG camera technology.
And that's not all you'll see.

2. New Ikegami HL-52 portable EFP
camera runs on super-flexible cables up
to 650 feet between head and control unit.
Also a removable RCU for small vans.
3. New Ikegami TM20-8R 19-in. rack
mountable broadcast color monitor.
4. New Ikegami TM20-8RH 19-in. rack
mountable high-resolution broadcast color
monitor. With comb filter.

5. New Ikegami TM14-8R 14-in. rack
mountable broadcast color monitor.
6. New Ikegami MA-78 ENG camera
control system for remote operation of
HL-77A and HL-79 by wireless link or up
to 4000-ft triax cable.
7. New Ikegami microprocessor 45-
second auto-setup computer for HK-312
studio camera. Handles up to six cameras
sequentially.
8. New auto-color balance feature in
the TKC-950B broadcast color film chain
camera.
9. New HK-857 studio and field camera
with highest performance plus triax plus
computer setup.

If you can't make it to the show, get all the details from your Ikegami distributor
or Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 29-19 39th Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

March, 1978
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Calculating
continued from page 146

deviation (100/omodulation) divided
by 20 kHz (subcarrier frequency),
or 0.125. For X = 0.125, Jo(x) =
0.9961 and Ji(x) = 0.0624. Then
Ji(0.125)/Jo(0.125} equals 0.0626, or
-24.06 dB. If we place 24.06 dB into
our formula, we get a subcarrier
modulation level of 10.030/o rather
than 100/o. This is an error of
+0.30/o.
Let us examine how this simple

but accurate formula is obtained;

On the spectrum analyzer
What you see on your spectrum

analyzer when you view your aural
carrier with just the subcarrier
present (that is, with main-channel
modulation reduced to zero) is the
aural carrier and two sidebands.
The decibel difference between the
aural carrier level and the level of
the sidebands is mathematically
equal to 201og10(J1(x)/J0(x). where
X is the modulation index and Jo and
J1 are zero and first order Bessel
functions of the first kind.

If you examine the first three
terms· of the power series for Jo(x)
and Ji(x). you get the following
equations:

Jo(x) = 1 - 0.25x2 + 0.0156x4
and

J1(x) = 0.5x - 0.0625x3 + 0.0026x5

Since we are only interested in the
values of Jo(x) and J1(x) for small
modulation indices (that is, for X
less than O. 2). the higher-order
terms are insignificant.

The actual power series defining
Jo(x) and J1(x) are:

Jo(x) =
(0.5x)4
~

(0.5x)2 +
1 - 2

(1!)
(0.5x)6
(3!)2

carrier and the upper or lower side
band.

Solving for the modulation index
X, you get X = 2/antilog (L.dB/20).
Once the modulation index is known,
you can calculate the deviation of
the subcarríer by multiplying by the
subcarrier frequency. (Remember
that the modulation index is defined
as the ratio of the frequency
deviation to the modulating fre
quency.)
lf this i.s divided by 25 kHz (which

is defined at 1000/omodulation for
television), and multiply by 100. you
finally obtain the subcarrier modu
lation in percent, or

Msub = B(fsubl
antilog [6.dB/20)

Using this formula, you can see that
for a 39 kHz subcarrier, the sub
carrier sidebands as viewed on the
spectrum analyzer must be at least
29.9 dB down for 100/o or less
modulation.
Remember that this formula is

accurate only for small modulation
indices, and for this reason main
channel modulation must be reduced
to zero and gross subcarrier over
modulation (Msub > 20%) must not
be present. O

148

Ji(x) = 0.5x

1 _ (0.5x)2 + (0.5x)4 _ (0.5x)6
1!2! 2!3! 3!4!

You can approximate J0(x) by the
constant 1, and J1(x) by the simple
first order formula J1(x) = 0.5x.
The ratio actually measured on

the spectrum analyzer, J1(x)/Jo(x).
can be accurately approximated by
the simple formula J1(x)/Jo(x) =
0.5x. But Ji (x)/J0(x) is equal to
1/antilog (L.dB/20), where L.dB is
the difference between the aural
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DIGITAL EFFECTS ARE COMPUTERIZED
WITH OPTICAL QUALITY.
AND MICRO CONSUILTANTS IS THERE WITH THE QUANTEL OPE 5000

The DPE 5000. The most advanced device for digital effects ever
offered to broadcasters. ~tbrings the world of computers to the world
of television. And it does wonderful things to television pictures.
Digitally.
It cleans them up.
It freezes them. Squeezes them. Flips them. Wraps.them around.
It positions them. Pushes them. Wipes them. Pans and tilts them.
Itzooms them in and out
It tracks a chroma key area and fits a compressed picture into the slot,
automatically maintaining aspect ratio and perspective.
Through the use of a minicomputer and internal microprocessors, the
DPE 5000 gives the producer electronic control over the television picture
-control that up to now has been available only through the camera.
And it does all this with a quality that is breathtaking-as if it had been
done by the camera itself, or on film.
We're bringing the world of computers to the world of television so that
you can create your own great moments in digital video history. Get full
details on the startling new DPE 5000 from your local Micro Consultants
representative. Or get in touch with ll.lS directly at P.O.Box 10057,
Palo Alto, California 94303, (415) 321-0832.
SEE THE DPE 5000 AT NAB, BOOTH 1001

For Demonstration Onl.r Circlt (114) On Reply Card
For Literature Onr¡yCircle (115) On Re,ly CardMarch, 1978

The digital video people

~
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Anatomy
of aTV frame

synchronizer
The TV frame synchronizer, al

though a relatively new device, has
already become familiar to most of
us. There have been several papers
introducing synchronizers, and they
usually have dealt with the basic
concept of a synchronizer and have
described preferred system imple-

mentations. However, they have
not, in general, discussed the in
ternal operations of a synchronizer.
This article will take a closer look

at the operation of a synchronizer,
especially the memory. After ex
amining the basic operation. we'll
look at present synchronizer options

By. R. S. Hopkins, Jr., RCA Corporation

and describe what happens in the
memory to make these special
effects possible.

Synchronizer blocks
. Figure 1 is a typical block
diagram of a synchronizer. Three

continued on page 152

Figure 1 Block dia
gram of a typical TV
frame synchronizer.

ANALOG
VIDEO

DIGITAL
A/D I VIDEO

CONVERTER

VIDEO SYNC WRITE
ADDRESS "'uunic.;,., VIDEOINPUT GENERATOR GENERATOR BURST OUTPUT

BURST
WRITE READ SYNC
CLOCK CLOCK

GENERATOl'I GENERATOR
REMOTE

SEPARATEDVIDEO I SYNCHRONIZED
INPUT STUDIO SYNC VIDEO

COLOR VIDEO SYNC OUTPUT
REFERENCE GENERATOR

WfllTE
CLOCK WRITE

PULSES
READ
PULSES

READ
CLOCK

ANALOG
VIDEO

READ
ADDRESSES

WRITE
ADDRESSES

MEMORY
CONTROL
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FLUID
FOR

THOUGHT.
Your new portable camera needs a fluid head

more than your heavy camera.
The Model 30 has a totally unique counter

balance which is adjustable in the field. One
simple tool will adjust the spring to match

the weight of the camera.
Adjustable counterbalance provides

smooth, consistent, fluid action
without the distractive influence

of camera weight.
So, the next time your

panning gets rough, turn
your thoughts to fluid.

O'Connor fluid...
when you demand the

very best.

1976..__•••
Scientific/Technical

Academy Award recipient.

That's right! Just as a light sports car needs
good shocks to hold it on the ground and
smooth the ride, your light camera needs a
good fluid head to steady the visual ride.
O'Connor has engineered the Model 30

to be the ultimate fluid
head for portable cameras
weighing up to 30 lbs.
It's small and weighs

only 5 lbs., yet it has
the smooth, steady
action and features
which are unique to all
O'Connor heads. It
pans 360° and tilts
±60? The pan drag,
pan lock, tilt drag and
tilt lock all operate
independently for
greater flexibilityand
control.

·-----------------------------------I
I
I

..""': ft ft Of
100 Kalmus Drive, Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Please send more information.
Company _

Name Title _

Address ~

________ State Zip _

My camera weighs lbs.

---------------------------------
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Synchronizer
continued from page 150

video signals are shown: the remote
video input, a studio color video
reference, and a synchronized video
output.
The remote input and the syn

chronized output are identical ex
cept the output is timed precisely
with the reference rather than the
input. The synchronizer has been
described as a variable delay line
where the delay is precisely that
which is necessary to phase the
output horizontally and vertically
(including subcarrier phase) with
the reference. This is accomplished
by writing the input video in a
memoryand, after the proper delay,
reading the video out of the mem
ory.
The remote video signal is re

ceived by an input video processor
whose primary functions are to
clamp the analog video prior to
being converted into a digital signal
by the A/D converter and to extract
sync and burst from the video
signal. The extracted burst is pre
sented to the write clock generator
whose function is to provide a series
of sampling pulses to the A/D con
verter for digitizingthe video signal.
The extracted sync (after proc
essing) is delivered to the write
address generator, enabling that
circuit to generate unique addresses
for storage of the digital video in the
memory.
The studio video reference is

received by a read clock generator
whose function is to extract sync
and burst from the reference video.
The extracted sync is delivered to
the sync generator which gen-locks
to the reference video and delivers
processed sync to the read address
generator. The read address gen-

769
1537

Figure 3 Corre
spondence be
tween scanning
raster and memory
addresses for
both fields. Each
small box stores
one picture ele
ment.

152

erator causes digital video to be
read from the memoryby producing
the same sequence of addresses
that was generated by the write
address generator.
The read clock generator uses the

extracted burst to generate a series
of re-sampling pulses which are
delivered to the D/A converter for
purposes of converting the digital
video signal back into an analog
video signal. The output video
processor accepts this analog video
signal, inserts proper levels of sync
and burst, and delivers the proc
essed signal to the output terminals
of the synchronizer.
The memorycontrol is responsible

for looking at the write addresses
and generating a write pulse at the
proper time, causing the digital
video arriving from the A/D con
verter to be stored in the memory at
the specified address. The memory
control is likewise responsible for
looking at the read addresses and
generating a read pulse at the
proper time, causing the digital
video to be read from the memoryat
the specified address and then
delivered to the D/A converter.

Memoryoperation
One frame of the video signal in

the memory is composed of 393,216
picture elements stored as a dis
crete number. The discrete number
refers to the brightness level. For
example, the discrete value of O
would be the blackest video en
countered and the discrete value of
255 would be the whitest video
encountered. All other numbers
refer to sorne gray level. This is
illustrated in Figure 2 with color
bars.
To be able to store these 256

different values requires 8 bits of
memory for each and every picture
element. The entire memory then

SCAN767 768 LINE 196,609

I
2
3
4

'
I 2 3 4 56 ~·i.
i.

¡ ~

\
''' .•.

requires 3,145,728 bits of storage.
The addresses given by the write
address generator specify the loca
tion in the memory into which each
picture element will be placed.
To illustrate the address scheme,

assume the address generators
count from 1 to 393,216 in one
frame, and that the address of 1
occurs at the beginning of active
video in the odd field. In this way,
the memory is "scanned" by using
digital IC counters in exactly the
same way a picture monitor is
scanned by an electron beam.
Figure 3 represents the memory

storage of both an odd field and an
even field. In this figure there is a
one-to-one relationship between the
scanning of a raster and the 393,216
addresses in the memory. The
numbers on this figure are the
addresses generated by the address
counter. As the input video scans
the raster, it is also scanning the
memory except a number value is
assigned to the brightness level of
the video and that number is stored
in the memory just as a number
value is stored in a digital com
puter. Synchronization can then
occur, because the stored numbers
can be read from the memory after
the necessary delay time has
elapsed. The read address genera
tor makes addresses for reading the
digital video in precisely the same
way the write address generator
made the storage addresses, except
these addresses are referred to the
sync of the studio reference rather
than the remote video.

Picture freeze
Once this frame of storage is

available, there are other things
besides synchronizing that can be
done. For example, to freeze a
picture it is only necessary to

continued on page 154

197,376
I
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98,688
MIDDLEOF
ODDFIELD

ODD FIELD MEMORY

254
255
256

;-;:-608
LAST ADDRESS
INODDFIELD

295,296
MIDDLEOF
EVENFIELD

393;216
LAST ADDRESS
IN EVENFIELD

EVEN FIELD MEMORY
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You get only one
chance at a live feed.
So put a TerraCom
TCM-7 "Miniwave"
at the scene.
The TCM-7 is the best performance ENG
microwave available anywhere
- and the easiest t) set up and •
operate. Field tune ·o any
channel. \Jo reported failures on
the first one hundred links
delivered. Available in 2, 7 and
13 GHz - as well as all other
bands.
That's it - fine reliaotllty, high
performance, easy b use, all
bands, and tunable irequency.
Best price too.

For more information er a
demonstration, call BoJ
Boulio or &an Sievers at
TerraCom 1714)278-4100
9020 Balbca Avenue, San
Diego, CA 92123

i LDAAL Corporation
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A MATTER OF IN<tHES
Whatever your tape transport size, we 0;ffe'ra beautifully con
structed and finished console. The RL 500, 600 or 700 (left to
right) accepts MCI, Scully,'Otarí., Tascarri, Ampex, etc. You
name it and there's an RLconsole.for it. And each incorporates
the latest design features, includíngfront panel access in both
horizontal and "'ertical positions.:°Askfor -details and pricing.

RUS LANG1CORP.
247 Ash Street, Bridgeport, CT 06~05 Telephone: 203 384 1266

For More DetailsCircle (118) on ReplyCard

SMPTE EDIT CODE EQUIPMENT

" G C' '-: b Ct -,,, Edit Code Generator

Edit Code Reader 8 ; "•

Both Generator and Reader have large readouts with
parallel BCD outputs for remote indicators and display on
video monitor.

All generator controls are conveniently located on the front
panel.
The Reader has full feature built-ins such as drop frame

detection, error check/inhibit, AGC circuit, etc.

ALWAYS QUAUTY PRODUCTS AT REASONABLE PRICES!

For further information on the above and other editing
products such as Edit Memory Control, Numeric Character
Generator, etc., call: Paul Tarrodaychik

(408) 7·39-4262

KAITRONllCS 1540 Gilbreth Rd. Burlingame, CA 94010
Tel: (415) 697-9102

for More DetailsCircle (119) on ReplyCard
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Synchronizer
continued from page 152

terminate the storage of new video
in the memory. This is done by
eliminating the write pulses from
memory control that were forcing
the memory to store new video. At
the same time, however, the read
circuitry continues to generate read
addresses and read pulses. As a
result, the output video will be the
stored video repeated over and over
until storage of the input video
resumes. The stored or frozen
picture will not deteriorate with
time because the semiconductor
memory can hold the stored num
bers as long as desired in the same
way a computer can hold stored
numbers.
There is one detail that should be

mentioned. When continually read
ing the stored numbers from mem
ory during a freeze, because of the
frame-to-frame color subcarrier
phase differences, it is necessary to
use a chroma inverter to have
proper color phase. Figure 4 illu
strates the necessary modifications
of the synchronizer block diagram to
accomplish picture freeze. A gate is
used to interrupt the write pulses
and at the same time turn on the
chroma inverter during the fields
designated by the read address
generator. The chroma inverter
could be either a digital chroma
inverter or an analog chroma in
verter.
A similar application of a syn

chronizer is to "clean-up" any non
synchronous switches of the input
video. The typical synchronizer will
have circuitry which constantly
monitors the input video. If the sync
of the input video suffers a sudden
unexpected change, the memory
control write pulses can be elimin
ated just as they were for picture
freeze.
Once the input video circuits have

been able to gen-lock to the new
input, the write pulses will resume
storing the digital video in the
memoryat the next vertical interval.
During this time interval, the read
pulses will have continued to read
the digital video that was held in
the memory. As a result, there is a
synchronous vertical interval switch
at the output of the synchronizer
even though there was a non
synchronous switch at the input of
the synchronizer. By detecting
whether the non-synchronous switch
occurred during the storage of an
odd or even field and forcing the
read addresses to specify only the
opposite field, there will be no

continued on page 156
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Looking for more than
just a remote control ...?
Until now, all remote controls did was extend the transmitter

plant into the studio. Nothing more, and often a lot less.

One of I 1e selectable displays.

Today this is not enough. Good engineering man
aqernent dictates improved reliability and better
usage :if manpower. So called "Computer" remote
controls do little more than display the same old
data or a CRT. The remote control contributes noth
ing to the reliability of the station. In fact, because of
its dependence on a single telephone line or mi
crowavs link, it is often the most frequent cause of
lost air time. All too often it requires more skill to
interpret the display and operate a remote control
than is available at the studio. Rarely is a combo DJ
or a skilled master control video switch operator up
to deal ng with one of the current "sophisticated"
remote controls.
Some stations have attempted to remedy this prob
lem by extensively customizing an off-the-shelf re
mote control themselves. The cost of doing this is
high, ard the results often disappointing.
Available remote control systems are too complica
ted. There are too many different boxes, too many
interconnections, too many critical adjustments.
TELESIS solves all of these problems, and many
more. It does so economically and with tremendous
tlexibility, TELESIS is a microcomputer based sys
tem witf its intelligence at the transmitter where it's
needed. Instead of just extending the transmitter
plant imo the studio, TELESIS intelligently deals
with the transmitter plant itself.

For manymore details, call or write direct.
See Telesis - booth 413

Telesis is a customized, flexible system. All of
the featuresareexamplesof what can be readily
done, rather than limitations of what is possible.
e The system improves reliability of a transmitter plant over

conventional operation because of continual. com
prehensive checking of all parameters, fast response
time, and self-correction of errors.

e A single Telesis system can control several transmitters.
The transmitters may be in the same service or in mixed
services such as AM, FM and TV.

e Virtually unlimited metering, control. and contact sensing
channels at only a nominal increase in cost.

e Accessory DC amplifiers and log-linear converters are
not needed.

e System allows a single command to automatically se
quence procedures normally requiring many steps by the
operator. Examples of this are transfer of main to standby
transmitter. change of antenna pattern, and morning
turn-on procedures - each requiring only a single com
mand.

e Calculated parameters are displayed and alarmed.
These include VSWR from Forward and Reflected
Power, and Efficiency from Plate Current. Plate Voltage.
and Power Output.

e If the normal link between studio and transmitter fails, an
autodialer provides automatic, instant control line backup
using ·egular dial-telephone circuits.

e The system interfaces directly with the Tektronix 1440
Automatic Video Corrector.

e Critical functions can be restricted to certain employees
using their personal l.D. codes. For example, only a
maintenance technician can reset the internal time-of
day clock.

e Comprehensive security and fire-prevention capabilities
are available.

e Telesis uses non-volatile, magnetic core memory for in
formation storage so that vital data are not lost during a
power failure.

..tete··¡s
• • •

esa Enc Small and Associates, Inc.
680 Beach Street. Suite 365
San Francisco, Calif. 94109
Telephone (415) 441-0666
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Synchronizer
continued from page 154

visible tears in the output video.
The synchronizer can even per

form as a super drop-out compen
sator as a result of its ability to
handle non-synchronous switches. If
the input video totally disappears,
the write pulses will again be
eliminated, causing the synchronizer
to produce a frozen picture. When
the input is re-established, the
frozen picture will disappear and
the live picture will continue. A
situation like this occurred during
the televising of the "Great Ameri
can Celebration" from Baltimore
when a microwave feed from San
Diegowas lost temporarily. Becanse
a synchronizer was used at the
receiving end, there were no break
ups in the picture even though the
input was totally missing for a
moment. Because sync and sub
carrier are referenced to the studio,

Figure 4 Modifi
cations to syn
chronizer block
diagram to add
picture freeze.

Figure 5 (A) Mod
el illustrating pic
ture compression
where picture ele
ments of the in
put are dis
charged. (B) Re
tained picture ele
ments are placed
next to one
another in the
memory.

156

and because they are properly
established at the output of the
synchronizer, the only effect of a
Ross of input is the frozen image
een at the synchronizer output.

Picture compression
Picture compression is another

special effect which can be done
with a synchronizer. A simple way
of explaining the technique of pic
ture compression can be seen by
again examining Figure 3. Suppose
every other picture element pro
duced by the AID converter during
the first scan line of the odd field is
literally thrown away and the
remaining picture elements are
placed next to one another in the
memory.
For example, the first picture

element is placed in address 1, the
second picture element is discarded,
the third picture element is placed
in address 2, the fourth pictnre
element is discarded, the fifth
picture element is placed in address

3, etc. Note that the first scan line
of the input video will be located in
the first half of the first line of the
memory.
Suppose that the second scan line

of the input video is completely
discarded. The third scan line of the
input video then is placed in the
memory in a manner identical to
that of the first scan line and in the
memory locations normally occupied
by the second scan line. This
procedure is followed throughout
the entire field; and, as a result, a
smaller picture is stored in the
upper half and the left half of the
memory as shown in Figure 5. The
picture elements in Figure 5a
marked with an X are discarded
and the remaining picture elements
are stored as shown in Figure 5b.
If this stored data is read from

the memory with the normal meth
od, the original picture will have
been reduced to precisely one
quarter of its normal size. This

continued on page 158

DIGITAL
SEMICONDUCTOR

MEMORY

MOPIFIED
WRITE
PULSES

READ
PULSES

READ I FIELDS TO TURN
ADDRESSES ON CHROMA INVERTER

SYNCHRONIZE) FREEZE
MEMORY
CONTROL

C"HROMA
INVERTER

READ
ADDRESS

GENERATOR

·~··············••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
·~··············••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
·····~····················~·····••••••••••••••••
···~·············~··············••••••••••••••••

A)" PICTURE ELEMENTS OF INPUT RASTER.

!IQ REPRESENTS DISCARDED PICTURE
ELEMENTS.

• REPRESENTS PICTURE ELEMENTS
RETAINED.

••••••••00000000
••••••••00000000
••••••••00000000
••••••••00000000
••••••••00000000
••••••••00000000
0000000000000000
0000000000000000
0900000000'00000o
0000o 00o o o0000o o
0000000000000000
0000000000000000

B) PICTURE ELEMENTS AS STORED IN
MEMORY.

e REPRESENTS PICTURE ELEMENTS
ACTAlNED.

O REPRESENTS lilEMORY ADDRESSES
LEFT BLANK.
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The Added Dimension
in TV Broadcasting

Broadcasting professionals know that the
business or marketing value of their produc
tions is ultimately dependent upon audience
coverage. In this regard, industry leaders have
been confronted with problems such as how
to economically achieve total saturation of
an exis~ing broadcast target area, and how
to extend the range of quality transmission
without costly equipment purchase or modi
fication.

Aerodyne has been working with profes
sional commercial and educational broad
casters to do just that.

Since introducing its solid state TV Trans
mitter and Translator equipment in 1971,
Aerodyne has broadened the dimension of
TV Broadcasting throughout the world pri
marily by reaching areas that were previously
unreachable due to terrain, low population or
just sheer economics - opening up new,
creative ways to bring high quality television
to a universal market ... you might call it
professional problem-solving.

As a result, Aerodyne has encountered the
numerous and diverse problems that tend to
hinder or negate broadcasting efforts. It has
worked with dedicated, imaginative industry

leaders who have recognized that Acrodyne's
low and medium power transmitter and
translator systems can help achieve their
audience-expanding objectives.

Aerodyne is aware of the need for a full
range of professional equipment that is ver
satile enough to meet .almost any situation -
from beaming down on practically unreach
able communities from inaccessible mountain
tops; transmitting from mini-stations in the
tundra; broadcasting from tethered balloons;
coupling into CATV systems; to developing
a new method for extending low cost pay TV
reception in New York City.

Aerodyne brings the added dimension to
TV broadcasting through experience, vision,
and most of all, equipment and systems that
will take punishment and stand the test of
time.

acractyne
irrdLJ.st'rle.s, Inc.

21 Commerce Drive, Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936
(215) 368-2600 •TWX 510-661-7265
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This whole electronic type case costs
just $1200. If you're already a Knox K128
user, your present unit can be readily
upgraded. Thanks to Knox engineering,
the 246 Module sirnp'y inserts in the back
of the K128, replacing the existing font
board. Addition of a single switch on the
front panel completes the change. It's
really as simple as...

...well, assimpleasAB C.

SEE lJS AT NAB BOOTH #739

16021 lndU!!trlal Drive
GaUhersburg,Md. 20760

(301) S4a-1930

For More Delails Ci1d: (122) 01 Reply Card
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Synchronizer
.continued from page 156

technique does have some problems
if implemented in the way de
scribed, however. This type of
reduction would cause the color
subcarrier to be lost. The resulting
picture could also have considerable
moire patterns. Procedures used to·
correct each of these undesirable
effects are much too complicated to
be described in detail in this article.
Correction of the moire patterns

can be effected by applying digital
filtering techniques to the digital
video signal. Rather than discarding
picture elements as described ear
lier, they are used to find average
values of the video; the resulting
average values are stored in the
memory. To eliminate the loss of
color subcarrier, the digital video
can be decoded into its Y, I and Q
components prior to averaging, and
then re-encoded. An alternative
method is to average picture ele
ments having the same phase of
subcarrier. In this latter case, the
subcarrier is automatically retained ..

Picture positioning
Referring again to Figure 3, the

relative ease of moving a picture
around the TV raster, and even
completely off the raster, can be
seen. Normally,videoof the odd field
is stored with the top edge of the
picture in addresses 1 through 768.
Likewise, the left edge is stored in
addresses 1, 769, etc. In other
words, the top left corner of the
picture is . stored at the top left
corner of the memory.
However, the top left corner of

the picture could have been stored
at the center of the memory. In this
case the picture element normally
stored in address 1 is stored in
address 98,688, the center of the
memory. The picture element nor
mally stored in address 2 is stored
in address 98,689, etc. This would
cause the top left quarter of the
picture to appear in the lower right
quarter of the output video picture.
In a similar manner, the top left
corner of the picture can be stored
at any point in the memory. Or, the
top left corner could be moved off
the top of the raster, or off the left
of the raster, or any combination.
Byusing a conventional positioner

to specify the desired location of the
picture, the normal address given
by the write address generator can
be modified in such a way that the
picture can be moved around in the
memory to any desired location. By
generating a keying signal timed
with the picture location, and using

this key as the external key input to
a production switcher, any other
synchronous picture can be inserted
into the area vacated by the
synchronizer picture.
In describing picture compression,

the first picture element of the odd
field was placed in address 1. By
using the positioner, this address
can also be modified to cause the
compressed picture to appear at
any desired location on or off the
raster. In this case the keying signal
is timed with the picture location
and size.
This effect is one which is

possible only since the advent of
synchronizers. Now, rather than
wiping from one signal to another, a
full picture can be moved off-screen
in any direction un-masking another
picture that was hidden behind the
original picture. In the same way, a
picture can be moved from off
screen over top of the original
picture. This new picture can be
brought on-screen from any desired
location.

Summary
Each of the effects described was

accomplished by modifying the nor
mal sequence of writing the digital
video into the memory. For picture
freeze, the writing of digital video
was stopped. For picture com
pression, the digital video was
averaged and some picture elements
were deleted before writing data
into the memory. For picture posi
tioning, the write addresses were
modifiedwith a positioner. In each
of these cases, reading data from
the memorywas not affected except
for the use of a chroma inverter
whenever data storage in the mem
ory was stopped.
In the short time that synchroni

zers have been with us, we have
already seen great changes occur.
The latest synchronizers are one
tenth the size, one-tenth the weight,
and consume one-quarter the power
of the earliest synchronizers. The
synchronizer was originally made
possibleby accomplishments in digi
tal integrated circuit technology. As
that technology has advanced, it
has made possible the great changes
we have seen in synchronizers.
As video engineers have become

more familiar with these integrated
circuits they have been able to
design a variety of effects that were
not available with the first syn
chronizers. The marriage of tele
vision and computers has produced
today's digital video synchronizer. D
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7IOUT a HI 1131e-l IOUT 1HI
8IOUT 4 LO 1141 +~ov
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21our 1 LO 9IOUT 5 HI 1151-;,.()VJIOUT 2 HI
101OUT 5 LO 1161IN HI4IOUT 2 LO
11IOUT 6 HI 1171IN LOSIOUT 3 HI
121OUT 6 LO /181GA.JUND6IOUT 3 LO

Al[)M's UNIQUE DA16/CH20
AUDIO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The ADM® DA16 incorporates an ad
vanced-design approach, with superb
specifications. It is the ultimate in audio
distribution amplifiers. Each amplifier is
a one in, six output plug-in card with
+24DBM input and output capability.
The input is transformer coupled, and

each of the six outputs is individually
transformer isolated. Amplifiers have in
dividual front panel gain adjustments.

Noise level is ultra low, and distortion is
less than .1% at +24DBM.

Up to six DA16 amplifiers can be
housed in the Audio Designs®CH20 rack
frame, which includes a redundant
power supply with automatic change
over. Built to exacting quality standards,
DA16 amplifiers offer exceptionally high
reliability. For complete information
write or call for specification sheet.

A COMPLETE LINE OF HIGHESTQ1UALITY
CONSOLES AND COMPONENTS

AUDIO D~SIGNSAND MANUFACTURING, INC.
16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066

Phone: (31:!) 778-8400, Cable: AUDEJ:TLX-23-1114

*·'fJ'Sl#l:W
DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE IJ.S.A.

BY AMPEJ:: INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS, INC.

See us at Booth #435
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T'HE QUAD-·SPLIT:

Bringing
artistic control of film

to videotape By Ron and Susan

Since he does his directing right in the studio, it is easy for Danny Arnold to
step into the Barney Miller set and walk through a sequence with the actors.
Taping sessions may extend up to 18 hours for a single, 30-minute show.
However, the fa1igued looks (so evident here) will quickly disappear when
Arnold rolls the live tapes for another "take." (All photos by Ron Whittaker.)

160

Whittaker

"I hated videotape. I never
wanted to work with it, but I was
forced to." These are the words of
DannyArnold, a Hollywoodfilm and
television director with a long list of
impressive credentials, including the
hit comedy series, Barney Miller.
These negative sentiments toward

videotape are shared by many film
directors. However, in the case of
Danny Arnold, when network re
quirements forced him to go to
videotape, he decided not to aban
don his basic film approach-an
award-winning approach developed
over 18 years as a successful film
director. What was needed was a
way of bringing the precision and
creative control of film to the
medium of television.
"As someone who had grown up

continued on page 162

Danny Arnold is an accom
pIished producer, director,
writer and actor with 18 years
of film and television exper
ience. His credentials include
such popular series as That
Girl, Bewitched, The Real
McCoys, The Wackiest Ship in
the Army, and My World and
Welcome To It. The latter
series won him an Emmy in
1970. Arnold is currently pro
ducing Barney Miller and Fish,
and he recently signed an
exclusive contract with ABC
for several feature films, series
pilots and mini-series.
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Our new
stereo console
does everything
but cost like one.
It's the new Rockwell-Collins
Mark 8 Stereo Console. You get out
standing performance at about half
the cost of many ten-channel models.

Mark 8 features all plug-in con
struction, including switches, PC
boards, attenuators and amplifiers.
Plus a host of maintenance aids.

Additional features? Performance
that equals consoles costing several
times as much. 22 dB of head room.
±I-dB frequency response. J..-4% har
monic and intermod distortion. Big
25-W monitor amps. 5-W headphone
amps. Optional machine control
functions for ease of operation.

The remarkable new Mark 8
Stereo Console. It looks like we just
priced ourselves right into your
radio station. Contact your local
Rockwell-Collins man. Or Collins
Broadcast Marketing, Commer-
cial Telecommunications Group,
Rockwell International, Dallas,
Texas 75207. Phone 214/690-5574
or 5424.

41~ RockwellP.~International
..wheresciencegetsdownto business

ForMoreDetailsCircle(124)onReplyCard
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for the "quad-split" system, the images of four color monitors representing the
four studio cameras are taped with $M PTE time-code information by means of
this camera-monitor set-up. Since all edit decisions are made in 'post-production
from the quad-split record, total editing control can be retained throughout the
post-production phase.

Quad-split
continued from page 160

in film as a writer, actor, and
cutter, I knew that pictures could
be made or destroyed in the cutting
room. Given the script and cast,
and assuming that everything you
get on film is good, from then on you
are at the mercy of the cutter. A
bad cutter can kill you; a good
cutter can save a picture, even if
it's not as good as it should be.
"I have always been in film and

been used to the editorial control it
allows, investing a lot of time in the
script, and investing a lot of time in
the actors.
"I was used to cutting the picture

in my head as it was shot with a
film camera. That way I knew
exactly what to expect when I got to
the cutting room; I knew exactly
where I could control a perfor
mance; I knew exactly how I could
control a scene. So the editing
phase has always been important to
me."
But it wasn't only the editorial

control that Arnold wanted. True to
his reputation as an artistic perfec
tionest, he wanted a better "look"
from videotape.
"Most tape shows have a really

shallow look to them. You don't get
a great deal of depth because of the
flat lighting; you don't have any real
dimension.
''The sense of immediacy as-

sociated with the tape image that a
lot of people liked was worthless to
me. I wasn't doing sketch comedy
where all that was necessary was
to throw a lot of light on a scene
and listen to the jokes. I wanted to
create a sense of reality, and tape
looked totally unreal to me.
"Then I found one man, George

Dibie, who had spent a lot of years
trying to translate film values to
television by using cross lighting
and so on. We did things that
nobody else would do with lighting.
Nobodyelse would do them because
economically it was crazy (with all
the extra time and effort involved).
Nobody went into tape to be
artistic. If you wanted to be artistic
you used film. I was forced into it
(tape) and I decided I would bring
the artistic values of film with me."
And so Arnold hired George

Dibie, one of Hollywood's well
known lighting directors, as a
lighting consultant. Dibie brought
the artistic control of "film lighting"
to videotape. (In a future Broad
cast Engineering article Dibie' s
approach to television lighting will
be examined.)

The quad-split system of editing
To achieve total control in post

production, Arnold went to a system
continued on page 164
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One call is all it takes to
get anythi1ng and everytthing you
need in broadcast equipment -
from turntables to AM and FM
transmitters.

Chocse from Rockwell
Collins equipment plus that of
close to a hundred different man
ufacturers. 1-'sone-stop shopping
with fourfold advantages:

1. Quality products. Our
transmitters and consoles are the
result of our :echnical excellence
and single-minded dedication
exclusively to the radio broadcast
er for over 40 years. We've never
once deviated from our goal: to
make our name synonymous with
quality, reliaoility and long life.
for your benefit.

2. Bread choice of pro
ducts. In addition to our own Gen
eration 4@Flv1transmitters and our
all-new Power Rock 5-kWAM
transmitters tihe cleanest,

We i11terr1·· ••
this~
to~JOU
all you need
in tiroadcast
brightest,- loudest AM in town), we
carry products from the largest
team of respected specialty ven
dors available anywhere from a
single source - from ADC to
UREI,with nearly a hundred other
such leaders in between. Ifwe
don't havewhat you want, chances
are we can get it for you. Fast.

3. Flexible financing ar
rangements. If it's under $1000,
you can use your own or your com
pany's Master Charqe. For larger
orders, take your choice oftime
purchase (up to 5 years) or lease
plans.

4. Unbeatable customer
support. Youremergency is our
emergency. We're ready to re
spond -without delay - 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year.

See the cities listed below
for the representative nearest you
-and call him for one-stop shop
ping, Rockwell-Collins style. Ask
him for a copy of our new brochure,
or contact: Collins Broadcast
Marketing, Commercial
Telecommunications Group,
Rockwell International, Dallas,
Texas75207.
Phone: 214/690-5424.

~1~ Rockwell
"•~International
...where science gets down to business

Cairo 801525 • Frankfurt (Rodgau 6 Weiskirchen) (O) 6106-4093 • Ho11gKong 5-274-321 • Johannesburg 211-521
Kuala Lumpur 2"'283 • London 01-759 9911 • Mexico City (905) 533-1846 • Melbourne (Lilydale) (03) 726-0766 • Paris (Rungis Principal) 687-31-02

RICde Janeiro (021) 246-3276 • Riyadh 69060 or 68324 • Rome (O) 6-862- 415 • Tehran 685-180 • Toronto (416) 757-1101
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have you
checked the competition?
NOW CHECK OURS!

11

Studio-Transmitter
Link

••
-....J ---44 .. ......

• l. •
.,

For Transmission Of
Superior Audio Program Quality

• AFull1 O WattsofRFOutputPower
• DirectReadingForward& Reflected
Power

• 2WattMonitorAmplifierinReceiver
• UniqueOscillatorDesignAssures
MaximumStability

• Built-InRFIModulesonTransmitter
andReceiverInputandOutput

PTS-10 Series Studio-Transmitter Link & Inter
City Relay
Available as either aWideband Composite or as a
Narrowband. Single or Dual Channel systemthis
"now" STL employs modern day technology.
Using Phase Lock Loop Techniques in both the
Composite STL transmitter and an accesory Sub
Carrier Generator. all MCI systems are enhanced
by the use of the very latest chips available.Field
lested and proven. these systems provide un
matched quality. attractive styling and superior
performance.

-··-... ··~·~"··... . . . . . ~ . .

The Best Of Two Worlds
digital for command accuracy
analog for telemetry speed

• Modern"Touch-Tone"Channel
Address

• CompatibleATSAvailable
• Expandableto 19. 29, or39
Channels

• UniqueExpandedorNon-Expanded
ScaleReadout

• ContinuousVerificationofChannel
Addressed

Model DLC-9/DLT-9 "Digi-Log"Remote Control
System
This all new RemoteControl systemachievesthe
ultimate in accuracy. stability. simplicity and
speed, combining a unique blend of present day
digital and analog technology. The MCI Auto
matic Transmitter System (ATS) is available as a
"plug-in. add-on.. unit to the Remote Control
system for positive transmitter surveillance,
alarm. correction or automatic shutdown if
necessary.

IMICROI CONTROL!
ASSOCIATES

P.O. Box 13250 Arlington, Texas 76013
817/265·2912
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Quad-split
continued from page 162

he calls "quad split." This is a far
more costly process than the
"switch feed" method generally
used in television production.
The system uses five color cam

eras. Four are used on the set; and,
one is used to record a cluster of
four monitors, displaying the output
of the four studio cameras. (See
Figure 2.) The outputs of all five
cameras are individually recorded
on 2-inch videotapes with common
SMPTEtime code.
To move to this system, Arnold's

Four-D production company initially
had to invest $100,000 in new
hardware. This included a special
computer editor built by Datatron
and three, I-inch tape machines.
It would probably be easiest to

explain the quad-split system by
tracing a typical production session
of Barney Miller, as observed by the
writers. The setting is the ABC
studios on Vine Street in Hollywood.
It is Friday morning-taping day.
The whole week has been spent in
rehearsing and blocking to prepare
for what may well be a grueling,
18-hour shooting session. (There
aren't too many crews with the
dedication required to keep going
for 18 hours for a single, 30-minute
TV show. Arnold's crew is one of
the best and most dedicated.)
With the studio crew and the

actors (and actress) in place,
Arnold walked out into the studio
and sat at a director's chair in front
of a bank of four, 21-inch color
monitors. Why wasn't he in the
control room "calling the shots?"
Because the outputs of all the
cameras were being recorded any
way, and all editing will be done in
"post-production" (if that term is
still valid) .
The director-in-the-studio

approach is obviously "film," and it
affords the creative control of a
director working directly and per
sonally with both cast and crew.
Arnold is probably the most de
manding director in television today.
(It is said that one top star even
offered to reduce his normal fee,
just for the opportunity of working
with him.)
During the course of the day's

taping, the writers saw Arnold
repeatedly redo short segments,

· sometimes 20 or more times, to
draw out the most precise and
subtle nuances of meaning in per
formances. Arnold's perfectionist
approach to directing means that
shooting ratios will sometimes reach
an incredible 100-to-one: 100 min
utes of 2-inch videotape recorded
for every one minute used. For up to
18 hours, five, 2-inch quad tape
machines are repeatedly started

continued on page 166

Homer Powell, editorial supervisor for the Barney Miller series, is shown editing
a segment of the series using the quad-split technique. (Note the four images
and time code on screen.) Powell, who has been a film editor for 35 years,
received an Emmy.nomination last year for his work on Barney Miller. With the
quad system, according to Powell, "We are working to achieve the classic
motion picture technique with videotape."

BROADCASTENGINEERING
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a broadcast quality, digital TBC
It's the CVS516, firs1digital TBC madeand priced to

give users of non-segmented, heterodyne VTRs all the
proven advantages of modern digital video processing.

The CVS 516 is ideal for ENG,teleproduction, studio
VTR backup and much more because it comes with fea
tures that, before, you'd find only in TBCs costing up to
twice as much.

F.orexample, correction of chroma/luminance delay
problems,a3dB chroma noise reduction, velocity compen
sation and color dropout. compensation are standard.

· So is "Gyrocomp," an exclusive, use-proven CVS
memorydesign that easily handlesseveregyroscopic dis-
tortions-without breakup. ·

There's also a broadcast stable, gen-lock sync
generator, automatic VTR advanced sync and·a built-in
completely adjustable processing amplifier.

If all that's not enough, add our optional, moderately
priced Image Enhancer/Noise Reducer. This plug-in card

substanttauy reduces luminance and chroma noise and
significantly improves subjective resolution. And, to tame
even the wildest'instability, you can add our optional 16
line window. ·

Simple operation is another plus for the CVS 516.
Front panel controls give you total mastery of your video
signal. Each control also has a preset unity position to
give you a consistent starting polnt for all your tapes.

All this, and more, is contained in a package that
weighs only 25 pounds, is only 3112 inches high and uses
only 175 watts-major advantages with today's increas
ing emphasiison ENGand field production.

So, to·give your heterodyne productions the quality
they deserve, get the one digital TBC made and priced to
do the job-the CVS516. For full details and/or a demon
stration, contact your authorized CVSDistributor or CVS.
And ask for our new booklet about the basics of digital
time base correction. It's free.

Consolidated
Video
Systems, ínc,

1255E. Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086(408) 737-21·00Telex: 35-·2028
For More lOetails Circle (127) on Reply e.ir•
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Quad-split
continued from page 164

and stopped, as each segment is
re-shot until Arnold is satisfied.
When he does see a successful

take, Arnold has his assistant log it
for Homer Powell, his editorial
supervisor (see Figure 3).

Finishing at 5:30 a.m.
It is not unusual for the cast and

crew to finish taping in the wee
hours of the morning, as they did
during the session observed.
Post-production begins with all

five sets of 2-inch tapes being
dubbed down to one inch for
post-production work. This dub
down is done so that Movieola-style
editing control is possible.
"The way I shoot a show, the cuts

are obvious in terms of which
camera to use when. I have a
supervising editor, Homer Powell,
whose instincts are excellent.
Homer and I have been friends for
35 years. We have worked together
on a lot of shows. And when I shoot
something, he knows what I want,
and he knows what I'm going for.
"Homer will put up the chosen

quad splits of that take, and he will
choose the particular camera shot

and puí together the initial assembly
...and I'll take a look at it. Then I'll
say to him, 'You used the wrong
camera here. I want a master shot
or a single shot here. Tighten this
up, etc' "
By using both the quad-split

record and the individual tapes
from each of the four studio cam
eras, Power can assemble a I-inch
version of the show and log the time
codes cm each of the more than 200
edits in a typical show. (H is
important to note here that Powell
won an Emmynomination last year
for his editing on Barney Miller.)
"Once we put the first cut

version of the show) together, the
only tíme we have to go back to the
quad splits is if we are unsure of a
sequence and we need to go back
and see all four cameras at once.
What we are doing, in effect, is
replacing the four-headed Movie
ola."
Once Arnold is satisfied with the

t-íncn version of a show, Powell
uses the SMPTEtime codes to have
punch tape cut for the final 2-inch
editing.

continued on page 168

By directing in the studio instead of the control room, Arnold is able to
maintain direct, personal control over both cast and crew. Arnold, a
perfectionist from the Hollywood film tradition, will often shoot a short scene
dozens of times before he is satisfied. Shooting ratios have reached 100: I.
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High Precision Rebuilding-
¥our Assurance alQuality
Putting it all together at Econco
SERVICE
Econco's prompt 30-day repair service, coupled with fast reliable
UPShandling, makes getting tubes repaired a quicker method than
ordering a new tube from a distributor. 7-Dayrepair rush orders and
1-day delivery available in emergencies. Add. to this Econco's
improved capability in making glass seals, mesh filaments and
improved grid making capability.

RECYCLE USED TUBES
As we become more and more conservation conscious of energy
and virgin materials, we encourage stations to consider selling
their used tubes to us. Saveyour packaging and when you get a few
or a lot, send them to us for cash.We'll make them better than new.

TUBE TESTING
All rebuilt tubes are fully tested and must meet new tube
specificati:ms or we do not ship them. Tubes which do not meet
specs. are repaired again or scrapped if not repairable.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Econco's prices average approximately 50% of new tube prices.
These savirqs are even greater when you include sales tax on new
tubes.

Grid Aligning

HIGH POWER
TUBE REPAIR ...
With the trend to use higher
power tubes and increased needs
for this service, Econco now
provides high power tube repair.
Econco can now repair most
internal defects on 5671's and
5681's.We havealso been able to
. add the 4CX35,OOOC,6697A and
5682's to our price list.

Begin recycling
today · send us
your used tubes.

', .•.J."'

March, 1978

Glass Lathe

FiilamentMounting

Tube Testing

ECONCO BRO,ADCAST SERVICE, INC.
Route 2, Box 188
1302 Commerce Aven~e
Woodland, California 95695
Telephone (916) 662-4495 or (91 6) 662-6031

For More Details Circle (129) on Reply Card
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NICMARTIN~OO@ ®®rro®~CONSOLES
5 CHANNEL STEREO I VERTICAL ATTENUATORS HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER with VOLUME CONTROL
8 CHANNEL STEREO or MOMO I VERTICAL ATTENUATORS CUE AMPLIFIER
8 CHANNEL STEREO or MONO I ROTARY ATTENUATORS EXT~NAL POWER SUPPLY
GOLD PLATED PCB CONTACTS 10 INPUTS into 5 MIXER (5 CHANNEL CONSOLES)

ALL CHANNELS CONVERTIBLE TO MIC or HI LEVEL INPUTS 18 INPUTS into 8 MIXER (8 CHANNEL CONSOLES)
15 WATTS • MONITOR AMPLIFIER OUTPUT AUDITION OUTPUT USABLE as 2ND PROGRAM OUTPUT

Alliecl Broaclcast Equipn1ent
124 South 6tlh Street • Richmond!, lndiono 47374 • Phone (317) 962-8596

Foí More Details Circle (130) on Reply Card

ForTape Heads
Head-for TABER

AtTaber you gel precision work, quality results and low price ...
unmatched by alilyother audio head manufacturer.
Wewill recondition your three head assembly •.• f/T $45.00...
2TRK$60.00.Three new 2 TRKheads installed and aligned in your
AG-·4408for $264.00.•• Scully280at 5270.00.

AmpexVTRaudio ispriced at only $385.00
for four new heads installed, or $110.00for
four reconditioned heads. (Add $38.50if
monitor post needs lapping.) RCAVTR
audio heads are available for only $475.00.
Loaner assemblies are available.
for heads, head for Taber ... the best source
available.

TABE~Manufacturing & Enginrring Company
2081 Edison Ave. ·~ar Leandro, Ca. 94577 • (415) 635-3831

ForMore Details Circle (131) on ReplyCard
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Quad-split
continued from page 166

Filmvs. tape in post-production
What is it like for a veteran film

director to change to videotape?
Well, first of all, Arnold misses the
physical contact with film during
editing-the visible image you can
hold in your hand and examine. And
then there are the relative editing
times involvedwith each approach.
Arnold was asked about this during
a brief break for supper.
"Post-production time in film was

faster, but the overall time is
probably the same because with
filmwe had to wait for prints. Now
tomorrow we'll have these tapes. It
used to be two days for the dailies
and four days for the answer print.
But actual cutting time is less (with
film)because physically...you're not
always programmingcomputers. We
could cut the average film show.. .in
40 hours. We have taken as much
as 160hours for a tape show. In all,
we take a good two weeks from the
time we finish shooting to the time
we ship the show."
What about comparative cost?

"In some cases it (the quad-split
approach) costs less than film, in
other cases it costs more. It cost
more in the beginningbecause of my
initial investment (for hardware). If
I had gone off the air after the end
of 13 shows, it would have been a
disaster. I now have a $400,000
investment. But with Barney Miller,
Fish, and my upcoming projects, I
can amortize it and be ahead."
What about the advantages of the

quad-split method over the switch
feed method? The primary advan
tage rests in precise creative con
trol over the moment. "With the
switch-feed system, 800/o of the
show is assembled at the time of the
taping. Most of these shows will
have only one isolated camera for
backup. It isn't possible to easily
and effectivelychange the timing of
a cut, once the decision is made in
the control room." According to
Arnold, "The switch-feed cannot
handle the fine editing that is
needed for subtle performance and
the relationships between many
characters ...within a given story."
So it appears that Danny Arnold

and his quad-split method of editing
may bring to videotape much of the
precision and artistry traditionally
associated with film. Although ex
pensive and time-consumingby tele
vision standards, the Arnold ap
proach appears to represent a
meeting point between the flim and
tape traditions. O

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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• Experience Super Transparency
Super Wide Wílndow
Super Portability

NAB Booth E902

Microtime, Inc.
1280 Blue Hills Avenue
Bloomfield, Ct. 06002
(203) 242-0761 TWX 710-425-2390 MICR
March, 1978 For More Details Circle (132) or. Re¡>lyCard 169
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Send us your

stftion
to-station
ideas. We'll pay you cash

or send you the NAB
Engineering. Handbook.

If your equipment tips or
other operating ideas are
selected by Broadcast En
gineering to appear in Sta
tion-to-Station, you will re
ceive a $30 minimum pay
ment or a free copy of the
prestigious NAB Engineering
Handbook.

The latest Handbook con
tains over 1,000 pages and
1,000 illustrations covering
every aspect of AM, FM and
TV operation and mainte
nance: recommended proce
dures, fundamentals, stan
dards, rules and how-to in
structions.

Station-to-Station affords
you an opportunity to share·
your expertise with readers
throughout the industry: how
you solved a nagging tech
nical or production problem,
modified a circuit for more
flexibility, redesigned a
studio or facility, developed
new test procedures or em
ployed an operating idea to
save time and money. By
sharing your knowledge,
you'll share in the wealth of
information contained in the
Handbook.

Send your items to: Sta
tion-to-Station editor, Broad
cast Engineering, P.O. Box
12901, Overland Park, KS
66212. Please indicate if you
want to receive the Handbook
or prefer to receive a check.

The Handbook can also be
purchased directly from the
NAB at $30 a copy for NAB
members and $45 a copy for
non-members. Write to: Sta
t ion Services Dept., NAB.
1771 N Street, N.W., Wash
ington, D.C. 20036.
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Gated external VITS insertion for Tektronix 147A
By Seth Davis, Engineer, KAKM-TV, Anchorage, Alaska

At KAKMwe wanted to operate
our Tektronix 147A Test Signal
Generator (VITS inserter) in the
process mode where it would re
generate sync and burst on the
incomingsignal. However, to comply
with the FCCrules we also had to

insert an external VITS signal on
Line 17, Field 2 (color bars). (The
147A does not generate the bars
signal.) When this was attempted,
we found that we got double
amplitude horizontal sync. The 147A

continued on page 172
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-Introducing the
yo11-n~e-it,you-got-it

v1de·otest set,

Here, ñr.añy, is a totaüy integrated modular video
test set designed specitically for professional use.
Lenco's 300 System lets you specify video test
signals to meet your system requirements, not the
manufactu·er's.

Use the Lenco PSG-31ODigital Color Sync
Generator, or one of your own generators, with any
one, a combination, or all of the test modules. Mix
'em or_maiclh'em any way you want There are 29
test signals available to answer a// of your system
test specifications.

And with the Lenco 300 System, you get'a lot
more for a lot less. For instance, all of our

advanced test signal modules have composite
video delay, making Lenco the only manufacturer
that can individually time the test signals to your
system.

You won't have to wait to find out how much
better the 300 System test set is, either. We'll
deliver it to your studio within two weeks. And
we're so sure of your acceptance of Lenco
equipment that we offer a two-year warranty on all
parts and labor-and that includes freight to
and from our factory!
Call or write fer a demonstration today. You'll

·find Lenco to be your first - and only - video test
set alternative.

SEE US AT NAB, BOOTH #1313

LIENCO, INC., ELECTRONICS DIVISION
300 N. Maryland St .. Jackson. MD. 63755. (314) 243-3147 / 13670 lílilecrest Dr., Dallas. TX. 75234 (214) 241-097fi I P.O. Box 301, AtchiSDn. KS. 66002, (913) 367· 1146

March, 1978 ForMore Details Circle (133) on ReplyCard
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THRULINE®
WATIMETERS

BROAOCASf
CATAIDCi
See it all

inlasVegas
atNAB booth 1109

or circle reader service number

Bii\D
30303 Aurora Road,Cleveland (Solon) Oh 44139
Phone:(216) 248-1200 •TWX: 810-427-2687

Cable: BIRDELEC
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Station-to-Station continued from page 170

was adding the external VITS sync
to its internal sync,
A solution was found with the

help of a suggestion from Fred Seitz
and David Walters of Tektronix, A
modification of the external VITS
amplifier and the addition of two
!Cs solved the problem,
We used the Texas Instruments'

TL604P-MOSanalog switch to gate
the external color bar signal to the
147A. As shown in the diagram, the
only modification to the Tektronix
147A output amplifier (A7) is the
addition of a 100-ohm resistor in
series with the input to match the
100-ohmseries impedance the TL604
switch adds to the circuit.
Power to the switches is found

within the 147A by using the +15V
and -15Vsupply. The second switch
is used to turn off the regenerate
sync/burst mode when the external
color bar signal is gated to Line 17,
Field 2 (to avoid double amplitude
sync on that line).

To turn off the regenerate mode,
it is necessary to short pins 1·and 2
on P-4780on the VITS logic board.
As shown in Figure 1, the logic
pulse to do this is the same as the
one to gate the other switch (from
P4930-2).The two !Cswere mounted
in one 16-pinDIP socket so that the
common signals, +15V, -15V, logic
pulse, and ground could be easily
jumpered together for ease of instal
lation,
Althoughwe use these switches to

put color bars on Line 17, Field 2,
any video signal (FCC legal, of
course) could be inserted on any
vertical interval position by proper
programming of the 147A. This
modificationwill also work with the
Tektronix 149A. The Texas Instru
ments' TL604 switch also could
serve a variety of other switching
applications in the television system.
It is capable of switching or routing
any analog signal (up to ±JOV)
from a T1L or similar logic source.

Change-over ideas
By Jordan Roderick, WDCR/WRFD-FM, Hanover, New Hampshire

Multiple-studio operation in many
stations means a lot of patching. So
it was with WDCRand WFRD.With
three studios and two stations, the
collection of disasters related to
inter-studio patching was almost
humorous: anything from creating a
main channel of left minus right, to
going off the air altogether could
(and did) happen, By the summer of
1976it was clear that the time had
come for a change-over system.
Number one on the list of specifi-

cations for the system was that it
should be as inexpensive as pos
sible. Depending upon your require
ments, costs can be anywhere from
$1.50 to $3.00 per crosspoint.
Second, the change-over must be

reliable. It must be able to with
stand the staff, power failures,
voltage surges and temperature
changes. Should it fail, however, it
must be easy to understand and
repair. Downtime on a piece of
equipment that routes all your audio

· continued on page 174

CHANGE-OVER STUDIO
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"The CEI-310 is the, best field
production camera we looked at:'

"Andwe looked at every 2/3"
field production camera on the mar
ket," says Don Barros of Southwest
Producer's Service, Inc. of Dallas.

Southwest Producer's is one of
the country's newest, best equipped
teleproduction houses.

He adds: "We like everything
about the CEl-310-size, weight,
great mobility and range, simple
battery operation, stability, and
reliability.

"And the electronics unit has all
the features we need for the sophis
ticated production work we do.

"We also like the modularity of
the system. We were able to buy just
what we needed-one portable unit,

one modified studio setup, and one
full studio system with an 8-inch
viewfinder. Any time we have to, we
can quickly reconfigure any of these
cameras from studio to portable
and vice versa.

"But after all, a television camera
is judged by the pictures it makes,

See the CEl-3nü at NAB,booth 1102

Changing the look of field production.
March, 1978

For Demonstraticn l!lnly Circlle035) On ReplyCard
For Literature Only Circle (136) On ReplyCard

and the CEl-310 is far superior
to everything else we looked at. The
colorimetry is superb and it performs
beautifully under all kinds of light
conditions. Never before have we
had so many compliments from our
clients on the appearance of their
commercials.

"In short, we think we've got the
world's best field production camera."

Isn't it time you looked into
the new CEl-310, the camera that's
changing the look of field produc
tion? Call your local CEI representa
tive now. Or get in touch with us
directly at 880 Maude Avenue,
Mountain View,California 94043,
(415) 969-1910.

CBI
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Transmitting
Mica Capacitors

-

STOCK DELIVERY
ON MOST RATINGS

Amperex Vacuum
Capacitors

Plus Other Transmitter
Components and Accessories

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
305Wisconsin Avenue

Oceanside, California 92054
(714) 722-6162

ForMore DetailsCircle (137) on ReplyCard

The leader in
features, per- CAL_/
formance, and
reliability in REPRO LEVEL
replacement recorder electron
ics.s-speed EQ;distortion-reduc
ing circuits; remote control.
compatible with most transports.

lnovonics·
Magnetic
Recorder
Electronics
Model 375-$690
lnovonics Inc. e>
503-B Vandell Way Jl
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 374-8300

See us at NAB booth #202
For More Details Circle (138) on ReplyCard
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A better talkback system
By Ernie Dachel, Chief Engineer, WOBL Radio, Oberlin, Ohio

The various manufacturers of
audio consoles have devised several
methods of building a talkback
facility into their products. Unfor
tunately, many of those schemes
exhibit drawbacks which make them
less than ideal.
In some, the level of cue audio

transmitted to the remote site de
pends upon the setting of the control
console's monitor volume control. In
others, several switches must be
activated in order to contact the
remote site. And, in those which
make use of the console's cue
speaker as a talkback microphone,
the quality of the talkback audio
may be unintelligible.
The simple system shown in

Figure 1 inexpensively gets around
many of these drawbacks while at
the same time offering several
advantages. It consists of two small
audio transformers, one repeat coil,
two potentiometers, one multiposi
tion switch, one fixed pad, and a
Shure M63 equlizer. The equalizer
is not essential; any line amplifier of ·
sufficient gain can be used, al
though it should have a couple of
high impedance inputs and a 600-
ohm line level output. The equalizer
function is helpful in cleaning up the
sound of the incoming remote audio.
Here is how it works: With the

switch St in the "Mid" position,
incoming remote audio is coupled
from the telephone voice coupler to
input #1 of the equalizer through
contacts S1-d. The equalized and
amplified audio is taken from the·
output and coupled to the console
input through contacts si-e and the
fixed pad. The pad is used to reduce
the + 4 dBmlevel of the output to a

and control lines to the transmitters
has to be kept to a minimum.
Finally, the system has to be easy

to use or you are right back where
you started from.
There are no commercial switch

ers that meet these criteria for the
signals we wanted to route, so we
built our own. In each studio there
are six lighted buttons. The lights
constantly display which studios are
on which stations. If you want to
change, just hit one of the buttons.
The circuitry is quite simple. A

series of magnetically latching re
lays, K1-K3 in Figure 1 (which
shows only the control circuitry in
the AMportion of our change-over),
are energized by the change-over

buttons in the studios. These hold
the crosspoint relays (K4-K6)closed.
The actual bridging is done by the
crosspoint relays.
"Transmitter control and metering,

audio, the change-over lights, EBS
send control, and whatever else you
can think of can be switched. Your
imagination and the number of
spare relay contacts are the only
bounds to what can be done.
In one and a half years, our

change-over has been down only
once (it was hit by lightning). It has
never made a mistake. Our system
has become an integral part of the
station's operation, for it allows us
to use the full flexibility of our
facility.

level comfortable to the console
input.
When the switch St is moved to

the "Down" position, the output of
the equalizer is connected to the
voice coupler through contacts St-d:
and, a sample of "air" audio from
the modulation monitor (or some
other non-varying source) is
switched to input #2 through con
tacts St-e, This, in effect, "turns
the system around" and feeds "air"
audio at a +4 dBm level to the
remote site. Pot R2 is used to vary
the level of the "air" audio into the
equalizer.
In the "Up" position, the output of

the equalizer is again conected to
the voice coupler, this time through
contacts St-b. However, in this
mode the input #2 is coupled to the
output of the control room micro
phone preamp through contacts
St-a. The "Up" position is a spring
return position and allows the board
operator to talkback to the remote
site. Rt is used to vary the level of
the microphone preamp output to
the system input.
In operation ·during a remote

telephone broadcast, the switch
would be in the "Mid" position and
the equalized remote audio would
feed into the console input and
onto the transmitter. Normally, dur
ing a commercial break, while spots
are being played at the station, the
switch is in the "Down" position;
thus operators at the remote site
can hear the spots. When the feed
stops they know they are back on
the air.
If the board operator wishes to

talk to the remote personnel, he or
continued on page 176
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Telemet Introduces
An AD New

Broadcast Demodulator •••
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Telemet MODEL 3710

DEMODULATORTESTER
VIOEO IN ner

Pff:CISION 0£NODULATOR

Telemet, the first name in quality broadcast test equipment, will be in
troducing the world's best broadcast demodulator at NAB this year. Come
to our booth, - 709, and see what makes our 371 ODemodulator so good.
·• Synchronous and envelope detectors • Multiplexed output for
simultaneous viewing of both waveforms • Digital Display • Complete
Self Test Capability

Plus, Telemet is also introducing
several other new products, including:

• 3310 Video Distribution Amplifier
• 3315 Video Distribution Amplifier with clamping & equalization
• 3320 Pulse Distribution Amplifier
• 3325 Pulse Distribution Amplifier with Variable Delay
• 4420 Modulator with SAW Filter
• 4210 Fibre Optic Video Transmission System

SEE WHArs NEW IN BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
AT NAB! SEE TELEMET, BCX>TH709.

185 Dixon Avenue
Amityville, New York 11701 (516) 842-2300
A GEOTELCOMPANY
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Low Cost
High Performance
Professional Degaussers

• Save Time
• Save Tape and Film
• Save Money

WRE's wide range of degaussers are designed for
years of dependable service for clean and simple era
sure of magnetic film and tapes in just about any
configuration.

Backed by years of proven reliability. these units are
the answer to cutting man-hours and reducing mate
rial costs by allowing reuse of prerecorded media.

TYPE 9205A Degausser is ideally suited for com
plete erasure of program and residual noise from
video. audio. and data recording tape and magnetic
film-in reels. cartridges and cassettes. This uniI will
bulk erase reels up lo 2 inches thick and 17 inches in
diameter. Available for 115 or 230 volt operation.

TYPE 642-21 Degausser is similar lo the 9205A ex
cept it is limited to erasure of. I0\12 inch reels. This
unit is recommended where size and cost are limiting
factors.

TYPE 8905 Magnetic Erasing Pencil is an excellent
tool for erasing limited,small areas of tape or filmand
for demagnetizing record/play heads. In program
material. words. complete sentences. and even sylla
bles may be erased. This unit is equipped with a
press-to-operate switch on the handle. I

MODEL 22-323-1 Foot Switch is a companion ac
cessory to the bulk degaussers that allows conve
nicnt, "hands free" operation and provides a positive
means of turning the degausser off immediately after
use. This is a momentary acting switch and can help
extend the life of the degausser.

If you're looking for a degausser with proven reliabil
ily that will save you time and money, call or write
WRE today.

2119 Schuetz Road• St. Louis,Mo. 63141U.S.A.
314 567-5366 •Telex: 442560

For More Details Circle (140) on ReplyCard
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Station-to-Station continued from page 174

she waits for a commercial break
then puts the console pot into "cue"
and raises St into the "Up" posi
tion. Now, by talking into the
control room microphone the remote
site can be contacted. Releasing the
switch to the "Mid" position allows
the board operator to hear the
remote response in the console's
regular cue system. When the
commercial break is over, the
switch is left in the "Mid" position
and the console pot is brought back
up to its normal setting. If talkback
isn't necessary during a break, the
switch needs only to be moved from
"Mid" to "Down" and then back to
"Mid." The console pot can stay at

its previously established level.
Aside from the fact that the

system can simplify the board
operator's job during a remote, it
allows the remote site to monitor
during all commercialbreaks, news
casts, etc. This can be reassuring to
remote personnel, for if they don't
hear the cue feed during a spot
break, they merely hang up the
phone and redial. This means if you
are out of your station's range and
your line is disconnected, the re
mote will be lost only for the time
between breaks at the longest.
The system has performed per

fectly during our many long-range
out-of-townsports broadcasts.

fl FIXED PAO
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T1, T2 Small audio transformers with correct imped
ance characteristics. (approx.)

T3 REP 111C repeat coil or equiv.
S1 Switchcraft Type 41324L

(3 position switch with one set of detents filed
down to allow spring return in one direction)

Shure M63 Audio Master Equalizer
Appropriate fixed attenuator pad to reduce level of equalizer
(see text).
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AIR AUDIO:
fO MOOULAJ ION MONITOR

"UP"POSITION•TalU>ack to remote

"MID" POSHION• Mix lntocOl'lsole

"DOWN" POSITION• Audio feed to remote
Sl·a·. Sl·b. SI-e, Sl-d, SI-e art all sections o/ tne seme swilch.

Parts List:

R1, R2 10K audio taper pot

Hl·IMP. OUTPUT

UP

1)

llEom'""°"' votercounts
Figure 1

Disabling the cue tone generator for quick edits
By John Eppler, WCNX, Middletown, Connecticut

Disabling the cue tone generator
in the Tapecaster X700-RP cart
recorder is used in our news studio
for quick edits. It allows the
newsman to 'dub reel-to-cart and
edit at the same time.
To modifythe X700-RP:
Add a lOK, t/2 -watt resistor to the

main relay control board at terminal
#16. There is adequate room on the
edge of the board for the resistors.

Connect that 23.5V supply point to
the base of TR-12 on the record
board, through a dpdt toggle switch
which may mount on the front
panel.
Other contacts are used to power

a hi-brightness LEDmounted under
the toggle switch; a reminder to the
production person that he is in the
"edit" mode.

continued on page 178
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'' C'mon guys,
yon really didn't think
we'd miss the 1978NAB

did yon?''
Frankly, 1977 was not one of our better years.
We'll offer one brief comment. It's now 1978 and
we're doing very well thanks to all of our good friends
in the industry ... worldwide.
Our IVC 7000 camera line is prospering. The 7000P
has gained the reputation as the leader in studio and
EFP applications. Its shot making versatility can't be
questioned. Its broad range of accessories make it the
most flexible camera system available.
Our IVC 9000 VTR has lost none of its luster as the
premier production video recorder. Yes, we are selling
and delivering.

And our introduction of the new IVC 1070 VTR has
brought to the industry an extraordinary new produc
tion recorder.

As we said before. 1978 is a whole new ball game.
We'll see you at the NAB in Booth #741.
Last brief comment: This is one NAB we're really
looking forward to.

ltJIVC
InternationalVideoCorporation
453 W.Maude
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Telephone (408) 738-3900
Tx: 34-6404

Subsidiaries in:
Reading, England • Darmstadt, WestGermany
Paris, France • Kowloon, Hong Kong • Ontario, Canada

March, 1978
For More-Details Circle (141) on Reply Card
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NEW ...
Roh Catalog
of Modular
Audio Equipment

Over 50 audio
components
designed for
broadcast service

The most extensive
modular audio
product offering
available

Includes many
new and revised
models for
exceptional system
capability

Write for your free copy
today or call (404) 449-0873

111111111111 II
II II 11111111
II 11111111 II

ROH
CORPORATION
107 Technology Park
Norcross, GA 30071
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Station-to-station continued trom page t76
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Building an audio failure alarm
By E. A. Slimak, Chief Engineer, WRUF, Gainesville, Florida

6 VDC RELAY CONTACTS TO HANDLE LAMP LOAD.

Here is an audio or carrier
failure alarm which can be built in
a few hours for about $15. The
EICO VOX unit is available from
most local radio supply outlets.
Other VOXunits can be used, also.
As received, the kit has a small

relay which must energize a· relay
with larger contacts to flash a lamp
alarm, If you use aural alarm only,
the relay in the VOX unit will
handle the Sonalert. For audio
failure alarm only you can feed the
VOX from any audio line. For
carrier alarm, it is fed from the
audio output of the station modula-

tion monitor.
If the audio feed to the trans

mitter is broken, the alarm will
sound after a preset delay. If the
carrier goes off, the alarm goes off
again as the modulationmonitor has
no audio output.
A unit like this could be used at

several points along the audio feed
circuit with different color lamps to
indicate at which point the signal
has been interrupted. If there are
any questions about this unit, write
me at P.O. Box 14444, Gainesville,
FL 32601. 0

11 ~ LAMP 100 WATT (REO)1 - 115VAC
o

COMMON

NIC NOT USED.N.O.

+6VDC EIGO KIT
/IEC-1300 VOX

R7 R2
0 0

-6VDC

ADJUST R2 ON KIT BOARD FOR INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL.
ADJUST R7 FOR REQUIRED DELAY T[ME.
ANY WELL-FILTERED 6 voe SUPPLY CAN BE USED.

BRIDGING XFMR

Ll
.

DULATION
ONITOR
10 OUTPUT
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Da
TRICHROMA-U
WI 5~5

An advanced
Color Signal

System for low
writing speed VTR's*

Created exclusively to provide %-inch video
cassetterecorderswith the higher levels of per

formance required for quality multigeneration
work.

A profound new concept that breaksaway from con
ventional recording systems to formulate a new dimen

sion in video tape recording tech no Iogy. A system
designed to record color video signals on tape so playback

is free from velocity errors, chroma streaking, differential
gain and phaseerrors, taking a quantum leap over conventional

systems in terms of chroma signal-to-noise ratio.

Implemented to give YOU, the serious user of 3/4-inch recorders,
accessto the most powerful production tool available at anywhere

near the price, right in your own present faci I ities, using your
own existing equipment.

Imagine the additional value that Trichroma-U adds to your product, giving
you plenty of head room for creativity evenon fifth generation, saving your

masters aswell as your copies from the mu!tipass erasures so typical of exist
ing systems, and adding that pleasant film-like texture to the picture so impor

tant to captivate an audience.

Trichroma-U is available now for all models of U-format VCRs, including the port
able versions.Call the best distributor in your area.Chancesare he's a TR I distributor.

And remember,Trichroma-U becomesan integral part of your recorder allowing you to
retain the useof the standard color under system for added flexibility.

It's new, it's exciting,
and U need it! Television Research International

1003 Elwell Ct.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 961-7475*Patents Pending

For More Details Circle (143) on Reply Card
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SOCIETY OF
BROADCAST ENGINEERS, INC.

P.O. Box ·50844,Indianapolis, Indiana46250

Annual membership
meeting scheduled for
Las Vegas
All SBEmembers are encouraged

to attend the annual membership
meeting, scheduled for Sunday,
April 9, at the Las Vegas Hilton. It
is being held in conjunctionwith the

NABconvention.
The membership meeting will be

gin at 3 p.m.; a reception starts at 2
p.m.
Don't forget April 9! This meeting

is an opportunity to make your ideas
known, as well as to meet other SBE
members from around the country.
When making plans to attend the

The Time Centre that lets you do
things you couldn't do before.

'.CMFií!~~éll 1!lfllltrI,-,.,- II -, I I-, ruar<, -, :1 -, . e 1::1 • , e tJ><1l10r
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• Time code generator with EBU, drop-frame, and EIA mode
• Time code reader
• Time code calculator
• Character generator
• Continuous JAM mode for regenerating faulty lime code
• All units inl'ercommunicate
• No pre-recording of lime code necessary
• Permits lime code offset for matching
• Full screen display of all lime code centre functions
• Single line lime code display with two optional sizes
• Remote keyboard control available

Marketed exclusively by:

GLENTRONIX (1977) LTD.
160 DUNCAN MILL ROAD
DON MILLS, ONTARIO M3B 1Z5
(416) 444-8497

GLENTRONIX (U.S.) INC.
210 SOUTH STH STREET
LEWISTON, N.Y. 14092
(716) 754-4347

For More Details Circle (144) on Reply Card
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NAB, include plans to attend this
annual SBEevent. Your support of
SBE is important; SBE leadership
needs your input to make the
Society a better organization.
Patricia "Pat" Satter of the na

tional office also invites all SBE
members and non-members to stop
by the SBEbooth during the NAB
convention, April 9-12. She is look
ing forward to meeting you and
discussing any SBEmatter that may
be of interest to you.

SBEfiles comments in FCC
operator licensing proceeding
The SBEhas filed its comments in

the Radio Operator Licensing Pro
ceeding which the FCC has under
consideration in Docket 20817. This
is a summary of the SBE's comments
in this matter.
The SBEgenerally supported the

proposals made by the FCC to
change the Operator licensing pro
gram and to divide the licenses into
two groups: a Technical series of
license and an Operator grade of
license. The intent of this change is
to permit operation of radio and
television stations with an Operator
license which requires a minimum
of technical knowledge or back
ground. At the same time, the
Technical series of license will be
upgraded.
The FCCproposed that the Broad

cast Operator license could be
obtained without taking any type of
examination to demonstrate a basic
knowledgeof regulations applying to
radio communications, or station
operations or procedures.
The SBEin its comments objected

to this and proposed that a Broad
cast Operator pass at least the
FCC's Element 1 examination. This
would assure someknowledgeof the
FCC'sRules and Regulations as well
as a basic understanding of broad
cast operating practices.
The SBE also proposed that the

Technical series of license be re
titled and redefined as follows:
• Radiotelephone Technician- This
license would directly replace the
old Radiotelephone Second Class
license.
• Broadcast Technician-This li
cense would permit operation, main
tenance and adjustment of all FM
transmitters and all non-directional
AMtransmitters.
• Broadcast Technician With Di
rectional Antenna Endorsement
This license would permit all work
of a broadcast technician plus the
maintenance and adjustment of AM
directional antenna systéms.
• Broadcast Technician With Tele-

con tinued on page 182
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K&L
PRO AUDIO The better source

for all your
audio requirements

Representing 150 lines including
AKG Beyer Malatchi Revox Soundcraft TEAC/Tascam
Ampex BGW Meteor Recordex Soundworkshop Telex
ATC-Forsythe Cetec Micro Track Sennheiser Stanton Technics Pro
Ashley Audio DBX MXR Sescom Stax Uni-Sync
Allen & Heath EV Nortronics Shure Switchcraft UREI
Aucio Technica Koss Ork Sony Tapco

Specializing in
Technics

Professional Series

SP-lOMKII
The Technics SP-10 MK II Turntable represents
state of the art in broadcast quality turntables.
With features like higher torque than any other
turntable, quartz-controlled phase-locked servo
D.:::. brush less motor, 3 speeds, 0.025% wow
and flutter, and 0.25 second start-up time. The
new SL-1500 MK II brings technics quality to
broadcasters with small budgets. Cal I for pricing
and detailed technical information.

RS-1500 MK II
The Technics RS-1500 brings the inovative
engineering Technics is known for to the low
cost production recorder. With its "isolated
loop" and all direct drive quartz and controled
phase-locked servo system, the RS 1500 out
performs any deck in its class. Specifications
represent state of the art including 0.018% wow
and flutter, 30-30KHZ .± 3 dB frequency
response, 60 dB signal to noise ratio, and º +_
6% variable speed. Mechanically perfect and
audibly superior, this is the finest deck under
$2000.00. As with most equipment it is available
from stock, thanks to our $750,000.00 inventory.

K&L
PRO AUDIO___,

March, 1978
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Need it in a hurry?
We ship most catalog items. from stock
the same day an order is received.

Fast service and dependability is our
standard. Request our free catalog of
equipment and components.

We have 15 years of experience in serving
the broadcaster's equipment requirements.

P.O. BOX 3141 •
BRISTOL, TENNESSEE 37620

(615) 878-2531

For More Details Circle (146) on ReplyCard
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CORPORATION

VIDEO EDITORS
AND

INTEGRATED VIDEOTAPE EDITING SYSTEMS

JBT-104-BA
Backspacer

Patented Backspacer Editing
Time Code • Random Access
Search MOD-1• Decision Storage
Special Effects
SMARTInterface for V0-2860

GENTLE HANDLING-LEAST WEAR ON RECORDER AND TAPE
• TIME CODE RANDOM ACCESS SYSTEM
uses SVCor SMPTEformat

• SINGLE FRAME ACCURACY
for edits and random access retrieval

• DECISION STORAGE
for special effects mixing, workprints, multiple second-generation
masters

• STEPLESS SEARCH
in either direction on U-matic VTRs

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #1315, ITVA BOOTH #18

Spectra-Vision Corporation
1528 Belfield Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19141, (215) 457-6500

182 ForMore Details Circle (147) on Reply Card

SBE
continued from page 180

vision Endorsement-This license
would permit all work of a broad
cast technician plus maintenance
and adjustment of television trans
mitters.
The SBE further proposed that

applicants for these new licenses
pass the appropriate elements of the
FCC examinations.
The FCC proposed to take mea

sures to upgrade the quality of the
examinations and to protect the
integrity of these examinations. The
SBE wholeheartedly supported this
proposal and suggested that a new
series of updated examinations be
developed and that they be changed
at frequent intervals to prevent
compromise.
The SBE proposed that present

holders of the Radiotelephone First
Class license be grandfathered and
that upon renewal, they would
receive the Broadcast Technician
license with both the Directional
Antenna and the Television en
dorsement.
Also, the SBEsupported the FCC's

proposals for five-year renewal
terms in order to update and purge
records, but not to require a
showing of satisfactory service for
such a renewal. The FCC would
retain the prerogative of requiring
re-examination for those license
holders whose actions had indicated
questionable technical ability.

CHAPTERREPORTS
Chapter 2-Northeastem
Pennsylvania
Representatives from Philips

Audio-Video Systems demonstrated
some of the firm's equipment at the
February 6 meeting in the WVIA
TV/FM studios in Pittston. The
demonstration included the LDK-25
studio color TV camera, VHF and
UHF TV transmitters, and the
Philips installations in New York's
World Trade Center.

Chapter 3-Kansas
Forest Commings, design engineer

for Collins radio in Dallas, pre
sented a program on pulse width
modulation in AM transmitters at
the January 10 meeting at KEYN in
Wichita. He illustrated the advan
tages of the PWM system over other
forms of amplitude modulation.

Chapter 9-Phoenix, Arizona
David Van de'Water gave a tour

of the Western Electric· Cable plant
at the January 24 meeting.

continued on page 184
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AFAsavs:

to the 960Hz. tone
in your video only edits

EDIT POlt--T /CONTROL TRACK
CUE TRACK

If you've got rt .
you know it! .
and AFA'sunique
GatedVideo ~ircuit
Modulewill get / ~ ~ ,.,.... "II

rid of it.
Buzztone du-inq
video only edits on a
VR 2000 or VR 1200 and
now on RCA TR 70 or
TR 60 canbestoppedcold
with this all-digital, CMOS
module. Simple installa
tion, RFturn-on, turn-of1.
Usedby majer networks
and post production
operations.
Forintormation,callorw-ite: A.F. ASSOCIATES, INC.
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A
¥

See us in Las Vegas
NAB SHOW April 9-12
at Booth512
S1nlron1~ coRPORAT10N

I

212 WELSH POOL RD, LIONVILLE. PA 19353 (215)363-0444

Sintronic Corporation is a subsidiary of Singer Products Co.. Inc.
Integrity and dependability since 1937

ForMore Details Circle (149) on ReplyCard

YOU MA Y NOT SEE IT FOR ANOTHER 10 MONTHS
When an installation such as this microwave station in Greenland is accessible
for only a few months a year you need a dependable, remote power source.
Inside the protective shelter TELAN thermoelectric generators are the sole
source of power. For more information about TE LAN please write us today.

'°''°'TELEDYNE ENERGY SYSTEMS
110W.Timoniurn Rd., Timonium, Md., 21093
Phone:301-252-8220 Telex: 8-7780 Cable: TELISES

For More Details !Circle(150) on Reply Card
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SBE
continued from page 182

Chapter 16-Seattle, Washington
At the January 11 meeting in the

Black Angus, Bob Dietsch of the
FCC presented an update on FCC
status on AM stereo, FM quad, and
proposed licensing rule changes.
Lee Pinski of RCA presented a
paper and slides on antenna sys
tems using circular polarization.

Chapter 22-Central New York
Dave Harry of Potomac Instru

ments discussed and demonstrated
innovations in audio test equipment
at the January 19 meeting in Syra
cuse. The equipment included oscil
lators and distortion analyzers
which measure noise, distortion,
and stereo phase; and a VHF signal
strength meter.

Chapter 28-Milwaukee, Wisconsin
At the January 17 meeting in

WTMJ auditorium, Larry Ehnstrom
of TeleMation presented the Com
positor 1 character generator.
Bruce Krogstad of WTMJ-TVthen
explained how the system was
interfaced in the WTMJ-TVset-up.

Chapter 33-Southwestern Ohio
Dave Newborg and Dave Grover

ofRCABroadcast Divisiondiscussed
RCA's solid-state 5 kw transmitter
and AM stereo at the January 10
meeting at WXIX-TV.

Chapter 46-Baltimore, Maryland
At the January 18 luncheon/

seminar in the LookingGlass Rest
aurant, William L. Sien and Ted
Bennett from Systems Wireless Ltd.
discussed the design and use of
Vega's wireless microphone system.
Equipment demonstrated included
the model 77 transmitter, the model
58 receiver, the "Performance"
wireless microphone, and various
other products.

Chapter 47-Los Angeles, California
Rick Stevens of Harris Corp.

described the Harris MS-15 exciter
and stereo generator and the MSP-1
audio processor at. the February 2
meeting in the KCET-TVconference
room.

Chapter 48-Denver, Colorado
The January 3 meeting in the

Federal Building featured James
Wadiak, the bureau chief of the
FCC Denver office, who spoke on
FCC operations. He also discussed
the FCC's philosophy and the avoid
ance of citations through proper
logging and correction of problems
when they take place. D
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employing
a compact

microprocessor computer,
lets you start with the automation you need.

today.

And add as mu ch automation as you wi 11need.
tomorrow.

o
'Tl
'Tl

CJ
men

P.O. Box 482
MABANK, TX 75147

(214) 887-1181

810 W Bristol Street
ELKHART, IN 46514

(219) 264-0931

1644 Tullie Cir, NE
ATLANTA, GA 30329

(404) 321-4318

M200; a practical, bui Iding block approach to
TV automation.

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, NY 11021

(516) 487-1311

4419 Van Nuys Blvd, Ste 307
SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403

(213) 990-6172

NAB '78 BOOTH 813 THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
.A. Tektronix Company
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Putting the poet under
The nemesis of most announcers who approach

public service copy "cold" is the blue dittoed scripts
that are sent out by various organizations seeking
public service time.
Recently, the host of the morning show on KRJB,

Monte Rio, California, was the victim of a Blue
Banana.
The script read: "The noted British poet, Stephen

Spender, will appear at the College of Holy Names in
Oakland and read some of his own poetry. The
evening promises to be an aesthetic treat."
With one eye on the studio clock and the other on

the badly printed script, the final line of the message
came across: "The evening promises to be an
anaesthetic treat."
The host has been hiding out from the wrath of

Spender ever since!
Incidentally, KRJBis located in the .wild and wooly

country of the Russian River resort area of Sonoma
County, and occupies a 42-acre hilltop estate. Being
the only place for vultures to roost, we occasionally
get VSWR shutdowns. Usually the vulture can be

continued on page 188
...• he odds are 8 to 5 that

it will rain tonite here in Vegas...

THE MOST
UNFORGETTABLE

CHARACTERS
YOU'VE EVER SEEN

186

See usat NABBooth No. 729
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The toughest
three-year-old
on the .ock!

~gQ
--- - -

tlOAOC.UfJU.HSMITTll
IOOClll ,._,,_

Three years ago, CSI annou need a new line of AM and FM transmitters at the NAB
convention in Las Vegas.

In 1978- three years and 271 installations laterwe'll be back in Las Vegas
with the NAB and a full line of broadcast transmitters.

Be sure to drop by Booth #318 and say Hello ... to the toughest three-year
old on the block.

3800 South Congress Street• Boynton Beach, Florida- Phone 305/732-0300 •Telex 513458
IN CANADA, contact Peter Macfarlane, CSI Electronics, Pointe Claire PO. Phone 514-695-8130 or 514-484-6601.

March, 1978
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continued from page 186

enticed off its perch by sending our engineer out
wearing a piece of meat on his head. The vulture
always comes back though. Bill Bohen, KRJB, Monte
Rio, California.

continued on page 190
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FREEZE-FRAmE & SLO-mo
"the easy way"

ATHENA 4000 * ATHENA 5000 ,~·-· • \
The Atllenas give you six more features 'O<t • )
than the RCATP-66 or the EK CT-500: e • (

AT LOWER COST! .......•·
1. Freeze-frame, instant start/stop, animation, slo-mo

-all direct from film to tape by TV film chain.
2. Digital control CMOScircuitry for complete

low-voltage remote control and/or computer control.
3. 115V 60 HZ or 220V 50 HZ
4. Modular digital design tor easy service.
5. Extended 2-3 year warranty.
6. Insured against obsolescence-retrofittable

to new design improvements and options.

~~

SEE US IiNI BOOTH 1000 AT INAB
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lt~savery
9oodyear.

to buy Be ar.
• Our AMM-2 AM Modulation Moni·

tor features three peak lights and
outputs for ATSmodulation control.

• OurAMM-3AM Modulation Monitor
features separate meters and four
peak lights for negative and posi
tive modulation, and also Includes
outputs for ATSmodulation control.

• Our new AM Frequency Monitor
includes ±10 Hz and ±20 Hz off
frequency alarms, and a loss-of·
count alarm.

• Our new AM RF Amplifier System
permits reliable monitoring with
our new shielded loop In a field of
50 microvolts per meter.

• Our new Automatic Power Control
ler provides power correction and
alarms for ATS.

• Our new Mod-Minder provides
automatic modulation control and
alarms for ATS.

• Our newStatusAlarm Systemstarts
with two statuses and can be ex
panded to over 900 statuses.

• Our new FM Modulation Monitor
features a sample-hold and abso
lute magnitude peak detector cir
cuit to capture and display all the
program peaks on the modulation
meter.

• Our new Digital FM Modulation
Monitor features a continuous LED
display to instantaneously indicate
program peaks.

• Our new Stereo Monitor features
two sensitive auto-ranging volt
meters for simplified automatic
measurement of stereo separation
and crosstalk.

• Our new SCA Monitor features an
auto-ranging voltmeter for simpli
fied SCAmeasurements.

• Our new Digital FM Frequency
Monitor includes off-frequency
alarms for carrier, 19 kHz pilot,
and SCA frequencies.

• Our newFMRFAmplifier maintains
full stereo performance with the
ability to select any channel.

• Our new Digital Clock provides the
necessary timing function for ATS.

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTERAVENUEAT DORSET.DEVON.PA. 19333 •BOX 826 • <2~5J687-5550
SEE US AT BOOTH #520

There were always lots of good reasons
to buy Belar ... now we can give you
many more. Like our new automatic
Stereo Monitor, shown above.

We're in1roducing a line of new prod
ucts that will set new standards of per
formance in broadcast monitoring.
Each piece of equipment has been
Belar-engi neered to remain state-of
t he-a rt for years to come. And, of
course, our monitoring systems are
suitable for ATS.

Check our new equipment and see
why we say this is a vintage year. Buy
Belar today ... in ten years, you'll still
be thanking yourself.

March, 1978
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EXPAND Your
Video Production Capability
ADAPT CINE LENSES-SLR LENSES-MICROSCOPES
TO 3 TUBE PRISM VIDEO CAMERAS

•MODEL 16-66N FOR 2/3"
CAMERAS TAKES "C"
ARRI, CPR, SLR LENSES

•MODEL 35-lOON FOR ''1"
CAMERAS TAKES ARRI,
PANAVISION, SLR LENSES

NO SWEEP REVERSAL
REQUIRED ADAPTA-LENS 16-66N

ZOOM BLOW-UP/REDUCTlON POSITIOlilERS FOR
35/16mm MOTION PICTURE & SLIDE PFiOJECT10N

• ZOOM FROM 1/4 FILM I Wl&

FRAME TO 1/4 VIDEO
FRAME

•PAN & TILT
CONTINUOUSLY

•MANUAL OR REMOTE
SERVO CONTROLLED

• QUICK CHANGE &
PERMANENT MODELS SHOWN ON RCA FR-35
e ARRI OR NIKON MOUNTS FOR RCA TK-76
•ARRI TO "S" MOUNT FOR HITACHI SK-80
•CUSTOM OPTICAL RELAY SYSTEMSFOR CAMERA &
TELECINE
~"' 8-09 FERN ST., FAIR LAWINN.J. 07410

"'~the WARREN R. SMITH CO. (201) 197-2579
For More Details Circle (158) 011 Reply Card
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Walking on water?
The Baptist church in town presents a Christmas

Cantata each Christmas season. I was asked to set up
a microphone in the choir loft so that it would have an
adequate pick-up for the remote broadcast transmitter
being used to feed the studio. Upon arriving at the
church, I found that no one was around, and began
looking for an upper floor level, above the pulpit.
Discoveringa dark hallway behind the pulpit, I felt my
way up a stairway to the choir loft.
However, at the top of the stairs I found a locked

door. Hoping there might be another way, I retreated
down the stairs, and found another door in the
darkness. Here was another stairway, but this one
went down. Just in case, I decided to go a few steps to
see if this was a way to my destination.
A couple of steps down, I noticed water underfoot.

Thinking it was a water leak, I took another step and
found myself in inches of water. This was certainly a
startling situation. All of a sudden, I realized what
had happened, and before I realized what I was
doing, I yelled, "OH GOD, I'M IN THEBAPTISMAL,"
and immediately baptized my own feet. James Cate,
Keokuk, Iowa. O

That's Eidophor~..
The Ultimate in Video Projectors

At Conrac, we understand just how serious
your company or institution is about effective big
screen video communications. That's why we offer
you Eidophor with everything you could want built
in. Eidophor provides you with the crucial opera
tional capabilities you need, like remote control,
forward, rear and inverted projection, video tape
recorder and data generator/computer imputs.
The end result? The brightest, sharpest, most
advanced and powerful video projector system in
existence.

Why is Eidophor's 7,000 lumen output so
important? Because it allows your color program to
take place in high ambient light. A distinct audience
and production advantage.

So whether your video projector needs are
entertainment, simulation, instruction, sports,
military, medical or general business ... get the
big, bright picture by looking to Conrac.

40' X 53'BIG, andl7,000 LUMENSBRIGHT...

SYSTEMS-EAST DIVISION
32 FairfieldPL,WestCaldwell, N.J. 07006 (201) 575-8000

See an Eidophor demonstration at the NAB Show, Booth No. 821

CCNRAC

"'A Registered Trademark of Eidophor, LTD.
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zoon1inl
This is the otticiet column of the American
Society of TV Cem.iremen (ASTVC). The ASTVC
can be contacted by writing to: P.O. Box 296,
Sparkill, NY 10976. 914) 359-5985 .

• • • • • • • • • lt ••••••••••••••••••••••••

Take 1...Whatever happened to TV?
As an answer to the above, one might (without

thinking) respond that TV is bigger and better than
ever, as all the ads and promotionals keep reminding
us. The pundits might say that "TV is alive and well
in Hollywood.' The cynics (who used to tell us that
color TV was just a "pigment of the imagination")
might answer by saying TV is just going the way of
economic trends.

But are any of these explanations what we in the
industry can really accept as accurate? Or, might
there by another way of describing what network TV
has evolved into? Might we not be correct in
describing the network operation as just one big
jukebox?

At the risk of being repetitive, we would like to
borrow a portion of one of our BE columns of recent
date. We pointed out that approximately 800/o of
network programming was film production made by
studios such as.Warners, 20th Century, MGM, and on
and on and on. The viewer is being treated to
made-for-TV movies in small doses or TV serials in
large doses. Whether you call them police stories,
sitcoms, or the "let's play doctor" variety, they are
conceived by the film-oriented, written, directed and
produced by the film-types, and "shot" on film
cameras by film personnel on the film-studio lot.

The finished products are then (after auditioning by
the appropriate agency and sponsor reps) delivered to
the networks where they are "placed in the jukebox,
the coins inserted, and the buttons pushed." Voila!
Another grand and glorious evening of I Love Genie or
some other monumental epic begins.

When the networks present films such as Roots or
The Godfather or Gone With the Wind, one cannot
help but say that this is superior entertainment.
However, it must be kept in mind that these are
specials; they are not presented as Monday through
Friday viewing (or even regular weekend fare). And,
the majority of these productions were made as
theatrical productions, not specifically produced for
television.

For various reasons, it would appear that the
film-fare produced primarily for the theater is far
superior to that produced for the TV screen. We are
sure there are many of our readers who have, from
time to time, pushed themselves away from the TV
screen to go and "stretch their legs," and then come
back in time to catch the commercials (which were
better produced and more entertaining than the show
itself).

Mind you, we are not speaking of programs
produced by the networks themselves, such as the

continued on page 192
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A NEW APPROACH TO TELECINE LIGHT
CONTROL THAT IS ...

FASTER

QUIETEIR

SMOOTHER MODEL 5050
AUTOMATIC LIGHT

CONTROL

and MORE EFFECTIVE.

FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER
OF TELECINE EQUIPMENT.

i1i ~7~s!u~~ST!,M~l~~arr'.~.~,1A IN e.&;.; SALT LA:'E CITY. UTAH 84115

VISIT BOOTH 1306 AT N.A.B.

ForM•ireDetailsCircle (160) on ReplyCard

STOP GROUND-LOOP HUM!

VIDEO HUM STOP
COIL. .. HSC 1
Will ELIMINATE HUM and
other INTERFERENCE in
Video Lines ceusec by dif
ferences in Grome Potential.

• For Color and Black and White.
• FLAT-DC to 6.5 MHz.
• No Low-Freq. or Hi-Freq. Roll-off.
• No Differential Phase Distortion.
• No Differential G&in Distortion.
• No Envelope Delay.
• Passive Device - Failure Free-Low Price.
• Small Compact Package 4" x 4" x 2-114".

NEW!

ELIMINATES HUM
AND INTERFERENCE:

IN STUDIO
• Between Buildings
• On long runs in Buildings
• Between Studio and Transmitter
• On Incoming Telco circuits
• On Outgoing Tele" circuits

$140
F.0.B.
N.Y.

IN FIELD
• Betw. Remote Truck and Telco
• Betw. Remote Truck and Microwave
• For lntertruck Hookup
• For VTR Units
• For Monitoring Lines

·N~~~- -~~~-~~~- -~~~-

AUDIO·VIDEOENGINEERINGCOMPANY
65 Nancy Blvd., Merrick, N.Y. 11566

Tel. (516) 546-4239

Available on
10 day free trial

ForMoreDetailsCircle (161) on ReplyCard
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Automate your
station breaks

tor under S5o,ooo
~

-
...

Videomedia's VMC-100
prolessional sequencing system
Now small and medium sized stations can afford auto
matic sequencing of up to six 3,4" tape machines for
spot and station break play. All for about one-fifth the
cost of a quad video cart machine.

Less than $50,0001ncludes six tape units, switchers,
TBC, waveform monitor and hardware. Smaller systems
(two or more tape machines) are also available. The
VMC-100is an ideal back-up for quad video cart
machines.
The system is made for pros who demand not only

simplicity and precision, but virtual failsafe performance
from their equipment.

To prevent loss of commercial air time, VMC-100
features individual control cards for each video machine,
100% redundant circuitry, and a by-pass capability in
cas= any individual machine malfunctions.
Accuracy is ensured by counting control track pulses..

so expensive time codes are unnecessary. A tone
encoder plug-in card allows precise, automatic tone
placement for tape cueing.
The VMC-100 is completely modular, expandable,

and adaptable for future microprocessor control. For
more information, please call or write for our free
VMC-100brochure.

'
ideomedia
Total Video Systems

250 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 733-6500

192 For More Details Circle (162) on Reply Card
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news and special events, sports, specials, etc. We are
speaking of the inane productions film-types have fed
us for far too long.

It's time now to go back to in-house TV productions
that the networks are indeed capable of doing, should
they so choose. Back to productions like the Hit
Parade, the Berle Show, Robert Montgomery Presents,
Sing Along with Mitch, and all the other fine dramatic
and musical shows that originally made television the
great live medium it once was, and can be once again.

PS: Big riddle-do they really believe that the home
TV audience is any less intelligent or selective than
the theater-going public? What do you think?

Take 2... Panning & Scanning
Bob Brooks, ASTVC SE regional director, reports

from WPEC-TV that he has attended the IES/TTFL
(lighting) symposium held in Miami as a representative
of the ASTVC.

Attending the seminar with Brooks was Mark Ryan,
long-time ASTVC member from WAST-TV, Albany,
New York. Brooks also reports meeting with some of
the guys from Mississippi ETV in Jackson.

BE readers might recall that Mississippi ETV was
the first broadcast establishment to sponsor the
membership of their camera personnel. (We might add
that they also keep us posted on upcoming job
opportunities which we gratefully pass along to all
interested ASTVCmembers through the Job Hotline.)

Gerry Gander, director of the Schools Liaison
Group, writes en route to California to tell us he is
enjoying seeing the U.S. before putting "camera to
shoulder" once again for Warner Communications.

Vince DiPietro, NBC Emmy winner, tells us that he
had great results using the Fujinon lens-effects
adapter while taping the Brooklyn Archdiocese
production of "Hello Dolly." He also promised to send
in a description of the apparatus, complete with
pictures of the production.

Happy to report that Jack Dorfman, ABC camera
man, has recovered from recent illness which laid him
low while on a field assignment. We missed him and
his charming wife who were supposed to be on hand
for the second annual ASTVCAwards Dinner.

Anthony St. John had better have some pictures for
us from the seminar he's planned in cooperation with
Sony and the people at KRON-TV(San Francisco).

Have you heard the rumor that Dean Martin might
be the next invited nominee for the .upcoming third
annual ASTVCAwards Dinner? With that, we'll just

Fade to black ....
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the CD-460 has never limited
your creativity. ..
now introduce yourself to the
new matrix wipe
at NAB LosVegas

Booth915

For More Details Circle (163) on Re~ly Card
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 72

TV ENG van package, and radio
ENGrepeater systems. Booth 1004.

Conrac
Color and monochrome professional
television monitors. Booth 721.

see ad on page 17

ConsolidatedElectronic Industries
New: CUERACautomation system,
tape cartridge players, professional
reproducers, and a reel-to-reel tape
recorder. Booth 409.

ConsolidatedVideo Systems
Time base correctors. New: Com
puter-controlled VTR editor, and
image enhancer/noise reducer.
Booth 917.

see ads on pages 45, 165

Continental Electronics
Manufacturing
AM transmitters. Booth 312. Hos
pitality Suite: Hilton, rooms 1249-50.

see ad on page 234

Convergence Corporation
New: Commercial post-production,
and ENG!EFP videocassette editing
systems. Booth 1007.

Crosspoint Latch
Booth 1143.

Data Communications
Corporation [BIAS]
Micro BIAS, satellite system, ac
counting system, and automated
switching. Booth 919. Hospitality
Suite: Hilton, room 2922.

Datatek Corporation
Video/audio routing switcher; TV
transmitter color phase equalizer;
video sweep generators; video and
pulse DAs; and audio DAs. New:
SMPTEtime code switching system,
SMPTEtime code distribution ampli
ñer, audio routing switcher, and
video envelope delay measuring set.
Booth 705.

see ad on page 129

Datatron
Multiple interface unit, standard
code reader, standard generator,
character inserter, generator with
user bits, and portable field code
generator. New: Jam-sync gener
ator, code reader with user bits,
code switcher, and hi-speed pe
ripherals for tempo editor. Beoth
1223.

see ad on page 78

Delta Electronics
Operating impedance bridges, an-

tenna monitors, digital remote con
trol systems, toroidal current trans
formers, meter jacks, amplitude
modulation controller, automatic
power controller, and receiver/
generator. New: RF ammeter pro
ducts.,Booth 206.

Dielectric Communications
RF loads and wattmeters, RF coax
switches, and broadcast waveguide
and accessories. New: VoJtagespike
protectors, and RF sampler. Booth
901A.

Di-Tech
VideoDAwith clamp and equalizer,
audio DA, pulse DA with delay,
audio/video routing switchers,
touch-tone control system, audio
monitor amplifier, video presence
detector, and video source identifier.
New: Audio/video routing switcher,
audio DA, video source identifier,
and video presence detector. Booth
1219.

see ad on page 89

DolbyLaboratoriles ·
FM broadcast unit, professional
A-typenoise-reduction unit, and line
of FM system consumer receivers.
Booth 514. HospiltalitySuite: Hilton.

Duca-RichardsonCorporation
Production switchers. New: Master

194
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control system. Booth 1301. Hospi
tality Suite: MGMGrand.

Dynalr Electronics
Distribution equipment, and demod
ula tor. New: Routing switchers,
sync generator module, and genlock
module. Booth 914.

see 1d on pages 18, 19

Dynasciences
Image enhancer, production switch
er, processing system, video distri
bution equipment, and routing
switchers. New: Video graphics
system, compact production switch
er, and downstream soft chroma
keyer. Booth 818.

see ad on pages 34, 35

Dytek
(See Computer Image Video Con
troller.) Bootlti 1227.

E.G. & G.
High-intensity obstruction lighting
equipment for antennas. New:
Omni-directional antenna, and ob
struction light. Booth 1203.

ENG Manufacturing Company
New: ENG van, ENG sedan, EFP
carts, and microwave carts. Booth
1235.

ESE

Digital clocks, digital timers, master
clock systems, and time program
mers. New: Timer with display
freeze, thermometer displaying
degrees Centigrade and Fahrenheit,
and 6-digit clock/timer with mem
ory. Booth 333.

see ads on pages 123, 1<5

Eastman Kodak Company .
Films, chemicals, processing proce
dures, and hot-pressed ferrite video
head refurbishing service. New:
Shortened newsfilm process. Booth
916.

Edco Products
Broadcast audio cassette, Rapid-Q
tape cartridge equipment, stereo
phase· enhancer, and Dyna-mite
series video/audio DA. Booth 107.

Edcor (Calrec)
Booth 1407.

Edutron
New: CCD1H time base corrector.
Booth 1312.

Eigen Video
Slow-motion disc recorder. Booth·
1225.

Electro and Optical Systems Ltd.
SMPTEtime code generator, SMPTE
hi-speed bi-directional 'reader, and

peak program meters. New: Port
able SMPTE time code generator,
mini switcher, minimixers, and
monochrome monitors. Booth 1222.

see ad on page 85

Electro Controls
Playmate. New: ILS, Plexus-1000,
Playmaster, and Parellipsphere.
Booth 1601.

see ad on page 124

Electro Impulse Lab
Catalog #890, and RF calorimeters
line. New: 15 kw calorimeter with
digital readout. Booth 103.

Electrohome Ltd.
Monochrome video monitors, 25-inch
color receiver/monitor, and installa
tion hardware for monitors. New:
19- and 25-inch color monitors.
Booth 1204.

see ad on page 82

Electro-Voice
Professional dynamic microphones,
and studio monitor loudspeaker.
New: Professional condenser micro
phone system and miniature con
denser tie-clasp microphone. Booth
1307.

Electronics, Missiles and
Communications

continued on page 196
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 195

10-watt MDS transmitter, 100-watt
MDS amplifier, 10-watt UHF trans
lator, and 10-watt VHF translator.
New: 1000-watt UHF television
transmitter. Booth 907. Hospitality
Suite: MGMGrand, room 1197A.

see ad on page 230

English Electric Valve [EEV]
Vidicons, Orthicons, and Leddicons.
New: 2/3-inch Leddicon, 30mmLed
dicon/variable light, TV klystrons,
and RF proclnr•r u~r•t- AQ5.

see ad on page 15

Farinon Electric
Microwave radio system for ENG/EJ
applications, portable microwave
radio for short-range TV transmis
sion, audio/video diplexer, 2 GHz
preamplifier, and 20-watt power
amplifier. Booth 1111.

see ad on pages 100, 101

Fidelipac
Master cart, studio on-air light,
cartridge racks, alignment cart
ridges, alignment gauges, cartridges
eraser, cartridge labels, splicing
accessories, and hot tape. New:
Wow and flutter meter. Booth 415.

see ad on page 108

Filmways Radio
20/40 format, Wolfman Jack pro
gram, and record report program.
New: Radio country format, country
concert, country news, and Charlie
Tuna program. Hospitality Suite:
Hilton, room 1450.

Flash Technology Corporation ·
of America
FTB-Z05Beacon, FTB-300 Beacon,
master controller, and FTB-106D.
New: FTB-405Beacon, Super Con
troller, and optícnl link. Booth 1209.

see ad on page 202

Fuji Photo Film USA
2-inch tape, %-inch tape, fire
retardant shipping cases, reel-to
reel audio tape, and videocassette
tape. New: 1-inch tape. Booth 900.
Hospitality Suite: Hilton.

Fujinon Optical, Inc.
Triple-range field zoom (up to 55x),
twin-range field zoom (up to 60x),
4-range wide angle zoom, close
focusing wide angle zoom, high
resolution wide angle zoom. New:
ENG lenses/studio conversion kit/
travel case; 30x15 F12.0 zoom
(15-450mm) for 1 1-4-inch format;
30x11.5 F/1.6 zoom (16-330mm)for
1-inch format; and 22x12.5 F/1.6
twin-range zoom (12.5-275mm,
25-550mm) for 2/3-inch ENG/studio
use. Booth 528. Hospitality Suite:

196

There are few thin1gs in life
Take any one of our

Audio Recording Instruments.
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------------------------------------, Hilton.

as dependable as a Scully.
The quality cf sound is extraordinary ... the rugged design
is built to last. The performance is classic.

Built by Scully ... one of the first names in broadcast
history. Equipment you can trust, by a company you've
come to depend on.

For complete details, write or call Scully Recording
Instruments, Division of Dictaphone Corp., 475 Ellis
Street, Mountain View, California 94043 (415) 968-8389.
TLX 34-5524

®Seu Illy
Recording Instruments
For classic periormence.
NAB Booth #305

March, 1978
For More Details Circle (167) on Reply Card

see ad on pages 110, 111

GBC CCTV Corp.
Booth 1302.

GTE Sylvania
Booth 711.

Garner Industries
Bulk eraser for videocassettes, bulk
eraser for audio tape, and high
speed reel-to-reel tape duplicator
(114-inchaudio tape). Booth 1217.

see ad on page 138

General Electric
Lighting advice. New: Improved
QuartzlineR studio lamps, catalog,
and lamp-to-equipment guide. Booth
1211.

Glentronix
Image video routing switcher, and
ACR-25 logic analyzer board. New:
Telcom's T-10,000 time code center,
and ElectroVisual's color monitor.
Booth 1604.

see ad on page 180

Alan Gordon Enterprises
Wind screen, and shock mount.
New: Diversity antenna system, MXR
mixer, and cassette recorder. Booth
1201.

Gotham Audio Corporation
Telecom noise reduction system,
Neumann condenser microphones,
NTP video projected PPM, Lyrec
tape timer, Klein & Hummel monitor
loudspeaker system, EMT flutter
meters, EMT micro impedance
meters, and Woelke flutter meters.
New: Telefunken tape recorders,
EMT turntables, and Neumann pop
proof cardioid microphone. Booth
909.

The Grass Valley Group
Production switchers, master con
trol switcher, frame synchronizers,
linearity correctors, sync change
over system, and routing switchers.
New: Frame-selectable auto transi
tion option for production switchers,
effects memory system, expanded
automation system capability, and
AFV routing switchers and ex
panded variable equalization mod
ules. Booth 813.

soe ads on pages 3, 185

The Great American Market
Lamps, stands, and special effects.
New: Lighting equipment, scenic
projector, patterns, and custom
service. Booth 1319.

see ads on pages 139, 226

Groton Computer
New: Logging, reporting and ac
counting system. Booth 421.

continued on page 198
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-A Back Pack TVCamera
Battery With
250% More Power Output

(At No Increase In Weight)

Sp•Silvereel
By Yardney

Or, If Your Present Battery Is
As Powerful As You Want It ...
How Would You Like To Have It
At VJrd Its Present Weight?

Silvercel rechargeable batteries pack the
most useable power into the smallest and
the lightest modular package. Used by all
major manufacturers of TV Back Pack
Cameras as original equipment, they offer
the added advantage of a QUICK CHARGE
without battery damage by the use of a
quick pulse charge.
Silvercel (silver/zinc) rechargeable batteries
- the recognized standard of excellence in
power output for back pack TV cameras.
Our technical assistance and catalog are
yours for the asking.

82 Mechanic Street
Pawcatuck, Connecticut 02891

For More Details Circle (168) on Reply Card

Mark IV-T Metric
Weatherminder
The original weather console designed
especially for the announcer's table. Now
equipped with dials reading Metric or com
bination U.S./Metric. The basic instrument
cluster for local programming. Professional
equipment at modest cost.

Department B

Texas Electronics, Inc.
P. O. Box 7225
Dallas, TX 75209 (214) 631-2490

Metric or U.S.IMetric Readings for
-B---4 Wind Direction & Speed

G> Barometric Pressure
Remote Temperature

Also, a complete line of
weather instruments, re
corders,sensors,controllers,
etc.

ForMore Details Circle (169) on ReplyCard

Through these terminals pass some of
the best sounds around.

Install Shallco attenuators for
reliable performance. Replace
ments available for most all con
soles.

Shalko
Request catalog 102

Shallco, Inc. P. O. Box 1089
Smithfield, N. C. 27577 919/934-3135
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 197

Hallikainen &: Friends
New: Program logging system, time
announce controller, digital tele
metry adapter, and modular TV
audio control system. Booth 518.

Harris Corporation
Color prism camera; television an
tennas; system for AM stereophonic
broadcasting, compative phase mul
tiplex; AM transmitters; FM exciter;
audio processor for AM/FM/TV;
FM transmitters; one- and two-deck
tape cartridge machines; modular
audio consoles; transcription turn
table; and micro-computer automa
tion system. New: Transmitter/an
tenna system for circularly polar
ized television transmission; televi
sion transmitter; live color television
carnera; and a three-deck tape
cartridge machine. Booth 301.

Helios Elec. America
Booth 443.

High-LiteCorp.
Booth 1310.

Martin Hilbern Ent.
Booth 1405.

Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
2/J-inchSaticon studio color camer
as; 2/3-inchSaticon EFP hand-held
color cameras; 1-inch PbO studio
color cameras; and 2/3-inchSaticon
convertible camera. New: 2/3-inch
Saticon convertible color cameras;
tri-electrode Saticon hand-held
carneras; 2/3-inch Saticon EFP
broadcast carnera; and tri-electrode
Vidicon studio type carnera. Booth
815. Hospitality Suite: Hilton, room
2910.

see ads on pages 93, 95, 97, 99

IGM [NTI]
Instacart 48-cart tape playback;
Go-Cart 42 and 78 cart tape play
back; Marc VII DJ manual assist
remote control and time announcer.
New: Audio control system [Basic
A). Booth 208.

see ad on page 166

Ikegami
New: Smaller ENGcamera; portable
EFP carnera with 650 feet of super
flexible cable between carnera head
and control unit, and removable
remote-control unit; color monitors;
remote control device for HL77A
and HL79 using either a wireless
link or 4,000 feet of triax cable; and
microprocessor 45-second auto
setup computer which operates six
cameras sequentially. Booth 1013.

see ad on page í 47

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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Industrial Sciences
Incorporated [ISi]
Terminal equipment, and master
control. New: Video production
switcher. Booth 1127.

Innovative Television Equipment
Dollies, pedestals, tripods, and pan/
tilt heads. New: Studio pedestal,
fluid heads, wood tripods, and
metal tripod. Booth 821. Hospitality
Suite: Hilton.

Interand Corporation
Booth 1104.

International Communications
& Control
Booth 1505.

oee ad on page 232

International Microwave Corporation
ENG microwave system, STL links,
AM microwave system, FM micro
wave system. tunnel diode ampli
fiers, and irrrpatt amplifiers. Booth
1218.

set ad on page 108

International Tapetronics
Corporation
Reel-to-reel rec/play tape machines,
RPD cartridge delay system, eraser/
splice locator, cartridge machines,
cartridge equipment, and reel-to
reel reproducer. New: lk mass
cartridge storcge/r-etrievul system;
and up/down cartridge timer/
counter. Booth 431.

see ad on pages 46, 47

International Video Corp. (IVC)
7000 studio camera, 7000P remote/
studio camera, and 9000 production
video recorder. New: 1-inch series
of video recorders. Booth 741.

set ad on page 177

Ivie Electronics
Octave analyzer, distortion analy
zer, and noise generator. New:
Audio analysis system. Booth 1401.

JVC Industries Company
%-inch ENG-type color portable
videocassette recorder, and ENG/
EFP portable/studio color camera.
New: 3A-incl1 professional editing
system. Booth 925. Hospitality Suite:
MGM Grand, roojn 907.

Jampro Antenna Company [Cetec]
Side-mounted CP TV antenna for all
VHF and UHF channels. New: Top
mounted CP TV antenna for all VHF
and UHF channels. Booth 1135.
Hospitality Suite: MGM Grand. ·

see ad on page 67

Jefferson Data Systems
Television business automation sys
tem, and radio business automation
system. Booth 108. Hospitality Suite:
Hilton.

continued on page 200

March, 1978

Your TV Studio
may as well be
a radio station
vvithout the
right lighting.
At Kliegl, we want your video to be up to par
with your audio. Or even better. That's why we
have a team of seasoned engineers who design
studio lighting systems that meet your exact
requirements.
Thanks to our experience in dealing with studio
lighting, we have designed six standard TV
lighting packages that meet normal needs for
standard-sized studios. And since these are
complete systems already engineered and in
stock, ready to ship, they offer substantial
savings.
So, if you don't want your viewers to turn on
their radios. turn to Kliegl. For complete infor
mation on our TV packages or anything else.
please write or call:

See us at NAB, Booth #805
For More Details Circle (171) on Reply Card

o-
Kltegl Bros.
32-32 48th Ave
Long Island City
NewYork 11101
212 786-7474

For More Details Circle (172) on Reply Card 199
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A BIT DIFFERENT

S ~ Q t e I 1445Boul. Provencher
Brossard, Que., CanadaJ4W123
(514)6761813

NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 199

Time Code Generators,
Readers & Comparators

Skotel specializes in counting and controlling bits, and that's why our
products provide you greater flexibility and reliability for video tape pro·
duction and programming ... and that takes a big byte out of your costs.

Our products give you the flexibility and convenience you've wanted for
User Data bits, and they reliably generate, read and compare every
Time Code bit.

Standard features ... also a bit different. .. include: transformer isolated
inputs and outputs for simpler installation, AGC, compatible with other
SMPTE equipment, remoteable controls, and plug in options that include
... a unique Video Character Generator /Inserter, and Jam Sync.

For more value, Skotel makes the difference ••• so call or write
North: MikeDyer East: Jim Landy South: GeneSudduth West:DaveHill
(313)478-2157 (609)424·4660 (214)785·5764 (415)573·2157

For More Details Circle (173) on Reply Card

Kaman Sciences/BCS
BCS1100system (AM/FM/TV),BCS
800 system (TV), and BCS 100
system (radio). New: Karts inven
tory program, news inventory pro
gram, and films inventory and
amortization system. Booth 445.
Hospitality Suite: MGMGrand.

KingsElectronics
Booth 1008.

KlieglBrothers
Memory lighting control console;
portable dimmingsystem with inter
changeable 2.4 kw and 6 kw dimmer
pacs, and 9-channel and 18-channel
two-scene preset control consoles; 2
kw and 4 kw Soflite; 575-watt and
1250-wattHMI; telescoping hanger;
and Fresnel and ellipsoidal spotlight
fixtures. New: Scintillator panel
and portable remote unit for Per
formanceR MLC console, HMI "TV
Booster," and studio spotlight and
floodlights. Booth 805.

see ad on page 199

Knox, Ltd.
Titler for slates, arid character
generator. New: Character genera
tor, font styles, and disc memory
system. Booth 739.

see ad on page 158

LPB
"Signature" series audio consoles,
distribution amplifiers, compressor
limiters, transcription equipment
(turntables, tone arms, and pre
amps), studio furniture, studio sys
tems, educational broadcast equip
ment (FM), and educational broad
cast equipment (AM-carrier cur
rent). New: "Producer" series audio
consoles, turntable preamp, and
10-watt educational FM transmitter.
Booth508.

see ad on page 201

Still the industry's MOST DESIRED

VIDEO TAPE EVALUATOR
• Tape evaluation at 16 times speed
• Cleans and winds tapes
• Standard in the industry
• World wide customer base

__:::== - • Leasing program available

TAPE· %INCH VIDEO CASSETTE-Y2 HOUR

$9 50 Unconditionally
• guaranteed.brand

new,sealed factory
fresh 3h.. high-energychromiumdioxide poly
estBrbacked, Sony-~ KCA-60.Stop-frame.

ody, but nobody, kno
nobody, but nobody,
a catalog listing ALL
io and video tape, ca

RECoRTEC, IN c. 777 PALOMARAVE.,SUNNYVALE,CA94086 TEL (408) 735-8821 TWX:910-339-9367

llll!!i·!i
DIMENSION 3 RECORDINGCO.

Box 326 NEW MILFORD, N.J. 07646
(201) 265-5599

For More Details Circle (174) on Reply Card
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L-W International
Television film chain and broadcast
projectors. Booth 1000.

see ad on page 188

Laird Telemedia
Optical multiplexers, TV slide pro
jectors, TV fí.m projectors, telecine
accessories, TV titlers, character
generators, ~ime/date generators,
and production "Q" boards. New:
Automatic light control, dolly-up
multiplexer, c:iissolveslide projector,
and character generator acces
sories. Booth 1306.

see ads on pages 88, 92, 191

Lee-Ray Industries
Booth 1602.

Leitch Video
Distribution and processing ampli
fiers; color test generator; clocks;
sync assignment and genlock video
switchers; and automatic change
over. New: Master sync generator,
slave sync generator, color bar
generator, end master clock system.
Booth 1301A.

see ad on page 131

Lenco
Videodistribution, pulse distribution,
sync generation, video test sets,
video delay amplifiers, encoders,
and decoders. New: Video proces
sors, video bridging switchers,
black-and-wh:te monitors, and test
signal generntors. Booth 406. Hospi
tality Suite: W.:GMGrand, penthouse.

see ad on page 171

Lightning Ellidnation Associates
Dissipation arrays, surge elimin
ators, transient eliminators, and
lightning warning systems. New:
Tri-axial surge eliminator, hi
frequency transient eliminator, very
hi-frequency transient eliminator,
hi-frequency power transient elimin
ator, and design hemispherical dis
sipation array. Booth 516.

see ad on page 237

David Lint Associates
Booth 341.

Lipsner-Smith Corporation
New: Micro-?erfect film cleaner ..
Booth 1006.

Listec Television
Equipment Corporation
Studio pedestals; Kestrel crane
(powered); PeortaPedand TriTrack;
cam heads and lubricated friction
heads; low-angle dolly; tripods; out
door broadcast dollies; petrel pan
and tilt head; and adapter plates
and mounting accessories. New:
Vintens "FluiC:"head line, Richmond
Sound Design portable broadcast
console, Telecue monitor prompting

continued on page 202
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 201

amps. New: Television production
and recording console. Booth 410.
Hospitality Suite: Hilton.

see ad on page 10, IBC
system, and BAL video delay lines.
Booth 700. Hospitality Suite: Star
dust.

McMartin Industries
FM/SCA receiver; FM transmitter;
FM exciters; mixers; FM frequency
and modulation monitor; FM stereo
monitor; FM SCAmonitor; FM relay
receivers; EBS equipment; power
amplifiers; AM/FM stereo receiver;
stereo/SCA generators; and port
able consoles. New: 10,000-watt AM
transmitter; 5-channel rotary and
linear consoles; 8-channel rotary
and linear consoles; and RPU and

see11don p11geZ03

Lowell-LightManufacturing
Booth322.

Mccurdy Radio Industries
Radio consoles, intercoms, audio
switchers, audio DAs, turntables,
speakers, tape machines, extended
range VU meters and phono pre-

MARK AND PROTECT YOUR
TOWER WITH CONFIDE

....•.••....
A HIGH INTENSITY
LIGHTING SYSTEM offering
Reduced Weight and Windage
Easier, Lower Cost Installations
No High Voltage Conduit Runs
Improved Reliability and Serviceability
Fully FAA Approved

I
/

Now, over 160 reliable ElectroFlash Systems are in
operation. The FTB-205 systems mark and protect
America's NEWEST BROADCAST TOWERS.* Many
more towers with ElectroFlash protection are
operating in CANADA.•

These numbers do not include the ElectroFlash
Systems on Microwave communications towers or
the "HOT" tower systems, one on a 'h mega-watt
radio navigation radiator and others on combination
AM radiator-FM towers in the United States and
Canada.•

TIME TO REPAINT YOUR TOWER? Many of the
systems installed are replacing surface paint and
night lighting on older towers: *

Why the FTB-205 ElectroFlash
Beacon System from FTCA? Simple!
When you add considerations such as:
• Superior Design
• High Quality Construction
• Lower Installation Cost
• Proven Reliability
• Long Life
• Outstanding Warranty Coverage
to other exclusive features, the re
sults are benefits obtainable only with
the FTB-205 ElectroFlash System.

NEW!! See a demonstration of our NEW FTB-405
ElectroFlash System at NAB, Booth #1209

· for system locations and station calls or for additional information on the marking of your tower.

WRITE OR TELEPHONE,

FLASH TECHNOLOGY

CORPORATION of AMERICA
55 LAKE STREET, NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03060 TEL. (603) 883-6500

ForMoreDetailsCircle(178)onReplyCard
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rebroadcast receivers. Booth 302.
Hospitality Suite: Hilton.

see ad on page 14

3MCompany
High audio quad videotape, master
broadcast U-matic videocassettes,
graphic video generators, produc
tion switchers," routing switchers,
and in-line enhancers. New: I-inch
master broadcast tape. Booth 807.

see ads on pages 22, 23, 26, 103

MCI,Inc.
Automated recording/remixing con
soles; multi-track recording systems;
3-speed broadcast recorders and
reproducers; and related acces
sories. Booth 101. Hospitality Suite:
Hilton.

see ad on page 149

Marconi Electronics
Studio cameras; portable cameras;
telecine; standard converters; audio
equipment; video switchers; color
and B&W monitors; FM TV anten
nas; mobile units; videotape re
corders; and VTR editors. Booth
605.

see ads on pages 33, 79

Marti Electronics
AM· stereo STL package, remote
control, digital status-control, mo
bile ENGrepeater, battery-powered
ENG transmitters, transmitter en
coders, mobile ENG transmitters,
FM stereo STL, subcarrier equip
ment, compressor-limiters, monitor
amplifier, program amplifier, auto
matic transmitter switcher, and
automatic receiver switcher. New:
Remote control system, and auto
matic repeater. Booth 314.

see ad on page 80

MemorexCorporation
Videotape, audio cassettes, audio
reel-to-reel, and instant recording
cassettes. New: 34-inch videocas
settes. Booth 814. Hospitality Suite:
MGMGrand.

Merlin Engineering~ords
Customquad VTRsand accessories.
Booth 1129.

Charles Michelson Inc.
New: Radio drama program series
on 7112 IPS audio tape. Booth 3!D3.

MICMIXAudio Products
Reverb chambers, and LED panel
meters. New: Audio flanger, and
audio delay line. Booth 345.

see ad on page 220 ·

Micro Communications
UHF TV combiner, high-power TV
diplexers, FM triplexers, low-power
TV diplexer, coax switch, C/P FM
panel antenna, and circular-polar
ized modification equipment for TV.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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New: Circular-polarized TV anten
na, multi-chcnnel TV combiner, and
broad-band FM antenna. Booth 737.
Hospitality Suite: Sahara.

Micro Consultants
Digital time base corrector, digital
framestore synchronizer, and digital
fieldstore synchronizer. New: Digital
production effects device, and digi
tal standards converter. Booth 1001.
Hospitality Suite: Hilton.

see ad on page 149

Micro ControlAssociates
Subcarrier generator and receiver.
New: Aural studio-transmitter links;
remote control systems; automatic
transmitter systems; and remote
pickup amplifiers and preamplifiers.
Booth 152.

see ad on page 1B4

Micro-TrakCorporation
Audio consoles, remote audio sys
tems, system D production audio
systems, phono preamplifiers, tone
arms, turntables, tape cartridge
racks, studic furniture, audio power
amplifier, automatic antenna heater
controls, and disco systems. Booth
506.

MicrotimeInc.
Time base correctors, zero studio
delay device, and automatic video
cassette programmer. New: Image
enhancer. Booth902.

see ad on page 169

Microwave Associates
ENGlinks, ENGmicrowave line, STL
microwave, intercity microwave,
power supplies, accessories, battery
packs, and chargers. New: ENG
microwave portables, ENG multi
channel receiver, satellite receiver,
and ENG moxí-control unit. Booth
809. Hospitality Suite: MGMGrand.

Minneapolis \tagnetics
Booth 133.

Mole-RichardsonCompany
HMI Solar-Arc line; Molequartz
Baby Solarspot family; lighting kits;
grip equipment; hangers and adap
ters; and sper::ialeffects. New: 2500-
and 4000-wa!t HMI Mole Solar-Arc
spot; Molepower 30-volt battery
pack; and 2000-watt Molite kit.
Booth433.

The MoneyMachine [AudioSellers]
The Money Machine sales library,
Music Explo/?roduction library, and
Success & You sales training. New:
Sunday at .he Memories weekly
nostalgia show, and country sales/
production library. Booth 343. Hos
pitality Suite, Hilton, rooms 2629,
2630, 2631.

MoseleyAssociates
continued on page 204

March, 1978

Get AHgned
Stay AHaned
with STL precision

•magnetic test tapes
These dependable tapes are used by broadcasters, recording
studios, equipment manufacturers, governments and
educators throughout the world. They are available in two
basic types ... (azimuth, level set and frequency alignment)
and (flutter and speed). Three basic formats are offered
... reel to reel, cartridge and cassette.

Most catalog items can be shipped from our inventory the same day we
receive your order. Write or phone for fast delivery. Write for free catalog.

~[][ISTANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, Inc.
26120 Eden Landing Road I #5 I Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786-3546

For More Details Circle (179) on Reply Card

Geleco Electronics, Inc. ~\'~(~~1~11i
Call Aderhold Construction
Company. A complete con-
struction management team11
of.architects, builders, en-
gineers and designers. No
problem too large or too
small. 404/233-5413.Now in U.S.A.

Address: 1051 Clinton St.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14206

PH. (416) 421-5631

Aderhold Construction
Company

3384 PeachtreeRd.NEIAtlanta.Georgia30326

ForMore DetailsCircle (251) on ReplyCard ForMore DetailsCircle (252) on ReplyCard

''SOUND
CHOICE''

• 8 input channels, expandable to 24
• 2 independent program channels
• complete equalization, monitoring and
cueing throughout

• individual and master foldback and echo
send controls

• switchable line inputslmicrophone
attenuation

• rugged, compact, lightweight
• $2,465.00 •options available

~f/oandq)~
Portable Broadcast Console

~

LISTECListec 39 CAIN DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803

li I . . (515) 694-8963 TELEX 640470
e ev1s1on (WEST COAST)

Equipment Corp. i:~z1Fs¿-~N~Á~~:0~00!~f3~~S~~181.GLENDALE,

NAB BOOTH #700
For More Details Circle (180) on ReplyCard
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 203

Aural STLs; remote pickup links;
audio limiter; remote control system;
digital control system and computer
option; stereo generator; and tele
control system. New: Telecontrol
system, AM stereo STL system, and
satellite earth station remote-control
system. Booth 310.

see ad on page 133

Motorola Communications
and Electronics
Car telephones, pagers, portable
FM radios, and mobile FM radios.
Booth 308.

Mutual Broadcasting System
Television programs. New: Sateilite
distribution system, small-aperture
receiving terminal, and 10-foot dia
meter receiving antenna. Booth 407.
Hospitality Suite: Hilton; rooms
2964-65.

NEC America
Time base corrector, ENG cameras,
automatic video delay line, U-matic
editing system, frame synchronizer,
and telephone video system. New:
Digital video compressor; FM and
VHF-TV transmitters; digital noise

reducer; and Domsat earth station.
Booth 1009.

NTI America
Booth 1600.

Nagra Magnetic Recorders
"E," stereo SL, ISL recorder, SNN
recorder, DSM, 4.2L recorder, QGB
101/2-inch adapter, and assorted
accessories. Booth 323.

see ad on page 122

National Courier Systems
Booth 116.

Rupert Neve
TV sound console, and radio con
sole. New: Computer audio editing.
Booth 405.

see ad on page 9

Nortronics Company
Tape heads, head relapping kit,
bulk tape erasers, head demag
netizers, and broadcast alignment
tapes. New: Cassette eraser, and
VCR videocassette recorder main-
tenance kit. Booth 319. .

see ad on page 64

IFred A. Nudd Corporation
New: Model communication towers.
Booth 351.

see ad on page 218

Nurad

Golden rod, dual rod, omni-direc
tional antennas for helicopters, and
ENG/EJ antenna systems. New:
Superquad with microprocessor re
mote control system, dual-channel
:W QP2 quad polarized antenna
system, 2.5 Ghz antenna systems for
ENG, and 2.017.0 GHz antenna
systems for ENG. Booth 910.

see ad on page 223

O'Connor Engineering Laboratories
Conventional tripods; hydrolic tri
pod; fluid pan and tilt camera
heads; and fluid zoom control. Booth
1202.

see ad on page 151

Oktel Corporation
New: Slo-motion disc recorder, slide
file disc recorder, and teleproduc
tion disc recorder. Booth 1131.

see ad on page 81

The Olesen Company
Booth 1309.

Optek
Bulk tape degausser, and visual
transmitter demodulator. Booth
1304.

see ads on pages 225, 226

Orange County
Booth 317.

Orban Associates

204
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9füloALDRICH AVE. SO.•MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 U.SA
Euiope: 22 me da la legion-d'honneur. 93200 St. 0$nis, France

' ~a nada:Telak El.ectronics, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario
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Optimad-FM, parametric equalizer,
dual-spring reverb, stereo synthe
sizer, de-esssr , and stereo limiter I
compressor. New: Optimad-AM.
Booth 402. Hospitality Suite: Hilton.

see ads on page 65

Otari Corporation
Professional and broadcast re
corders, including models MX5050-
FL, 2SL, 2SH, DP4050, DP1010, and
MK II. Booth 400. Hospitality Suite:
Hilton.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering
System 1 fully digital logic controlled
audio con so .e; limiter and AGC
systems; and custom studio · cabi
netry. New: BMX-12 high-per
formance audio console for genero]
rodio applications, and production
timer system. Booth 102.

see aes on pages 66, 88

Packaged Lighting Systems
Quartz eye strips: modular strip
lights; quartz follow spotlights; light
trees and telescopic power bridge;
remote electronic dimming systems;
miniature quartz photo floods; mod
ular illuminated dance/stage plat
forms; and assorted special effects
and special effects controls. New:
Quartz studic TV packages; dim
ming systems; electrical power and
rigging track; and portable TV
lighting kits. Booth 905A.

Panasonic (Audio Engineering)
Booth 330.

Panasonic [Technics]
Quartz-controlled, direct-drive turn
table; linear phase speaker system;
flat system components; and port
able cassette deck. New: Isolated
loop reel-to-reel tape recorder for
broadcast applications. Booth 419.

Panasonic [Video Systems]
Studio broadcast camera, JA-inch
portable VCR, V2-inch VHS cassette
recorder, 3A -inch editing system,
time-lapse VTR, studio camera, ENG
portable color camera, portable
b&w camera, production switcher,
sync generator, chroma key, pro
duction switcher, and miscellaneous
monitors. New: Self-contained ENG
video camero. Booth 417. Hospitality
Suite: Sahara.

see ad on pages 74, 75

Paperwork Systems
Full line of BAT billing, accounting,
and traffic minicomputer systems.
New: BAT 1750 system intercon
nected to radie and TV switchers in
other NAB booths to collect data
during show. Booth 316.

Phelps Corporatlon
Communications Company

continued on page 206
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From WILKINSON
ELECTRONICS

From WILKINSON
ELECTRONICS

the

All Solid State
1 KW

FMTransmitter
Our 14th Year of Progress with
260 Transmitters In Service and

6436 CIients from
Abu Dhabi to Zambia

"See in operation at NAB"
Booth #303

WJ~~ílU(]~®~
ELECTRONICS, INC.

P.O. BOX738 ·CHESTER, PA.19013 1215)497-5100·TWX5106693188

New as Tomorrow ... Reliable as Today

For More Details Circle (183) on Reply Card

For NAB booth locations,
see Exhibitor Guide on Page 49
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 205

Transmission lines, FM antennas,
harmonic filter, and directional
couplers. New: Super-power FM
antennas. Booth 327.

Philips Broadcast
Equipment Corporation
Multi-conductor studio and field
camera; triaxial-cable studio and
field camera; portable ENG/EFP
camera; convertible color camera
and modular production system;
portable production color camera;
telecine camera chain; UHF and
VHF television transmitters; color
synchronizing pulse generator; and
1-inch video recorder. New: Studio
camera in an ENG/EFP package,
and improved full-sized studio color
camera. Booth 719. Hospitality
Suite: MGMGrand, Suite 2161A.

Potomac Instruments
Antenna monitors; AM field
strength meters; FM field-strength
meters; TV field-strength meters;
frequency synthesizer; video jacks
and plugs; RF jacks and plugs;
remote metering equipment; auto
mated transmitter; and system for
directional antenna arrays. New:

Stereo audio generator/gain set;
automatic distortion analyzer; inter
modulation distortion analyzer; and
wow and flutter meter. Booth 427.

see ads on page 219

Power-Optics
Booth 820.

QEI Corporation
FM automatic transmitter system,
AM monitor, AM RF amplifier, FM
monitor, FM RF amplifier, stereo
monitor, VHF TV monitor, FM
exciter, 10-watt FM transmitter,
stereo generator, SCA generator,
AM + FM peak limiters, AGC
amplifiers, and composite STL sys
tem. Booth 329.

QRK Electronic Products
Tone arms, furniture, turntables,
remote mixers, disco mixers, and
audio consoles. New: Omega audio
consoles, alpha mini system, elec
tronic speed control, direct-drive DC
turntable, and digital clock. Booth
104.

see ad on page Z38

QSI Systems
Time date generator, and 24-hour
video/audio logger. New: Digital
master clock; frame and field
counter; test monitoring switcher;
and video source identifier. Booth

1500.

Q-TV
VideoPrompter systems. Booth 735.

Quick-Set Inc.
Pedestals, tripods, dollies, and as
sorted heads. Booth 1110.

RCA American Communications
Audio and video services. Booth
707.

RCA Broadcast Systems
Studio and field cameras; ENG and
EFP cameras; videotape recorders;
film systems; frame synchronizer;
TV transmitters; TV antennas; and
radio and audio products. New: TV
cameras, and videotape editing sys
tems. Booth 601.

see ad on page 2:15

RCA Electro Optics & Devices
Booth 701.

RE:DB Company
Booth 320.

Ramko Research
Audio consoles; audio distribution
amplifiers; Mic/line amplifiers;
turntable preamps; portable mixer
with limiting line amplifiers; mike
distribution amplifiers; equalized
line amp; monitoring amplifiers;

WE'VE TAUGHT A LOT OF
PEOPLE HOW TO EDIT
VIDEOTAPES WITH
CREATIVE FREEDOM:
*(some even learned
enough to imitate us).

The TR I EA-3 Edit Control System offers the latest
state-of-the-art approach to editing with frame accuracy
between U-format recorders. Human éngineered for
simplicity and pin-point edit decisions in true still-frame
mode. It is the most comprehensive low-cost Control
Track Editing System available, with over 1,000 originals
in daily use. Fully complemented by a line of accessories
that gives you asmuch freedom as your talent can create.

A Dual Digital Timer, the DDT-1 can be added to an
EA-3 Editing System to provide accurate numeric
reference to tape locations. Independent Play and Record
counters have separate Set and Preset features.

An End Insert Timer, the EIT-1, allows you to
preview and rehearse an insert with frame accuracy until
you are satisfied with the In and Out points; then it
does it all for you. '8.Television Research International

1003 Elwell Ct.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 961-7475

For editing decisions, the FF-1 frame finder provides
VTR remote control, Pre-roll cue, Variable Speed search,
and a Single Digital Timer which offers accurate
reference to edit events in minutes, seconds and frames.

For "on-air" application, or control of VTR's with
associated time code readers, the FF-3 is a simplified
frame finder without the Digital Timer.

So, if you
are serious about your business, don't settle for
imitations. Demand creative freedom from TRI.
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turntables; reel-to-reel recorder;
portable stereo cassette decks;
parametric Equalizers; speakers;
and tape cartridge equipment. New:
16x12 stereo/mono audio routers.
Booth 112.

see ail; on pages 44, 109'

Rank Precisioa
New: Portcbls MRL for LDK-15;Var
otal multi-role Jens; MK3flying spot
telecine; and pre-programmed color
correction and machine con trol.
Booth 922. ·

Recortec
R-Modreel servo modification, video
tape timers, and video tape evalua
tor (1-inch). New: Videocassette
evaluator, and quad tape cleaner.
Booth 803.

see ads on pages 200, 218

Rockwell Inter.national [Commercial
Telecommunications Group]
AM and FM transmitters; audio
console; audio studio; and satellite
communication capabilities. New:
Video relay microwave system.
Booth 300.

see ads on ¡¡ages 162. 163

Rohde & Schwarz
Color TV monitors, switchable
standard color TV receiver moni
tors, and automatic VIT analyzing
systems. New: Color TV bridge
monitor, precision TV demodulators,
and remote controllable AM/FM
tuner amplifier. Booth 817.

Ross Video Ltd.
New: Video switcher. Booth 1301A.

Russco Electronics
Turntables, preamps, consoles, and
speakers. New: Phonomate preamp,
disco unit, and 8-channeJ console.
Booth 200.

see sd on page 96

SWR
Booth 1215.

Scientific Atlanta
Video earth stations, and video
demodulator. "ew: Small-diameter
audio receive-only earth station,
and automatic antenna position con
trol unit for 10-meter diameter earth
stations. Booth 1205.

Scully Recording Instruments
[Dictaphone]
Tape recorders/reproducers, tape
reproducers, and broadcast logger
recorders. Booth 305.

see ads •n pages 196, 197

Sescom
Audio modules audio transformers,
multi-box, direct boxes, mic-split
ters, snakes, cables, and audio
accessories. New: Mic-line driver,

March, 1978

stereo balance box, input balancer,
output balancer, and line-level split
ter. Booth 105.

consoles; portable sound system;
and professional broadcast micro
phone mixers. New: Telephone
acoustic coupler. Booth 309.

Sharp Electronics
Booth 744. Sintronic Corporation

New: FM exciter/transmitter,' AM
transmitter, and FM transmitter.
Booth 512.

Shintron Company
Switchers. New: SMPTE-EBU code
generator, SMPTE/EBU code read
er, encoded chroma keyer, color
bar /background/black generator,
and BP switcher. Booth 1123.

see ad on page 184

Eric Small and Associates
Peak program meters, Derron pro
fessional turntables, and tower
lights monitor (LiteAlert). New:Shure Brothers

Audio equalizer; equalization ana
lyzer system; microphones; audio continued on page 208

When you cover
the action from
the source ...

the source
for mobile studios
should be
Gerstenslager.
In a van or trailer, your most modern, best equipped studio could be
your Gerstenslager. lt all starts when you tell us what you need. The job
to be done. Then we'll work with your engineers and principal equip
ment suppliers. Develop the plans. Detail placement of every piece of
equipment, generators, wiring, climate control, consoles. Exactly
as you want it. Then, build the unit from the frame up. A studio on
wheels that is actually a dependable broadcasting station comparable
to conventional studio systems.

How we do it with examples of work we have done for others is
included in this brochure. It's yours for the asking. Write or
call: (216) 262-2016.

The Gerstenslager Company, Wooster, Ohio 44691

For More Details Circle (185) on Reply Card
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 207
Autologger/remote control/ ATS.
Booth 413.

see ad on page 155

Soll
Design and construction of broad
cast facilities; design, fabrication,
and ínstall ation of RF switching
systems; and station planning.
Booth 816.

Sono-Mag Corporation
Carousel, Carastat, automation pro
grammer, super clocks, cartridge
recorders and players, time an
nouncers, tone sensors, tone gener
ators, and silence alarms. New:
Programmable remote control, and
automation programmer. Booth 403.

Sony
t-ínch VTRs, video cameras, and
monitors. New: Portable video
carnera. Booth 1005.

see ads on pages 42, 43, 141

Sound Technology
Harmonic distortion analyzer, inter
modulation analyzer, FM stereo
generator, and oscilloscopes. New:
Audio signal generator, and stereo
test panel. Booth 1308.

- •• Oii Plge 27

Spectra-Vision
Editor programmers. New: Video
tape editor programmer with ran
dom access and time code. Booth
1315.

see ad on page 182

Stanton Magnetics
Magnetic cartridges, styli, and
headphone. New: Cartridge and
headphone Booth 211.

see ad on page 121

Storeel Corporation
High-density tape and film storage
mode, and "Room Stretcher" by
RCA. New: High-density audio cart
storage, and high-density tape and
film storage mode. Booth 903.

see ad on page 236

Strand Century
MMS memory system, Multi-Q
memory system, Ianiro quartz link,
and portable packages. New: Micro
Q memory control system, Ianiro
HMI link, Multi-Q memory control
system, and axial leko. Booth 624.

Studer ReVox America
Portable tape recorders, and mixing
consoles. New: Tape synchronizer
system, tape recorders, and broad
cast monitors. Booth 114.

see ad on page 137

Studio Tape Exchange
New and reprocessed tape, film,
and editorial supplies. New: Video
source identification unit, omni-link,
and drop-out monitor. Booth 1212.

see ad on page 225

System Concepts
NfSC production titler, monochrome
production titler, and NTSC pro
duction titler. New: Variable-font
character generator, and automated
character generator/machine con
trol system. Booth 1125.

see ad on page 217

Systems-East Division [Conrac]
New: Eidophor color 5170 large
screen television projector. Booth
821.

see ad on page 192

Taber Manufacturing and
Engineering Company
Audio heads, audio head recondi
tioning, audio recorder overhaul
service, and Taberaser bulk tape
eraser. New: Stereo VTR audio
head, and stereo VTR audio conver
sion. Booth 510.

see ad on page 168

William B. Tanner Company
New: Syndicated services, station
IDs, production packages, and pro
motion packages. Booth 349. Hos-

Put "yesterdays"
ftlm island
in touch with
"tomorrows" needs
by using the
BEl-709 A.L.C. The BEl-709 Automatic Light Control eliminates the

electronic and mechanical problems associated with
light level control on "yesterdays" film islands.

TheBEl-709, make it work for you "today", quickly & simply.

P.O. BOX 106-A •OLATHE, KANSAS 66061 • (913) 764-1900
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pitality Suite: Hilton, room 1669.
Tayburn Electronics
New: Modem controller, antenna
system, video receiver, and trans
mitter line. Booth 1200. Hospitality
Suite: MGM Grand.

Technology Service
Weather radar TV converter, elec
tronic map overlay, and color
weather radar system. New: Time
lapse unit, and computer/communi
cations interface. Booth 1501.

Tektronix
Spectrum analyzers, and precision
demodulator. New: Answer system.
Booth 811. ·

see Ed on pages 62, 63

Tele-Cine
Schneider TV lens and accessories.
New: F"JG lenses. Booth 804.

see ad on page 234

Telecommunications Industries Ltd.
Porta-pattern line, including: test
charts, test-chart systems, slides,
films, transparencies, transparency
illuminators, and custom optical test
media. New: Electronic field pro
duction 3-chart system, Porta
pattern!BBC flesh-tone reference
slide, monitor gray scale reference
unit, and "stand by" slide systems.
Booth 1206.

TeleMation
Graphics system. video/audio distri
bution switcher. color film camera,
optical multip.exer , sync generators,
video distribu.tion amplifiers, pulse
distribution amplifiers, subcarrier
distribution amplifiers, black burst
generator, digital color encoder,
video/audio switchers, audio distri
bution amplifiers. and audio monitor
amplifier. New: Digital noise filter.
Booth 920.

see a:l on pages 86, 87

Telemet
Envelope delay test set; TV trans
mitter sideband analyzer; multi
function test set; fiber optics trans
mitter and receiver; RGB chroma
keyer; NTSC chroma keyer decoder;
stabilizing amplifier system; demod
ulator; demoóulator tester; synch
ronous detector; variable-tuned de
modulator; audio DA system; audio
visual routing switcher; and audio
monitor. New: Demodulator; mod
ulator; pulse distribution amplifier;
video dístríbuticn amplifier; video
DA with equalization and clamper;
and pulse DA_with delay. Booth 709.

see !d on page 175

Telescrípt
The Level Pr::nciple®, Telescriptor,
Telecue, and 1ightweight .MPS. New:
Monitor/prompters, and transports.
Booth 806.

March, 1978

Television Equipment Association
Matthey products, including: video
delay, pulse delays, video filters,
chroma corrector, auto video equal
izer, and line selector; IRT color
monitor comparator, intercom head
sets, headphones, hi-noise headsets,
super-lightweight headsets, and link
intercom system. New: Chyron
%-inch magnetic tape cleaner/
.evcluctor. and sportscaster head
set. Booth 703.

sor-based time code editing system,
end of insert timer, search control
unit, and digital color sync gener
ator. Booth 1303.

see ads on pages 179, 206, 224

Television Technology Corporation
VHF translator, FM translators,
solar-powered translators, and
translator 'power amplifiers. New:
UHF translator. Booth 1502. Hospi
tality Suite: Monaco Motel, Suite A:

Television Research International
Signal system, editing system, time
code generator, readers, and char
acter generator. New: Microproces-

Telex Communications
Reel-to-reel tape recorders, cart
ridge tape recorders, headphones,
headsets, tape transports, and

continued on page 210

It takes a
tough cart
to survive In
this business.
AMPRO TOUCH!
Broadcasting isa rough business.
It's long oh hours, short on deadlines
and big on headaches.one headache.
you don't need isequipment
breakdowns.
Ampro cartridge TapeEquipment is
designed to meet the demands
of the professional broad
caster. It's built to sound
better and last longer.
our superior system design
makes useof the latest ad
vances in linear and digital
integrated circuit design
to give you superior
system performance
and reliability.
Get smart.
Get tough.
Get Ampro.

•
AMPRO BROADCASTINC INC.
850 PENNSYLVANIA BLVD., FEASTERVILLE, PA 19047 • (215) 322-5100
ProfessionalEquipment for Broadcasting Professionals

VISIT US AT BOOTH NO. 100, NAB SHOW
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 209

amplifiers. New: Hear Defender
headsets, and reel-to-reel tape log
ger. Booth 311.

see ads on pages 204, 228

Tentel
Tape tension and diagnostic gauges
for all audio and video applications.
New: Tape tension gauge for Sony
BVU 100and BVU 200. Booth 1119.

see ad on page 229

TerraCom (Conic)
ENGmicrowave radios, video pro
tection switch, satellite earth sta
tions. microwave systems, and
microwave antennas. Booth 1233.

see ad on page 153

Thomson-CSFLaboratories
Digital noise-reduction systems.
portable TV cameras, character
generator systems, color correction
systems, telecine systems, RFmicro
phone systems, microwave system,
VHF transmitter, UHF trans poser,
automatic level controller, and auto
matic peak controller. Booth 727.
Hospitality Suite: Hilton.

see ad on page 61

TiffenManufacturing Company
Filters, including: star effect; fog
effect; double fog effect; diffusion
and half-diffusion; and split-field
lenses. New: Multi-image lenses,
vari-burst filters, center-spot filters,
and coral filters. Booth 1101.

Time & Frequency Technology
AMmodulationmonitor; tunable AM
RFpreselecter: FMmodulationmon
itor; tunable FM preselector; stereo
monitor; SCA monitor; expandable
remote control system; direct on/off
control monitor system; telemetry/
control system; and TV frequency
and aural modulationmonitor. New:
Remotecontrol equipment, and dual
composite STL transmitter/receiver.
Booth212.

see ad on page 5

Toshiba International
New: Automatic color TV camera
for studio, portable color TV cam
era, carrying-sub production equip
ment, and wipe-pattern generator.
Booth 1015.

TownsendAssociates
UHFIFmodulatedsolid-state exciter,
and external cavity klystron ampli
fiers. New: Integral cavity klystron
transmitters, solid-state 1 kw VHF
driver/transmitter, vacuum con-

tactors, RF impedance plotter, and
EEV external cavity klystrons. Booth
802.

see ad on pages 11B, 119

Track Audio
New: Discriminate Audio Processor
II, digital multi-purpose audio tester,
and photo preamp. Booth 326.

Trompeter Electronics, Inc.
RF connectors; patching and cable
assemblies; and subminiature
twinax-triax series. New: Audio
patching, and patented wrench
crimp. Booth 1305.

see ad on page 214

Tuesday Productions
Formats, including: Mellow Music,
News People, Sunshine, GoodCoun
try, We Are The Music, Sales Plus,
The Mellow Sound, and It's Your
Country. New: Superstars, The
Great 8, and Whisper Guns. Booth
331.Hospitality Suite: MGMGrand.

uMCElectronic Company
Audio tape cartridge machines.
splice finder/bulk eraser, audio
heads, and replacement motors.
New: Automated news recording
system. Booth210.

see ads on pagas 60, 199

Ultra AudioPixtec

CMC Provides Unexcelled Services For:
• Refurbishing Video Head Assemblies - Mark Ill, Mark X,

Shi baden Mark X, .Mark XV, Mark XX and RCA.
• Refurbishing Audio Heads for Ampex & RCA VTR's.
• Immediate Delivery - Video Discs & Heads for HS-100.
• Line-by-Line Auto Equalizer for VR-1200 & VR-2000.
• Velocity Error Corrector for VR-1200 & VR-2000.

Please see us at NAB Booth 449.

For more information, please write:

COMPUTER MAGNETICS CORP.
125W Providencia Ave.
Burbank, Calif. 91502

U.SA
(213) 843-6674

21o
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Audio/video monitoring bridge for
U-matic VCRs, radio broadcast re
mote amplifier and mixer; ultra
compact audio )Ower amplifier; and
audio interfaces for VCRs and
videocassettes. New: Waveform
monitor, vectorscope, audio consol
ette, and color bar/sync generator.
Booth 1133.

Unarco-Rohn
New: Solidrod towers. Booth 339.

Uni-Set
[KniffWoodcraft Corporation]
Uni-Setstudio system. Booth 1311.

United Press International
Broadcast Datanews, Nevada
broadcast newswire, UPI audio net
work, and computer terminal editing.
New: Satellite delivery of audio and
news wire, and Newstime (slow
scan video-audionews show). Booth
1121.HospitafüySuite: MGMGrand.

United Research Lab Corporation
Auto-Tee tape recorder; replace
ment parts for professional re
corders, including coated pinch
rollers and motors: Auto-Tee audio
op-amps; Arnpex/MRL/Nortronics
test tapes; and Ampex/IEM/Nor
tronics head stacks and recorder
care products. New: Solid-state
conversion amps for tube-type am
plifiers; and ball-bearing, self
adjusting pinch roller. Booth 425.

United States Tape & Label
Booth204.

Utah Scientific
New: Audio and video distribution
switchers. Booth 1213.

see ad on pago 70

UtilityTower Company
Lighting and tower. New: Actual
tower rncterío.. Booth411.

Thomas J. Valentino, Inc.
New: Sound effects, and production
music. Booth 315.

Van Ladder, Inc.
Microwave E.ntenna carrier and
camera platform. New: Microwave
antenna currier. Booth 1139.

Varian Associates
UHFTV klystrons, and power grid
tubes. Booth 913.

VideoAids Corporation of Colorado
Video line isolators, electro optical
isolators, burst phase meter, phase
meter, color sync generator, party
lines (audio intercom), video switch,
black burst generator. and video
color distribution amplifier. New:
Editor controller, battery-operated
ENGcolor sync, and low-cost VDA.
Booth 1106.

SOtl ad on pago 24

March, 1978

VideoData Systems
New: Titlers, master marquee,
character generators, and weather
systems. Booth 1210. Hospitality
Suite: Caesar's Palace.

The VideoTape Company
Videocassettes, duplication services,
and VTC 1000 quadraplex 2-inch
tape. Booth 1106.

Videographix
35mm chroma-key news graphics.
Booth1400.

Videomagnetics
Refurbishing Ampex video head

assemblies, and RCA head panel
assemblies. New: RCA high-band,
ball-bearing head panel assembly
for mobile use, and Ampex rotary
transformer assembly for Mark Xs.
Booth 1220. ·

see ad on pago 135

Videomax[Orrox Corporation]
Will refurbish video head wheel
assemblies for RCA high-band and
low-band; AmpexMark XV,Mark X
and Mark III; and will convert RCA
low band to high band. Booth 601.
Hospitality Suite: Hilton.

see ad on pago 1
continued on page 212

~ ''ON THE AIR~

~,~ FM PROBLEM SOLVERS
COST PROBLEMS

Equipment

Hydro

• Spares
Máintenance

8 Program Loss

COST SOLUTIONS

Standardization
High Efficiency Design

• Fully Solid-State
Maintenance Free Mod ules

• Maximum Protection & Redundancy

Standardization - a family of electronic building blocks beginning with
a complete 50W self-contained station which is also used as an exciter.
By mating with one or more family modules we can build-up power to
10kW.

Solid-State "overdesign" in the transmitters has resulted in high power
efficiency, low power consumption.

No moving parts - means no wear, no replacement, no spares.

Easily removed, maintenance-free modules "slide out, slide in''.

Telefunken design parameters means - maximum on air time - no
program loss.

SEE THE FM
PROBLEM SOLVERS
IN BOOTH No. 337

AT N.A.B.

BAYLY ENGINEERING LTD.
a member of the AEG-TELEFUNKEN group
167 Hunt Street
AJAX, ONTARIO, CANADA. L1S 1P6
Telephone: 416-683-8200 Telex: 06-981 293
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 211

VideotekInc.
New:Dual 8-inch color monitor, and
8-inch receiver/monitor. Booth 1117.

Vital Industries
TV automation; video switchers,
master control switchers, audio
DAs, frame synchronizer, produc
tion switcher, and automation sys
tem (PSAS).New: Squeezoom, sync
generator, routing switcher, and
production switcher. Booth 723,
Hospitality Suite: MGMGrand.

see ad on BC

Ward-Beck Systems
Transportable consoles, TV record
ing consoles, custom TV console, TV
intercoms, monitor amplifiers, dis
tribution amplifiers, portable ex
tended range VU meter, and rack
mounted extended range VU meter.
New: Radio and TV consoles. Booth
923.

see ad on IBC

Western UnionTelegraph
Booth905.

The Widget Works
New: Production model automatic
transmitter operator. Booth 104.

see ad on page 194

WilkinsonElectronics
15 kw air-cooled dummyload, 25 kw
air-cooled dummy load, 15 kw
air-cooled AM dummy load, direct
Thyratron replacements, silicon
rectifiers, and line surge protectors.
New: 1 kw solid-state FM trans
mitter, 2 kw solid-state FM trans
mitter, 20 kw single tube FM
transmitter, and 250 watt solid-state
AM transmitter. Booth 303. Hospi
tality Suite: Hilton.

see ads on pages 20, 205

The Winsted Corporation
V2-inch videocassette cabinets,
stands and storage systems; and
video consoles. New: Editing con
soles, high-density tape storage sys
tems, tape transport trucks, and
%-inch dubbing racks. Booth 1313.

see ad on page 92

Wolf Coach
3-camera mobile EFP unit. New:
ENG/EFPmini module. Booth 1100.

World Video
Professional and utility color moni
tors, and color RF monitors. New:
8-inch AC/DC rack-mount color
monitor for EFP and EJ. and port
able AC/DC color monitor for field
applications. Booth 904.

see ad on page 229

Zei-mark Corp.
Booth 1507.

Late additions:

Inovonics
Booth202.

see ads on pages 44, 174

Spin Physics
Booth916.

see ad on page 261

VideoAssociate Labs
Modification kits for existing video
equipment. New: DC drum servo
modification kit for Sony V02850A;
field framer modification kit for
Sony V02850A; and de-fopper for
the AmpexAVR2. Booth 1404.

see ad on page 216

¡¡••

,'¡¡fo
EOUAL~ER

Cl

Easily update your VR-2000 & VR-1200 to obtain full AUTOMATIC
Line by Line and Channel by Channel Chroma Level Adjustment.
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COMPUTER MAGNETICS CORPORATION
125 W. Providencia Avenue, Burbank, California 91502, USA: TEL: (213) 843-6674
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AUDIO

DISTRIBUTION

AMPLIFIER PACKAGE

The SA-200 DA. is milable in two basic packages.
Shown is the wiring side of the 12 card frame which
contains a Dual Regulated Power Supply and rear
mounted Terminal Boards for ease of installation.
Provides 12 Inputs and 72 Outputs at a cost of
$2.495.00. Other prnducts include: Custom Audio
Consoles. Studio Intercom Systems, Studio Monitor
Systems, Video anc! Pulse Distribution Amplifiers
Systems, SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS, INC., 5 Don sen Lane,
Scotch Plains, New Jersey, 07076, (201) 756-0889.

For More Details Circle (191) on Reply Card
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II EQUALIZERS & FILTERS II

11 Twenty years of capable, dependable II
service in radio & TV stations and

II
recording studios. U.S. and overseas. II
Picture is solid-state Model MEQ-5

11

Audio Mid-ranqe Equalizer.

11

IIII PULSE TECHl\fJQUES, INC. 1411 Palisade.
Teaneck. N.J. 07666. Tel. (201) 837-2575

ILble PULTEC -TEANECK, NEW JERSEY

11-- --- -- -- --
For More Details Circle (192) on ReplJ Card

SOLID
STATE
TOWER

FLASHERS

~

~

A new series has been added to SSAC's line
of "B-Kon-Flash". The new devices with a
load current rating of 300 Amperes Inrush will
operate up to four beacons at 230 VAC, two
beacons at 128 VAC. Also available are
auxiliary units fir synchronous operation of
additional beacons on separate lines or for
alternating flash ng of beacons.

Lamp Life is increased by approximately 10 X
due to Zero Vo.taqe Switching. Device mea
sures 2 x 2 inches and is completely encap
sulated. Price in 1-9 quantity, $34.60 each,
FOB Factory. For more information call John
Arnold at (315) fi22-1000.

SSAC Inc.
PO Box 395. Liverpool, NY 13088

For More Details Circle (193) on Reply Card
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New Products
continued from page 82

Video switchers
Solid-state remotely-controlled

video switching is now part of
Dynair Electronics' Series 5900
broadcast distribution equipment
family.
Switching configurations of 5 in

by 1 out, 10 in by 1 out, and 5 in by
5 out are available. The switching
components are comprised of six
basic assemblies which provide the
three optional system sizes.
The basic element is the plug-in

module, model SW-5905A Video
Switch Module, which provides
high-quality vertical/interval FET
switching of five sources to one out
put. On-board control latching and
tally drive are included on the
module.
Five "frame adapter" assemblies

allow the choice of input-output size
and signal connector interface.
These units also serve to adapt the
plug-in module(s) to the Series 5900
module frame assembly.
This complement of assemblies

form a solution to switching require
ments such as source selection to
videotape recorders, transmitters,
quality-control monitors, and client
rooms.

For More Details Circle (269) on Reply Card

Cassette cleaner Ievaluator
Recortec's video cassette evalu

ator (VCE) provides high-speed
cleaning and evaluation of 34-inch
videocassettes. The unit is factory
installed on a new Sony VP-2000.
With the VCEinstalled, the VP-2000
can still be used as a normal
cassette player and also will clean
tapes.
As the player moves the tape in

the fast forward mode, the VCEfirst
cleans the tape, then the evaluation
head records a longitudinal signal
on the tape and reads it back to
locate tape defects via amplitude
detection. Surface defects and edge
damage are totaled on two LED
numeric counters. Maximum tape
length is indicated in 10-minute
increments up to 60 minutes. An
optional digital printer provides a
test record showing the location of
each tape defect.

For More Details Circle (270) on Reply Card

AM transmitter
The BA-10K,McMartin Industries'

new 10 KW AM transmitter, in
corporates a state-of-the-art solid
state circuitry in all stages up to the
final modulators, and RF amplifiers.

continued on page 214

RusscoCue-Master
Bamkn MP8E
Microtrak 303
Stanton500-AL $349
RusscoStudio-Pro
Microtrak 6400
Micro'rak 303
Stanton500AL

$399
RusscoStudio-Pro
Microtrak 6401
Microtrak 303
Stanton0-680EE $453.

$209

Emply-
20 Sec
40 Sec
70 Sec
100Sc
140Sc
2.5 Mn
3.5 Mn
4.5 Mn
5.5 Mn
7.5 Mn
10.5M

Audiopak Mastercarl Arislocart

s 1.70 Sl.39 S3.00
2.20 L.15 3.05
2.30 2.20 3.10
2.35 ~.25 3.15
2.40 2.30 3.20
2.45 2.35 3.25
2.50 ¡·.37 3.25
2.60 2.47 3.30
2.70 2.55 3.35
2.80 2.66 3.40
3.00 2.81 3.50
3.27 3.05 No

Sl.39
1.60
1.70
1.75
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.1o
2.25
2.35
2.50
2.90

Prices are cash with order and expire 5-1-78
Satisfaction Unconditionally Guaranteed

Write for details of Loyalty Discount Plan.
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NEW FREE CATALOG
TROMPETER
ELECTRON ICS
has just
published a
new 40 page
catalog T11 ,
illustrating a
complete line
of coax, twinax, triax and
quadrax connectors, patch
panels, plugs, jacks, patch
cords, cable assemblies, net
works and accessories. The
catalog includes an eight page
technical discussion of noise
in cable systems.

SEND FOR YOUR
FREE COPY TODAY.

TROMPETER
ELECTRONICS, INC.

8936 ComancheAvenue,Chatswort~.CA. 91311
(213) 882-1020/lWX: 910-494-1210

For More Details Circle (195} on ReplyCard

New Products
continued from page 213

before recharging is required.
The generator provides all the

EIA/RS-170outputs, plus burst flag,
color subcarrier, and black burst.
The portable unit weighs only 61/2

pounds.
ForMore DetailsCircle (272) on ReplyCard

Communicationlowers
The Fred A. Nudd Corporation

offers custom fabrication of com
munication towers designed to EIA
specifications. All components are
hot-dip galvanized after fabrication
to guarantee the tower's longevity.
After the surfaces are properly

prepared, an acrylic paint which
meets the FAA five-year minimum
code is applied by airless spray,
brush or glove.
. Servicing includes regular inspec
tions, relamping, repairs, new
equipment installation, ground sys
tems installation, and 24-hour
emergency service. The firm also
offers consultation services on new
towers, tower modification, tower
equipment, changes in equipment,
and ground systems.

ForMore DetailsCircle (273) on ReplyCard

TV SCAmonitor
Time & Frequency Technology's

Tubes used are EIMAC type 4CX-
5000A, which offer conservative
operating characteristics at 10,000
watts plate modulated output power.
The transmitter features dual

crystal oscillators; 1250/o positive
peak modulation capability; oil-filled
modulation transformer; power
supply design for 1O/oripple with no
filter choke; fully remote-controlled
operation with no adapters re
quired; and solid-state indication of
primary control circuits.
The transmitter is capable of

power cutbacks to 5 kilowatts
and/or 1 kilowatt for two power
station operation. It is designed with
modular exciter construction use for
easy adaption to AM stereo.

ForMore DetailsCircle (271) on ReplyCard

Battery sync generator
Video Aids Corp. of Colorado's

new battery sync generator is de
signed for running two portable
color TV cameras in ENG/EFP
applications, greatly reducing past
editing.
The model 100 ENG will operate

up to four hours on battery power

• A self contained unit.
• Plug compatible with the VR-1200 & VR-2000 VTR's.
• Improves interchange playback signal of standard & non-standard recordings.
• Selectable automatic or manual first line correction.
• Improves useful quad head life.

COMPUTER MAGNETICS CORP., 125.W. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif. 91502
Tel: (213) 843-6674. Telex: 69-6279.
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new TV SCA monitor is designed to
provide both ~.CA channel monitor
ing and proof-of-performance mea
surements on SCA carriers. These
measurements include injection lev
el, S/N ratio, modulation and cross
talk. For added convenience, a 50
dB pushbutton meter attenuator is
included, and a wideband input is
provided to allow unrestricted dis
tortion and response measurements
at the transmitter. Pushbutton selec
tion of either ± 4 kHz or ±6 kHz as
the frequency deviation to represent
1000/o modulation is a standard
feature of the new model 730B.

Other features of the new model
730B include digitally-selectable
peak flashers which can measure
plus or minus peak FM modulation
of SCA carr isr and filtered sub
carrier FM cutput from the rear
panel for frequency measurement
with external counters,

For More Details Circle (274) on Reply Card

Half-inch videocassettes
Sony Corporction of America has

introduced three new Betamax 1/2-

inch videocassette units, expanding
this product line to five.
The new units are the SLP-300/

RM-300 portable player with auto
search control, the SL0-320 re-

corder-player, and the SL0-340
portable field production unit.
The Series 300 uses Betamax

cassettes in the K-series ( in either
30- or 60-minute lengths), providing
interchangeability between the SLP-
100 player and SL0-260 recorder
player, released earlier this year.

For More Details Circle (275) on ReplyCard

Earth station antennas
Anixter-Mark is offering a full

line of satellite earth station anten
nas up to 3.5 meter diameter at any
frequency through 14.5 GHz. Earth
station antennas are available for
both downlink and uplink communi
cation.
Ground mounts come either in the

stationary or with remote motorized
fine adjust in both elevation and
azimuth. Mounts are constructed of
heavy-wall aluminum.

tor More Details Circle (276) 011 ReplyCard

Demods and DAs
Several new products will be

introduced by Telemet at NAB '78.
Heading the list is a precision
demodulator (model 3710-Al) incor
porating many new features, such
as both synchronous and envelope
detectors; multiplex output, enabling

simultaneous viewing of both syn
chronous and envelope outputs on a
single trace oscilloscope; built-in
hi-lo filter; input attenuator; and
digital display to measure power
supply voltages, input level and
audio deviation. A built-in all new
demodulator tester enables the user
to make a quick check on the
demodulator's frequency response,
envelope delay, and differential
phase and gain.
A complete line of distribution

amplifiers, each with six outputs, is
headed by standard video DA
3310-Al. VDA 3315 equalizes up to
1000 feet of 75-ohm cable (10 dB
loss at 10 MHz). A clamping circuit
features feedback and back porch
clamping simultaneously. A vernier
gain control enables fine gain set
tings.
Telemet's optical transmission

system transmits video signals via a
single glass fiber. Consisting of an
optical trarismitter and receiver. the
system has a 10 MHz bandwidth
and excellent phase response. Most
importantly, the signal is unaffected
by electrical fields as it traverses
the length of the glass transmission
line. This system will meet the
rigorous standards of the broad
caster, according to the company.

continued on page 216

Since _you're
alrealfy aware of
RCA quality,
it marces sense
to find out
what's inside this
custom audio console.
What's inside is what you want inside. After all, the RCA BC-50 is
a custom conscle. But at an off-the-shelf price, becauseof our
unique interconnecting Unirnodules.

Each (Jnirnodule has5 inputs, not 2 or 3. (Jnirnodules can
function as input mixers, subrnaster mixers or echo send/return
level controls. liput facilities are almost unlimited, And BC-50
provides a wide range of outputs-mono, stereo, even quad
or multi-channel-all with easy expansion. In a configuration
you design.

We'll build your BC-50 for surprisingly little. Or you can
assemble it for even less.

To design or.e, just ask your RCA Representative for our
20-page workbook. It has complete BC-50 specsand work sheets.
If you prefer, send the coupon. See us at NAB, Booth 601.

March, 1978

/
( RCA BroadcastSystems

I Radio Station Equipment Product Management
Building 2·5.Camden, N.J. 08102

I Dear RCA: Okay, I'm ready to put everything I want into an audio
I consoleexcept lots of money. Send my BC-50workbook immediately.
I O Have your representative call.

I Name--------------------~

<,

\
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I State ip I

I'm interested in:
/ O RCA assembledconsole O Assemble-it-myself console I
I\ nen Broadcast I
-, Systems /
-----------------~

Title talion'--------
Address _

City
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VIDEO
ASSOCIATES
LABORATORY

Booth #1404

Improve the performance of
your Sony V0-2850A with a VA
Lab's D.C. Drum Servo and Field
Framer. Quad recorders, Sony
BVUand Panasonic NV-9500take
note: there's a new kid on the
editing block. See it in operation
at Video Associates Lab's booth
at NAB.
Now you can "de-pop" your

Ampex AVR-2for the first time!
VALab's improved Audio Record
Bias Control circuit eliminates
that annoying audio edit noise.
See these specialized television

broadcast products from:

VIDEOASSOCIATESLAB
2304 Hancock Drive
Suite 1-F
Austin, Texas 78756
512-459-5684

New Products
continued from page 215

The model 4420-Al modulator
incorporates a SAW filter (surface
acoustic wave filter). It meets FCC
specifications for upper and lower
sidebands. It does not require an
extra video filter plug-in.

ForMore DetailsCircle (277) on ReplyCard

Production switcher
A studio production switcher with

built-in microprocessors to provide
event memory and simplified opera
tion will be introduced by 3M
Company's Mincom Division at the
NAB convention.
The model 9000 video production

switcher's built-in memory allows
preparation and storage of up to
eight panel set-ups for recall during
difficult production sequences. The
use of microprocessor technology
allows for simplified control panel
design and layout.
More than 20 effects are selected

by a 10-key input bank. Twelve
inputs, including black burst and
color background, are available.

Effects are generated in hard
switch, soft-switch or border-wipe
form; a chroma-key feature is
optional.
Capabilities of the new switcher

include wipes behind key; dissolves
or cuts to key; dissolves to effects;
fades to and from black; and dis
solves behind chroma key.

ForMore DetailsCircle (278) on ReplyCard

TV transmitter data sheet
A new data and specification

sheet on a 12 kw VHF TV trans
mitter, model TI -447, utilizing two
hybrid combined but totally inde
pendent transmitter assemblies to
achieve 12 kw output, is available
from Aerodyne Industries.
The data sheet describes how

low-level IF modulation is used to
ensure performance stability at the
highest possible levels of program
quality. A description of automatic
failure sensing and optional modular
switching features, along with the
inherent broadcast service qualities
of hybrid combined power ampli
fiers, is included.
Described in detail is the visual

output amplifier assembly which
incorporates a logic status display

Completely automatic and self
contained, the Chyron U-1
minimizes tape replacement costs,
extends VTR head life, improves tape
performance ... at a modest price.

What doYOU do about
videocassette
problems?

For More Details Circle (199) on ReplyCard

The Model U-1 does it all ... ten times faster You can't afford to be without it
than real time without altering the because ... what you don't see
recorded signal. Erases, too ... but can hurt you.

only when you tell it to! Call or write today.

See us at NABBooth No. 729

Model U-1 The remarkable little machine that thoroughly cleans
3/4" videotape while it detects tape hazards

that cause video dropout, poor image quality,
and clogged VTR heads. Hazards like surface and
edge damage, scoring, dimples, and oxide voids.

Meet the problem-solver: The Chyron®
Cassette Cleaner & Evaluator

223 NEWTOWN ROAD, PLAINVIEW, NEWYORK 11803 •TELEPHONE: (516) 249-5202 •TELEX: 144522 CHYRON PLVW

For More Details Circle (198) on ReplyCard

tiHhU~(Q)I~I
CORPORATION
VIDEO PRODUCTS DIVISION
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panel along with a fault memory
system which displays faults by
sequentially illuminating light
emitting diodes.

ForMore Details Circle (279) on Reply Card

Film chain camera
The Ikegami TKC-950B broadcast

film-chain TV camera focuses 44mm
in front of the field lens, so that
dust is never in focus even if
adhering to the field lens surface.
The camera also features: a

prism beam splitter to separate the
images to the three 1-inch Vidicon
tubes; broad compatibility with ex
isting equipment; a servo controlled
neutral densi1y filter disc; a system
of foolproof alarms; and a stable
color encoder.

For More Details Circle (280) on Reply Card

Color signal system
TRICHROMA-Uby Television Re

search International is an advanced
recording and reproducing color
signal system designed to provide
%-inch recorders with multi-gener
ation capabilities.
TRICHROMA-U, as a new elec

tronic format for %-inch VTRs,

offers improvement in the area of
chroma noise, system linearity, and
multiple-pass erasers. Color signals
are recorded using a proprietary
color-under FM process which pur
posely avoids the recording on tape
of NTSC and coded signals, thus
minimizing the sources of velocity
errors, chroma noise and non
linearity, and carrier eraser.
The product is available for in

corporation into any %-inch U-for
mat recorder, and it becomes an
integral part of it, retaining the
existing signal systems for capability
with modified unit and existing
libraries at the slip of a switch.
TRICHROMA-Uallows the use of

%-inch VTRs in mastering. editing,
distribution, and on-air applications,
without sacrifice in the quality of
the multi-generation materials dis
played.
Initially unit upgrades will be

done at the factory in Palo Alto,
California, but later will be avail
able for field installations.

ForMore Details Circle (281) on ReplyCard

Radiotelephone test assembly
Rohde & Schwarz has produced a

compact RT test assembly by com-

bining the radiotelephone model
SMDU 06 of its signal-generator
family SMDU with the power test
adapter SMDU-Z2 in a single cabi
net. The assembly, designated SMDU
56, is fitted with the synchronizer
option SMDU-Bl as standard equip
ment, and is suitable for almost all
measurements on radiotelephones
required during development, in the
test department or in the service
workshop.
Further options are available to

extend the basic 140-kHz frequency
range as far as 1 GHz. The SMDU
56 can be transported easily and
may be installed readily in test
vehicles. Since all necessary instru
ments are built into the test assem
bly, only oscilloscope and a stock of
RT spares are needed to complete
the mobile service engineer's equip
ment.

For More Details Circle (282) on ReplyCard

Video filter catalog
The new Matthey video filter

catalogs, available from Television
Equipment Associates, contain new
ranges of improved filters and
filters specifically designed for AID

continued on page 218

March, 1978
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CiiNCEPT5,
SYSTEM CONCEPTS,INC.
395 I ·onwood Drive
Salt lake City, Utah 84115
(8011 486-3833
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WORLDWIDE
Radio. Television. Microwave

TOWERS
FABRICATED. ERECTED. MAINTAINED. SELF
SUPPORTING OR GUYED-GROUND SYSTEM

ANTENNA INSTALLATION

EXPERIENCED STAFF
AVAILABLE FOR
INSTALLATION AND
SERVICE
THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD

FULLY ENGINEERED
TO MEET ALL SPEC
IFICATIONS AND
REGULATIONS.

SPECIAL
FORMULATED
PAINT FOR
LONG LASTING
COLOR RETENTION
AND PROTECTION

SERVING THE
INDUSTRY FOR
OVER 35 fEARS

NAB Booth #351

FRED A. NUDO CORPORATION
ROUTE 104
ONTARIO, New York 14519
(315) 524-2531

For More Details Circle (201) on Reply card

New Products
continued from page 217

and D/A converters.
Other types include HFM range

with zeros at harmonics of NTSCor
PAL color subcarriers. The SFLM
range has the pass-band shaped for
sin x/x correction. More versions of
the low-pass phase equalized type
are described in the newest catalog.

for More Details Circle (283) on ReplyCard

Consolesand recorders
MCIwill exhibit its entire line of

products at the NAB convention.
This will include automated record
ing/remixing consoles, as well as
the complete line of master record
ers (monoup to 24 channels).
The exhibit also will include the

newest addition to MCI's product
line: the 3-speed (7V2,15, 30 IPS),
1-inch 8-track recorder. This re
corder features JH-36 return-to
zero, cue-up function, and minute
and-second counter. A high-profile
cabinet is optional.

For More DetailsCircle (284) on ReplyCard

Videotape editor
ConsolidatedVideoSystems (CVS)

is entering the videotape editor

market with a new, computer-based
system. The editor is designed for
on-line or off-linecontrol of all types
of VTRs, from quadruplex and
1-inchunits to :yf-inchcassettes.
According to CVS, the software

oriented system results in perform
ance and flexibility superior to
earlier units while giving users
significant cost savings.

ForMore DetailsCircle (285) on ReplyCard

Audio jacks
Trompeter Electronics is intro

ducing a complete line of audio
jacks, panels, patch cords, and
looping plugs. These are available
in three, four, and six circuits, all
in one plug.
The four- and six-circuit jacks are

used for audio and digital communi
cations or where space is limited. A
standard 19"x31/2" panel can ac
commodate 50 two-, four-, or
six-circuit jacks.

For More Details Circle (286) on ReplyCard

ENGcamera lens
Fujinon Optical will display their

A14x10. It's a lens that maintains
f/1.9 for the first 11 times of the
zoomrange. This lens is designed to
work with the RCA TK-76 and

TR-70 TR-22

VTR IMPROVEMENT PLAN

VR-2000 VR-1200 AVR-2 TR-600

218 BROADCAST ENGINEERING

Installation of R-MOD (reel servo modification) Provides Tangible Benefits

•Automatic Search and Cue-Saves operator time •Built-in Tape Cleaner-Saves tape and heads

•Automatic End-of-Tape Stop-Saves video heads •Remote Control-Ready for station automation

= Constant Tension Tape Handling-Saves tape = Easter Acceleration-Improves editing time

• Electronic Tape Timer-Improves accuracy •Extends VTR Life-Alternative to new machines

• Faster Lockup-Consistent for any reel size • Intelligent Interface-Universal for all VTRs

RECORTEC, INC. 777 PALOMAR AVE., SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 TEL: (408) 735~8821TELEX: 910339 9367
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The AUTOMATIC
Audio Test System

That Measures. • •

•Harmonic Distortion
•Intermodulation Distor-
tion

•Volts
•dB
•Signal+ Noise I
Noise Ratio

•Wow and Flutter
•Stereo Phasing
•Differential Gain in
Stereo Channels

Contact Us Now For Complete
Details And Descriptive Literature.

B I 932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.

lóToM' e INSTRUMENTS~~~~)ES~:-~~~~G.MD.2º91º
For More Details Circle (203) on Reply Card

TK-760.
Lens features include a built-in

2x range ex1ender, and 31-inch
close focusing, These features were
especially designed into the lens for
ENG.
This 3 pound unit includes elec

tronic beam coating for higher
contrast and transmission. A mo
mentary iris engage switch is in
cluded to get correct exposure for
high back light conditions.

For More DetailsCircle (287) on ReplyCard

Large screen projector
Systems-Enst Division, Conrac

Corp., is introducing the Eidophor
color 5170 large screen projector.
The projector is said to project

bright television pictures measuring
up to 30'x40' in dark locations, or
20'x26' when the ambient illumina
tion is reduced slightly.
The 5170 can be used with color

television cameras (CCTV); video
tape recorders; telecines; profes
sional television receivers; and
graphical data and character gen
erators with TV compatibility.
The electronics unit of the 5170

can be installed at up to 26 feet
away from the projector unit.
Another feature is the projector's

March, 1978

compatibility with PAL, SECAMand
NTSCcolor systems.

For More Details Circle (288) on ReplyCard

Playback unit
The ITC lK by International Tape

tronics Corporation provides cylin
der storage for 1024 cartridges,
5-second random access to any
cartridge and back-to-back program
capability through the use of 1-20
playbacks.
Designed for addition to the

systems and programmers of major
automation manufacturers, benefits
include: reduced cart handling,
greater control of program format,
unlimited segue, easy control of
complex formats, simplified format
adjustments, and space saving.

ForMore Details Circle (289) on ReplyCard

FM/SCA educational receiver
McMartin Industries' TR-E5B

crystal-controlled receiver features
a PTD (Precise Tracking Decoder)
and hybrid IC, allowing the receiver
to track the modulated signal from'
the FM transmitter.
The PTDwill lock-on and recover

the composite signal identical to the
original transmission. This design

continued on page 220

The Model FIM-41 Field Strength Meter
hasmany more features -

• Measures Harmonics to -80 dB
• High Adjacent Channel Rejection
• Ganged Oscillator/Receiver Tuning
• Stable Operation over wide Temperature

Range
• Low Battery Orain Circuits
• Front Panel Speaker
• Large illuminated Meter and Tuning Dial
• Indicates field strength. accurately down

to 1Oµ volts/M "
• RF input jack for tuned voltmeter appli·

cations

THE NEW ,STANDARD
COVERSAM BAND PLUS HARMONICS TO 5 MHz

CONTACT US NOW FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
ON OUR LINE OF- FIELD STRENGTH METERS

For More Details Circle (204) on.Reply Card
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Wide Bandwidth
Minimum Transient Distortion

Low Noise

Years of transformer manu
facturing and design experi
ence, combined with computer
assisted technology, have en
abled us to make a significantly
audible improvement in the
performance of audio trans
formers.

Write or call for information
1617 NORTH FULLER AVIENUE

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90046
(213) 876-0059

(Visitors by appointment only.)

New Products
continued from page 219

provides r .50/odistortion and -50 dB
crosstalk between regular and the
SCAprogram channel.
The TR-E5Bhas an audio output

of 1 watt, and comes with an
auxiliary jack for recording off the
air.

tíoníng, fading, breaking, and slide
loss are eliminated. Original art
work and props can be recorded
directly onto a magnetic medium
through a television camera. The
photographic process is bypassed,
while the artist selects the framing,
perspective, size, color, and lighting
for any still, and magnetically
records it.

FooMore Details Ci1cle(302) on Reply Card

Cemputer management system
Automated Business Concepts is

offering a radio station management
system to go with A.O. Smith
Corporation's Mesa II small busi
ness computer. Designed to handle
station sales, traffic, continuity,
programming, logging, billing and
music selection, the system is inte
grated with the computer's library
of business management and ac
counting programs .
Using non-technical personnel,

the system will process concurrently
the daily activity of an AM and an
FM station. Additional data storage
and processing devices may be
added to handle all the stations of a
group.
The hardware consists of a 165

characters per second printer, cen
tral processor with 64,000 memory

For More Details Circle (205) on Reply Card
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Compositorfont selector
TeleMation, Inc. has announced

the release of its "Compositor 1 Font
Selector." The font selector is a
booklet containing monitor photo
graphs of font styles currently avail
able for the Compositor 1 graphics
system. All alphabetic, numeric,
and symbolic characters are in
cluded for each font style.

. For More Details Circle (301) on ReplyCard

Electronic still processor
ADDA Corporation's ESP-100elec

tronic still processor is a sound
investment, according to the com
pany, for stations using more than
125 slides in daily operation.
Picture quality may be improved

because fingerprints, dirt, misposi-

For Mort Details Circle (206) on Reply Card
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positions, an input station capable of
showing 1, 752 characters on its
screen, and a 10 million character
storage unit. The programs include
security features and audit trails
allowing additional management
control without using data process
ing technicians.

ForM~re Details Circle (303) on ReplyCard

Radio series
Charles Michelson Inc. is offering

the original network radio series,
"The SI adow," with complete half
hour programs. Fifty-two half-hours
on tape are now available for
immediate broadcasting, with five
commercial hreaks in each half
hour.

ForMore DetailsCircle (304) on ReplyCard

Audio consoles
McMartin lndustries is now de

livering the B-1000 series of audio
consoles. Five basic units are avail
able in this new line, including an
8-channel mono and stereo with
rotary attenuators; 8-channel mono
or stereo with vertical attenuators;
and a 5-channel stereo vertical
attenuator version.
All units feature Mu-metal, high

quality audio input transformers;

military-grade type G-10 printed
circuit board material; flat cable
computer-type wiring harnesses and
inter-connecting cables; gold-plated
contacts on PC board connectors;
tantalum output, 30 watts for stereo.
Important specifications are pro

gram amplifier output level of +8
dBmnominal + 28 dBmmaximum.

For More DetailsCircle (305) on ReplyCard

Computer interface
Marconi Instruments has intro

duced a computer interface model
SA1142,which has been designed to
interface Marconi model 2370 spec
trum analyzer with commonly used
computers.
Data and control signals derived

from the digital memory display of
the spectrum analyzer are routed to
the computer interface. The inter
face converts the information into a
form suitable for manipulation by
·the computer, either in 8-line or
16-line format.

ForMore DetailsCircle (306) on ReplyCard

Character generators
KnoxLtd. has announced that for

the first time it is possible to add
five distinct font styles in a single
option to both new and existing

machines.
With 246 individually different

ietters and symbols, this multifont
option also increases the fine reso
ution of the existing font on the
K128 series. Two of the styles
[Century Schoolbook and Horatio)
have both upper and lower cases,
while the third (Eurostile Bold
Extended) has upper case only.
Each style has two sizes; a full
screen display may be slanted to an
italic mode.
To these styles has been added

the capability for nine Western
European languages as well as an
expansion of the present special
character set. The multifont option
is available for both new machines
and those already being used.

For More Details Circle (307) on ReplyCard

Projectors
Athena®,L-WInternational' s 4000

and 5000 projectors, can be used
for production, editing, or on-line
broadcasts. Both units freeze-frame
and stop/start wstantly, and can
operate at slo~ speeds without
application bar.
The 5000, unlike the 4000, incor

porates automatic dual projector
and exciter lamp change-over;

continued on page 222

March, 1978
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r------
New Products
continued from page 221

Help!
servo-controlled 5000-foot film ca
pacity (vs. 2000-foot for the 4000);
automatic loop restorer; tension
sensor; and integral pedestal. Both
projectors can be operated by
remote control, or can be externally
programmed or computer-controlled.

For More Details Circle (308) on ReplyCard

Anytime you have a
question about your
subscript ion to
Broadcast Engineer
ing, pleaseincludea
mailing label en
sure prompt service
on your-inquiry.

AFFIX
LABEL
HEREChange of

Address
If you're about to
move, please let us
know approximately
eight weeks before
the move comes
about. Simply affix
your present label
here, and carefully
print the updated in
formation below.

Studio production switcher
A studio production switcher with

built-in microprocessors to provide
event memory and simplified opera
tion will be introduced by 3M
Company's Mincom Division at the
NAB convention.
The 3M model 9000 video produc

tion switcher with microprocessors
offers a departure from traditional
switcher design. The use of micro
processor technology allows for
simplified control-panel design and
layout. A built-in memory allows
preparation and storage of up to
eight panel set-ups for recall during
difficult production sequences.
More than 20 effects are selected

by a 10-key input bank. Twelve
inputs, including black burst and

Please Help Us to Serve You Better

Broadcast Engineering
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212

Name
(Please Print)

Employer _

Address

City State Zip IL _J

color background, are available.
Effects are generated in hard
switch, soft-switch, or border-wipe
form; a chroma-key feature is
optional.
Capabilities of the new switcher

include: wipes behind key; dissolves
or cuts to key; dissolves to effect;
fades to and from black; and
dissolves behind chroma-key.
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Tape delay system
The audio digital delay system

(ADDS)by Ampro Broadcasting Inc.
offers a 61/2-second audio delay
including a full digital storage
capacity. No preven tiye mainten
ance, head cleaning or tape re
placement is required. ADDS con
verts wideband signals into digital
impulses while utilizing a digital
memory system.
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Audio cassettes
Fuji Photo Film USA, Inc., has

introduced the FX-1 and FX-II pre
mium audio cassettes. FX-1 is a
pure-ferrix formulation designed for
operation with standard recording
bias and 120 microsecond equaliza
tion.

Digital Time is at the heart of the Cenchron master control system.
It offers the greatest flexibility
on the market, at an exceptionally
low price!

The system has been operationally field-tested
with over two years of trouble-free performance
on the CN Tower in Toronto.

Write to us for complete details, options and

The Canchrcn System starts with a digital master
clock. With it, you can set up an entire digital time
control system accurate to within two seconds per
month.
Just establish your individual needs, then we

custom design your own system around a number
of options to provide forward/back timing, data
transmission, weather data, performance monitor
ing, pre-programmed switching, video character
generating, or electronic control and sensoring of
distant transmitters.

Hook into existing telephone lines and remote
control with status verification is at your fingertips,
adaptable to ATS. Any number of remote digital
read-out units, and impulse clocks, may be driven
from the master unit.

prices.

Designed and built for broadcasters by broadcasters.
PWH Electronics Limited, 637 College Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6G 186 Tel: (416) 533-6331.
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The FX-II is designed for use with
high-bias, 70 microsecond equaliza
tion. The tape used in the FX-II
cassette utilizes the company's Beri
dox formulaticn. The unit gives an
increased maximum output level
(MOL) of 4 df., improved high- and
low-frequency response, and 61 dB
signal-to-noise ratio.
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Routing switcher
The Di-Tech series 5500, 5501 and

5502 routing switchers provide a
compact approach to routing any
input signal to any output buss
without disturbing other inputs.

The standard control panels which
house the momentary illuminated
pushbuttons are located separately
from the electronics. Should other
means of addressing the switcher be
required, thuobwheel switches with
readouts or touch-tone control (Di
Tech model 5'.'00) can be used.

The video inputs to the switchers
are in groups of four; BNC-type
connectors are used for all inputs
and outputs. Inputs are hu-im
pedance; bri:iging and output ex
pansion is accomplished by the loop
thru method. The switching pulse
for video is 'vertical interval. (This

feature is standard with models
5500 and 5501.)
An optional feature for models

5500, 5501 and 5502 is the tally
relay. Each time a crosspoint is
taken, a relay closure is provided
for applications, such as camera
tally, machine control, or other
control functions.
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Digital effects device
Micro Consultants' Quantel DPE

5000 features up to four times
picture expansion. Other features
include variable reduction or com
pression from full frame to postage
stamp size, variable picture posi
tioning, and picture freeze. Auto
matic noise reduction minimizes
moire and noise.
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Telecontrol system
A new telecontrol system (model

TCS-2) from Moseley Associates Inc.
is designed to provide independent
command, telemetry and status re
porting capabilities. The TCS-2 can
be used in other applications, in
cluding operation of electronic news
gathering (ENG) equipment. Each

continued on page 224
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NICKEL CADMIUM
ENG. BATTERIES
AND ONE HOUR AUTOMATIC
CHARGERS

ForALEXANDER Nickel
Cadmium REPLACEMENT
BATTERIES For...
SONY (BP20) - JVC (PBP-1)
AKAi (PACK) - etc.
CHARGERS WILL AUTOMATICALLY
CHARGE IN 1 TO 4 HRS. DEPENDING ON
CAPACITY ... (SWITCHESTO TRICKLE)

Write Wire or Phone
ALEXANDER manufacturing co.

Box 1645 Mason City, Iowa 50401
t> Phone (515) 423-8955

For More Details Circle (2Hl) on Reply Card
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THE FAMOUS ORIGINAL
REVERBERTRON

-==-·-

--·--- '~ If
~~~J

U.S. Patent
No. 3436674

NOW LESS THAN $600
This is the original REVERBERTRON
not a substitute. Until now it has been
selling for $1148. Price Reduction is
due to improved production technology.

The REVERBERTRON Model #659-00
is designed to enhance broadcast/
production or recording studio sound. It
features solid state electronics in separ
ate remotable enclosures to isolate
from ambient noise. Also contains high
performance electro-mechanical delay
lines, continuous reverb mix controls,
VU metering, 3 band equalization,
remote controls and selectable decay
time. All in 7" of vertical rack space.

FORCOMPLETEDETAILS
CALL ORWRITESAMJONES

BROADCAST& SOUNDEQUIP.CORP.
75 AUSTINBLVD.,COMMACK,N.Y. 11725

(516)543-5200
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NAB Exhibitors
continued from page 223

command channel functions inde
pendently of all other channels, and
independent operation of status and
telemetry channels is provided.
The system requires radio links or

a single telephone circuit for inter
connection. Provisions to allow op
eration of two TCS-2systems over a
single interconnecting circuit, or to
combine the TCS-2and the Moseley
TCS-1 telecontrol system on the
same circuit are made.
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Tape cleaner/evaluator
Chyron Telesystems has devel

oped a new unit for automatically
cleaning and evaluating 3,4-inch
videocassettes. The CCEmodel U-1
cassette cleaner and evaluator is a
self-contained system which oper
ates ten times faster than real time
without altering the recorded signal.
The CCEremoves dirt and embedded
particles from tape surfaces, and
detects surface and edge damage
which cause VTR head clog and
video dropout.
A one-hour cassette can be pro

cessed in less than six minutes. Two

LEDindicators and eight messages
displayed on the front panel reflect
the tape and system status at each
stage of the operation.
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Actuality retrieval terminal
UMC Electronics has developed

an actuality retrieval terminal (ART)
designed to retrieve, record and
dub audio wire service stories on
cartridge tape. The unit, to be
shown at the NABconvention, con
sists of 20 Beaucart-type, 10-
cartridge decks; a commonrecorder
amplifier; an equalizer for input of
the Talco signals; four silence
sensors; 16 tone-touch tone-decoder
circuit; and a specially designed
computer logic system.
Access is through the control

panel which provides three priority
override routines for sequencing.
The cartridge being recorded and
the number of cartridges still avail
able for recording are displayed on
two front panel digital displays.
Through tally light indicator cir

cuits, station personnel are kept in
formed as to the state of each
cartridge inserted, including any
aborts or loss of features due to
malfunctionof the machine.

LIKE EDGE NUMBERS ON FILM, ONLY BETTER.
SUN TIME CODE,.

The new PRO-SUN family of time code products allows
you to put time code data on helical videotapes in the
same manner that edge numbers are put on film. Thus,
time code or user bits can be read in normal playback as
well as still frame and search modes, without sacrificing
the use of a longitudinal track.

Furthermore, SUN encoded video signals can be
microwaved containing time code information, thus
saving time and often a generation loss if time code must
be added after the original take.

A SUN/SMPTE Generator module produces both
time codes for extra versatility.

A SUN Reader provides still-framed as well as normal
play speed reading capabilities. A SMPTE Reader ac
curately reads SMPTE Code over the speed range of 1/10
to 60x normal play speed, as well as providing SMPTE
code regeneration for dubbing.

Finally, a SUN Character generator displays time code
or user bit data from either SUN or SMPTE readers, right
on the screen where it ismost needed for editing decisions.

Fill' Television Research International
TRI 1003 Elwell Ct.

~··· Palo Alto, CA 94303
!l".1..1'@ (415) 961-7475
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An aural and visual alarm circuit
notifies personnel if the system
needs reloading when only two un
recorded cartridges are left on the
machine. Automatic system shut
down is provided for when no
unused cartridges are left. Contact
closures are available for remote
reel-to-reel, cassette or other back
up machine to ensure never losing a
feature. Look-ahead and skip func
tions ensure that a cut never occurs
due to overloading or recording over
previously recorded cartridges that
have not been retrieved.
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Teleprod.uction recorder
Ampex Corporation will demon

strate a portable version of the
VPR-2 teleproduction recorder at
the NAB convention. The SMPTE
Type "C" VPR-20is a I-inch helical
scan high-band color unit with full
record capability that fulfills the
need for a.fíeld production recorder
to complementthe VPR-2,as well as
for ENG and other remote produc
tion situations.
The unit provides record capa

bility on all three audio channels,
plus the video and sync channels.
The system also has built-in assem
ble edit capability, and complete
remote control capability.
It is full servoed, and can be

operated whi.le in motion. Record
time is 60 minutes, with a rewind
time of less than five minutes for a
60-minute reel. An AC power pack
and quick charger for the self-con
tained batteries are standard. Other
features include a built-in electronic
tape time and a "confidence" play
back system. permitting recording
verification while in the field.
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Video noise meter
The new video noise meter (model

925C)introduced by Asaca Corpora
tion can measure both luminance
noise and chrominance noise.
Chroma noise can be split into

AM and PM noise which can be
measured separately by the meter.
The 925C can also measure the
.several kHz color shading noise that
is generated in helical videotape
recorders.

ForMoreDetailsCircle(318) on ReplyCar•..

Audio analysis system
A hand-held audio analysis sys

tem that combines a real-time ana
lyzer (both full-octave and VJ
octave). and a precision sound-level
meter was introduced recently by
Ivie Electrorucs.

continued on page 226
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operates "on line" with your VCR or VTR to give instant
warning of:

•Defective Tapee HeadClogging• VTRproblems
•Loss of tracking •Poorly recorded tape

Dealer Inquiries Invited

studio tape exchange
o division of studio film exchange, inc.
6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90038 (213) 466-8101
63109th Ave., 8th floor, New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) 977-9330
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For the
professionals

in sound

VI F has complete automation sys
tems, plus a wide range of audio
equipment, high quality components,
readily available spare parts, and a
full line of accessories.
Professional sound equipment for
the professionals in sound.

Vlf
INTERNATIONAL!
P.O. Box 1555
Mountain View, CA 94042
(408) 739-9740

Visi· our "Display Vehicle" at NAB '78.
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New Products
continued from page 225

The portable, high-powered in
strument is calibrated in both dB
SPLand dBµV.It measures a broad
variety of simple and complex
signals quickly and accurately, in
cluding amplifier gain; frequency
response; output power; acoustic
measurements; weighted or un
weighted SPL measurements; peak
accumulation; and impulse measure
ment.
Coupled with accessories, the

IE-30A also will provide distortion
analysis and reverberation time.

ForMore DetailsCircle (319) on ReplyCard

Computer
ICM INTI will show its new

microprocessor-controlled system
Basic A in conjunctionwith ITC's lK
playback unit. Basic A features
a black and white or optional
color CRT to display programming.
The standard unit stresses the
modular concept, so segments of
a program can be given a label
and recalled in their entirety as
a bloc.
Basic A provides for 4000 sche

dule entries, expandable in groups

of 2000. The format control is
limited by memory size. Features
include real-time event control, con
ditional control, programmable
audio on/off fade control for each
audio source, and other capabilities.
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Resistors
Bird Electronic Corporation has a

new line of 10 kw to 40 kw RF load
resistors. The Econoload™RFtermi
nations for coaxial line transmitters
are said to withstand shock; and, in
the event of accidental burnout,
they can be replaced on-site in 10 to
15 minutes without taking the load
off the line.
Econoloads can be used without

dedicated pumps in low-pressure
environments, such as mountains
and tall structures.

ForMore DetailsCircle (321) 09 ReplyCard

RF ammeters
The TCA (transformer coupled

ammeter) series by Delta Electronics
uses a torodial current transformer
to obtain a sample voltage propor
tional to the RF current flowing in a
conductor. This sample is connected
by a 50-ohm coaxial cable to a
special rectified circuit where it is

, L;JI -~\\\\

I \It,~,,:.! ,HI 'I
- . ~, '_I IIl /1

THE SCENE MACHINE.
A POWERFUL QUARTZ PATTERN PROJECTOR ENGINEERED FOR TV

• HIGH GAIN OPTICAL SYSTEM

• REMOTE CONTROL TURRET

• INTERCHANGEABLE OBJECT IVE LENSES
WITH RACK AND PIN ION FOCUSING

• HANG IN ANY POSITION

• EFIFICIENT, COMPACT, TOUGH

THE ••GREAT AMERICAN
MARKEt

POB178 WOODLANDHILLSCA 91364 213/883-8182

SEEUSAT THE NAB, BOOTH 1319
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converted to a DC current to drive
the indicating instrument.

Some models also supply a DC
voltage output for driving a remote
indicating instrument which can be
calibrated to agree with the primary
meter and used for remote indi
cation.
Frequency ::-ange is 0.5 to 2 MHz.

Accuracy is better than 20/o of full
scale from 20 to 1000/o of full scale;
accuracy may be reduced if RF
currents induced by other stations
are 50/o or gr eater than the current
to be measured.
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ENG identification unit
Dynascien:;es Video Products

will introduce: a video module ENG
identification unit, called the 9200.
The 9200 allows ENG mobile units

in the field lo be identified at the
base location. The identifying signal
uses Alpha numeric characters (sta
tion call and mobile unit number)
which are inserted in the vertical
interval. The signal is readily visible
at the base station when the unit's
microwaved video is displayed on a
cross pulse or underscanned moni
tor.

A proc amp will remove the
identifying signal from the vertical

interval prior to program transmis
sion. When no video is being trans
mitted by the mobile units, the
identification signal appears in the
center of active video field. Dyna
sciences has indicated that the
price (to be announced at NAB) will
be under $1,000.
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Microphone
The Edcor I Calrec sound-field

microphone is based on an appli
cation of the mathematical sampling
theory in which a closely spaced
array of capsules and associated
matching electronic circuitry char
acterize the first-order directivity of
the sound reaching the microphone.

Four outputs are generated pro
portional to the sound-field pressure
and to the three components of
pressure-gradient (left minus right,
front minus back, and up minus
down). From these four signals any
first-order microphone characteris
tic can be synthesized (any combi
nation of omni-directional, cardioid,
hyper-cardioid, or figure-of-eight).

Controls are provided which en
able the angle between two micro
phones of a stereo pair to be varied,
as well as the directivity patterns of

continued on page 228

BUHL

A FILM CHAIN
WITHOUT
A DEDICATED
CAMERA

MOBILE
MULTIPLEXER!
Save the high cost of an extra color camera
Studio camera adapts to film chain
use in seconds
Use standard TV zoom lens
Input: Two 35mm slide projectors in
dissolve mode plus 16mm or Super-B
Screen used for previewing is
easily removed for conventional
field lens operation
Mobile Multiplexer savesstudio space
At $975.00
out performs units at twice the price!
BUHLOPTICAL
1009 Beech Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15233
Phone: 412-321-0076

-BUHL-
For More Details Circle (219) on Reply Card
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Digital Audio Delay System
The Time Tunnel should be considered dangerous to Tape Delay! It has already eliminated tape delay in many

Radio Static-ns throughout the United States. Wow and flutter as well as dis:ortion were reported missing and are now
considered gone forever.
The Time Tunnel is almost impossible to find because of its extremely low noise and wide dynamic range. With a

bandwidth of 15Khz and a flat response even the highest fidelity music will not detect its presence.
If you presently are using a tape delay system, contact Comex Systems for full details on the Time Tunnel.

* WANTED
The Time Tunne'I

*

C01+1=x SYSTEMS, INC.
End your broadcast delay problems forever. Call or write:
COMEX SYSTEMS INC.
Executive Drive
Hudson, NH 03Cl51
603-889-8564

March, 1978 227
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your present
VTR

PatentA. - .
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BOX 2121 •CANOGA PARK· CALIFORNIA• 91306
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New Products
continued from page 227
the individual microphones (in
cluding the position of the nuns in
the case of hyper-cardioíds]. The
stereo pair can then be panned or
tilted in any direction. These con
trols can be exercised either live, or
in post-session processing of the
tape.
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Automatic transmitter switcher
A solid-state automatic trans

mitter that will work with parallel
or alternate AM, FM or TV trans
mitters has been introduced by CCA
Electronics Corporation.
The switcher will automatically

sense loss of RF, loss of audio,
excessive VSWR, and programmed
high or low power limits. It will
initiate and complete a switchover
from one transmitter to another
performing all necessary intermedi
ate steps automatically.
It also will remove high voltage,

reconfigure the antenna switching
network, and remove a parallel
transmitter from the circuit if one is
used.. In proper sequence it will
reapply high voltage after deter
mining that no faults still remain,

and ultimately put the remaming
transmitter back on the air directly
into the antenna.
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Circularly polarized
TV antenna

An omnidirectional, circularly
polarized television antenna, per
mitting tower-top mounting, has
been introduced by Jampro. The
antenna comes with a supporting
cylinder; and, the antenna stem can
be buried into the top of the
customer's supporting tower.
The antenna has an omnidirec

tional azimuth pattern, whose cir
cularity is within 2 dB. The axial
ratio is better than 2 dB. Capable of
extremelyhigh power operation, the
antenna permits 100kw ERPwith 70
kw band VHFtransmitters.
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Stereo generator
Harris Corporation has introduced

the MS-15R FM stereo generator,
designed to drive composite studio
transmitter links or wideband input
of any FMexciter. The unit features
digitally synthesized modulation
(DSM) and dynamic transient re
sponse (DTR).

TELEX0/
_,, MAGNECORD

"'" '"a e •••• ••lU.

HlAO,HONf

Telex/Maqnecord broadcastcert machinesrun
cool and steadv. So cool no ventilation is re
quired, sosteadynot evenvoltageor frequency
fluctuations wiU alter their speed. Thanks to
our de servo flutter-filter drive.
The MC series offers broadcastersa host of
options, including field convertability from
mono to stereoor play to recordand, of course,
end of message,secondary/tertiary cue tones.
Designedfor type A or B cartJ, the MC series
meets all NAB specifications,"offers full im
munity to E.Mland RFI, is rernpte controllable
and automation compatible witp CMOSdigit~!
logic. Audio muting, air damped low voltage

. '
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S£C, TH. fOll IECORO. .• •••••
de solenoid and fast forwardare standard fea- -
tures on everyMC unit.
Four broadcastcart machinesto choose from
in the Telex/Magnecord MC series. Running
cool and steady. With a pleasant surprise
they're affordable.
For detailedinforrnatlon pleasewrite:,-,·

J.RODUCTSOF SbUNO RESEARCH

TELEX®
e o M M u N I e A T I o N s, I N I;; •

9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO.• MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22 rue da la Legion·d'honneur. 93200 St. Denis, France

Canada:Telák Electronics, Ltd.. Scarborough, Ontario
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The DSM generator features: digi
tal circuitry, automatic pilot phase
control, minimum separation of 45
dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz, and typical
separation exceeding 50 dB over the
entire band.
The filter. developed for FM

stereo, holds overshoot .to 20/o or
less, and may be used with any FM
limiter. From 2 to 6 dB increased
loudness can be achieved with no
degradation of audio quality, ac
cording to Harris.
LED status indicators are used

throughout to aid in troubleshooting.
A peak-reading audio LED display
aids in setting up the stereo gen
era tor, and serves as a peak
program indicator.
A baseband compensator provides

separate am¡:litude and phase com
pensation fer STL or modulated
oscillator deficiencies (defeatable).
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Automated broadcast system
Cuerac by CEI is a fully auto

matic, computer-controlled, air-pro
gram storage and reproducer unit
for radio broadcasting. It has a
capacity of 500 prerecorded mag
netic tape cartridges, which may be
selected randomly and can be
expanded to 2500 cartridges. Pro-

gramming capacity for 4000 events
is standard and can be expanded.
The unit enables the full format of

a station to be automatically on
"live" standby through software
control. As instructed through a
visual display unit, it will access the
cartridge library automatically, co
ordinate reel-to-reel reproducers
and introduce prerecorded time
announcements.
Standard peripheral equipment

includes: three visual display units
if required, data terminals, auto
matic logging, interfacing to com
mercial software, selective dumping,
masterclock for external functions.
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Disc recorder
Joystick control, fast cueing, and

built-in signal enhancement are
featured in the Eigenmodel 15 color
disc recorder. Built-in signal en
hancement improves chrominance
signal-to-noise3 dB and allows up to
6 dB edge enhancement in lumin
ance. Luminance signal-to-noise is
over 44 dB.
The joystick control is a fader

arm control for glitch-free, continu
ously variable speeds from 60 fields
per second down to freeze, in

continued on page 230

VTR VIDEO PROBLEMS?
WHAT'S THE TAPE TENSION?

Shown measuring the critical supply
tension on a Sony U-matic 2850.

TAPE EATING?
FLAGGING - HOOKING?
INTER CHANGEABILITY?

The TENTELOMETER tape tension
gage can help isolate and correct these
problems on your open reel and cas
sette video recorders by measuring
dynamic tape tension. Priced from
$179 complete.

Send for your free 8 page
TENTELOMETER instruction and ap
plication manual or call today.

IENTEL
50 Curtner Avenue. Campbell. CA 95008

(408)377-6588
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12" Professional Color Monitor

J
The New CR6220 12" Color Monitor

From World Video

hor e receiver circuitry to disguise errors.
• Displays your signals accurately, without automatic

• Returns an honest value for your dollar. Features such
as 1-ighvoltage regulation. modular circuitry, all controls
on lhe front control panel. pulse-cross. underscan. pre
sets: A-B inputs and many others are all standard. No
coniusing extra cost options in small print.

• Ten years of World Video engineering, manufacturing and
service experience. Designed for ease of operation and
service. Ruggedly built of cadmium-plated steel for
years of service.

•A t .rll one-year warranty we stand behind. We service
our customers.

• A cornple te line of broadcast. CCTV and special purpose
color monitoring equipment.

8" AC/DC Portable Color Monitor

The New RV2801 8" Portable Color Receii,er/Moni
tor is ulso nonilnble ns iiMonitor 011/y with 1moptionul
recliurgeuble buuery [Jilek for ENG «pplicntions,

• Weighs only 19 lbs.
• Bridging Video and Audio Inputs
• Demod Outputs for off-air recording
• DC Restoration
• 120 volt AC or 24 volt DC Operation
• Optional Rechargeable Battery Pack
• Also available as Video Monitor only

(Model RV2802)
• Dual Inputs, Underscan and other

options available

WORLD VIDEO, INC.
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P. O BOX 117. BOYERTOWN.PA.. 19512
PHONE 215-367-6055

BOOTH 904 - NAB CONVENTION
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.attenuator catalo9
.........•••.~~•..•.~·"',,.,...•

Here in one compact and informative
24 page t:ooklet is all the data you ·
need to select a Precision Audio and
RFAttenuator for your application.
Reference Charts, Circuit Diagrams,
Types and Uses, Current and Voltage
Ratio Tables, Ratings, Etc., make this a
handy an~ invaluable reference.
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY.

TECH LABS, INC.
Bergen & Edsall Blvds ..
Palisades Park, N.J. 07650
Tel.: (201) 944-2221
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New Products
continued from page 229

forward or reverse.
A circle of 12 lights separates the

20-second capacity into sectors of
100 fields. This allows the operator
to see at a glance the time
remaining on the "loop" as well as
at the position of key parts of a
play. A touch of any light cues that
segmentrapidly. Typical cue time is
under 2 seconds; maximum is 4
seconds.
The jog control allows recording

images as either fields or frames.
Frame operation pairs two fields in
an odd-even sequence that is dupli
cated in playback, eliminating the
chance of having a field each from
two different images. The jog con
trol plays back either fields or
frames, allowing slide changes to
music.

According to Sintroníc, excellent
low-noiseperformance and freedom
from microphones is ensured by a
special gain-stage pair configuration
which includes the oscillator cir
cuitry within a 1000/0 negative
feedback loop for audio and DC.
This establishes optimum oscillator
characteristics and produces ap
proximately 40 dB reduction in
noise.
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Audio mixer
A professional audio mixer de

signed for mobile and studio appli
cations is now available from Bayly
EngineeringLtd.
The mixer (SAM82) is equipped

with 8 inputs and 2 main output
channels. Other functions included
in the unit are two auxiliary outputs
for reverberation and/or studio
playback; reverberation return;
monitoring; talk-back facility; test
oscillator; and power supply for
condenser microphones. The meters
are PPMswith logarithmic scales.

For More Details Circle .(331) on Reply tar,

Microwave doppler transceiver
MicrowaveAssociates' new solid

state microwavedoppler transceiver

230
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FM exciter
The Sintronic Sl-10-EFM exciter

is a high-performance unit designed
for use in the 88 to 108MHz range,
yet it uses only nine ICs and 13
transistors.

For More Details Circle (225) on Reply Card
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features an integral antenna and is
designed for sny speed measure
ment or motior:. sensing application.

The MA-86503 operates at 10.525
GHz center frequency with a mech
anical tuning range ±25 MHz. It
can be used to provide an audio
output signal whose frequency is
proportional to the velocity of an
object moving toward or away from
the antenna.

For More Details Circle (332) on Reply Card

UHF translator
Television Technology Corporation

will introduce a 100-watt UHF
translator (model UST105B) at the
NAB convention.

This model features an uncompli
cated, single-conversion frequency
plan. Modification kits to incor
porate the featured improvements
of the UST105B are available to
update older models in the USTlO,
UST20 and UST105 family of UHF
translators.

For More Details Circle (333) on Reply Card

Color monitor
calibrating unit

Telecommunications Industries has
announced the availability of the
new Color Monitor Gray Scale
Reference Unit. This unit contains a

10-step gray scale transparency,
manufactured on special film stock,
which precisely matches the output
of a standard 10-step signal gener
ator.

The color monitor calibrating unit
is designed for use in control rooms
and other technical areas to match
color monitor luminance character
istics to a standard that is inde
pendent of transmission system dis
tortions.

The uniform illuminating source is
a lamp calibrated at 6500°K. Maxi
mum brightness is mechanically
adjustable from 5- to 35-foot lam
berts without affecting color tem
perature. Both 115 and 230 VAC
models are offered.

For More Details Circle (334) on Reply Card

Film cleaner
Lipsner-Smith has developed a

machine using the CF200 micro
scopic ally-perfect ultrasonic film
cleaner with non-evaporative dry
ing. The model is designed for use
in film and microfilm libraries,
media centers, television stations,
and motion picture studios.

The process removes dirt and
surface contamination from both

continued on page 232

It's Time To Consider

TELE-TEC AMPS.
• LOOPING OR TERMINATED VIDEO INPUTS
• FIXED OR ADJUSTABLE EQUALIZATION
• ADJUSTABLE DC. BAL. TO O AT OUTPUT
• COMPOSITE, NON·COMPOSITE OPERATION
• SIX SHORT PROTECTED 75 OHM OUTPUTS
• CANCELS HUM, AND OUTPUT REFLECTIONS
• 3"X6" EPOXY-GLASS PC. CIRCUIT CARDS
• LOW POWER REQUIREMENT SOMA PER CARD
• SYNC. ADD. AND PACKAGING OPTIONS
• SMALL RACK SPACE 3.5" PER TEN CARDS
* ECONOMICAL 10-INPUT-60 OUTPUT WITH POWER

SUPPLYS, 2 YR. WARR.* $1,200.00

TELE-TEC
Mod. #3602-VDA

eot&n& 'Jétevi&ion Sewice&
MANUFACTURERS OF TELE. TEC. EQUIPMENT

8688 ROYAL DRIVE, NOBLESVILLE, INDIANA 46060
(317) 84~2705

For More Details Circle (208) on Reply Card

MODEL 771 VIDEO CASSETTE TAPE TIMER
The Model 771 timer is designed to be installed in
minutes without tape machine modification on the
SONY V0-2850, V0-2850A, V0-2860 and the BVU-200.
The Model 771 enables precise times to be monitored
for viewing, editing, and pre-roll cueing.

See us at the
NAB

Booth 1227
MODEL 734 VIDEO TAPE TIMER

E®
VAMCO
ENGINEERING

The model 734 fits all 2" Quad videotape
and 2" audio machines. The VAMCO
734 provides the ultimate in tape timing o.a,,•• ,0
accuracy and eliminates the mechanical ~' "''•/ ••:~ '"··~,,

l"V, Iproblems of the traditional timer. º

CUSTOM TIMERS, Custom units can be designed to customer spec1f1cat10~

A DYTEK COMPANY 11104 E. 56TH ST. ·TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74145 • 918/252-5448
OT 1/278

March, 1978
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Image Orthicons • Lead Oxides • Vidi
cons • Saticons • Silicon Diodes •
Newvicons

TRANSMITTING TUBES
TV-AM-FM Translator • Power • Final
• Driver • Exiter

MICROWAVE TUBES

OTHER SPECIAL BUYS
Monitors • CRT's • Viewfinders • Lenses
• Photo Multipliers • IC's • Semiconduc
tors • Quartz Lamps

For More Details Circle (228) Oil Reply Card

New Products
continued from page 231

cell and emulsion sides of film.
Scratches are cleaned, increasing
the effective use of the wet-gate
technique.
The non-evaporative drying sys

tem results in clean, static-free film.
Film is lubricated to decrease the
possibility of damage during pro
jection or editing. The model cleans
35mmand 16mmfilm, and microfilm
(on either reels or flanges).

For More Details Circle (335) on ffeply Card

varying camera loads. No spring
changes are necessary when chang
ing cameras and lenses on the
DunlinLF head.

Fl:I'More Details Circle (336) omReply Card

Test monitoringswitcher
The QSI-800BC test monitoring

switcher from QSI Systems is de
signed to automatically sample
color television video streams for
quality-controlmonitoring.
The switcher is an automatic

sequential vertical interval 13-i.nput
video switcher with an inserted
seven-segment numeri.ca] character
identifying each input. Sequencing
dwell time mav be varied from V2
second per input to over 30 seconds;
any input also can be held at the
output by momentarilyselecting that
input.
The eight inputs may be individu

ally programmed to be in or out of
the sequencing operation. A simple
flip of a front panel switch either
adds or deletes any input to the
sequencing pr ogr am. Should any
input fail or be permanently deleted
from the switcher it will automati
cally be ignored and bypassed.
Remote control switching and

sequencing may be accomplished at

NEW BROADCAST PRODUCTS:

Pan and tilt head
W. Vinten, Ltd., camera-support

equipment, distributed by Listec
Television Equipment Corporation,
has introduced the Dunlin LF (lubri
cated friction) pan and tilt head for
small cameras.
The LF dampening system, em

ployed as drag controls in the
Dunlin head, eliminates backlash
commonly found in the "fluid"
heads now available. Also íncorpo
rated in the head is the Vinten
"true balance" tilt system which
allows the user to dial the setting
required to properly counterbalance

SMPTE TIME CODE EQUIPMENT:
* Microprocessor Based Time Code Generators.
* Hy-Speed ReadersICharacter Generators.
.• Microprocessor Based Portable Generators
.• Standard Models ffr off-line Operation.

BROADCAST DISTRllBUTION EQUIPMENT:
* Video Amplifiers.
* Pulse Amplifiers.
* Audio Amplifiers .
* Subcarrier Amplifiers .
* Cable Equalizing Amplifier.
* Black Burst Amplifiers.
* Color Clamp Amplifier.
* Colorizer Module.

CHARACTER GENERATOR/TITLING ,SYSTEMS:
* Microcomputer Based Character Generator Systems.
* Console Models.
* Stand-alone Models.
* Dual & Single Flopy Disc Systems.

"SEE US ABOUT UPDATING YOUR 1400 SERIES GRASSVALLEY SWITCHERS"

ALL THIS & MORE AT BOOTH 1505-NAB!

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS & CONTROL CORPORATION
333-S Troy Circle Telephone: (615) 584-4696

Knoxville, Tennessee 37919
"EXCELLENCE JS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT"

232
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any rate by momentarily bringing
the triggered input to ground.

For More Details Circle (337) on Reply Card

Tape storage system
Winsted Corporation is introduc

ing ball-bearing-mounted cabinets
for tape and film storage. Lined up
in ranks of up ~ofive deep, the units
(which glide on a low-profile steel
track) can be rolled left or right to
provide fast access to cabinets at
the rear.
Both stock systems and custom

designs are available, permitting a
wide variety of configurations and
arrangements. Installations can be
expanded, altered or relocated easi
ly as future storage demands dic
tate.

For More Details Circle (338) on Reply Card

Distribution switchers
Utah Scientific Inc. will display

various confrgurations of a new
audio and video distribution switcher
line at the NAB convention.
Features of the AVS-1 are 20-in/

20-out audio and video switchers in
a single 10V2-inch chassis; choice of
either BCD or party line control;
audio noise and crosstalk suitable
for monaural or stereo production

requirements; built-in ma tr ix re
freshment memory with 24-hour
battery supply; and matrix sizes
from lOxlO to 160x160.

For More Details Circle (339) on Reply Card

Modular system
UNI-SET, a modular system used

for stagings, studio settings and
elevations, will be featured at the
NABconvention. This system creates
the featured news sets plus addi
tional settings.
UNI-SET"studio system" is avail

able for quality, "short-lead" pro
ductions. For maximum utilization of
internal studio and staff time, a
planning model of UNI-SET is in
cluded with the system.
UNI-SET is produced by Kniff

Woodcraft Corporation.
For More Details Circle (340) on Reply Card

ENG color camera
Panasonic Video Systems' ENG

camera is a self-contained portable
color camera, designed and engi
neered to operate with low power
consumption. The three-tube cam
era offers the option of either
2/3-inchPlumbicon, Newvicon, Vidi
con or Saticon tubes.

continued on page 234

Rudio Tape
for professionals

/
E._EL1APE

Ampex, 3M. All grades.
On reels or hubs.

CASSETTES, C-10-C-90.
With Agfa, Ampex, 3M tape.

LEADER & SPLICINGTAPE
EMPTY REELS & BOXES

All widths, sizes.
- COMPETITIVE • FROM STOCK

For your cmlog, call or write: Tom Franke.-J 312/297-0955
m:.J Recording Supply Co.
oiv. of 1233 Rand Road
Polyline Corp. Des Plaines IL60016
- ' 1For More Details Circle (230) on Reply Card

The End Of Pedestal Problems
Tne P-5) shown here is an

extremely flexible television
camera pedestal that allows an
unprecedented range of vertical
motion. From 21" low to 57" high
(measured at the pan head
mount), tie P-50 provides
36" of height range.

This suoerior range
is achieved by the use
of a patented pneu
matic counterbalance
system. The principal design
has been proven in use by the major
networks for over twenty years.

Carner aoperators enjoy the ease of

Television Products Co., Inc.
9016Aviation Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90301

March, 1978 For More Details Circle (231) on Reply Card

operation made possible by
dual eight inch wheels,
overall light weight and
smooth camera balance.

Maintenance people enjoy
the sealed ball bearings,
permanently lubricated
wheels and low main
tenance requirements

of the annual, one
point lubrication.

Available with a wide variety
of options (shown here with cable

guard side skirts), the P-50 is
the ideal instrument for the
modern television studio.

See us at NAB-Listec Booth #700
Telephone: (213) 776-3276
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30X FIELD
1v." f /2.1

33-1000
1" f /1.7
26-800

30X UNIV.
1v." f /2.1

20-600
1" f /1.7
16-480

•,
30X WIDE
11/4" f /2.1

16-480
1" ff.1.7
12.5-375

15X WIDE
1V." I/2.1

16-240
1" f /1. 7
12.5-190

11X UNIV.
1V•" f/2.1

18-200
1" f /1. 7
14-150

20X
1" f 12
17-340

10X
1" t 12
17-170

ENG
10x t/1.8

10-100

for colour cameras

·-;-~ l
~J

SALES - SERVICE - RENTALS

TELE-CINE INC.
5434 Merrick Road

Massapequa, New York 11758
(516) 798-2828
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New Products
continued from page 233

An optional 4.5-inch V/F and
remote control unit for studio sys
tem application also are offered.
Features include an optical black

and analog memory automatic white
balance circuit for stable picture
balance; three-way bias light which
reduces after-image; resolution of
450lines center (Plumbicon)and 500
lines center (Saticon); signal-to
noise ratio better than 46 dB
(luminance signal); high-gain SW;
four-position filter disc for color
conversion; built-in color bar gener
ator; built-in vertical aperture; YIO
encoder; l.5-inch detachable view
finder with built-in level indicator
and battery warning indicator; tally
lamp; automatic cable compensation
for optical RCU; VTR playback on
viewfinder; VTR start/stop trigger
on camera head; and standard
e-mount adaptor.

For More Details Circle (341) on ReplyCard

Broadcast antennas
Bogner has announced that every

high-poweredbroadcast antenna the
company supplies after April 1,
1978 will include provisions for
future conversion to circular polari
zation at no initial price premium.
This will allow the broadcaster to
be prepared for future use of
circular polarization without the
need for any initial decisions or
cash outlay.

for More DetailsCircle (342) on ReplyCard

Logging,reporting and
accounting system

The GC300 logging, accounting
and reporting system by Groton
Computer, Inc., can be used in a
manual station or interfaced to an
automated one.
The system includes a computer

terminal (connected to the com
pany's computer center) and a
user's guide. The terminal is built
by the General Electric Co. and
incorporates a magnetic tape cas
sette. The cassette is used for both
information storage while used as
an input device, and as storage of
up to 5 formated logs (or other
desired formated information) as
received from the computer center.
The terminal is hard-wired to an

isolated telephone line. The com
puter then calls up and "talks" to
the terminal to either receive the
input or send requested information
back to it. It is maintained by
GrotonComputer.
The user's guide incorporates the

.instructions for terminal operation,

QUALITY TALKS
FOR

WNIC
Dearborn, Mich.

Continental's new 5110 kW AM
transmitter is setting records for
acceptance. It has performance
and efficiency, with the cleanest
sound around. Listen to Continen
tal: quality talks.
Write for brochure: Continental Electronics
Mfg. Co. Box 270879 Dai/as, Texas 75227
(214) 381-7161

~~
LLLC t '1..tTM LC.4. ~

•
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cassette tape editing, and all input
routines. It is made up of 25 cards,
spiral-bound, and mounted in a
sheet-metal bi acket on the face of
the terminal for constant and easy
reference. All elements of the sys
tem appear of these cards.

ForMore DetailsCircle (343) on ReplyCard

Broadcast disc recorders
Two compact broadcast video

disc recorders off'er ing typical
head/disc life of 10,000 hours have
been introduoed by Oktel Corpora
tion.
The model BDR-400 slow-motion

disc recorder ¡provides 30 seconds of
real time broadcast-quality color
video with continuously variable
slow-motion, rorward and reverse.
The unit also features switchable
fixed rates for record and playback;
single-field playback: and electronic
display of elapsed time with two cue
markers.
The model HDR-300 slide-file disc

recorder stores up to 1200 frame
slides, which provide full vertical
resolution. The unit features a
preset/reset address control that
allows heads to be moved to any
preselected track with a maximum
search time uf 3.8 seconds. Up to
four fíxed-haad channels are avail-

able as options to provide program
continuity.

ForMore Details Circle (344) on ReplyCard

Audio processing system
Orban Associates announces its

systems approach to AM radio
audio processing: OPTIMOD-AM,.
model 9000.
Designed to be the only equipment

between the console and the trans
mitter audio input, the OPTIMOD
AM processes the signal completely
through a series of six basic blocks:
an input conditioning filter, a broad
band compressor, a program equal
izer, a six-band limiter, a polarity
follower, and Orban's own "Smart
Clipper" peak-limiting circuit. When
required, these functions can be
bypassed for proof of performance.
The OPTIMOD-AMcomes equipped

with a rear-panel jack which will
accept an adapter device for AM
stereo.

For More DetailsCircle (345) on ReplyCard

Camera tube
A TV camera tube having .limiting

resolution of 1600 TV lines was
announced by Amperex Electronic
Corporation. The tube, designated

continued on page 236

IZDLDMATICSJ
INSTRUMENTS
DIASCOPE "252"

Alignment gauge for T.V. cameras

SCOPE-PAN

WHAT DOES IT MEAN:
SCOPE-PANis a device that makes it possible
to reproduce original CINEMASCOPE FILMS of
a 2.35: 1 aspect ratio on Television screen to an
aspect ratio of 3:4. SCOPE-PAN provides the
ability to screen Cinemascope Films on Tele
vision in a manner that the Viewer will always
see the Image of "WHERE THE ACTION IS".
No more cut faces or images otherwise in
straight forward T.V. Cinemascope reproduction.

WJ fillT. V.
FORMAT

CINEMASCOPE

SCOPE-PANUNIT IS AT PRESENTAVAILABLE
FOR THE FOLLOWING T.V. PROJECTORS:
RCA Model FR35A 35mm T.V. Projector -
G.P.L. - Singer 35mm T.V. Projector - Bauer
35mm T.V. Projector - Kodak and RCA 16 mm
T.V. Projectors.

Manufactured By
SPECIALIZED INDUSTRIES, INC.

6565Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood California 90038

(213)463-4834
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You just can't duplicate
our Duplicator (or our Transport)

High speed ... low cost ... outstanding performance,
they're 1111 on our side.

2400 Duplicator
Plug-in head assemblies for rapid format changes ...
precision mount ferrite heads increase life at least
1,000%and stabilize alignment ... all tape formats avail
able ... bin loop master ... stereo phase error and fre
quency response better than Real Time copies ... auto
cue/counter module available for programmed
production runs.

We'll Prove It
We'll be giving free demonstrations at the April NAB
show. Bring your master and we'll show you why our
name is "Accurate."

Our 2400 Duplicator and our 2600 Transport together
provide the finest Real Time performance available, and
at a price that can't be matched.

From Original to Copies in 2 Easy Steps:

2600 Transport
Constant tension holdback extends head life and assures
speed accuracy ... motion sense ... spill tape edit ... full
function remote control.

' Accurate Sound Corporation
114 Fifth Avenue I Redwood City, California 94063 I (415) 365-2843

Or, write or call Bill Evans for details.

March, 1978 235
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!he Bailriders Are Berel
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Reduces cable complaints·
V ALWAYS IN PHASE
1/2" - 3/4" - 1" VTRS
VTR or Player
Easy hook-up

oreqon magnetics P.o. Box 13374
(503) 233-8295 Portland, OR 97213

For More Debils Circle (254) cm ReplyCard For ~ore Details Circle (253) on Reply Car4

Have A Banana? Send It To
Broadcast Engineering Today

Consoles for All Reasons
The Logitek Custom Audio Series

A full line of modular 1-12 channel on-air and
production consoles, designed for unbeatable quality
and performance. Mix and match features to meet
your needs. Standard features include: quiet electronic
switching, switch-selectable muting, SW cue amp,
and separate headphone and speaker circuits.
Options include built-in 15 watt headphone amp, bass
and treble equalization, and reverb. Unequalled ease
of operation, installation and servicing. At affordable
prices. Write or call for illustrated literature on our full
line of broadcast equipment.

From the leaders in broadcast innovation

~itek Electronic Systems

P.O. Box 25304, Houston, Texas 77005 Phone (713) 523-7878

Fo1More Details Circle (238) on Reply Card
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New Products
continued from page 235

type 45XQ, is an extension of
Plumbicon camera tube technology
and may be used for motion pic
tures. Other applications include:
flight simulation, TV flouroscopy,
and dynamic film and document
scanning.

ForMore Details Circle (346) on Reply~rd

Compressed video system
Colorado Video will exhibit their

newest generation of compressed
video systems at the NAB conven
tion.
The 275 Video Expander has

solid-state memory and resolution to
256 x 512 pixels. The 262 Video
Compressor is designed for trans
mitting video signals at B kHz
bandwidth over FM subcarrier
channels, microwave, or satellite.

ForMore Details Circle (347) on ReplyCar1d

Bulk eraser
Nortronics' QM-230 cassette bulk

eraser is a self-powered, hand-held
unit designed to erase cassette
tapes without an external power
source or batteries. The unit is
supplied in a contoured Cycolac®
case with a wood grain finish.

ForMore Details Circle (348) on ReplyCard

Tape lock system
The Studer tape lock system 2000

by Studer Revox America is a
universally applicable synchroniza
tion system. It can be used to
synchronize professional multi
channel machines of the Studer
ABO-type [audio-audio) and to syn
chronize an ABO multi-track ma
chine through a video recorder
[audio-video).
The SMPTE time code is used as

the electrical link between the units
being synchronized, and is recorded
on an audio or cue track.

ForMore Details Circle (349) on ReplyCard

Studio camera
Ikegami's HK-312 studio TV cam

era is now available with a plug-in
multiplex adapter for operation with
triaxial cable in lieu of conventional
multi-conductor camera cable. Tri-

-BUILDS STUDIOS
*AUDIO CONSOLES
*STUDIO CABINETRY

BOX 1697
TAOS, N.M. B7571
505 758-26B6

I •)'C.r·i

I •)'i.">F·i
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WE BUY U ED VIDEOTAPE
AND VID OCASSETTES

CINE FILM EXCHANGE INC.
855 S XTH AVENUE

NEW Y• AK, N.Y. 10001
(2 2)695-6644

ForMore DetailsCircle (248) on ReplyCard

HI POWER SURGE ELIMINATOR

WHAT'S NEW FROM LEA
•INNOVATIVE TRIAXIAL SURGE ELIMINA
TOR 5500 JOUL.ES/PHASE HANDLED IN
TERNA1-LY 55 X 105 JOULES/PHASE HAN
DLED EXTERNALLY
eTRANSIENTELIMINATORSWITH A USEFUL
FREQUENCYRANGE OF DC TO > 300 MHZ.
•HIGH FREQUENCY POWER PROTECTORS
FOR COAXIAL ANTENNA TRANSMISSION
LINES TO HANDLE POWERLEVELS >1 KW.
•SOPHISTICATED HEMISPHERICAL DISSI
PATIONARRAYS FOR LIGHTNINGºPROTEC
TION

VISIT US AT NAB BOOTH #516
LIGHTNING ELIMINATION ASSOCIATES

12412 BENEDICTAVENUE
DOWNEY,CALIFORNIA 90242

(213) 923-1268

ForMore DetailsCircle (249) on ReplyCard

axial cable extends the premissible
separation between the HK-312
camera head and camera control
unit (CCU)from under 2000 feet to a
mile.
The triaxial cable adaption han

dles all signal, control, power and
intercom functions between the
camera head and camera control
unit with virtually the same signal
quality as obtained with multi
conductor cable. Digital techniques
and frequency multiplexing accom
plish the conversion.

ForMore DetailsCircle (350) on ReplyCard

Sync generator
A color sync generator, model

SY-5990A, and a companion gen
lock, model SY-5995A, add NTSC
pulse capability to Dyncírs 5900
Series distribution equipment.
The sync generator has an oven

sta bilized crystal oscillator and
meets FCC part 97 requirements
over the temperature range of
0-50°C. Pulse rise/fall times as
recommended by the proposed EIA
RS-170.
Lock-in range for the genlock is

±20 Hz subcarrier, ±150 Hz hori
zontal, assuring lock to signals well
outside part 97 tolerances.

ForMore DetailsCircle (351) on ReplyCard

MS-200
O Records & plays back

a single frame of video

O Uses 4" magnetic disc
memory

O Holds picture indef
initely

O Compact & rugged

o $2,000.00

.
CVI

Colorado Video Incorporated
Box 928

Boulder, Colorado 80302 USA
303-444-3972

TWX 910-940-3248

3:~·aoodReasons
l.fo~Audi-Co.rd's Success
·Ill' • '

Auéti·Co1d'sSales have beenOverwhelming!
Here's..Why--. Our Origin~Í Features:

• ínternal D,igital Recording Timer

• R£!play.Reminder/Lock System

• Internal Response Test System

• Up Front Maintenance Controls

• Sl:1perbHead Mountings & Mechanics

Our Commitment Remains - Good Equipment at Fair Prices.~,AU1~~:~~~~~~~

"Design Innovators- Quality Manufacturers"
Call Carl Martin, (309) 452-9461 - or
ask your Broadcast Sales Representative

March, 1978

See us at NAB-Booth No. 911
ForMore DetailsCircle (240) on ReplyCard

1. Mod-Quad

2. Record-Play

3. Single Play
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AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
TELECOMP'S ModeJA 100 Audio Distribution Amplifier
is one of a complete line ol Audio Processing
Modules. The D.A. has six source terminate balanced
600 ohm outputs, providing high output iine isolation.
Output is a maximum of 24dbm. Input is
transformer isolated, and gain is variable O to 20DB.
All silicon devices are used and are socket mounted
for ease of maintenance in the field. The A-100 card
costs $170.00. and is available in various card frame
configurations with Power Supplies from TELEVISION
AND COMPUTER CORPORATION,5 Donsen Lane,
Scotch Plains, New Jersey, 07076, (20i) 756-0889.

For More Details Circle (242) omReply Card
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VIDEO L-C DELAY UNES
A complete line of passive switchable &
strappable Variable Delay Lines manufactured
specifically for the video industry. Finest
specifications available anywhere. Lowest
pricing. Delivery from stock. Call /Write for
Video Catalog.

VIDEO L-C FILTERS
We manufacture a wide range of Linear Phase
Low pass & Bandpass, as wel I as the
sharpest Lowpass, Highpass & Bandpass
Filters available in the entire industy. NTSC
Lowpass, Band Reject & Bandpass Filters are
our specialties. Fastest prototype delivery. All
products manufactured in Mineola, N.Y.
ALLEN AVIONICS, INC., 224 E. 2nd Street,
Mineola, New York 11501. (516) 248-8080.

For More Details Circle (244) OI Reply Card
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Audio Designs & Mfg 21, 159
Audio-Technica, U.S., Inc. . . . . . . . . . . 73
Audio-Video Engineering Co 191
Auditronics, Inc. . ..............•..... 83
Bayly Engineering Ltd............ .. • . ... 211
Belar Electronics Lab., Inc ...........•...... 189
Berkey Colortran , 115
Beston Electronics 208
Bird Electronics. . .............•...... 172
Bogner Broadcast Equip., Corp 127
Robert Bosch Corp. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .117
Broadcast Electronics, Inc 72
Broadcast Equipment and Supply .182
Broadcast Products Division

UMC Electronics Co. . 60, 199
Buhl Optical 227
CSI, Inc. . 187
C.S.P., Inc 234
CMX Systems. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . •....... 11
Cablewave Systems .................•....... 25
Central Dynamics Ltd. . . •............... 193
Cetec Broadcast Group . . . . • . . . . •......... 67
Christie Electric Corp. . . . . . . . • . . . . • . .... 77
Chyron Corporation

Telesystems Division 186
Video Products Division 216

Cine Film Exchange, Inc .......•........... 237
Cinema Products Corp ............•...... 90, 91
Coastcom . . .........•........... 142
Colorado Video, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 237
Collins Television Services 231
Comex Systems, Inc. . . . . . . . . . 227
Commercial Electronics, Inc 173
Computer Image Video Controllers

Dytek Industries. . 145
Computer Magnetics Corp 210, 212, 214
Conrac Division, Conrac Corp 17
Conrac Corporation (East) . . . . . . . . . 192
Consolidated Video Systems (CVS) 45, 165
Continental Electronics Mfg., Co. .234
Continental Wholesale Electronics 94
Datatek Corp 129
Datatron, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
Digital Video Systems ..........•........... 57
Dimension 3 Recording Co.......... . 200
Di-tech, Inc. .. . .. . . .. .. . 89
Dyma Engineering 237
Dynair Electronics 18, 19
EMCEE . . . . . . . . . . . . 230
ES Enterprises. . 123, 125
Econco Broadcast Service, Inc. . 167
Electro Controls, Inc 124
Electro & Optical Systems Ltd 85
Electrohome Ltd. .. . . .. 82
En~lish Electric Valve North America

Ltd. (EEV, Inc.) 15
Farinon Electric. . 100, 101
Fidel ipac 108
Flash Technology 202
Frezzolini Electronics, Inc 14
Fujinon Optical .- 110, 111
Garner Industries. . .....•.......... 138
Geleco Electronic Ltd. . . . . . . . . 203
The Gerstenslager Co. . . . . . ....•........ 207
Glentronix, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .180
Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . • . . ... 126
The Grass Valley Group........ . 3, 185
The Great American Market 139, 226
David Green 213
Hitachi Denshi America Ltd 93, 95, 97, 99
IGM 166
IVC (International Video Corp.) 177
lkegami Electronics 147
lnovonics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44, 174
International Communications & Control

Corp. . 232
International Microwave Corp. . . . . . . . . . . .108
International Tapetronics Corp. . . . . . . ... 46, 47
Jensen Transformers. . . . ....•........ 220
Johnson Electronics ..............•........ 138
K & L Pro Audio . . . . . . . • . • . . . . .181
Kaitronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . .154

~~;~'.Er~s.···::::::::::::::::::::::::.::: 1~
LPB, Inc. . . ....•......•........... 201
L. W. International . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .... 188
Laird Telemedia. . .•.•......... 88, 92, 191
Rus Lang Corp. .. .. .. 154
Leitch Video, Inc. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .131
Lenco, Inc. . ....................•....... 171
Lightning Eliminator Associates......... . .238
Listec Television Equip. Corp. . . . . . . . . . . .203
Logitek Electronic Systems. . ...•.•..... 236

SPORTS EVENTS TIMER
Sales and Rental

Direct video readout-no camera required .

Video Devices Company
3304 Silver Oak Lane

Vista, CA 92083 (714) 727-3322

ForMore Details Circle (245) on Reply Card
FREE CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS

CONSOLES
KITS & WIRED

AMPLIFIERS
MIC., EQ,ACN,LINE,
TAPE,DISC, POWER

OSCILLATORS
AUDIO, TAPE BIAS

POWER SUPPLIES
1033N.SYCAMOREAVE.
LOSANGELES,CA. 90038
(213)934-3566

For More Details Circle (246) on Reply Card

NEW!

~2
TURNTABLE

NOW IN STOCK

The ~ 2 with a low
Rumble of -52 db, field tested
for one year, is but o: ;e of the
new professional products to
be introduced at the NAB
Convention in Las Vegas April
9th Visit our exhibit # 104 and
see .

•OMEGA CONSOLE
SERIES

• ALPHA AC SPEED
CONTROL

•ALPHA STEREO MINI
SYSTEM

•ELECTRONIC VARIABLE
SPEED TURNTABLE
WITH D.C. MOTOR,
DIRECT DRIVE

• DIGITAL CLOCK WITH
TIMER

• MONITOR I SPEAKERS

Call Toll-free (800) 344-2181
California call collect (209) 251-4213

1568 N. Sierra Vista, Fresno, CA 93703
Phone: (209) 251-4213

ForMore Details Circle (247) on Reply Card·

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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professional services............................
VllR JAMES

CONSULTIN'G RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys

345 Colorado Blvd.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562

DENVER, COLORADO 80206
Member AFCCE

MIDWEST ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

Con~ultin9 En9inu.u
6934 A N. UNIVERSITY
PEORIA, ILLINOIS 61614

(309) 692-4233
Member AFCCE

BRADLEY iENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Radio Engineers

APPLICATIONS &
FIEL[ ENGINEERING
Phone 918-245-5444
300 West 41st Street

Sand Sprtnqs, Okla. 74063

RALPH E. EVANS ASSOCIATES
CONSUL TING COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS

216 N. Green Bay Road
Suite 208 i

Thlansvllle, WI 53082
Phone: (414) 242-6000 Member AFCCE

McCLANATHAN & ASSOCIATES
Cu11: 11lti11~1Ennínrvrs

APPLICAllONS & FIELD ENGINEERING
TURNKEY INSTALLATIONS-RADIO & TV

DIRECTIONJ\L ANTENNA DESIGN
F.O. Box 750

PORTLAND. OREGON 97207
Phorre: 503/246-8080

TWX 910-464-6112/Frontier

FRED A. NUDO CORPORATION
COMMUNICATION TOWERS

Designed - Fabricated - Erected
Ccmplete Service

U.S. & Overseas Installations
(31 5) 524-2531

1743 Route 104, Ontario, New York 14519

Applied Video Electronics, Inc.
STUDIO SYSTEMS DESIGN AND INSTAL
LATION ENGlr~EERING. REFURBISHING/
MODIFYING COLOR CAMERAS AND
OUADRUPLEX VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS.

Past Office Box 25
Brunswick, Ohio 44212
Phcne (216)225-4443

SMITH and POWSTENKO
Broadcasting and Ielecornrnurucauons

Consultants

2000 N. Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

(202) 293-7742

James Tiner. President

TINER COM!IUNICATIONS SERVICE, INC.
"We 5.pecialize in Towers"

Complete Tower and Antenna
lnsi~llation and Service

P.O. Box 3827. 15201 Hickman Road
Des Moines. laNa 50322 15151278·5501
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3M Magnetic Tape/MBU Video Tape 22, 23
3M Video Products . . .. 26, 103
Marconi Electronics .79
Marconi Instruments. . ..... 33
Marti Electronics.............. . .. 80
McCurdy Radio Industries. Inc. . .. Cover 3, 10
McMartin Industries . . . . . . . .14
Mic Mix Audio Products, Inc. . 220
Micro Consultants, Inc. (MCI). . 149
Micro Control Associates. . ...•.•....... 164
Microtime, Inc. . . . . . . . .. 169
Moseley Associates 133
Nagra Magnetic Recorders. . . . • . . . . . .122
Rupert Neve . . .. 9
Nortronics Co., Inc. . . . . . . . . . . 64
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O'Connor Engineering Labs 151
Oktel Corp. . . . . . . . . . 81
Opamp Labs, Ine. . 238
Optek , . . . . . .225, 226
Orban Associates. Inc. . 65
Oregon Magnetics . .236
PWH Elec1ronics . . 222
Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corp. . .66, 88
Parasound, Inc. . 221
Panasonic Video Systems. .74, 75
Philidelphia Resins· Corp. . . . . . . . . . 144
Philips Test & MeasurinQs Instruments, Inc. .37
Potomac lnstrurnents 219
Pulse Techniques 213
ORK Electronics .. 238
RCA Broadcast Systems Communications

Systems Division . .215
Ramko Research.... . ..... 44, 109
Recording Supply Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .233
Recortec, Inc. . 200, 218
Robins Broadcast & Sound Div. . 224
Rockwell International, Collins

Radio Group. . . . . 162, 1&3
Russco Electronics . . 96
SSAC Precision Products. . 213
Scientific Systems, Inc. . 213, 238
Scully Recording Instruments .. 196, 197
Sencore, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . 114
Shallco.. . 198
Sintronic Corp. . .184
Skotel. 200
Eric Small & Associates. . . . . . . . . . 155
Sony Corp. of America . . . . . . . . . . . .42, 43, 141
Warren R. Smith Company 190
Sound Technology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Specialized Industries.. . 235
Spectra-Vision, Inc. . 182
Spin Physics. . . . . . . . .. . . .161
Standard Tape Laboratory . . 203
Stanton Magnetics, Inc. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 121
stantron, Div. of Wyco Metals 186
Sto reel . . 236
Studer ReVox America, Inc. . .....•..... 137
Studio Tape Exchange . . . . . . . . . . . .. 225
Surcom Associates . . 174
$witchcraft . . . . . .116
system Concepts. . 217
Taber Manufacturing & Engineering Co 168
Tech Laboratories 236
Tektronix, Inc. . . 62, 63
Tele-Cine, Inc. . 234
Teledyne Energy Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184
TeleMation, Inc. .86, 87
Telemet . .175
Television Products Corp. . .. 233
Television Research Instruments

(TRI) 179, 206, 224
Telex Communications, Inc. . 204, 228
Temtron Electronics Ud. . 232
Tente! Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .229
TerraCom. . . . . . . . . . . . . •...... 153
Texas Electronics, Inc 198
Thomson-CSF Labs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .61
Time & Frequency Technology . . ... 5
Townsend Associates .. 118, 119
Trompeter Electronics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 214
UMC Electronics Co., Broadcast

Products Division .60, 199
Utah Scientific, Inc. . .70
VIF International . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 225
Vamko Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . .231
Vega/Wireless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .195
Video Aids Corp. of Colorado . . . . . . . . . . ..... 24
Video Associates Labs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 216
Video Devices Co. . 238
Videomax . . . . . . .1
Videomagnetics . . . . • . . 135
Videomedia. . . . . . . . . . . 192
Vital Industries Cover 4
Ward-Beck Systems Ud. . Cover 2
Whirlwind Music Distributors, Inc. . .... 201
Wide Range Electronics . . .. 176
The Widget Works. . .194
Wilkinson Electronics, Inc. . . . . . . . .20, 205
Wins1ed Corp. . .92
World Video, Inc. . . . . . .... 229
Yamaha International Corp.... . . . . . . . . . .. 148
Yardney Electric. 198

Joseph & Donna Roizen
VIDEO CONSUL TAN TS
International TV Systems

Marketing/Technical Writing
800 Welch Rd., Suite 354

Palo Alto, Ca. 94304
Tel: (415)326-6103
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L------Write for free catalog-----

class#ied
•••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • •••

Advertising rates in Classified Section are 50
cents per word, each insertion, and must be
accompanied by cash to insure publication.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge, $4.00.

For ads on which rep Iies are sent to us for
forwarding (blind ads), there .s an additional
charge of "$5.00 per insertion, to cover depart
ment number, processing of replies, and mailing
costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising
of any products regularly produced by manu
facturers unless used and no longer owned by
the manufacturer or a distributor.

TRAINING
FIRST PHONE in six to twelve weeks through
tape recorded lessons at home pl us one week
personal instruction in Boston, Philadelphia,
Detroit, Atlanta, St. Louis, Seattle or Los
Angeles. Our twentieth year teaching FCC license
courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparat
tion, 1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266,
Telephone 213-379-4461. 8-75-tf

PASS FCC first and second class exams with
new 21-lesson, 450-page course. Starts with
basic electricity. Over 600 FCC-type, multiple
choice questions and sample exams included. No
previous technical knowledge required. Com
mercial Radio Operator Theory Course, #15-01.
Only $5.95. Ameco Publishing, 275G Hillside
Ave., Williston Park, N.Y. 11596. 8-72-tf

PASS FCC EXAMS with Ameco books. Each
book contains FCC questions plus simplified
answers plus FCC-type exams and answers. 3rd
class includes broadcast endorsement $1 .25. 2nd
.class $2.50, t st class $1.60. Free catalog. Ameco
Publishing, 275G Hillside Ave., Williston Park,
N.Y. 11596. 8-72-tf

GRANTHAM'S FCC LICENSE STUDY GUIDE-377
pages, 16 FCC-type practice tests, 1465 ques
tions with answers and discussions-covering
third, second, and first class license exams.
$13.55 postpaid. GSE Publications, 2000 Stoner
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025. 10-77-tf

ELECTRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. No
commuting to class. Study at your own pace.
Begin with basics and continue, first for A.S.E.T.
and then for B.S. E. E. For free brochure, write:
Information Desk, Grantham College of Engineer
ing, 2000 Stoner Avenue, Los Angeles CA 90025.

10-77-tf

SITUATION WANTED

I AM SEEKING PARTIAL OWNERSHIP OF AN
AM AND/OR FM STATION IN RETURN FOR
LONG-TERM MANAGEMENT AND ENGINEER
ING FUNCTIONS. Write: Dept. 412, Broadcast
Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS
66212. 3-78-1t

SERVICES
FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE-WE'RE #2
-MONITOR REPAIRS-MOBILE UNIT-covers
Northern "'3 Ill., Eastern Iowa, Eastern Minn.,
Southern "'3 Wis., Western Mich., and Western
Ind., monthly. Radio Aids, 528 Ravine Ave., Lake
Bluff, Illinois 60044, (312) 234-0953. · 2-74-tf

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO. Preci
sion frequency measurements since 1932. Local
and mobile service covering entire midwest plus.
Test instruments, counters, monitors repaired
and certified. Lee's Summit, Mo. 64063. (816)
524-3777. 9-74-tf
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SERVICES (Cont.)
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO REQUIREMENTS.Bottom line oriented.
F.T.C. BrewerCompany,P.O. Box 8057, Pensa
cola, Florida32505. 7-71-tf

BUILD YOUROWN TV AND RADIO PRODUC
TION EQUIPMENT.Easy, inexpensive, (mostly
IC). Plans or kits: Special Effects Generator,
Automatic Logger,Vertical IntervalVideoSwitch
er, Solid State Lighting Board, Preset Audio
VideoBoard,PresetLighting Board,Crystal Con
trolled Wireless Mikes with Matching receivers.
Subsonic Tone Control for audio tapes, 8MM
SOFCamerasand Projectors,Distribution Ampli
fiers (Sync.Video, Audio), Audio Control Boards
(Studio & Remote)Proc-Ampwith compensation
and regenerationfor adapting Helical ScanVTR's
to broadcast standards. PLUSspecializedcorre
spondencecourses in TELEPHONEEngineering
($39.50), and Integrated Circuit Engineering
($49.50). Plans from $5.95 to $15. SUPER
CATALOGplus yearsupdatingof newdevicesAir
Mailed $1.OO.Don Britton Enterprises, P.O.
DrawerG, Waikiki, Ha. 96815. 5-77-32t

CARTRIDGE RECONDITIONING SERVICE:
CLEANING-NEW PARTS-NEW TAPE.12 Years
ExperiencedPersonnel.Write for additional in
formation & price sheet. MASTERTONECOMPA
NY, 1105Maple,West Des Moines, Iowa 50265,
515-225-6122. 8-77-tf

SAVEHUNDREDSOF DOLLARSon high quality,
dependable,American Made, MATV Head-Ends,
V/V, U/V Converters, Camera Modulators, at
factory-direct prices. Send $5.00 (or your MATV
Installers Letterhead). "Information," Box 809,
BoyntonBeach,Fla. 33435. 1-78 e.o.3

HAVINGCRYSTALOR OSCILLATORTROUBLE
or changing frequency on your TV, FM or AM
transmitter? Call us for help at (817) 773-3901.
Our many years in this field with crystals gives
us considerable experience. We can probably
saveyou time and money,and strictly first class.
EDISONELECTRONICCO., Box96, Temple,Tex.
76501. 3-78-3t

TOWERPAINTINGAND LIGHTING: Serviceand
maintenance contracts offered. Pioneer Tower
Service, P.O. Box 253, Carrollton, Missouri
64633,(816)542-0840. 9-77-tf

FREQUENCYMEASURINGAND MONITORSER
VICE. Precision measurements at reasonable
rates. Box 20098, Birmingham, Alabama 35216
205-822-2184. 2-78-4t

HELIAX-STYROFLEX. Large stock-bargain
prices-lested and certified. Write for price and
stock lists. Sierra Western Electric. Box 23872,
Oakland,·catif. 94623.Telephone(415)832-3527.

1-73-tf

WANTED

THE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS BROKERS
needs listings on sales and purchases of AM,
FM, TV stations. All sales and purchasing infor
mation will be kept strictly confidiential. P.O.
Box10009,Bradenton,Florida33507. 3-78-1t

WANTED USED UHF TRANSMITIER: RCA or
Harris 30 or 50 KW. Must be no more than ten
yearsold. Ph. (419)225-3010. 3-78-2t

WANTED: 2-B/W vidicon Studio CameraChains
in good condition. Also Switcher - Gemlock -
Keyer.Cashor Taxwrite off. Contact John Fiore,
R.I. School of Design, Providence,R.I. 02903,or
call (401)333-3511,ext. 373. 3-78-1t

WILL PURCHASEFOR CASH ANY OF YOUR
EXCESS TUBES-transmitting, camera types;
anything in good condition, including lamps and
electronic parts. Write to: S & M Associates,
1231 Waterview Street, Far Rockaway, N.Y.
11691. 4-77-eot-6t

WANTED: 250-500watts FM stereo transmitter.
WTAO-FM, Rt. 5, Box 286, Murphysboro, Ill.
62966. 1-78-1t

WANTED: Pre-1926radio equipment and tubes.
August J. Link, SurcomAssociates,305Wiscon
sin Ave., Oceanside,Ca. 92054,(714)722-6162.

3-76-tf

WANTED 300' tower, 3KW FM Transmitter,
Studio used. Joy Broadcasters, 608-723-7628,
Lancaster,Wisconsin. 2-78-11

AMPEX 1200, prefer OH with EDITEC.Call D.
ZuIIi 213-466-5441. 2-78-2t
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LEGAL NOTICE
SEALEDPROPOSALSwill be accepted by the
Secretaryof the City Colleges of Chicago until
10:00 A.M. Tuesday, March 28, 1978 for the
following:
EQUIPMENTFORTHE DEVELOPMENTOF AN
EDUCATIONALTELEVISION STATION CITY
COLLEGESOF CHICAGO

Bid specifications may be obtained from the
Office of the Vice Chancellor of Planning and
Operations, 11th Floor, 180 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, II. 60601,prior to the abovedate.
Specificationswill be in five groups.
GroupIA-I Antenna -One UHFAntenna,

Pylon Design
-Approximately 13 to
20 foot lengths9-3/16
inches, 75 ohms

-One UHF, 110KW,
Channel20

-Necessary support
equipmentfor trans
mitter site

GroupIA-V-Special -Necessary special
Instruments instruments for trans-

mitter site
Contractorsand distributors are invited to bid on
one or any combination of groups. Irving B.
Slutsky, Vice Chancellor, City Colleges of
Chicago, Board of Trustees of Community
CollegeDistrict No. 508. 3-78-1t

GroupIA-11-
TransmissionLine

Group IA-Ill-Main
Transmitter
GroupIA-IV-Terminal
Equipment

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

CARTRIDGELABELS: New, non-smearpressure
sensitive labels. Fits all cartridges. Comeswhite
& 4 colors. Write for FREE sample-MASTER
TONECOMPANY,1105Maple,West DesMoines,
Iowa50265,(515)225-6122. 8-77-tf

BROADCASTCRYSTALSfor AM, FM or TV trans
mitters, frequencychange, repair or replacement
of oven types. Also vacuum types for RCA,
Gates, Collins, etc. transmitters. Quality prod
ucts, reasonableprices and better delivery! Don't
bewithout a sparecrystal. Frequencychangeand
servicefor AM and FM monitors. Over30 years in
the business. Eidson Electronic Co., Box 96,
Temple, Texas 76501. Phone (817) 773-3901.

12-74-tf

TWO AVR-l's-one with editor. One Ampex
VR2000fully loaded.CMX300systemwith Grass
Valley1600Switcher also available. For informa
tion write Dept.413, BroadcastEngineering,P.O.
Box12901,OverlandPark, KS66212. 3-78-1t

SONYMV10,000high bandtwo-inch helical scan
videocorder with CVS 500 timebase corrector.
Machinehas only 120 hours-in excellent condi
tion. Contact Premore,Inc., 9336West Washing
ton Boulevard,CulverCity, California90230,(213)
870-6011. 3-78-1t

EQUIPMENTFORSALE: 2 #8310CBS/Thomson
CSF Image Enhancers-$3,895.00 ea; 3 #3100
CBS/Thomson CSF NTSC Encoders-$3,960.00
ea; 1 #CDL1200CBS/ThomsonCSF Test Signal
Generator-$4,200.00ea. ALL ABOVELESS30%
DISCOUNT.Call Lerro Electrical Corporation,
3125 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Penna.
19132.(215)223-8200.Ask for FredDorn. 3-78-1t

BROADCASTAND STUDIO EQUIPMENT.New
and used. Cart and reel recorders, consoles,
limiters, monitors, rnic's, turntables, preamps,
speakers, racks, furniture, reconditioning ser
vices, parts (including PT6). Authorized Spot
master distributors. Contact us for best prices
and trade-in deals. AUTODYNE,P.O. Box 13036,
Orlando,Fla. 32809,(305)855-6868. 9-77-tf

28 FOOTCUSTOMMOBILETRANSPRODUCTION
VAN: 2 camera, color broadcast standard, 1Ox1
tenses; mies, turntable, R/R and cart tape, 11-in
mixer; wave and V-scopes; SEG/chroma key;
1K-pagecharacter generator; 3,4" decks, editor,
TBC; all accessories included. Write Dept. 411,
BroadcastEngineering,P.O. Box 12901,Overland
Park,Kansas66212. 3-78-2t

TWO (2) RCA TR-5 Mobile Quad Recorders,
records low band color. Compact roll-around
units in good condition. $3,500.00for the two
units. Bill Dorsey(212)541-9295. 3-78-1t

MOBILETV VAN-with air and generator, 27 ft.
GMchassis, $12,000or best offer, will trade. Call
E. J. Stewart, Inc., Penna.(215)543-7600.Ask for
Hal Lipman. 3-78-11

A/V ROUTINGSWITCHER-12 in X 8 out with
remotecontrols. $4,000.or best offer, will trade.
Call E. J. Stewart, Inc., Penna. (215)543-7600.
Ask for Hal Lipman. 3-78-1t

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (CONT.)
FORSALE: Schaefer800 automation controller,
4 Scully 270-2 stereo decks, 4 McCarta mono
single play cart decks, 1 McCarta mono cart
recorder,Marti STL-8Dual STL transmitters and
receivers,and 1O-channelremotecontrol system,
ContactSteveKeating,(214)369-1171. 3-78-11

MICA AND VACUUM transmitting capacitors.
Vacuumrelays. Large stock; immediatedelivery.
Price lists on request. SURCOMASSOCIATES,
305Wisconsin Ave., Oceanside,Ca 92054, (714)
722-6162. 3-76-tf

RAZOR BLADES-Single Edge, Tape Editing,
Rattee,25884BHighland, Cleveland,Ohio 44143.

4-77-12t

COMPLETE T.V. PRODUCTION FACILITY
Wired,Air ConditionedMobile Truck, Two VTR's,
Two Color Cameras, Switcher, Studio Lights,
MuchMore. Ready.In 50's. (804)233-4178.

3-78-11

NEARLY300operating/servicemanuals for color
& B&S TV cameras,VTR's, monitors, video ac
cessories, switchers, SEG's, etc. Covers IVG,
Sony, Panasonic, Ampex, Magnavox, Shiba,
Mincom & misc. others. H-P 330 B/D distortion
analyzers,Tektronix 82 plug-in. RonZimmerman,.
Rte. 3, Franksville,WI 53126. 3-78-1t

RCALOWBANDTR3 w/spare headwheelpanel,
all modulesexcept ATC, CATC.Two each, RCA
TK42,workingwhen removedfrom servicew/two
100-foot cables. Two each, RCA TK 15 mono
chromevidicon camerachains (one lens per unit).
NumerousRCAWP16B powersupplies with and
without centeringmodules.Two eachPhillips PC
60 cameras w/ Phillips encoders, cables, some
spare parts. Write for details and prices to:
University of Maryland, Radio-Television-Film
Division, College Park, Md. 20742, Attn.: John
Fleetwood,or phone(301)454-2541. 3-78-1t

FOR SALE: Harris 20H3 FM transmitter with
TE-3 solid statesman exciter. Stereo generator
67KHZSCA,all modules. Presentlytuned to 98.9
MHZ, 21/2yearsold, less than 20,000hours run
time. As is, functional. Contact FJL Broadcast
ing, OklahomaCity for further information and
price. (405)478-2100. 3-78-1t

TURNTABLE-Technics SP10MKll-2 only. Ex
cellent condition. Sell at $500from suggest price
of $700.Call (206)838-4460. 3-78-1t

FOR SALE: IGM Series 500 broadcast automa
tion system. 2 (24 cart each)CarouselsModel 20
ARS. 2 Scully TransportsType 270-1.Model 90A
Record Centre. Model 10A Playback Module.
Model382A TimeAnnouncer.PegClocks-Voice
& Music Modules, etc. Monitor Panel, Silence
Sensor, PowerSupply, Music Timer, Instruction
Books. For further information write P.O. Box
430,Flin Flon or phone(204)687-3469,Flin Flon,
Manitoba,Canada. 3-78-1t

COLVS100SWITCHER.Double Reentry, 12 x 4
with two Mix Amps, Special Effects Amp, Proc
Amp, Black Gen, Power Supply, RGB Chroma
Keyer,TechPreview,DownstreamKeyer.Contact
RodHall: (213)577-5576. 3-78-2t

RCA TV TRANSMITTER, Type TT5A, 5KW,
air-cooled final amp. Tuned to Channel 6. No
peripheral equipment such as control console,
etc. Asking $5,000. North Monteo Voe-Tech
School, SumneytownPike, Lansdale, Pa. 19446.
(215)368-1177. 3-78-2t

VIDEOSALEon in-useequipment...VTR's, moni
tors, cameras, test equipment audio ... Sony,
Panasonic, Tektronix, Ball Brothers, Conrac,
S.C., E.V., and Bogen. Offer on all or part, by
letter or call: TelePatrol,233Atlantic Ave., Palm
Beach,Florida, (305)655-8570. 3-78-1t

KTR-1000GCOLORTV MICROWAVELINK NTSC
Color TV plus programaudio microwavelinks for
studio-xmtr, CATV, etc. Portable units, Mfr.
Raytheon. As new condition. Radio Research
InstrumentCo., Inc., 2 LakeAve. Ext., Danbury,
CT.Tel. (203)7~2-6666. 3-78-1t

ONE-THIRD OCTAVE FILTER SET, General
Radio-#1925. Thirty filters, 20Hz-20kHz,each
with 50dBattenuator (1dB/step), graphic display.
Thirty Parallel outputs; and summed, weighted,
or serial remote-controlledscan outputs. $5500
new. Like new, $4000or best offer. Contact: R.
Koziol, GAF Broadcasting, 1180 Avenue of the
Americas,NY10036.(212)626-1043. 2-78-2t

COLLINS733A,3KW, FM transmitterwith Collins
A830-2exciter and 786M-1stereo generator.(319)
353-5665. 3-78-11

. BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (CONT.)
TWO SONY 2850A's AND TRI EA-4 AND EA-5
EDITING CONSOLE-One year old. VTR's are
broadcast modified, XLR audio, RF, and SC
jacks. Service manuals. Sony training tapes.
Spare parts. $9,500. Montana Media, Box 7093,
Missoula, Montana59807.(406)543-6441. 2-78-2t

TK-27WITH ALL MODIFICATIONS.Three PC-70
Cameras, CDL Model VSA-102 audio-video
switcher. Bill Orr, WBNS Stations, (614) 460·
3912. 2-78-2t

IMMEDIATEOPENING-First Class engineer for
top radio station In northern Minnesota's Winter
and Summer playground. We insist on top
quality. Salary open. If you're our person call
WKKQ,(218)262-4545. 3-78-1t

WANTED: Announcer-Engineer.First phone for
full time announcerand backupengineer at 5 KW
daytimerand ClassC FM stereo in plains areaof
western Kansas. Contact KXXX, Box 27, Colby,
Kansas, (913) 462-3305. Prefer mature person
looking for place to settle. 3-78-1t

AUDIOCONSOLE-New, stereo 9 input, 5 mixer
broadcast console features a voice activated
music overridesystem. Ideal for remotes, disco's
or production. Precision Gain Audio Systems,
P.O. Box 2, Volant, Pa. 16156. 3-78-1t

NORELCOPCP-90with canon 6-1 zoom, scan
reversaland film lens adapter. AMPEX VR-3000
with cue channel and spare head. COMPUTER
IMAGE 2061 SWITCHERwith six inputs, audio
follow video, 1 mix effect, chroma keyer, and
downstreamkeyerwith soft wipe. All equipment
in excellent condition. Mr. Hamilton, (212) 759-
0822. 3-78-1t

COMPLETE SHINTRON 370 SWITCHER/SEG
Sony PVM5300three screencolor monitor. Dyna
science color sync generator 6525. Model
NumberAVG 3250 key camera. Sony 1200 color
studio camerawith junction box and 32 ft. cable.
Pricedto sell. Cal (505)265-5689. 3-78-1t

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED (CONT.)
IMMEDIATEOPENING-First Class engineer for
top radio station in northern Minnesota's Winter
and Summer playground. We insist on top
quality. Salary open. If you're our person call
WKKQ,(218)262-4545. 3-78-11

WANTED: Announcer-Engineer.First phone for
full time announcerand backupengineerat 5 KW
daytimerand ClassC FM stereo in plains areaof
western Kansas. Contact KXXX, Box 27, Colby,
Kansas, (913) 462-3305. Prefer mature person
looking for place to settle. 3-78-1t
TELEVISION-Help Wanted,TechnicalTVmainte
nance technician experiencedwith color, studio
production equipment, including quad and helical
VTR's. Studio and Eng. cameras, editing sys
tems. Many benefits including 3 weeks paid
vacation plus 10 holidays, free hospitalization
insurance. Large TV production facility in
Southeast. Dept. 415, Broadcast Engineering,
P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, Kansas 66212.
AN EQUALOPPORTUNITYEMPLOYER. 3-78-1t

BROADCASTTECHNICIAN1-KHKE and KUNI,
the Universityof Northern Iowa's dual service FM
public radio stations, seek qualified first class
licensedengineer to help stations move into new
facilities. Engineer will also perform transmitter
maintenanceand carry out construction projects.
Knowledge of solid-state broadcast equipment
and radio broadcast technical experience pre
ferred. Starting salary$9,845plus excellent fringe
package. Apply before April 1O, 1978, to
PersonnelServices,BakerHall, UNI, Cedar Falls,
Iowa 50613.UNI is an E.E.O.IA.A. employer.

3-78-1t
TV STUDIOBROADCASTENGINEERS: Immedi
ate openings for qualified first phoneoperators in
a challenging, major East Coast VHF market.
Send resumesand referencesto Waverly Foster,
CE, WAVY-TV,P.O. Box 1600, Norfolk, Va. An
EqualOpportunity Employer. 3-78-11

CHIEF ENGINEER-established Motion Picture/
TV sound recording studio has opening for
Electrical Engineer with heavy experience in
audio equipment, maintenance, modification,
design, and fabrication. Confidential interview.
Sendresumeand salary history. Photo Magnetic
Sound Studios, 222 East 44th Street, New York
City, N.Y. 10017. 3-78-3t

TELEVISION SERVICES
OPERATION/MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

Modern facility provides unusual opportunity for individual
who will share responsibilities for operation, maintenance,
repair and installation of compo_nents in broadcast quality
television systems. Must have solid technical training and
from 3-5 years maintenance experience. Specific familiarity
required with Quad/Helical VTRs, studio portable TV
cameras, production, audio, and digital equipment. Individ
ual must be able to work well both independently and under
direction. Some travel probable.

VIDEOTAPE EDITOR/
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

We're looking for a creative "people-oriented" video-tape
editor to operate a state-of-the-art CMX Quad and cassette
time-code editing system. This editor must be able to
support his creativity with the ability to maintain a high
standard of quality control, and assume the responsibility
for the daily set-up and operation of RCA TR-600 and
TR-70C quads, Sony BVU-200s, HL-35 and TK-44 color
cameras, and all of the additional equipment involved in
production and editing. 3-5 years of professional quad
experience is required.

Salary commensurate with educational background and
experience. Please send your resume in confidence, in
eluding salary history, to:

W.F. Schreiber
Employee Relations Services

~
~~._T~

AIMJOCO
II~

STANDARD OIL
COMPANY
(Indiana)

200 E. Randolph, MC 0302
Chicago, IL 60601

An Equal Opporturnity Employer MIF
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HELP WANTED (CONT.)

Broadcast
Field Engineers
RCA Service Company has several
immediate opportunities for field
engineers with at least 3 years
experience in the maintenance and
repair of VHF and UHF television
transmitters, television tape and/or
color studio equipment. Successful
candidates should have a 1st Class
FCC Radio-telephone license, plus
a strong digital electronics
background.

Positions offer salaries
commensurate with qualifications
and experience, plus outstanding
benefits including:

• Free medical insurance
for you and your family

• Free life insurance
• Paid vacation and holidays
• Liberal retirement program

Relocation unnecessary if you are
now located near good air
transporation service
For immediate consideration, send
resume to:

Mr.SW. Geary
RCA Service Company
Bldg. 201-2 Cherry Hill
Camden. N.J 08101
Equal opportunity employer F/M.

RCll
Careers

In Television Engineering
RKO General, Boston Division, has
immediate openings for the following
positions.

ENGINEERING SUPERVISOR
Fo: the candidate who can supervise
technicians assigned to television pro
duct ion and maintenance. A solid
technical background, FCC FIRST
CLASS LICENSE and a minimum of 5
years of television broadcast experience
is also required. Previous supervisory
experience a real plus.

TECHNICIAN
Experience in studio broadcasting and
an FCC FIRST CLASS LICENSE are
required. A background in electronics is
also desirable.

RKO General offers a liberal compensa
tion package.

For prompt consideration, forward your
resume including salary requirements
to:

Personnel !eJI
Department #
WNAC-TV BOSTON~
A CBS AFFILIATE
RKO General Building,
Government Center,
Boston, MA 02114

An Equal Opportunity EmployerM/F/H/Vets
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HELP WANTED (CONT.)
ENGINEERINGPOSITIONS ($15,000-$40,000)-
0penings at all locations coast to coast-all
levels and disciplines. Over 1,000 firms repre
sented.To coverALL your immediatejob possi
bilities in the "unpublished" market, send your
resume with salary requirementsnow. No fee,
confidential, professional. KEY PERSONNEL,
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, South Main
Towers,Wilkes-Barre,Pa. 18701,(717)822-2196.

1-78-TFN

TELEVISION-CCTV V.ideo Maintenance Tech
nicians. Full Benefits. GreaterNewYork, Suffolk
County or New Jersey Area. Send resume to:
VPC,P.O. Box 268, NewHydePark, N.Y. 11040.

6-77-tf

CHIEF ENGINEER. Career opportunity with
Metromedia Radio. Formal electronics training
required.Must be expert in AM/FM technology;
have FCC first phone and show leadership
ability. Salary open. Excellent benefits. Equal
opportunity employer. Repliesconfidential. Send
resumeto Metromedia Radio, 565 5th Avenue,
New York, New York 10017. Att: Mr. Paulsen.

3-78-11

TELEVISIONENGINEERTRAINEEcandidate for
partially funded Minority Training Grant for
television broadcast engineer. BSEE or Associ
ates in Electronics desired. Equivalency in
educationwith strong experiencebackgroundin
digital technology also considered. Contact:
Roland Desjardins, WCBB, Lewiston, Maine
04240. 2-78-2t

ENGINEER- NETWORKCONTROL-Statewide
educational telecommunicationsystem. Operate
computercontroller for statewidevideo network.
Operateand maintain videotape recorder. FCC
First Phonelicense required.Minimumtwo years
television engineeringexperiencewith operation
and maintenance of broadcast-type videotape
recording equipment. At least two years post
secondary education highly desirable. Contact
Phyllis Gootee; Personnel Division, Indiana
University-PurdueUniversityat Indianapolis,1100
W. Michigan St., Indianapolis, IN 46202. (317)
264-7617.EEO/AA. 3-78-11

MICROPROCESSORSOFTWARE/HARDWARE
Serveas Assistant Design Engineer for special
technical development projects with statewide
educational telecommunication system. Con
struct and test prototype systems. Degree in
Computer Science, Computer Programming, or
Electrical Engineering plus First Phone FCC
license desired. Minimum two years experience
writing computer programs. Know machineand
BASIC languages.Experiencewith construction
of digital circuits, knowledgeof video systems
and equipment desirable. Submit resumeto: J.
Potter, Indiana Higher Education Telecommuni
cation System,1100W. MichiganSt., Indianapo
lis, IN 46202.EEO/AA. . 3-78-1t

LICENSED TV TECHNICIAN experienced in
operation and maintenanceof studio and trans
mitter equipment for commercial midwest mar
ket. Latest equipment,pleasantenvironment,full
benefits. NBC network/heavy local production.
Write Jerry Merritt, WICS-TV, 2680 E. Cook,
Springfield, Ill. 62703or call (217)753-5665.

2-78-2t

MANAGER/SUPERVISORof on-campusFM sta
tion. Supervise/train students in FM station
facility. Teachradio/television courses. Graudate
degreepreferred.Salary range: $11,000-$13,000;
9 months. EOE application deadline 3/24/78.
Position begins August, 1978. Send vita to
DonaldL. Loeffler, Head, Departmentof Speech
and Theatre Arts, Western Carolina University,
Cullowhee,NorthCarolina28723. 3-78-1t

VIDEOENGINEER-Hollywood production house
needsengineerwith good backgroundin mainte
nanceof studio color video equipment. Produc
tion experiencean asset. Send resumeto: Image
West, Limited, 845 No. Highland Avenue, Holly
wood,CA90038. 3-78-11

TV ENGINEER:Undersupervision, maintain, re
pair, and operate Master Control equipment, TV
camera film chains, studio video cameras,
switchers, color Portapaks,video editing system
and video distribution system. Design various
neededTV systems. Assist in technical training
of TV technicians.Assist faculty and students in
the operationof TV studios andequipment.Other
duties as required. First Class Radio-Telephone
license required. Extensiveprofessionalcolor TV
engineeringexperiencerequired. College degree
preferred. Willing to accede to variable work
schedule.Salary$1,683per month. Send resume
to: Joan Graham, Departmentof Theater Arts,
UCLA,405HilgardAve., Los Angeles,CA 90024.
AffirmativeAction Employer. 3-78-1t
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HELP WANTED (CONT.)
MAINTENANCEENGINEER: THREE TO FIVE
YEAR'SPRIORMAINTENANCEEXPERIENCEwill
put you on this Up-To-Date facility's team.
Excellent benefits and future with a #1 market,
CBS southeast affiliate. Equal Opportunity Em
ployer, M/F. Contact: Jack Becknell, V. P.,
Engineering,WCSC-TV,P.O. Box 186, Charles
ton, SC29402.(803)723-8371. 3-78-1t

BROADCASTENGINEERS-SeniorTechnicians.25
to 36Kafter six months apprenticeship.We have
openings for highly competent self-motivated
professionals with extensive background in
digital and analogue circuits. You will have
responsibility for maintenanceof complex ship
board communications, electronics and naviga
tional systems and handle all ship communica
tions. A secondclass FCCradiotelegraphlicense
is required.If you lack the FCC license but are
otherwisequalified we will help. Liberal vacation
and fringe benefits. Interestedcandidatessubmit
resume in confidence to Radio Officers Union,
ATTN: IME, 70 Hudson Street, Room 710,
Hoboken,New Jersey 07030,or telephone (201)
659-7370. 3-78-1t

MAINTENANCESUPERVISORWANTEDfor Cali
fornia major market VHF located in one of
nation's fastest growing areas. Requirements
include-minimum 3 years maintenanceexperi
ence, with strong background in VTR, ACR-25
experience preferred: FCC first class license.
Electronicsschool graduateor equivalent techni
cal education, including digital technology. Send
resumeto PersonnelDirector, KNTV, 645 Park
Ave.,SanJose, Calif. 95110.AEOE. 3-78-11

EXCITINGNEWGROUPis now expanding. This
is your opportunity to get in on the ground floor
and grow with the company. If you are experi
enced in TV maintenance,including quad tape,
Sonyhelicaland other ENGequipment, then this
may be the opportunity you have been looking
for. Enjoythe sunnysouth. Salarycommensurate
with experience.Contact HaroldJohnsonat (205)
533-4848. 3-78-2t

ARE YOU READYTO MOVE UP to Assistant
Chief? If you are experiencedwith quad tape,
helical tape, ENGequipmentand understandRF
this may be the position you are looking for.
Enjoythe sunny south and grow with an expand
ing young group. Salary based on experience.
Call HaroldJohnson,(205)533-4848. 3-78-2t

HELP WANTED-TV ENGINEER. Immediate
openingfor experiencedengineerat its full color
facilities. Position combines maintenance and
productionduties for broadcastand small format
equipment. First Class FCC Iicense and strong
maintenancebackground required-salary com
mensurate,excellent benefits. Send resumewith
salary history to Doug Dunning, ETV Center,
MVRHall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

3-78-11

VIDEO ENGINEER/OPERATOR-Experiencedin
maintenance& repairof quadruplex,helical, film
chainand other relatedvideo equipment. Call or
write to ByronMotion Pictures, Inc., 65 K Street,
N.E., Washington, o.e. 20002, (202) 783-2700.

3-78-11

TELEVISIONMAINTENANCE ENGINEER-first
phoneand minimum 3 years experiencein tele
vision maintenance/systemsinstallation required.
This is key position w/established SanFrancisco
station. Major technical facility expansion soon
to be made. Excellent salary and fringes. Con
tact: John Nielsen, KBHK-TV,420 Taylor Street,
San Francisco, CA 94102, (415) 885-3805.An
EqualOpportunityEmployer-M/F. 3-78-11

CHIEF ENGINEER:AM directional, transmitter,
studio main. Will work with the assistance of
corp. engineer.Weir, Weirton, W. VA. Contact
Terry MacAlarney,WFBG-Hilltop, Logan Blvd.,
Altoona, PA16602.(814)943-1136. 3-78-1t

OPERATINGAND MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
with First Class FCC license. Immediate open
ings, ideal community, located in Alaska. Send
resume and salary requirements to: George
Howard, Chief Engineer, Northern Television,
Inc., Box 2200, Anchorage, Alaska 9951O. An
EOE. 3-78-2t

CHIEFENGINEERwho understandsTop-40,both
AM and FM. Midwest combo needs experienced
pro with ears. Good equipment and facility.
Chancefor advancementwith growing, ambitious
group. E.O.E., but only winners need apply.
Write Dept. 410, Broadcast Engineering, P.O.
Box12901,OverlandPark,Kansas66212. 3-78-2t

HELP WANTED (CONT.)

If you're the specialist we
need we'll provide you with::
• A starting salary of

$26,500 per year (+ over
time)

• The potential for promo
tion to Manager

• A stable and secure fu
ture... the person you're
replacing is retiring after
30 years on the job.

We're a billion dollar com
munications organization
seeking a take-charge pro
capable of directing the main
tenance operations for our
TV/FM transmitters, micro
wave systems, VTR's, and
associated audio video
digital equipment. Position
will bring responsibility for
supervising the work of 9
transmitter technicians, and
assuring comp Iiance with
FCC engineering standards.

To qualify you should have a
1st Class FCC radio-tele
phone license. Your creden
tials should also include a
knowledge of RF test tech
niques, TV test signals, spec
trum analyzers, and associ
ated test equipment needed
to repair troubleshoot state
of-the-art. audio, video aná
RF systems.

Position is based in New
York City. Apply by sending
a resume, including salary
history, to: Broadcast En
gineering, P.O. Box 12901,
Dept. 414, Overland Park,
Kansas 66212.

An equal opportunity
employer, m I f
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You will not be locked out with one
video channel "Squeezoom." Add
other channels as you wish. Too
many exciting features and appli
cations to describe ..Call us toll free
1-800-87 4-4608.

<;

HI TECHNOLOGYPRODUCT\INNOVATORS
l.

VITAL· INDUSTRIES, INC.
MAIN OFFICE: 3700 N.E. 53rd Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601 U.S.A. • Tel.: Area 904-378-1581.

MORRELLBEAVERSMidwest
2644 North Seventh St.

Terre Haute. Indiana 47804
Phone S12I465-3212

ROBERTMcALL Northeast
34 Autumn Lane

Hicksville, N. Y. 11801
Phone 5161735-0055

GORDONPETERSSouthwest
P. O. Box 912

Arlington. Texas 76010
Phone 81l/261-6855

ERICKING Southeast
Fox Hill Road

Lynchburg. Va. 24503
Phone 804/384-7001

BARRYHOLLANDWest Coast
7960 West Beverly Blvd.

Los Angeles. California 90048
Phone 213/653-9438

for More Details Circle {3) on Reply Card
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